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Everyone is permitted to copy and redistribute free (not for sale) copies of this document or parts of it, 
with the following considerations.  

 Bruce Harvey and the Surveying & Geospatial Engineering, School of Civil & Environmental 
Engineering, UNSW, Sydney Australia should be given credit for their work, while not being 
considered responsible for modifications made by others. 

 Derivative works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense and contain 
these conditions, including copyright statement, and the history of modifications. 

 Copies of derivative works that include modifications, or suggestions for improvements to the 
document, should be sent to the School of Civil & Environmental Engineering, UNSW. 

 The document is designed for surveying students and their teachers. It should not be 
plagiarised.  

 It is suggested that you contact the authors of this document well before redistributing any 
large number of copies, to give them a chance to provide you with an updated version or to 
comment on any modifications you wish to make. 

 The author(s) of the document and the School of Civil & Environmental Engineering do not 
give permission to use their names to assert or imply endorsement of any modified version. 

 Translation is considered a kind of modification. 
 We acknowledge the contributions of former staff and students of our school to this book. 
 We acknowledge that some of the CAD material is derived from the CivilCAD software and 

training manuals. 
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About this book 

There is more to Surveying, Spatial Information Systems, and Geomatic Engineering than just 
measurements and calculations, but this book is about our basic calculations. Calculations and plan 
drawing are a traditional part of surveyors' work and many fields of surveying involve data collection, 
calculations and presentation of results using computers.  Computers make our work easier and 
usually better quality.  
 
Survey Computations has been a subject or course at UNSW for many years.  CAD has also been 
taught here for many years, in a separate subject to survey computations, and with a variety of 
software products and versions. Over the years many lecturers have taught these topics, including: M. 
Maughan, S. Ganeshan, F. Brunner, B. Harvey, V. Janssen, C. Roberts, and Y. Zhou. Some taught for 
longer than others, Ganeshan probably for the longest. Various lecturers over the years have added to 
the lecturing material and tutorial questions. We now have a collection of material some of which has 
unknown sources.  Did the lecturers take it from some book for internal educational use only; did they 
generate it themselves, which lecturer provided which material?  We are not sure.  I, Bruce Harvey, 
know that I wrote a considerable portion. Some of the CAD material is based on CivilCAD software 
and training manuals. I continue to modernise the material, adding and deleting where appropriate. I 
share the material with you in a way that I believe is in accordance with copyright laws.  
 
Survey Computations includes the elementary survey calculations like radiations, intersections, 
traverses and resections. They form the basis of many traditional field surveys and are still required 
knowledge for some surveyors today. Using computer aided drafting software to process surveying 
data for design and plan production purposes is an important and essential skill for surveying 
graduates. This book introduces surveying/civil CAD packages commonly used in engineering 
surveying. Instructions are given in data entry, contouring and plan drawing for detail survey, 
subdivision and road design. 
 
Most of the problems in this book assume the earth is flat, there is no atmosphere and measurements 
are perfect.  Of course the assumptions are not true, but you will learn in other surveying courses how 
to cater for those aspects e.g. correct the observations for refractive effects and how to work on a map 
projection coordinate system. Then many of the calculations we do in this course can be used. This 
course is currently taught to second year students at UNSW who have studied one previous surveying 
course. A course in Least Squares adjustments follows this course on survey computations to better 
cope with measurement errors. 
 
The aims and methods for this book are:  

 To present the information necessary to do Survey Computations calculations, with many 
examples and worked solutions to enable students to solve plane survey computation 
problems and to be able to learn to use any of the currently available surveying CAD 
packages or those developed in the future.  

 To be available at the lowest cost to students, so an electronic version is on the web for free 
download. [I would prefer students not to print it out onto paper; look after our natural 
resources. I prefer other teachers use it with appropriate acknowledgement.] 

 To use the best of many years of collected teaching materials and add new material. 
 To add new methods and a new approach. 
 To update it regularly, it is live and never final, so I put information in quickly and polish it later. 

So I do not refer to page numbers or figure numbers to make it easier to update. 
 To allow students to contribute to the book for their own benefit and the benefit of other 

students. Students will contribute to this book with additions or improvements, including 
summaries, colour figures, worked solutions, computer source code, spreadsheets, step by 
step guides through CAD, calculator steps etc. Contact me if you wish to improve parts of the 
book. 

 But the aim is not for you to acquire a vast knowledge of all the options/steps available in 
CAD nor is it to remember all the equations used in plane survey computations.    

 
It would be very tempting for me to keep adding more and more material to this book and try to tell you 
everything I know about the topic.  But that would be too much for one course. For example, I used to 
include some computer programming for survey computations in this book, but there is not sufficient 
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time in our course to teach it. So it is no longer included in the book. I have been guided by: "Make 
everything as simple as possible, but not simpler" - Albert Einstein and by "Simplicity hinges as much 
on cutting nonessential features as on adding helpful ones." - Walter Bender. I try to make each new 
version simpler rather than more complex, to keep the best of the old ways and to add the best of new 
ways with the latest technology. 

How to study this book 

If you have the pdf version of this book you can use the FIND feature to locate key words, so we don’t 
need an index. You can also use the Pages and Bookmarks functions in the navigation pane if you are 
using Acrobat Reader or similar to read the file. 
 

Downloading – READ ME 
 

Apparently downloading files is addictive and there is a similar problem with photocopying. 
 
The amount of class and reference material that students can read is now enormous.  Most people will 
download files or photocopy things because if they have the file or the paper, they can read it at any 
time … so they don’t have to read it now. So hardly anyone reads anymore and people only collect 
files or printouts or photocopies and store them away. Is getting copies of all the material the only way 
you can keep up?   
 
Have you tried an alternative? It’s an old fashioned process where you place the pages in front of your 
eyes and read, you let it go through into the brain and it is much better than a download or a 
photocopy. Perhaps I should put lots of files on my web site with no significant or useful content, just 
random gibberish, and see how many times the files are downloaded.  
 

Paraphrased by Bruce Harvey from an article on Neuroxing (source unknown) 
 

Even better:  Students should do the calculations in the questions and the worked examples, don’t just 
read them, and certainly don’t just download the file and do nothing with it. 
.  

 
I hope you enjoy learning from this book, practise the material by doing the questions and the worked 
examples. How much you learn (and whether you pass the course or not), depends more on how 
many problems you solve than on how much you read or try to memorise the book.  I know that it 
takes a lot of time and effort to work through all the problems.  The reward is that you learn by doing, 
not just by reading. 
 
Copies of the data, spreadsheets and programs used in some questions and examples, can be made 
available from the School of Surveying and Spatial Information Systems, UNSW, via the web site. 
 
Students are not a homogeneous group and different people learn in different ways.  Some have 
asked me to keep the notes as short as possible, to be concise.  Others have asked for worked 
examples with full details.  I have tried to please both groups.  You have to find the learning style that 
suits you best.  For example, a former student said: "Once an understanding of what is happening is 
made, it becomes more interesting.  I've also discovered that reading the textbook after I tried 
something on the computer was a lot more beneficial than attempting the reverse."  I hope you will 
also try to do the problems and gain some experience and understanding, rather than just trying to 
memorise the book. 
 
Do not use only your old calculator for every problem in this book.  Move out of your comfort zone and 
learn something new.  It is important to do some of the problems in a spreadsheet or in CAD, or with 
some other software e.g. Matlab.  It is only by using different “machines” that you learn the 
advantages and disadvantages of each. 
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A blog about reading the answers to Surveying Computations problems. 

In May 2023 Jackie Appel wrote an article called “Mathematicians Discovered Something Mind-
Blowing About the Number 15. The simple number solves a notoriously complicated problem.”  This 
reminded me about students wanting to see the answer in the textbook to challenging surveying 
computations problems. In Jackie’s article she wrote about two university mathematicians who found 
an answer to how many numbers you need to fill an infinite grid under specific conditions. This is a 
challenging and complicated maths problem that had taken years for experts to solve, and the answer 
was a simple number. 

The maths people did not want to tackle the problem by trying many calculations with a powerful 
computer but wanted to solve it in a clever way. In Surveying you are not going to need to solve their 
problem and there is no need for you to just know the answer.  

Sometimes, it really is more about the journey than the destination. I am sure you have heard that 
quote before.  To me it is at the core of our education in surveying computations.  We want you to go 
through the many steps, try logical and or creative approaches, and eventually find the answer that 
you know is correct.  If you cannot find the answer, then you may have still gained something from the 
experience. That, in my opinion, is far more valuable than reading the answer in a textbook. Many of 
our surveying graduates before you have followed that same pathway. 

More details about the problem can be read at https://www.quantamagazine.org/the-number-15-
describes-the-secret-limit-of-an-infinite-grid-20230420/  or in Popular Mechanics. 

I have given examples and answers for many of the questions and may add more in the future.  
However, one problem with giving worked solutions is that it is easy to superficially read them and 
think you understand or have learnt something.  You should force yourself to do the calculations and 
mechanics of the problem, do not just read my solution.  Also, think about how the problem was 
solved.  What are the assumptions, steps, decisions and procedures?  If you had a different problem 
to solve what aspects of the examples might be applicable? On the other hand, if you can't solve a 
problem then the answers and worked solutions may help.  The answers also serve as extra examples 
for those who need them.  My solutions may also point out errors in your work (calculations, 
assumptions or methods) which you might not otherwise have been aware of. 

 
Another disadvantage of including answers is that you become accustomed to looking to the 'back of 
the book' to check your work. Then students don’t learn the importance of self-checking their own 
work. In the real world there are rarely solutions and answers provided (if the answers are already 
available who would pay you to do the work?). You have to be able to decide, and check for yourself, 
that your work is correct.  You have to learn how to check your methods and calculations. Giving you 
the answers (spoon feeding) does not help you learn this important aspect. Though, I am sure that 
after being spoon fed for a while you will want to solve problems on your own. Incidentally, I don't 
guarantee the answers in this book are correct. You can check them and tell me about any errors. 
Some answers are not complete. If you need more help with them or the questions that are not 
answered, then consult your lecturer, tutor, or peers. If you have a better solution for a question or find 
an error please tell me.  
 
In a course based on this book it may be 
possible to pass by memorising a series of 
steps, but you may forget it later. I hope you will 
try to understand this subject. Practice doing the 
calculations. Think about the derivations. This is 
a practical course, the more practice and 
experience you get the better you will 
understand the topic and the faster you will be 
able to solve problems. 
 
 
What to do if you cannot understand the book? Ask me or your teacher, ask other students, read other 
books in the library or on the web.   
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Sources of these figures unknown.    

After this book: 
 
Harvey, B.R. (2016) Practical Least Squares and Statistics for Surveyors, Monograph 13, Third 

Edition reprinted, Surveying, CVEN, UNSW. 332 + x pp.  ISBN 0-7334-2339-6.  
 
The book has recently been reprinted, now in colour, still with spiral binding for ease of use.  At the 
lowest possible cost, but not as a free pdf. I retain copyright to the book. To order the book, go to 
UNSW Bookshop or :  https://www.bookshop.unsw.edu.au/details.cgi?ITEMNO=9780733423390   
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1.  REVISION of CALCULATIONS 

The aim of this section is to show important principles and methods of carrying out survey 
computations using calculators and computers.  This chapter is an introduction to the calculations for 
plane surveying.  I assume you have prior knowledge of surveying measurements and include this 
material here for your revision.  
 
Why should you learn this material? Calculations are a traditional part of surveyors' work.  Computers 
and calculators make the work easier.  Even though machines (computers & calculators), software 
and programming languages will change in the future, once you convince yourselves (and us) that you 
can learn this subject then you should be able to learn new machines and languages successfully in 
the future. 
 
Parts of two movies will be shown in lectures to help you think about some principles of calculation. 
The original Star Wars movie (a section near the end of the movie) shows that computer software 
does not always work and sometimes we should use our experience to guide us. The Rainman movie 
has a section that shows some clever calculations being done but no understanding of the answers.  

History 

Much of our course in survey computations is geometry. From Wikipedia: Geometry (Greek 
γεωμετρία; geo = earth, metria = measure) is a part of mathematics concerned with questions of size, 
shape, and relative position of figures and with properties of space. Geometry is one of the oldest 
sciences. Initially a body of practical knowledge concerning lengths, areas, and volumes, in the third 
century B.C. geometry was put into an axiomatic form by Euclid, whose treatment set a standard for 
many centuries to follow. … Introduction of coordinates by Descartes and the concurrent development 
of algebra marked a new stage for geometry, since geometric figures, such as plane curves, could 
now be represented analytically. … The visual nature of geometry makes it initially more accessible 
than other parts of mathematics, such as algebra … 
 
Should we put the following sign above the door to our comps lab, and allow students of survey 
computations to enter too? 


 
It means “Let no-one ignorant of Geometry enter” and was the sign over Plato’s door. Another 
translation for the inscription on Plato's door: "Let no one enter who does not know geometry." Another 
translation: The Greek "Medis Ageometretos Eisito" was taken from the inscription over the portal of 
Plato's Academy. The literal meaning is "Let no one without skill in geometria enter" the primary 
meaning of the Greek work geometria being "measurement of Earth." It is used in the crest and the 
registered trade mark of the Institution of Surveyors, NSW:  
 
Plato (c.427-347 B.C.E.) … pursuit of truth through questions, answers, and additional questions. 
Plato's most prominent student was Aristotle. Plato founded an Academy in Athens, often described 
as the first university. Plato loved geometry. He wrote: "[Geometry is] . . . pursued for the sake of the 
knowledge of what eternally exists, and not of what comes for a moment into existence, and then 
perishes, ... [it] must draw the soul towards truth and give the finishing touch to the philosophic spirit." 
 
Over the years the computing ‘machines’ available to students and surveyors 
have improved considerably.  The history of computing is well documented 
elsewhere but the history of Surveying Computing includes: Logarithm tables, 
slide rules, calculating machines e.g. Facit, calculators with useful functions 
and some programmable (e.g. HP 45, 29c, 41 …), instrument on board 
calculations e.g. electronic theodolite total stations with coordinate calculation, 
digital levels for level run calculations, GPS… For photos see our on line 
museum:  http://www.ssis.unsw.edu.au/info-about/our-school/historical-
artefacts/surveying-instrument-collection  
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Layout of Calculations  

Calculation techniques depend to a certain extent on the individual person, but some general rules for 
layout of calculations have been found to be useful when writing the calculations on paper. Some are 
also relevant for layout of calculations on spreadsheets. 
 
Get used to doing your hand or calculator calculations neatly and orderly, cross out any mistakes and 
continue.  Don't do a quick, rough, messy job and then write up a neat copy of the calculations.  
Writing the calculations once leads to less chance of making mistakes because of untidy work, and 
there are no errors caused by mistakes when copying to a second version.  As a general rule, the 
length of time taken over a computation is of little importance compared with the necessity for 
obtaining a correct answer.   
 
A good layout makes it easier, and more reliable, for other people to read your calculations or even for 
you to read them yourself some time later. Calculations can often be laid out in table form (i.e. with 
rows and columns) in a neat, logical way and include comments. The layout of output from computer 
programs should be neat, easily readable and understandable with suitable headings and comments, 
echo all input, and not give insignificant digits in the results. 
   
It is advisable to include details of steps of the calculating sequence, especially to state the formulas 
used.  A summary of the results of the calculations should be given, or the results highlighted. 
 
As much as possible of the intermediate results of calculations should be stored in the machine's 
memories.  This reduces errors due to transferring figures incorrectly between paper and machine.  
Quite often it is helpful to record intermediate results so that any errors may be easily traced.  This 
means just record them and do not transfer them in and out of the machine.  Extreme care has to be 
exercised when transferring numbers from the worksheet to the calculating machine or vice versa, or 
from one page to another. 
 
Hand written mistakes are corrected by drawing a line through the wrong number and inserting the 

corrected value above the wrong one e.g.  236/
1

 .  Do not overwrite on the original e.g. 2316  because it 
is often not clear what the correct value is. When writing numbers containing many digits it is 
preferable to group the digits in sets of three, in both directions from the decimal point e.g. 5 236 
978.645 23   
 
For cadastral surveys in NSW the Surveying Regulation 2006 specifies the method of recording 
angles and bearings in field notes: “All angles and bearings must be observed and recorded in 
degrees, minutes and seconds, and all bearings must be reckoned and expressed clockwise from 
zero to 360 degrees.” 
 
When angles (and bearings, latitudes etc) contain minutes or seconds less than 10 it is preferable to 
include additional zeros.  For example write 36° 12' 05" instead of 36° 12' 5",  the latter may be 
misinterpreted (especially by machines) as 36° 12' 50".   Similarly write 21° 03' 36.4" instead of 21° 3' 
36.4". 

Mental Arithmetic 

 Why is the ability to do mental arithmetic calculations useful? 
 Build your confidence with practice 

 
Useful constants for mental arithmetic  Metric conversion 

 = 3.14      actually  = 3.1415926535897932… 1 foot = 0.3048 m  (exactly) = 12 inches 
1 radian = 206264.8… ” ≈ 200000 ” 1 chain = 100 link = 66 feet = 22 yards 
1’ subtends ≈ 0.03 per 100               ℓ = rθ 1 mile = 5280 feet 
1” subtends ≈ 0.005 per 1000 or  1mm per 200m 1 acre = 160 perch ≈ 64 m x 64 m ≈ 0.4 ha 
1” of latitude ≈   30 m (& longitude near equator) 1 hectare = 10 000 m² = 100 m x 100 m 
1 ppm = 1 mm per 1 km  

 
Try the following questions without using calculator or computer. If possible do the intermediate 
working in your head rather than on paper. Some answers require approximate values, often 1 or 2 
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significant figures are enough. Note the time taken 
 
Practice Questions: 

1. 180°  +  82° 33' 44"  =  ?    (useful for checking FL & FR on theodolite directions, and back 
bearings) 

2. 360° -  82° 33' 44"  =  ?      (useful for checking FL & FR on theodolite ZA) 
3. 360° -  (94°23'45" + 265°35'33")  = ? 
4. What is half of 1'24" ? 
5. Reverse bearing of 135° 33' 55“ = ?     
6.  2 * π * 7  =  ? 
7. Convert 50 feet to metres 
8.  ((0.03)²+(0.05)²) =   ? 
9. At a scale of 1:500 what does 3m on the ground plot as on the plan? 
10.  What is 3ppm over 4 km? 
11.  An offset of 6cm over 100m represents an angle of  ? 
12.  What offset does 2" cause over a distance of 1km?  
13.  What length (metres) on the earth's surface is spanned by 0.03" of latitude?  

 
Answers: 262° 33’ 44”,  277° 26’ 16”, 42”, 42”, 315° 33’ 55”, 44, 15, .06, 6mm, 12mm, 2’, 1cm, 0.9m 

Integers and real numbers in surveying 

Measurements (e.g. distances and angles) are estimates of 
real numbers and are part of a continuous sample.  
Measurements are never perfectly accurate they always 
contain some error, so the measured value is an 
approximate representation of the true value.  For example 
the distance between two marks may be 
43.64372364590278658910... metres.  If we use a 
measuring tape that is graduated every millimetre our value 
for the distance (if we are careful and skilful) will be 43.644 
m. Now if we estimated the fraction between the 4 and 5 mm 
marks on the tape we might say the distance is about 
43.6437 m.  The number of decimal places you record for 
the measurement depends on how accurate you can 
measure. But you will always only approximate the true 
value.  You will never know what the exact value is! 

 
Figure at right.  The more precise our measurement 
equipment the more decimal places or significant figures we 
can see.  
 
On the other hand there are some numbers in surveying that 
are exact or in other words discrete integer values.  Integer values exist when we count something, for 
example, how many marks in the survey, or how many times you repeated a measurement.  
 
When we do calculations in surveying the equations usually involve combinations of integers, 
constants and real number measurements and occasionally other values e.g. π.  Even some of the 
constants in equations (e.g. √2) cannot be expressed exactly in a fixed number of decimal places. 
 
In computers, integers are stored accurately in binary form, and use less storage space, and 
calculations are quicker and more are accurate (except division) than with real numbers. Real 
numbers are converted to scientific notation and to binary and have round off errors in these binary 
conversions and calculations. So if you compare a real number with an integer in an IF statement 
inside a computer program or spreadsheet you may get some unexpected answers. For example, 
does 3 = 3.0?  
 
You will experience an example of this computing problem in the conversion of bearings, angles, 
latitudes etc, between DMS (degrees minutes seconds) and degrees with a decimal component.  The 
calculation of integer D M S from decimal degrees can sometimes be wrong on a computer. More is 
said about this problem later. 
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Rounding numbers and expressing results 

As you know, rounding 123.234567 to two decimal places gives 123.23. Some people always round 
trailing 5s up to the next value so their values are always slightly too large.  So if the part to be 
rounded-off exactly equals 5 then round to the nearest even value, e.g. again to two decimal places: 
123.235 becomes 123.24 and 123.285 becomes 123.28.  If you always round to an even number it 
can be 'cleanly' divided by 2 whereas odd numbers generate further decimal places and trailing fives.  
Rounding to the even value means that sometimes the new value will be slightly too large and 
sometimes slightly too small this helps to reduce the effect of round-off errors accumulating when a 
long series of calculations are involved.   Beware of problems of rounding an already rounded number, 
e.g. 869.79749 when rounded to 4 places becomes 869.7975 if then rounded to 3 places becomes 
869.798 but if you rounded to 3 places from the original number you would get the correct result = 
869.797. 
 
Test out your calculator and your computer software to see how the rounding is done when you tell the 
machine to round off to a certain number of digits.  Does it use the above convention, does it round 
trailing 5s up, or does it just truncate trailing digits? 
 
A common student mistake is to write down too many digits in the answers from their calculations.  
How many digits should we show in the results of our calculations?  A common approach in surveying 
is to determine the accuracy of the results and then decide how many digits to display based on this 
accuracy.  For example, if you do some calculations to find the distance between two points and the 
accuracy is about ±3mm then you would round off the distance to the nearest mm and show no further 
digits.  You will learn in other courses how to determine the accuracy of your measurements and 
results.  Until then you will have to rely on intuition, experience and your lecturers' advice. 
 
Don't show more decimal places in your results than you can be sure of.  If you quote your results in 
the form x ± y where x is the mean and y is the standard deviation then show your value of y to one or 
two significant figures.  We usually use one significant figure if the first digit is greater than 2, e.g.  
0.3", 0.09cm, and we usually use two significant figures if the first digit is 1, e.g.  0.14m, 12", 0.19, 
0.0013.  Round off the parameter to the same number of decimal places as the standard deviation or y 
value.  Sometimes the number of digits is defined by law.   
 
When calculating a mean and standard deviation of a set of measurements write the standard 
deviation to 1 or 2 significant figures and the mean to no more than the number of decimal places in 
the standard deviation. eg mean = 138.12412... standard deviation = ± 0.006234... should be written 
as mean = 138.124 and standard deviation = ± 0.006. 
 
If possible you should do all your calculations with the numbers as you obtain them stored in a 
calculator or computer without rounding off intermediate steps and then round off the answer.  If you 
round off each measurement and then do your calculations your answer might be wrong because of 
round off error. 

Calculators  

Survey calculations used to be done by using special tables of logarithms and trig functions.  In some 
cases where only a few decimal places were required slide rules could be used to give approximate 
answers.  Mechanical machines were also common in the past.  Special computation methods were 
devised to make their use easier.  You will see old survey text books in libraries which discuss 
computation methods specifically designed for these machines.  This chapter will look at methods 
designed for efficient and reliable use of the current machines in use, i.e. calculators and computers. 
 
A common question: I am planning on buying one of those scientific surveying type calculators for my 
work as well as uni. I was wondering if you could tell me if there are any requirements as to what 
calculator we are allowed to have within our surveying courses, or if we are allowed to use HPs in uni 
in the surveying courses and exams. 
 
My answer: I used to like my old HP calculator for field use and I liked programming it, but I use 
computers instead now. What you can use in uni exams depends on the course involved so see the 
course outlines. Generally calculators that can be programmed or display lots of text (like a full 
keyboard) are not allowed in most exams at UNSW. When setting exams most lecturers prefer to find 
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what the student understands and knows, rather than lots of detailed calculations.  So usually a high 
school calculator is enough.  For assignments you can usually use a computer. Many survey 
instruments now do a lot of calculations "on board". So there is not a lot of need for a good calculator 
at uni. If you need one for work then I suggest you talk to the people at work to see what they 
recommend.  However I do know students who have spent hundreds of dollars on calculators because 
work suggested it, then found they hardly ever used them. 
 
For fieldwork our calculation options are calculators, laptop computers, on board functions on survey 
instruments, PDAs with spreadsheets, and smart phones with suitable apps. In the office computers 
are the most common way to do survey computations with spreadsheets, CAD software, custom 
software and programs like Matlab (which you learn about in a later course).  
 
The following figure shows worked examples of surveying calculations on one ‘high school’ calculator. 
Write your own version of these instructions to match your calculator. 
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I wrote a computer program to work as a calculator specifically designed for basic surveying 
calculations.  You might have access to it.  It looks like this: 

 

 
 

If you search the web you will find computer based versions that are excellent replicas of the famous 
HP calculators, many are free.  You will also find their manuals.  Seek and enjoy. 

Accuracy of calculations 

In surveying we take measurements and perform calculations to arrive at some result.  However the 
results themselves are only half the answer, we also require some estimate of the accuracy of the 
results.  The accuracy depends on errors due to the measurement techniques and errors in the 
calculations such as round-off error.  Naturally mistakes could also occur and we hope to avoid these 
with appropriate checking methods.  Errors due to the measurements and how they propagate into the 
final results will be covered in other subjects; here we concentrate on the calculation errors. 
 
You must consider all sources of error in your calculations and take appropriate action to minimise 
their effects.   Calculation errors can occur in a number of ways: 
 
- Calculators and computers have limits and they are not perfectly 
accurate so sometimes the answers are wrong!   
 
- Round-off errors because intermediate values are expressed to 
a finite number of significant figures. 
 
- Errors in the calculation model, e.g. using equations that are only 
approximately correct. 
 
- Mistakes. 
 
Here are some of the things that can cause wrong answers: 
 

 You enter the data incorrectly - eg typographical errors.                
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Cure: be more careful, do the calculation more than once to see if the answer stays the same. 
 

 You enter the wrong key sequence on the calculator. Cure: same as above. 
 

 The program in the machine is incorrect.  Cure: test it thoroughly - we will cover how to do that 
later in this subject. 

 
 Using the wrong program or equations for the particular problem.  Cure: investigate the 

problem carefully.  
 
Even if none of the above apply the answers could still be wrong because calculators and computers 
can only work with a finite number of significant figures.  I will show you this by examples.  What does 
your calculator give for (√2)2 -2 ? The answer should be 0 (shouldn't it?) but my old calculator gives 1 x 
10-9.  What happens if you take the cosine of 1” and then the inverse cosine function, do you get 
exactly 1”? Calculate (111,111,111)², the correct answer is 12,345,678,987,654,321.  
 
The next example comes from F. Gruenberger, Scientific American (252, 1984, p 10).  Enter the 
number 1.000 000 1 and press the square function (x2) 27 times.  Compare your answer with 674 
530.47 . . . Most calculators get only the first 3 digits correct!  This shows you how round off error can 
accumulate in a series of calculations. 
 
Computing machines can handle very small numbers (such as 1.5 x 10-98 on many calculators) but 
they can only carry a certain number of significant figures (e.g. 10 on calculators and 16 on 
computers).  So your machine might not be able to tell the difference between 9.1234560000 and 
9.1234560001 for example.   
 
If the effect of calculation-induced errors on the final results is less than the effect of inaccuracies in 
the measurements then you have nothing to worry about.  It is up to you to use techniques to avoid 
calculation induced errors as much as possible.  For example use your calculator's function to convert 
23° 46' 53.1234" to decimal degrees (23.7814..).  Now repeat the calculation using a modified method: 
(53.1234 / 3600) + (46 / 60) then add 23 when you write down the answer thus saving some space in 
your calculator display for the last few digits. 
 
We will cover the accuracy of trigonometric functions in machines later. 
 
Thorough checking of your calculations and results can help find some of the above mistakes and 
using special techniques you can often avoid the machine precision problem.  

Checking Calculations 

Surveyor’s Tip of the Month Col Murray, NSW Azimuth, Feb 2007: 
        Leave the job knowing it’s correct, not thinking it’s correct.  
        … (and I add: or hoping its correct)     
 
As accuracy is of paramount importance and since everyone is liable to make mistakes, it is essential 
that the calculation should be checked.  When checking, you should not take the original calculation 
and check it step by step as there is always a great danger of accepting as correct a figure already 
written down even when it is wrong, that is, making the same mistake again.  Checks should be 
carried out as far as possible by: 
 

 Get an independent calculation by another person and compare the results of the 
calculations.  Investigate and rectify any discrepancies.  (Hopefully the two people don't make 
the same mistake!) 

 
 Do a second calculation but use a different mathematical process so that the tendency to 

repeat an error in the original calculation is eliminated.  For example in trigonometry you could 
solve a triangle with one set of equations then check it by using different equations. 

 
 If possible, reverse the calculation. That is, use your results to calculate the input data.  

Examples are given later but a simple case is where you convert data eg feet to metres then 
check the calculation by converting your values in metres back to feet. 
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 Some survey problems have built-in checks; they are one of the best checks.  For example 

after calculating the angles in a triangle they should total 180°. 
 

 Check that data has been correctly entered. For example get the computer to “echo” i.e. 
display what it has read in. 

 
 Estimate the likely magnitude of the answer prior to the calculation. Then check that the result 

from the calculation is close to the original estimate. 
 

 Use test data from text books as into data into the program or spreadsheet, or when manually 
calculating with a calculator to check you are following the equations and steps correctly. 
 

 
The best methods of calculation are those with the most built-in checks but it is not always easy to 
devise these in a way which does not involve a lot of extra calculation.  When only a partial checking 
system is used, it is essential for you to realise which parts of the computation are unchecked, so that 
you can treat these parts with special care. Obvious sources of errors are:- illegible figures, untidy 
arrangements (particularly when figures are arranged in columns), unsystematic work, trying to do too 
many steps at once, transcription errors, and typographical errors...   
 
You must also ensure that the data is correct.  Whilst this may seem obvious, experience has shown 
that in a fair percentage of student calculations that give wrong answers, the data has been incorrectly 
entered into the machine and the subsequent calculation effort has been completely wasted.  Similarly 
your measurement techniques should be designed to avoid, minimise or locate any mistakes. 
 
Another useful check is to make an estimate of the likely magnitude of your answer before doing the 
calculations.  This estimate can be based on approximate mental calculations, or from experience or 
intuition.  You can even make estimates of the intermediate results of the calculations so that checks 
can be made of each step as you go along.  To avoid typographical errors when putting data into a 
calculator you could store the input data in memories, recall the memories to check the values are 
correct and then do the calculations by recalling the appropriate memory at the required steps.  A 
similar thing can be done to check input to computer programs but we will leave the details until later.  
Another check - which is called a stability test - is to change all your measurements by a small amount 
and use this new data in the same calculations or program.  The answers should be only slightly 
different to those with the real (original) data. 
 
If you are using a program to do your calculations you should check the program first.  One way is to 
use test data.  This is data which has already been calculated and you know the results are accurate.  
Run this data in the program and see if you get the correct results.  Either use examples from 
textbooks or generate simple data which is easy to calculate by hand (e.g. use rounded data with say 
one significant figure in each value).  Another check of a program is to compare the results with those 
from a program independently written by someone else. 
 
You will, as a surveyor, do many calculations.  Sometimes you will make a mistake; that is almost 
inevitable. I don’t know any surveyors who have never made a mistake, but the good ones find them 
and fix them before any ‘damage’ is done. It is important that you check your work and discover all 
mistakes before you report your results to your employer or client. If you don’t do checks you won’t 
detect errors. 
 
Finally, don’t be overconfident in your survey measurements or calculations.  Many times I have seen 
students take measurements or do exam question calculations and they are certain their work is 
correct, only to sadly find out later that there were mistakes that they didn’t know about. 
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Calculating means and standard deviations 

Some of the most common and basic of survey calculations are calculating means and standard 
deviations, and calculating bearing and distance between the coordinates of two points (and the 
reverse).  We will look at some special aspects of computing means and standard deviations here. 
Bearing and distance calculations are covered in a later section.  
 
SAMPLE MEAN:  Basically, add up all measurements and divide by the number of measurements.  
There are two equations for calculating the mean: 
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The second version (where xa is an arbitrary constant) is often better because fewer digits have to be 
entered.  Thus it is quicker and there is less chance of transcription and typographical errors. This 
applies to hand calculations, using calculators and when entering data to computer programs.   
 
For example, calculate the mean of distances: 195.436, 195.437, 195.435,  
or instead just calculate the mean of: .436, .437, .435, and add 195. to your answer, or even better 
calculate mean of :  6, 7, 5, and add 195.43 to your answer. 
 
 
SAMPLE STANDARD DEVIATION of a single observation is calculated from: 
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Check that your calculator's in-built standard deviation function divides by (n-1) and not n, where n is 
the number of observations.  To use the first two versions of the equations  
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 you have to enter or go through the data twice, once to calculate the  

mean then again to get the standard deviation.  In the last version of the equation,  
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x , each observation is only entered once.  

 
So if you have to write a calculator or computer program for standard deviation use the last version. 
 
Standard deviation can also be found by using an arbitrary origin xa, i.e. subtract a constant from all 
the observations. (Try it yourself on a set of data to convince yourself, and prove it theoretically.) The 
use of an arbitrary origin may be important for a practical reason. Note that when calculating standard 
deviation many numbers are squared.  If you have numbers with many significant figures for example, 
distance in kilometres measured to a few millimetres e.g. 36 134.567, then you may lose some 
accuracy when values are squared, if your calculator or computer only works with a certain number of 
digits.  So you should take a constant part off each measurement before calculating standard 
deviation.  In a computer program one easy way to do this is to subtract the first observation from all 
the observations, thus giving new values for the observations, note the first observation will then equal 
zero.  Alternatively, just use decimal parts of distances or the seconds part of directions. 
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Spreadsheet software - basics 

Use the “Right Tool for the Job”. For each survey calculation you should consider whether to use a 
calculator, a computer, or the instrument itself.  If you use a computer decide which software is 
appropriate. For example the Microsoft Office Suite includes: Word - word processing, Excel – 
spreadsheet, PowerPoint – presentation, Access – database, or you might use Visual Basic to create 
a specialized, customized application. In this course I expect students to have access to Word and 
Excel at home. If you don't then you might wish to buy them, there are some educational/academic 
prices for students.  Of course there are competitor products. An alternative is to use a free 
replacement for Microsoft Office such as OpenOffice (www.openoffice.org). It includes word 
processor, spreadsheet etc. If you do use them, please send me some feedback on any differences, 
difficulties, or even examples that we can include in the class text book.  
 
Is it appropriate to always use the same software, because it is your favourite you are fast that way, or 
you don’t want to change or learn something new?  If you are comfortable with Excel you might want 
to use it for some problems that would be better solved with a custom program or a surveying module 
in a CAD program. Use MS Word (or similar) for word processing, but not for presentations or 
calculations. Use MS Excel or other spreadsheets for calculations where you want to see the 
intermediate steps and the data is in small quantities, especially when you want to enter the data by 
typing, and when you may have to use the same equations with subsequent data. But don’t use 
spreadsheets for large database purposes. Use MS PowerPoint (or similar) for presentations but not 
for report writing.  Use databases like MS Access to store large amounts of data and to query or 
search the data. Use a programming language to create a specialized and customized applications 
including calculations and graphics.  Use CAD programs for drawing and calculating especially Survey 
or Civil customised CAD applications for survey computations and plans. Spreadsheets can be 
transferred to PDAs and includes many but not all functions and features. 
 
These notes are intended as only a very brief introduction for beginners with Excel. If you already 
have some experience with Excel just skim the following pages for anything new. Note that all the 
instructions here also work in the OpenOffice spreadsheet software.  
 
Spreadsheets are very suitable for doing all the traditional survey calculations done on programmable 
calculators.  They naturally favour the table style of calculations common for 'ancient' pre-
programmable traverse adjustments, angle reductions, level books, etc.  They are probably the 
easiest way on a computer to do a simple calculation or enter data into equations.  Also, spreadsheets 
are easier to program than many calculators. So spreadsheets could well replace office use of 
calculators for basic survey calculations. 
          

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. Traditional surveying computations in table form 

 
Remember to build in check calculations where possible and to test the acuracy (sic) of your sheet. 
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Spreadsheet Advantages: user friendly interface (GUI), have many built-in mathematical and statistical 
functions, you can easily see what equations are used and can change the program as you wish, a 
matrix looks like a matrix, equations are 'hidden' but available under the numbers, etal. Excel now 
works with about 15 digits of accuracy (old spreadsheets used to be less precision) so it is accurate 
enough for most survey calculations. 
 
Spreadsheet Disadvantages: you can make copies of worksheets but it is not easy to vary data set 
size, it is often slow for large data sets, and it requires the Master program (e.g. Excel), etal. 

Adding numbers and using inbuilt functions in spreadsheets 

Open Excel application (double click on the Excel icon in windows). Put the cursor in cell A3 (i.e. 
column A row 3), click the mouse, and type a number in the cell A3 and press enter.  Enter similar 
numbers in cells A4 to A8 so you have e.g.: 

 A 
2  
3 65.6232 
4 65.6220 
5 65.6218 
6 65.6194 
7 65.6204 
8 65.6199 
9  

 
Click in A9, type in the function command:   = A3+A4+A5+A6+A7+A8      

OR  = SUM(A3,A4,A5,A6,A7,A8)        OR  = SUM(A3:A8) 
    

Press enter and watch the computer calculate and display the answer. This will add all the numbers 
between and including A3 to A8.  Note the equivalent methods of referring to the cells.  
 
Similarly click in A10, type in the command:   = A9 / 6   this will divide the number stored in A9 by 6.  
Press enter and watch the computer calculate and display the answer. 
Click in A11, type in the function command:   = STDEV(A3:A8)  this will give you the standard 
deviation of the numbers between and including A3 to A8. Press enter and watch the computer 
calculate and display the answer. 
Choose Save As under menu File, and give your file a name. 
 
You might like to write some words in the cells beside your answers explaining what they represent.  
Your work may now look like: 

 A B 
7 65.6204  
8 65.6199  
9 393.73 Sum 
10 65.621 Mean 
11 0.0015 Std dev 

 
Click on one of your input numbers, change it, press enter and watch the computer re calculate.   
 
The basic equation operators are:   +   -   /   *   %    ^    (    )   
For example        = SQRT((M6-M8)^2+(M9-M7)^2) 
Multiplications are not implicit so use * e.g.       =A3 * (B4 + C5) 
 
Be careful of cell references when copy/pasting groups of cells including functions, Excel changes 
them (usually appropriately).  We can also give a cell or group of cells a name (Insert, Name  or use 
name box) 
 
B3   is an example of relative reference to a cell, so if you copy the formula to another cell it 
will change B3. 
$D$4   is an example of absolute reference to a cell, so if you copy the formula to another cell it 
still uses D4. 
A4:D6  refers to all cells between the top LH corner and bottom RH corner specified 
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Spreadsheet Formatting  

Design and format your worksheet for better use, more efficient, easier for other users and less error 
prone. Experiment with changing column widths, row heights, changing number formats, turning grid 
lines off, removing row & column headings, using borders, patterns and colours, e.g. user input cells in 
different colour. Try hiding columns or rows where appropriate. If the worksheet is large split the 
screen (horizontal and or vertical) so there is not too much scrolling.  Insert | Comments on some cells 
and or use text boxes. Use Format | Cells | Number | Custom to add leading zeros to angle minutes 
i.e.  format as 00, and to seconds as 00.0 
Advanced:  Try adding a degree symbol too e.g. 23  or units for distances e.g. 23.465 m.   

D M S    Degrees  &    data entry 

Angles expressed in Degrees Minutes and Seconds (DMS) are the traditional way to record theodolite 
readings (angles, directions and zenith angles) in the English speaking world. The form is also often 
used for Latitude and Longitude.  An example of an angle in D M S form is:  12° 34' 56". There are a 
variety of possible data entry methods: 
 

1) D M S   e.g. 12, 34, 56    
Entry into Excel or Computer program takes 3 cells/numbers,  
Integer, Integer, Real (types of number storage) 
 

2) D.MS   e.g. 12.3456 
This is the old calculator entry style, with entry as one number. It is still used in CivilCAD 
software and on some total station instruments. This method can be confusing for people not 
familiar with the format / jargon but is quicker, easier entry. But calculations are also required, 
e.g.  Int(12.3456) = 12 and Int(100*Frac(12.3456)) = 34 etc. MS Excel doesn’t support the 
Frac function so use =INT(100*MOD(12.3456,1)) for the minutes in Excel. If the 1st or 3rd 
decimal place is 6 or more, then clearly the angle is in D.D format, otherwise it is not self-
evident. So use custom units in MS Excel e.g. 12.3456 d.ms or a heading D.MS 
 

3) D.D   e.g. 12.582222…  
Modern electronic instruments such as theodolites and GPS, can easily be set to display this 
decimal format and we can book it or record it for direct entry to computers. There is one cell 
or number to enter, no extra calculations are needed. Four decimal places of a degree provide 
more precision than D M S.  The European gons/Grad system is also a decimal system with 
millions being a common surveying measure of angular precision. (400 gons = 360°). 
Question:  Which is the smallest angle of the following:  0.0001° or 1” or 0.1mgon? 
 

4) dddmmss e.g. 1234512 
This format was described to us by student Robert Dicker. It allows us to put the D M S 
information all in one cell and is similar to method (2) above. It is used in navigation standards. 
The only decimal point is if there are places of a second e.g. 1234512.678  Make sure leading 
zeros in mins and secs are there if <10 e.g. 1230512 not 123512. In Excel, we can enter the 
data as dddmmss (e.g. 1234512) then use custom formatting:  0##°##'##\"  123°45'12".  
 

So why do we still use DMS?  Think about it and discuss it with others. 

DMS Conversion calculations in spreadsheets  
 

D M S (as in 1 above) to D.D (as in 3 above) is simple, accurate and reliable  “D.D” = D + M/60 + 
S/3600 

 
But D.D to D M S involves several steps or a custom function. Unfortunately the D.D to D M S process 
is not always reliable in a computer because of conversions between real, binary and integers.  
Sometimes the result is 60’ or 60” instead of 00’ or 00”. For example, take the angle 85° 21’ 00” and 
convert it to D.D (≈85.4) then convert it back to D M S.  You may find you get 85°20’60” in Excel! 
Another tricky one is 350° 16’ 00”. 

 
Here are some methods to calculate DMS. An example Excel spreadsheet is shown below with some 
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columns hidden. This is done so that column names match the contents and make the equations 
easier to understand.  If a bearing in degrees and decimals (D.D) is in cell B5, then one version of the 
Excel equations to calculate D M and S and put D into D5, M into M5, and S into S5 is: 
 

 A B D M S 
5 Brg 201.25 201 15 1.82 

 
Degs, in D5   =INT(B5) 
Mins, in M5  =INT(B5*60-D5*60)     this version usually avoids the 60” problem mentioned 
above         
Secs, in S5   =(B5-D5)*3600-(M5*60)       or =((B5-D5)*60-M5)*60    
 
Where the INT function calculates the lower integer value, i.e. INT(3.6) = 3 and INT(-3.6) = -4.  Note 
that calculating minutes using INT(B5-D5)*60 seems OK but does not always give correct answers. An 
alternative Excel formula for minutes is =INT(MOD(B5,1)*60) 
 
If you are doing calculations with negative angles (e.g. southern latitudes in deg min sec) you may 
prefer to use TRUNC instead of INT, because  TRUNC(-3.6) = -3  The TRUNC(cell, decimal places ) 
function allows you to cut off any unwanted decimal places. If no decimal places are required you can 
omit ,0   Be careful when using the TRUNC(cell or number, decimal places), INT(cell or number), and 
ROUND(cell or number, decimal places) functions. Although these are similar functions there are 
subtle differences. You might also wish to experiment with the ROUNDUP, ROUNDDOWN Excel 
functions, which offer other subtleties.   
 
To convert a dddmmss angle to D.D or radians do some additional calculations e.g. if cell C1 contains 
dddmmss then “D.D” =TRUNC(C1/10000)+MOD(TRUNC(C1/100),100)/60+MOD(C1,100)/3600. You 
can write other versions of this and even modify it for negative angles (esp latitudes). To convert D.D 
to dddmmss in one step use e.g. =10000*TRUNC(G4)+100*TRUNC(60*(G4-
TRUNC(G4)))+100*MOD(36*G4,1) where the D.D value is in cell G4. 

Revision of Trigonometry 

Many survey computations involve knowledge of plane trigonometry, which students will already have 
acquired at school, but a list of the more important formulae is given below for reference purposes.  A 
clear understanding of the trigonometric functions and their application is essential for many surveying 
calculations.  Many older survey computations textbooks include equations with the trig functions cot, 
sec and cosec etc. They were frequently used when calculations were done with tables and logarithms 
before calculators and computers became available.  These functions are probably not familiar to 
modern students and because they are rarely available as functions on calculators or computers we 
will mostly avoid them in this book. 
 

 
              Figure.  Trig function values 
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Calculators and computers usually produce the result of sin-1 etc in the ranges -180° to + 180°.  To 
convert these to the survey convention (usually 0° ≤ α ≤ 360°) simply add 360° to any negative angle.  
 
Summary of trigonometric formulae: 

 Acos

1
sec A    

 Asin

1
cosec A    

 Atan

1
 Acot    

 Acos

 Asin
 Atan    

 
cos2A  +  sin2A  =  1 sec2A  =  1  +  tan2A cosec2A  =  1  +  cot2 A 
 
sin (A + B)  =  sinA cosB + cosA sinB   cos (A + B)  =  cosA cosB - sinA sinB 
sin (A - B)  =  sinA cosB - cosA sinB   cos (A - B)  =  cosA cosB + sinA sinB 
 

B tan A tan - 1

B tan  A tan
B) (A  tan


   

B tan A tan  1

B tan  A tan
B) (A  tan




  
                          
sin(90°+A) = cos A   cos(90°+A) = -sin A 
sin(90°-A) = cos A   cos(90°- A) = sin A 
sin(180°-A) = sin A   cos(180°-A) = -cos A  tan(180°-A) = -tan A 
sin 2A  =  2 sin A cos A  cos 2A  =  cos2A - sin2A  = 2 cos2A - 1 = 1 - 2 sin2A   

 
Atan  1

tanA 2
2A tan

2
  

sin A + sin B  =  2 sin [(A + B)/2]  cos [(A - B)/2]  sin A - sin B  = 2 cos [(A + B)/2]  sin [(A - B)/2] 
cos A + cos B  = 2 cos [(A + B)/2]  cos [(A - B)/2]     cos A - cos B  = 2 sin [(A + B)/2]  sin [(B - A)/2] 

Conversion of degrees to radians 

Since computers often use radians as the base for trigonometric calculations you need to know how to 
convert between degrees and radians. It is also useful to know the conversion for other applications, 
e.g. mental arithmetic and road curves. The ratio of arc length L (subtended by an angle ) to the 
radius of the circle r is called the angle in radians, 

    L = r     
 
So one radian equals the angle subtended by an arc length equal to the circle radius (≈ 57°).  To 
convert angular measure in degrees into radians we use the fact that a complete circle subtends 360° 
and has a circumference of 2r.  Now in radians the angle of one complete revolution is  = 2r / r = 
2.  So 2 = 360° or  = 180°.   
 

So to convert an angle in degrees to radians:     c =  °  


180      Where we use c to 

indicate radians.  

Similarly to convert an angle in seconds to radians:     c = " 


(180 x 3600)     ≈   
"

206264.8   

 
[History: Before surveyors had calculators and computers they often used the constant 206265 for 
converting angles to and from radians. The exact value of the conversion constant is 180*60*60/and 
it can also be found approximately as 1/sin1” so in radians ≈ (sin1”) * ” ] 
 
For very small angles you will find that: tan a ≈ ac ≈ sin a 
In fact,  if a is less than about 1°  then the above equation is exact for 5 significant figures.  (Check this 
yourself by using the series expansion of sin and tan, and by using trial values in your machine.)  
 
Surveyors in some European countries use instruments which measure in gons or grads where a 
circle is divided into 400grad, instead of 360°.  90°=100g. A common unit for small angles in the grad 
system is cc, where 1 cc = 0.0001 grad.  1” ≈ 3cc. The conversion of these angles to degrees or 
radians is simple, try it yourself. 
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In MS Excel the built in function to convert degrees to radians is e.g. =RADIANS(B3) . The reverse 
calculation is e.g. = DEGREES(F40).  When programming you write your own source code or function 
including e.g. Radians = (d + m/60 + s/3600) * pi /180   and you must previously define pi, if is not 
“built in”.   If  , pi is not built in use pi =3.14159265358979… or get your program to calculate  from  
pi = 4 * Atn(1)         because tan(45°) = tan(/4) = 1    
The Radians to Degrees constant is:  * 180/       or        * 45 / Atn(1) 

Trig and inverse trig functions  

Beware: the inverse trig functions determined by computers and calculators only gives one of the 
possible answers.  For example, find a if cos a = -0.871 357.    a = cos-1(-0.871 357)  so a = 150°37' or 
209°23'.   
Since there are 2 possible answers you need more information to decide which one is correct. 
 
 
You are expected to remember the signs of the trig functions in       
 each quadrant (see figure): 
A In the first quadrant, 0° to 90°, sin, cos, and tan all yield positive results.     
S In the second quadrant, 90° to 180°, sin yields positive results.   
T In the third quadrant, 180° to 270°,  tan yields positive results.    
C In the fourth quadrant, 270° to 360°, cos yields positive results.  
 
(ASTC = All Stations To Central and tells you which function is positive) 
 

In many survey applications where tan-1 is involved the calculation is of the form 







b

a1tan   

where a and b are known values.  Think of a and b as being the x and y coordinates of a vector.  If you 
know whether the x and y vectors are positive or negative it is easy to say which quadrant the vector 
or angle is in.   
 

Since  







D

D
D

cos

sin
tan   then use the signs as if  








b

a
tan  was 

b

a

cos

sin . If you are in doubt draw a 

diagram. 
 

For example:    tan-1(0.3) = 16.7° or 196.7°, but 







7

3
tan 1  = 23.2° because 3 is positive and sine is 

positive in 1st and 2nd quadrants also 7 is positive and cosine is positive in 1st and 4th quadrants.  
The only common quadrant here is the 1st so the angle is between 0° and 90°.  
 







 

4.3

1.1
tan 1  = -17.9° + 360° = 342.1° because numerator is negative and sin is negative in 3rd and 

4th quadrants also denominator is positive and cos is positive in 1st and 4th quadrants.  The only 
common quadrant here is the 4th so the angle is between 270° and 360°.  
 











4.3

1.1
tan 1  = 17.9° + 180° =197.9° because numerator is negative and sin is negative in 3rd and 4th 

quadrants also denominator is negative and cos is negative in 2nd and 3rd quadrants.  The only 
common quadrant here is the 3rd so the angle is between 180° and 270°.  
 
It is easier to use ATAN2 (in excel) or RP (rectangular to polar on calculators) instead of tan-1 (atan) 

if you want to find  b
a1tan  because they place the angle in the correct quadrant.  This is possible 

because the software uses the signs of both a and b to determine the correct quadrant.  Think about it, 
do you understand how this works? More details later.   
 
Examples: 
 
acos (0.8) = cos-1 (0.8) = 36.9 or 323.1 
cos-1 (-0.7) = 134.4 or 225.6 
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sin-1 (1.3) = not possible 
sin-1 (0.6) = 36.9 or 143.1 
tan-1 (0.3) = 16.7 or 196.7 

 7
3 tan-1   = 23.2 (1st quad)  4.3

1.1 tan-1 
 
= 342.1 (4th quad)      4.3

1.1 tan-1


 = 197.9 (3rd 

quad) 

Accuracy of trigonometric functions 

If you have angular values near the cardinals (0° 90° 180° 270°) then there are a few precautions you 
should take to get the most significant figures possible and to avoid division by nearly zero. 
 
If 0° < a < 45° i.e. tan a < 1 try to arrange your calculations so you use the tan function rather than the 
cot function and vice versa: if 45° < a < 90° ie tan a > 1 try to arrange your calculations so you use the 
cot function rather than the tan function.  Similar rules apply to the other cardinals, determine them 
yourself. 
 
If sin or cos ≈ 1 e.g. 0.9999932...  then in current machines you will lose some accuracy.  It is better to 
have an answer like 1 - 0.68... x 10-5 because more decimal places can be obtained.  When sin, cos or 
tan < 0.1 they are represented as e.g. 0.7897 x 10-3 and so values close to 0 are much more accurate 
than those close to 1, because machines can only hold so many decimal places.  How close to 0° 90° 
180° or 270° do you have to be to worry about this?  Avoid taking cosines (or cos-1) of small angles 
(close to 0° and 180°) and sines (or sin-1) of angles close to 90° and 270° - try to use other equations.   
For example, cos 5" = 1 on some machines. 

Plane triangles 

You should already know the material in this section; it is included here just for revision and 
completeness.  Derivations of the equations will not be given since you will have already seen them.  
The convention used in these notes is to represent the side lengths by a, b and c and the angles 
opposite them by A, B, and C respectively, as shown in figure below.  The angle at A is sometimes 
written as BAC, meaning at A and measured clockwise from B to C. Sometimes it is drawn with an 

arc symbol on a figure: . A square symbol at a corner indicates a right angle of 90°. 
 

 A 

C B
a 

b 
c 

 
 

Figure:  Triangle naming convention 
 
 A + B + C = 180° 
 

Sine rule:   
C sin

c

B sin

b

 Asin

a
    

Note the cyclic nature of this, and many other trigonometric equations, simply cycle around a triangle 
and insert the appropriate values in an equation so you only have to remember one version of an 
equation. 
 
Cosine rule:  a2 = b2 + c2 - 2bc cosA and   b2 = c2 + a2 - 2ca cosB  and  c2 = b2 + a2 - 2ab cosC 
Rearranging the terms gives:   

cosA = (b2 + c2 - a2)/2bc      cosB = (a2 + c2 - b2)/2ac      cosC = (a2 + b2 - c2)/2ab 
 
Projection rule:      a = b cosC + c cosB    

and similarly with cyclic changing: b = c cosA + a cosC  and  c = a cosB + b cosA 
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Figure:  Triangle derivation of projection rule. Project A at 90° to the line CB 

 
 
 
The above equations are sufficient to solve any plane triangle.  In the past many other equations were 
generated by algebraic manipulation of the above equations.  These other equations, which you might 
find in old surveying textbooks, were designed to make the calculations simpler when the 
multiplications etc had to be solved by using logarithmic tables. 
 

))()(( 
sin2

sinsin
   

2

sin
  

2

bh
   Triangle of Area

2

csbsass
A

CBaAbc
       where s = (a+b+c)/2 

 

The version with side lengths only (and s) is called Hero’s formulae. 
Remember to use cyclic changing (go around the triangle) to obtain other equations for area. 
 
Solution of plane triangles 
 
The three angles of a plane triangle are dependent, because their sum must always be 180° exactly.  
There are three different cases for the solution of an oblique plane triangle: 2 angles and 1 side are 
given; 1 angle and 2 sides are given; 3 sides are given.  If we are given three angles only then the 
shape but not the size (or scale) of a plane triangle can be determined.  There is often more than one 
method to solve any particular triangle but we will look at just one way for each case. 
 
Given:  Two angles and one side  
 
Given B, C and a the third angle can be calculated from:  A = 180° - (B + C) 
Then b and c can be calculated from the sine rule. 
 
A suitable check calculation follows.  Choose the longest side and project the other two sides onto it.  
The two angles adjacent to the longest side of a plane triangle are always the smallest angles, this 
increases the significance of this check (see fig).  Using the projection to one of the smaller sides 
might fail to detect an error in the side being checked. 
 
Example 
Remember that you should carry out as many calculation steps as possible in the machine, without 
transferring the numbers.  The intermediate values are given here merely to aid you. 
 
Given:  B = 48°30'22" C = 45°47'48" a = 304.250m 
then A = 85°41'50" from A = 180° - (B + C) and 
b = 228.5354 and c = 218.7242 from the sine rule (note one more decimal place than final answer). 
 
Check using the projection rule: 
Since a is the longest side use a = b cosC + c cos B = 304.2499 which is acceptable as results will be 
rounded to mm level (because that is what a is given to) so then A = 85°41'50",     b = 228.535 m, 
and c = 218.724 m. 
 
Given: One angle and two sides 
 
There are two cases here; one where the known angle is included between the two sides and the 
other where it is not. 
 
a) Given two sides and the included angle i.e. A, b, and c. 
Side a can be found by using the cosine rule.  Then B and C can be found by using the sine rule.  
Check calculations could be to see that the angles sum to 180° and use the projection rule. 
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Example 
Given: A = 61°40'30", b = 375.44m and c = 278.20m 
Then a = 345.305m, B = 73°09'18", and C = 45°10'12" check using the projection rule on b. 
The value of b will disagree from the given value (after a certain number of digits).  What is important 
is that this difference is due to rounding off and is not a mistake. 
 
b) Given two sides and an opposite angle e.g. A, a, and c. 
The difficulty with this case is that you don't know whether one of the other angles is greater than or 
less than 90° so there are two possible answers - see figure below.  Unless you have some other 
information e.g. a plan or map of the triangle, then you have to give both answers.  One way to solve 
the triangle is to use the sine rule and you will then find two values that satisfy the inverse sine, one in 
the first quadrant and one in the second.  Then the cosine rule could be used for each possibility to 
find two values for side b.  Naturally you should then apply check calculations using equations that you 
have not already used in the solution. 

 

 
 

Figure.  An example of two similar triangles. 
 
Given: three sides 
 
Use the cosine rule to solve for the angles.  Then check that their sum is 180°. 
 
Example: 
a = 250.04m  b = 360.72m  c = 432.18m 
 
Then  A =  35°19'39" 
           B =  56°32'02" 
 C =  88°08'19" 
  =  180°00'00"     
 
Another way to solve some plane triangles is to use coordinate geometry.  This will be discussed in 
the next section.  
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Coordinates, Bearings and Distances  

Q: What are alternative methods to coordinates for describing where a place is or how to get there? 
 
Most of the calculations in plane surveying (assumes a flat earth) can involve coordinates and these 
coordinates will be denoted by E (eastings) and N (northings).  Bearings will be measured by the 
clockwise angle from the North direction from 0° to 360°.  Note the difference to the mathematical 
system of x and y with angles measured anti-clockwise from the x direction (see figure below).  If you 
treat the N axis as equivalent to the x axis of mathematics and the E axis as equivalent to the y axis of 
mathematics then you will not have any troubles when using calculators of computers designed for the 
mathematical system.  When coordinates are quoted in these notes, the Easting coordinate will be 
given first and the Northing coordinate second.  This is a widely adopted convention.  
 

 Y 

X 

1 

4 3 

2 
 

N 

E 

2 3 

4 
1 brg 

 
 

Fig.  x y system of maths               and              E N system of surveying. 
 
There are two basic computations in problems involving 2D coordinate systems in surveying.  They 
are often called radiation and join. 

Radiation 

Given the coordinates of a point and the bearing and distance of a line, find the coordinates of the new 
point. 
 
When dealing with computations involving a surveyed line 
PQ, the triangle used in the calculation is the right angled 
triangle which the line makes with the northing line through P 
and the easting line through Q.  The orientation of the 
triangle will depend on which quadrant the line PQ is in.  The 
length of the line is always taken as positive but the 
trigonometrical functions of the bearing may be either 
positive or negative. 
 
Let the length of the line be  d  and the bearing  β.  The 
convention we adopt is that the line PQ means from P to Q and for the differences in coordinates you 
take 'to' site minus 'from' site. 

 
Difference in Northings  ∆N  =  NQ - NP  =  dPQ cos βPQ  
 
Difference in Eastings  ∆E  =  EQ -  EP  =  dPQ sin βPQ  
 
The coordinates of Q are given by: EQ  =  EP  + dPQ sin βPQ         and  NQ  =  NP  + dPQ cos βPQ 
   
 
Check: 
The easiest check with modern machines is to calculate the coordinates of Q and then to do the 
reverse calculation (join, shown below) to see if you obtain the original bearing and distance. 
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Example: 
Given P = (177 413.0, 446 111.0),   βPQ = 12°30'15" and dPQ = 6235.42 
then 
  EQ  =  EP  + dPQ sin βPQ   = 177 413.0 + 6235.42 sin(12°30'15")  = 178 763.04 
  NQ  =  NP  + dPQ cos βPQ  = 446 111.0 + 6235.42 cos(12°30'15") = 452 198.52 
    
so Q = (178 763.04, 452 198. 52) 
 
 
If   βPR = 125°33'46"  and dPR = 2345.63        
then  ER   =  EP  + dPR sin βPR          = 177 413.0 + 2345.63 sin(125°33'46") = 179 321.12 
and  NR   =  NP + dPR cos βPR  = 446 111.0 + 2345.63 cos(125°33'46") = 444 746.79
    
so R = (179 321.12, 444 746.79) 

Spreadsheet:  Radiations, coordinate calculations 

Open a new sheet by clicking on a TAB at bottom of sheet.  Double clicking the TAB at the bottom of a 
worksheet allows you to change its name to something meaningful. Enter headings, data and 
coordinates like this: 
 

 A B C D E 
5 Radiation     
6 E from    4062.455 
7 N from    9769.092 
8 Brg 14 23 27.00  
9 Dist    245.620 
10 E to     
11 N to     

     
)sin(BrgdistEE fromto   )cos(BrgdistNN fromto   

Then enter equations into the appropriate cells to calculate coordinates. To do trigonometry the angles 
need to be converted from D M S to decimal degrees and then to radians because trig functions in 
Excel work in radians not degrees. The equations will need to look like (but cell names depend on 
where you put the data, and remember the = sign): 
click in E8, i.e. where you want to put answer, then type:   =B8+(C8/60)+(D8/3600) 
similarly click in E10:  =E6+E9*SIN(E8*PI()/180)  OR = E6+E9*SIN(RADIANS(E8)) 
similarly click in E11: =E7+E9*COS(RADIANS(E8)) 
 
Answers: 
 

 A B C D E 
5 Radiation     
6 E from    4062.455 
7 N from    9769.092 
8 Brg 14 23 27.00 14.39 
9 Dist    245.620 
10 E to    4123.500 
11 N to    10007.005 

     
Now change some of your data (by clicking in a cell and entering new values) and watch the computer 
recompute the new answers. 
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Join 

This is the reverse problem to radiation. Given the coordinates of two points find the bearing and 
distance of the line between them.   
    









































PQ

PQ
PQ

PQ

PQ
PQ EE

NN

N

E

NN

EE  1-1-1- cot    or           tan   tan    

 

     222
PQ

2
PQ NENNEEd PQ  

 
 
It should be noted that as tan X = tan (180° + X) the equations for β will give two values for β, i.e. it will 
give the bearing PQ and the bearing QP.  A simple diagram will show which is correct. 
 
Checks: 

The length d could also be calculated from the formulae:  
PQ

PQ

PQ

PQ
PQ

NNEE

 cos

)(
 

sin

)(
  d





  provided β 

has already been calculated.  This provides a check of formula for β and d above.  If β is near north-
south i.e. 0° or 180°, which equation for β should be used and which equation for d?  Similarly, if β is 
near east-west i.e. 90° or 270°, which equations should you use?  How important is it?  (For some 
answers see the NSW Lands Dept ISG manual p43-45, but try to work it out yourself first). 
 
Join Example 1: 
Given S = (36 894.00, 45 321.00) and T = (37 375.904, 45 357.047)  
 
then  ∆E = 37 375.904 - 36 894.00  and  ∆N = 45 357.047 - 45 321.00  
  
so βST = 85°43'20" and dST = 483.25 
 
Join Example 2: 
Given S = (36 894.00, 45 321.00) and U = (36 657.868, 45 302.566)  
 
then  ∆E = 36 657.868 - 36 894.00  and  ∆N = 45 302.566 - 45 321.00 
   
so βSU = 265°32'10" and dSU = 236.85 

Spreadsheet:  Bearings and distances, coordinate calculations 

An example of a join (B&D) calculation in MS Excel is shown below. Data has been placed in columns 
appropriate to the data and some columns have been hidden to make the equations easier to 
understand. Symbols and leading zeros are entered by custom formatting. 
 

The equations used are: 
Brg =MOD(DEGREES(ATAN2((N2-N1),(E2-E1))),360) 
Distance  =SQRT((E2-E1)^2+(N2-N1)^2) 
Bearing, D   =INT(B4) 
Bearing, M   =INT(B4*60-D4*60) 
Bearing, S   =(B4-D4)*3600-M4*60 

 
Where:  
SQRT calculates square root. 
MOD(a,360) converts the value a into the range 0 to 360, if a is negative it adds 360, if a > 360 it 
subtracts 360. 
DEGREES converts radians to degrees as the trig functions in Excel work in radians mode. 
The INT function has been explained previously. 
 
To calculate tan-1 you can use either ATAN(ΔE/ΔN) or ATAN2(ΔN, ΔE). Note the change in order of N 
and E in the Excel Atan2 function and the comma.  ATAN2 is better because it places the bearing in 
the correct quadrant ATAN may not. 
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Using R  P  and P  R on calculators 

The Polar to rectangular coordinate conversion (P  R) and the rectangular to polar coordinate 
conversion (R  P) on many scientific calculators make survey calculations much easier.  There are 
fewer steps to the solution which is therefore quicker and there is less chance of typographical error.   

As we have said before, when you calculate bearing from 









N

E1-tan  it may not be in the correct 

quadrant.   An important point to remember is that when the calculator function R  P is used the 
resultant bearing is in the correct quadrant.  However the bearing is usually in the range -180° to + 
180°.  To put the bearing in the surveying convention of 0° to 360° you simply add 360° to any 
negative bearing. 
 
If you enter the E and N coordinates (or X and Y) in the wrong order when using the P function then 
the resultant distance will be correct but your bearing will be wrong. 
 
The necessary steps on an RPN calculator and on an algebraic calculator are given in the table below. 
The values in italics are those output by the machine. The keystrokes may be different on your own 
calculator, so make sure you know how to use yours! 
 

R  P  on an RPN calculator 
∆E  
Enter  
∆N   
RP  
     distance  
xy  
      bearing 

Algebraic Casio fx 911w calculator 
RP   
Pol( N , E ) =  distance 
RCL F   bearing (add 360 if –ve) 
Note: Memory E contains d, while F contains . 

P  R  on an RPN  
bearing   
Enter   
distance  
PR   
     ∆N   
xy   
      ∆E  

PR  
Rec( d ,  ) =  N 
RCL F   E 
Note: Memory E contains N, while F contains E. 
 

 
In the above steps bearings are input and output in degrees (on some calculators check that degree 
mode has been set).  If you want output bearing in degrees, minutes, seconds you have to convert 
them.  
 
There are other applications of PR and RP in surveying.  For example the calculation of horizontal 
distance and height difference given slope angle and slope distance. Determine the keystrokes 
yourself. 
 

 
 
 
Two points have the following coordinates: 
 

Point Easting (m) Northing (m) 
A 32255.751 49076.286 
B 12231.864 36939.667 

 
Calculate the bearing A to B and plan distance AB. 
 
 

Solution: 
 
Visualise the problem, draw a figure. 
 

Example: Bearing and Distance From Coordinates  (by Adam Long and Bruce Harvey) 
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Now find the E and N: 
 
E = EB - EA    = 12231.864 - 32255.751  = -20023.887 m 

N  = NB - NA    = 36939.667 - 49076.286      = -12136.619 m 

  
Using Pythagoras’s Theorem to solve dAB: 
 

   d 2
AB   = -20023.8872 + -12136.6192        22 12136.619-  20023.887- ABd     

 
    dAB = 23 414.815 m 
 
 

Now for the Bearing :    









 

N

E1tan   

The signs of E and N will determine the quadrant of the 
bearing. The diagram shows that our bearing will be in the 
3rd quadrant, between 180° and 270° 
 







 

12136.619-

20023.887-
tan 1    = 58.77965125° 

 
This is in the wrong quadrant and we have to add 180° 
 

58.77965125° + 180°   = 238.77965125° 
 
To convert to degrees, minutes and seconds: 
 
The degrees are just the integer of 238.77965125: 
 
Degrees = 238º 
 
Minutes  = (238.77965125 - 238)  60  =  46.779075 (take the integer of this)   = 46’ 

Seconds  =  (238.77965125 - 238 - 
60

46
)  3600   =  46.7” 

 
Therefore:      = 238°46’46.7” 

 
Using a calculator 
 
This problem can easily be solved using the rectangular to polar function on a CASIO fx-911W 

Note: To find the bearing of A to B 
we take B coordinates minus A 
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calculator. 
 
1. Enter Pol(   N  ,  E   )  =: 
 

Pol(   -12136.619 ,  -20023.887  )  = 
 
2. The first number to be displayed is the distance:  23414.815 m 
 
3. Now press RCL and F to display the bearing: -121.2203487 ° 
When using this function the bearing is always in the correct quadrant. 
 

4. If your bearing is negative just add 360°.  -121.2203487 + 360 =    238.77965125 ° 

 
5. To display the bearing in degrees, minutes and seconds press SHIFT   ° ’ ”:              238°46’46.7” 

 
 
Check by Reverse Solution: 
 
We can check our result by working backwards starting at 
point A and calculating the coordinates of B using the 
derived bearing and distance. 
 

ABABAB βsin  dΔE   

           = 23414.815  sin(238°46’46.7”) 
           = -20023.884 m 
 

ABABAB β cos dΔN   

           = 23414.815  cos(238°46’46.7”)  = -12136.623 m 
 
Coordinates of B: 
EB = 32255.751 + -20023.884      = 12231.867 m 
NB = 49076.286 + -12136.623      = 36939.663 m 
 
Now you will notice that the easting and northing of B differs by 3 mm and 4 mm respectively.  This is 
due to the rounding of our bearing (0.1” error over our 23 km line represents about 11 mm).   
 
ℓ = r   
  = 23 000 000 mm  0.1”    3600)   = 11 mm 
 
 
 

 
Also consider that A and B are 23 km apart, which is too far to assume the earth is flat and too far to 
use plane trigonometry.  To improve this result we should use more advanced calculations, such as 
spherical trigonometry, with the coordinates in latitude and longitude.  Other methods include 
ellipsoidal geometry or map projection system coordinate calculations.  These are covered in other 
subjects. 

 
Excel Solution: 
 

Note: Distance is stored 
in memory E and bearing 
is stored in memory F
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3D Calculations 

Calculations in 3D i.e. XYZ or East, North, Height are a simple extension of the above concepts.  
Slope distance is the distance between two points. 
 

Slope distance = 222 HNE    
 

Horizontal distance = 22 NE   
 
Bearing is calculated with the same equations as for 2D above. 
 
Slope angle (from a horizontal plane) 

distanceslope
 sin 

distancehorizontal
 tan 1-1- HH 




   

 

Zenith angle (from the vertical)  
distanceslope

 cos 
distancehorizontal

 tan 1-1- H

H





  

 
R →P and atan2 functions can be useful for ZA calculations, as well as for bearings. The zenith angle 
formula that divides by ΔH can be unstable. Horizontal lines (with ZA near 90°) have ΔH = 0!  So for 
lines nearly horizontal, which are quite common, use the alternative cosine formula. 
 
Some of the tutorial problems below give you practice at 3D calculations.  These 3D calculations 
assume a plane coordinate system - you will learn more about real world coordinate systems in later 
subjects. 
 
 
 
 
A detail survey was carried out using a number of radiations from a total station set up on Station A to 
a target placed on an area of interest. Station A has the following coordinates, in metres on a local 
plane datum: 
 
Point Easting Northing Height 
A 255.751 176.286 42.623 
 
The instrument is set up at a height of 1.565m (hi) 
and the target pole is set at a height (ht) of 1.690m. 
A radiation was made to a feature labelled B: 
 
Bearing (): 240°25’20”     
Slope Distance (SD): 11.682 m        
Zenith Angle (ZA): 93°22’30” 
 
Calculate the coordinates of B including its height. 
Visualise the Problem  

Example: 3D Detail Survey Calculations (by Adam Long and Bruce Harvey) 
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Calculation 
 
The first thing to do is calculate the Easting and Northing of B using the methods described in previous 
example “Bearing and Distance From Coordinates”.  Here’s how we do it: 
 
Firstly we have to convert the slope distance into a horizontal plane distance: 
 
HD = SD × sin (ZA)    = 11.682 × sin (93°22’30”)         

    = 11.662 m 
 
Now calculate the E and N using your calculator (the key strokes may be different on your 
calculator): 
 
6. Enter Rec(   HD  ,     )  =: 
 

Rec(   11.662 ,  240 ° ' "   25 ° ' "   20 ° ' "   )  = 

 
7. The first number to be displayed is the N:   -5.756 
 
8. Now press RCL and F to display the E:     -10.142  

 
Do these values seem correct?  Look at the bearing 240°25’20”, this is in the SW quadrant which has 
both negative E and N, so yes it does seem to be correct. 
 
Coordinates of B: 

EB = 255.751 + (-10.142)     = 245.609 m 
  NB = 176.286 + (-5.756)       = 170.530 m 
 
Now we have to calculate the reduced Level (RL) of B. The formula used to calculate this is as follows: 
 
   RLB = RLA + Hi + SD × cos(ZA) - Ht 
 
Where: 
 RLB is the reduced level of B   RLA is the reduced level of A 
 Hi is the height of the instrument at A  Ht is the height of the reflector target at B 

SD is the slope distance from A to B; and ZA is the Zenith Angle 
 
Picture the side on view showing all components: 
 

 
 
Now we just substitute our values into the equation: 
 
RLB = RLA + Hi + SD × cos(ZA) – Ht  = 42.623 + 1.565 + 11.682 × cos(93°22’30”) - 1.690  = 41.812 m 
 
Does this seem correct? 
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Look at the zenith angle, it is greater than 90° which means that the instrument is observing downhill, 
thus the RL of B is less than the RL of A.  This is not true in all cases though.  Consider that the height 
of target could be 2 metres and the instrument only 1.5 metres, on level ground the instrument will be 
observing at an inclination. 
 
Therefore the coordinates of B in metres are: 

Point Easting Northing Height 
245.609 170.530 41.812 

 
Check 
 
The usual way to check the coordinates of a point is to measure to it twice, from different stations.  
Then a join is calculated between the two versions of the measured point. The join distance should be 
small. To check the horizontal coordinates for this example we will just calculate the join between A 
and B and check that against the given bearing and distance.  For the vertical plane we will substitute 
our calculated RL of B into the formula and compare it to the given RL of A. 
 
Firstly the horizontal plane. The join from A to B.   NAB = NB-NA = -5.756 
 
Enter Pol(   N  ,  E   )  =    i.e.    Pol(   -5.756  ,   -10.142   )  = 
 
The first number to be displayed is the distance:   11.662 m 
 
Now press RCL and F to display the bearing:  240.4233162°  
(When using this function the bearing is always in the correct quadrant) 

 
To display the bearing in degrees, minutes and seconds press SHIFT   ° ’ ”:  240°25’23” 
 
You can see that the bearing checks within 3 seconds, however the distance is out by 20mm.  This is 
because we haven’t converted it into a slope distance. 
 

 
)sin(ZA

HD
SD       

22'30”)93sin(

662.11


          =  11.682 m.           Which is correct. 

 
For another check we could also calculate SD from the coordinates of A and B as follows: 
 

     222
iAtBABAB hHhHNNEESD   

 
Now substitute the RL of B into the equation below: 
 
          RLB     = RLA + Hi + SD × cos(ZA) – Ht   
        41.812  = RLA + 1.565 + 11.682 × cos(93°22’30”) - 1.690 
          RLA  =  41.812 - 1.565 - 11.682 × cos(93°22’30”) + 1.690           = 42.623 m  Which is correct. 
 
Excel Example:  

Formulas in the calculated 
cells: 
I5 =F5+G5/60+H5/3600 
I6 =F6+G6/60+H6/3600 
F11 =F8*SIN(RADIANS(I6)) 
J8 =B8+F11*SIN(RADIANS(I5))  
K8 =C8+F11*COS(RADIANS(I5))  
L8 =D8+F9+F8*COS(RADIANS(I6))-F10 

 
 
 
 

 
  

On the calculator we 
used: Distance is stored 
in memory E and bearing 
is stored in memory F 
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Computer programming in surveying 

Computer programming is not a part of this course, but a few comments are included here. Current 
students are welcome to submit source code or example programs for any of the survey computations 
problems in this course. 

Why should we learn computer programming? 
 To write custom made programs to do survey calculations and plots when there are no other 

programs on the market to do the job, e.g. a special or unusual job / task / survey. 
 To write macros (sub programs) in Excel or in GIS or web pages 
 To modify data files on computer (eg instrument download) without manual editing and 

transcription errors. 
 You become more confident when using computer software written by others 
 So that you know exactly what equations, functions and assumptions are used in the software. 
 So that you can customise the program for your own data types or formats or procedures, so 

easier to use. 
 Can debug your own program, can’t debug someone else’s if an error is found. 
 Having a debugged program reduces the risk of mistakes that may happen in one off 

calculations. 
 An input form ensures all data is booked/recorded/entered. 
 Can produce graphics (eg plans) as well as calculations – calculators can’t.  
 To have copyright and to sell program. An extra income source. Diversification of firm or 

individual. 
 Even if you never need your own software then learning programming helps problem solving 

skills, needed in many jobs. It also builds your abilities in thoroughness, rigour and attention to 
detail that is required e.g. in cadastral surveying and project management. If your job and your 
expertise is mainly report writing, presentations, discussion etc then you might "waffle over" or 
avoid some things but in programming you learn the need to get the details correct and not to 
omit required content. 

 
Edited Comments from a graduate, Stephen Mitchell in 2002 
 
I developed programs because of what I saw as a need at work to automate more tasks. I think that 
we could benefit dramatically by fully customising our software to suit our particular needs. 
Programmed routines can drastically improve CAD productivity by simplifying repetitive and complex 
tasks. I have developed these routines to be used by others in the office and to make their job easier. 
My CAD skills have greatly improved since writing these routines and I now spend part of my time 
training others in the office.  
 
I have written a program to calculate ridge heights. This program is actually a series of functions and 
subroutines which use a MS Excel front end. The repetitive nature of the calculations makes it an ideal 
task to be automated using a program. Using a program reduces the risk of making a mistake in the 
calculations. Care still needs to be taken ensuring the data is entered correctly.  The program input 
page is used as a form in the field to record observations. Forms help to ensure that all the required 
information is booked, and introduces a 
standardised way of booking 
observations. It also reduces the 
possibility of forgetting to book a vital 
component such as the height of the 
instrument etc. This is then transferred 
to the same form in the spreadsheet. 
Then by simply clicking “Calculate 
Ridges” all the remaining data including 
the ridge RL’s are calculated. A program 
also makes it possible for non-surveying 
staff to perform the calculations. It is still 
the surveyor’s responsibility to ensure 
that the data has been transferred from 
the form to the program correctly.  
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Summary 

• Calculations should be set-out in a neat and logical way.   
 
• Extreme care has to be exercised when transferring numbers e.g. from paper into a calculator or 
computer or vice versa, or from one page to another. 
 
• Include sufficient explanation / comments in your calculations so they can be interpreted by another 
person and also by yourself at any time later.  
 
• Measurements are estimates of real numbers and are never perfectly accurate. 
   
• If possible you should not round off intermediate values in your calculations (store them in machine's 
memory), just round off the answer.  Do not give insignificant digits in the results. 
  
• When calculating a mean and standard deviation of a set of measurements write the standard 
deviation to 1 or 2 significant figures and the mean to no more than the number of decimal places in 
the standard deviation.  
 
• Calculators and computers have underflow, overflow, accuracy and speed limits.   
 
• To convert any negative angle to the survey convention, simply add 360°. 
 

• To convert an angle in degrees to radians: 
180

    c 
       

• To convert an angle in seconds to radians: 
8.206264

"
   

)3600180(
    c 







  

 
• For inverse trig functions there are two possible answers, calculators and computers only give one of 
the possible answers. 

• For 







N

E1tan  where a and b are known positive or negative you can say which quadrant the vector 

or angle is in. In spreadsheets use the function atan2(N,E)   
 
• When solving triangles you should apply check calculations using equations that you have not 
already used in the solution 
 
• In these notes the coordinates are in the order E,N. The line PQ means from P to Q and for the 
differences in coordinates you take 'to' site minus 'from' site. 
 
• Bearings are measured by the clockwise angle from North, 0° to 360°.   
 
• Radiation: Equations for bearing and distance  coordinates. 
 
• Join: The reverse problem to radiation. Equations for coordinates of two points  bearing and 
distance of the line between them. The spreadsheet equations used are: 
Brg (in degs) =MOD(DEGREES(ATAN2((N2-N1),(E2-E1))),360) 
Distance  =SQRT((E2-E1)^2+(N2-N1)^2) 
Bearing, D   =INT(B4) 
Bearing, M   =INT(B4*60-D4*60) 
Bearing, S   =(B4-D4)*3600-M4*60 
 
• The easiest check of radiations and joins is to use the reverse calculation to obtain the original data. 
 
• The P  R and R  P on many calculators and ATAN2, MOD & DEGREES functions in MS Excel, 
make the radiation and join calculations much simpler.  When the calculator function R  P or Excel’s 
ATAN2 function is used the resultant bearing is in the correct quadrant.   
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1. Tutorial Problems 

Do the following problems by various ‘machines’: calculator, spreadsheet, phone apps, by writing your 
own program, maybe even slide rule or log tables for some. Please push beyond your comfort zone 
and don’t just use your favourite calculator for every problem. Learn something new! Later you may 
use CAD or total station on board calculations. Form opinions about which is the best machine or 
software for different problems. You may choose to submit worked solutions for some questions to 
your teacher. 
 
Q1.  Calculate the mean and standard deviation of the angles ZA and ZB. 
           ZA   ZB 
 88° 46' 25.6"  92° 59' 58.7" 
 88° 46' 24.3"  92° 59' 57.6" 
 88° 46' 25.2"  92° 59' 59.1" 
 88° 46' 25.4"  92° 59' 58.9" 
 88° 46' 26.3"  92° 59' 59.2" 
 88° 46' 26.5"  92° 59' 59.7" 
 88° 46' 27.1"  93° 00' 00.3" 
 88° 46' 25.5"  93° 00' 00.2" 
 88° 46' 27.0"  93° 00' 00.5" 
 
Do calculations with arbitrary origins (e.g. subtract 88°46’ from ZA) and then repeat without the origins 
(i.e. with the full D M S value for each measurement.  Calculate with both Excel and your calculator 
and compare results. Use the formulas given above and compare with the results from the built-in 
functions.  
 
Q2.  Given ∆x = 9 546 379.218  ∆y = -14 502.736  ∆z = 905 684.842 

Find 222 zyxD  .  Is it seriously affected by machine precision in your calculator or 

spreadsheet?  Why?  If the problem exists how can you avoid it? 
 
 
Q3.  In the figure at right point A is at sea level and point B is inland at a height of 
1km above sea level.  The straight line distance between A and B is 10km.  If the 
radius of the earth is 6370 km, then what is the arc length at sea level from A to 
the point directly below B? Assume the earth is spherical. The figure at right is 
not to scale and the angle at A is not 90°. 
 
Q4.  DMS input and conversion.  Theodolite measurement to a target was FL: 37°16’ 20” and FR: 
217°15’ 50”. Calculate the ‘mean’ direction using (FL + FR ± 180)/2.  Do it by mental arithmetic, then 
on your calculator and by Excel.  In Excel do it twice, firstly enter D M S in three separate cells, 
secondly enter in D.MS format. In both cases in Excel you need to convert the directions to D.D 
format, and then convert the answer (mean) to D M S and/or D.MS format. 

Trigonometry 

Q5.  a) Convert 5" into radians.    b) Calculate sin-1(0.5234567) in degrees, minutes, and seconds. 
Round the answer to the nearest second.  
 
Q6.  Solve for side a in the triangle that has:  A = 5", b = 23.456, c = 19.234 
 
Q7.  To determine the width of a river, zenith angles (ZT 
and ZB) were measured from the point A on one side of a 
river, to the top and base of a tower on the other side of the 
river.  Calculate the width of the river (W).  Check your 
solution. Data: Height of tower TB = 47.30 m ZT = 61°20'30"
 ZB = 71°40'25" 

Fig. Cross section / elevation view: 
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Q8A.  Braced Quadrilateral.  Four of the angles in a braced 
quadrilateral were measured and the distance BC was 
calculated from coordinates.  Calculate the distance AD to 
the nearest cm.     
Data: BC = 483.06 m     = 52°41'24"     = 34°19'27"   
 γ= 42°18'42"    = 41°42'47" 
 

 
Q8B.  (challenging) The Hansen Problem.  Four of the 
angles in a braced quadrilateral were measured and the 
distance DC was calculated from coordinates.  Calculate the 
other distances.     
Data: DC = 438.50 m     = 35°04'36"     = 27°14'02"   

γ = 37°56'44"    = 41°49'12" 

Coordinates 

Independently check your results in this section; you should not need to rely on the answers given 
below. 
 
Q9.    Given that the coordinates of three points A, B and C are 
        E(m)        N(m) 
       A  2614.162 1086.215 
       B  1932.783 1399.554 
       C  2174.368  1206.173            
 
Find the bearings and distances AB, AC, BC and the internal angles of the triangle ABC.   
 
Q10.  The bearing of the line OA is 318°16' and the included angle, measured clockwise from OA, is 
angle AOB = 331°14'.  The coordinates of O are (100.00, 200.00) and the distance OB is 250.00m.  
Calculate the bearing of OB and the coordinates of B. 
 
Q11.  Given:   Bearing BA = 15°25'35" 
   Distance AB = 123.455 m 
   Angle BAC = 271° 17' 51" 
   Distance AC = 100.00 m. 
Assuming B to be the origin of the coordinate system calculate:  

(a)  bearing of AC 
(b)  coordinates of A and C 
(c)  bearing and distance of BC check your results by another method. 

 
 
Q12.  Given:  Station Eastings(m) Northings(m) Height(m) 
    P    52381.72  12381.91    72.81 
    Q    52712.11  12757.55   250.81 
 
Compute: Bearing of P from Q.   Horizontal distance PQ.   Slope distance PQ.   Slope angle from P 
to Q 
 
Q13. Two points have the following 3D coordinates: 
 

Point Easting Northing Height 
A 100 032.751 50 076.286 225.973 
B 100 121.864 49 939.667 185.401 

 
For the line A to B, calculate the bearing, horizontal (plan) distance, zenith angle, and slope distance. 
 
Q14. A detail survey was carried out using a number of radiations from a total station set-up on Station 
A to a reflector target placed on an area of interest. Station A has the following coordinates (E, N, H) in 
metres on a local plane datum: (301.245, 299.215, 35.214). The instrument is set up at a height of 
1.565 m (hi) and the reflector target is set at a height (ht) of 1.690 m. A radiation was made to a feature 
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labelled B: 
Bearing (): 160°25’20”   Slope Distance (SD): 15.162 m   Zenith Angle (ZA): 101°44’30” 
Calculate the coordinates of B, including its height. Check your answer. 

Spreadsheet 

Q15: Calculate the grey values from the measured black values in the following levelling calculations. 
Use conditional formatting to colour red the negative numbers in the Rise/Fall column. 
 

BS IS FS Rise / Fall RL Remarks 
 2.857    45.568 BM 
0.356  1.988 0.869 46.437 CP1 

 0.65  -0.294 46.143 K 
 2.11  -1.460 44.683 L 
 3.04  -0.930 43.753 M 

4.325  3.125 -0.085 43.668 N 
 1.85  2.475 46.143 K 

4.037  1.556 0.294 46.437 CP1 
  4.907 -0.870 45.567 BM  RL45.568 
      

11.575  11.576 -0.001  Sum 
  -0.001  -1E-03 Checks 

 
Q16: Calculate the blue values from the measured black values in the following theodolite 
calculations. For direction calculations below you may need to add extra columns for intermediate 
steps that calculate the directions in decimal degrees, and then hide those columns. The formula for 
mean of FL and FR is like: =(E3 +MOD(I3-180,360))/2 where E3 is the FL direction in decimal degrees 
and I3 is the FR direction in decimal degrees. 
 

Pt  FL   FR   Mean Red mean Grand mean 
Obs d m s d m s d m s d m s d m s 
Q 0 04 30 180 03 30 0 04 00 0 00 00 0 00 00 
R 37 16 20 217 15 50 37 16 05 37 12 05 37 12 27 
S 193 42 30 13 42 20 193 42 25 193 38 25 193 37 60 
T 216 25 50 36 24 50 216 25 20 216 21 20 216 18 48 

                

Q 90 15 40 270 14 10 90 14 55 0 00 00    
R 127 28 00 307 27 30 127 27 45 37 12 50    
S 283 53 00 103 52 00 283 52 30 193 37 35    
T 306 36 50 126 25 30 306 31 10 216 16 15    

 

Checking 

Q17: Imagine a student setup an instrument on a tripod over a survey mark and 
measured the height of instrument with a metric tape as 1.712 m.  To guard against 
transcription errors in reading, recording or entering the height into a computer for 
further computations, she also used a tape graduated in feet and inches. To be even 
more careful to guard against errors another student took a photo of the tape reading 
with his mobile phone camera, for later confirmation of the measurement.  Use the part 
of the photo shown here to make your own reading. Then convert it to metric using two 
different conversion constants (one for inches to cm and the other for feet to metres). 
What is the difference in mm between the metric tape reading and the converted feet 
and inches reading? 
 
[A big 3D control survey network or extensive detail survey with total station or with GPS 
can be ‘damaged’ by errors in height of instrument.] 
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More questions 
 
Q18: Calculate the bearing of a line that has ΔE = your zID number and ΔN = -5123456.  mm 
For example, a student with zID = z5411111  calculates bearing using  
 ΔE = +5411111. mm and ΔN = -5123456.  mm     [Non-UNSW students can use 5411111] 
Write your answer in degrees, minutes, and seconds.   

Q19: There are several methods surveyors use to check their calculations.  Add one more method to 
the following list and briefly describe it with examples. 

1. Compare results with independent calculations by another person. 
2. Use a different mathematical process. 
3. Built-in calculation checks, eg ΣBS – ΣFS = ΣRise – ΣFall = …  
4. Check if data is correctly entered. 
5. Estimate likely magnitude of answer.  
6. Use test data to check programs. 

Q20. Use your zID number as a fraction, to calculate the inverse sine into degrees, minutes, and 
seconds. Round the answer to the nearest second.  
For example, a student with a zID of z5234567 calculates sin-1(0.5234567).   
[Non-UNSW students can use 5234567] 

Q21. Calculate the standard deviation, sx, of the GNSS measurements of latitude of a point, using the 
following data. Write your answer to 4 decimal places of a second (which is equivalent to about 3mm 
on the earth’s surface). 

deg min sec 
-34 47 33.8415 
-34 47 33.8425 
-34 47 33.8433 
-34 47 33.8405 
-34 47 33.8412 
-34 47 33.8429 
-34 47 33.8415 

 
 

 

 
 



Chapter 1. Tutorial Solutions 

These solutions can be read AFTER you have made some attempt to solve the question.   
 
Q1.   
On my old calculator:  mean ZA = 88°46'25.9",  sZA = ±4.0"   (which is wrong)   
   Using xa = 88°46'  mean ZA = 88°46'25.9",  sZA = ±0.9" [note large difference in standard 
deviation!] 
mean ZB = 92°59'59.4",  sZB = ±0.0"    (which is wrong)    
  Using xa = 92°59'   (last three obs are: 60.3", 60.2", 60.5"): ZB = 92°59'59.4",  sZB = ±0.9"    
Eqn 5 without arbitrary origin xa gave incorrect answers on my calculator for this data set. 
 
So be careful when using calculators for cases like these examples.  The round off problem is 
overcome when we use a suitable constant. 
 
In the current version of Excel, the answers are the same whichever method is used. There is no 
significant error due to round off. The spreadsheet calculations: 
 
d m s d.d v in secs v2   d m s d.d new s v in secs v2 

88 46 25.6 88.77 -0.28 0.077  92 59 58.7 93.00 58.7 -0.66 0.430 

88 46 24.3 88.77 -1.58 2.489  92 59 57.6 93.00 57.6 -1.76 3.082 

88 46 25.2 88.77 -0.68 0.459  92 59 59.1 93.00 59.1 -0.26 0.065 

88 46 25.4 88.77 -0.48 0.228  92 59 58.9 93.00 58.9 -0.46 0.208 

88 46 26.3 88.77 0.42 0.178  92 59 59.2 93.00 59.2 -0.16 0.024 

88 46 26.5 88.77 0.62 0.387  92 59 59.7 93.00 59.7 0.34 0.119 

88 46 27.1 88.77 1.22 1.494  93 0 0.3 93.00 60.3 0.94 0.892 

88 46 25.5 88.77 -0.38 0.143  93 0 0.2 93.00 60.2 0.84 0.713 

88 46 27.0 88.77 1.12 1.259  93 0 0.5 93.00 60.5 1.14 1.310 

count 9 
 

6.716 6.716  count 9 
  

6.842 6.842 

S in “  0.9162 0.9162 
 

0.9162  
   

0.9248 0.9248 
 

0.9248 

88 46 25.878 88.77 Mean  
 

 92 59 59.36 93.00 59.36 Mean  
 

 
The spreadsheet with Formulas shown: 
 

 A B C D E F G H I J K L M 

2 d m s d.d v in secs v sqd d m s d.d new s v in secs v sqd 

3 8
8 

4
6 

25.6 =A3+B3/60+
C3/3600 

=C3-
C$14 

=E3*E3 9
2 

5
9 

58.7 =G3+H3/60
+I3/3600 

=I3 =K3-
K$14 

=L3*L3 

4 8
8 

4
6 

24.3 =A4+B4/60+
C4/3600 

=C4-
C$14 

=E4*E4 9
2 

5
9 

57.6 =G4+H4/60
+I4/3600 

=I4 =K4-
K$14 

=L4*L4 

5 8
8 

4
6 

25.2 =A5+B5/60+
C5/3600 

=C5-
C$14 

=E5*E5 9
2 

5
9 

59.1 =G5+H5/60
+I5/3600 

=I5 =K5-
K$14 

=L5*L5 

6 8
8 

4
6 

25.4 =A6+B6/60+
C6/3600 

=C6-
C$14 

=E6*E6 9
2 

5
9 

58.9 =G6+H6/60
+I6/3600 

=I6 =K6-
K$14 

=L6*L6 

7 8
8 

4
6 

26.3 =A7+B7/60+
C7/3600 

=C7-
C$14 

=E7*E7 9
2 

5
9 

59.2 =G7+H7/60
+I7/3600 

=I7 =K7-
K$14 

=L7*L7 

8 8
8 

4
6 

26.5 =A8+B8/60+
C8/3600 

=C8-
C$14 

=E8*E8 9
2 

5
9 

59.7 =G8+H8/60
+I8/3600 

=I8 =K8-
K$14 

=L8*L8 

9 8
8 

4
6 

27.1 =A9+B9/60+
C9/3600 

=C9-
C$14 

=E9*E9 9
3 

0 0.3 =G9+H9/60
+I9/3600 

=I9+60 =K9-
K$14 

=L9*L9 

1
0 

8
8 

4
6 

25.5 =A10+B10/6
0+C10/3600 

=C10-
C$14 

=E10*E10 9
3 

0 0.2 =G10+H10/
60+I10/360

=I10+60 =K10-
K$14 

=L10*L10 
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0 

1
1 

8
8 

4
6 

27 =A11+B11/6
0+C11/3600 

=C11-
C$14 

=E11*E11 9
3 

0 0.5 =G11+H11/
60+I11/360
0 

=I11+60 =K11-
K$14 

=L11*L11 

1
2 

count =COUNT(
C3:C11) 

 
=SUMS
Q(E3:E1
1) 

=SUM(F3:
F11) 

count =COUN
T(I3:I11
) 

  
=SUMS
Q(L3:L1
1) 

=SUM(M3
:M11) 

1
3 

S in " =STDEV(C
3:C11) 

=3600*STD
EV(D3:D11) 

 
=SQRT(F1
2/(C12-
1)) 

   
=3600*STD
EV(J3:J11) 

=STDEV(K
3:K11) 

 
=SQRT(M
12/(I12-
1)) 

1
4 

8
8 

4
6 

=AVERAG
E(C3:C11) 

=AVERAGE(
D3:D11) 

Mean  
 

9
2 

5
9 

=K14 =AVERAGE(
J3:J11) 

=AVERAG
E(K3:K11) 

Mean  
 

 
 
Q2.   
If the data is put in spreadsheet columns B17, B18, B19  then the formula for D is 
=SQRT(B17*B17+B18*B18+B19*B19) and D = 9 589 256.047...  
I got the same result with my calculator; there were no problems. I can check it by writing a program 
and doing the calculations with double precision. The squaring can be checked by multiplying by hand 
the value times itself (on paper, wow!) but the square root is not so easy to check.  One way to check 
the square root is to reverse it. Does D2 = ∆x2 + ∆y2 + ∆z2 ?  That is, take the answer for D above and 
square it and compare it to the sum of the x y z squares. It did OK for me in Excel, but it carries only 
about 15 places for each number so it is not perfect, but is good enough for this data. 
 
 
 
Q3.   
By the cosine rule and then ℓ=rθ:  
Let a = 10, b = 6370, c = 6371 then b2+c2-a2 = 81166441 and 2bc = 
81166540    
So cos A = 81166441/81166540 = 0.99999878, then A = 0.001561867 radians 
(=0.089... degrees) 
Length = 6370 * A in radians = 9.949094 km  
 
An alternative method from geodesy follows. A sphere is a special 
case of an ellipse, where the radius is same in all directions. 
Reduction of slope distance (Ds), to chord distance (D3):  
D3 = [(Ds2 - (hA - hB)2) / (1+ hA/Rα) (1 + hB/Rα )]½ = 9.949 093km  
                      where hA =  0, hB = 1, Rα = 6370, Ds = 10k m  
Then D3 is reduced to ellipsoidal distance De: 

De = D3[1 + (D32/24Rα2 + 3D34/640Rα4 + ...] = 9.949 094km     
which is the same as by cosine rule method.  

 
 
 
Q4.   
37°16’ 05” by mental arithmetic, in my head. 
 
Excel numbers: 
D M S 

 
D.D D.MS D M S D.MS 

37 16 20 
 

37.27222222 37.1620 
   

 
217 15 50 

 
217.2638889 217.1550 

   
     

37.26805556 
 

37 16 05.00 37.1605 
 
Excel Formulas 
 A B C D E F G H I J 

2
7 

37 1
6 

2
0 

 
=A27+B27/60+C
27/3600 

=A27+B27/10
0+C27 
/10000 

   
 

2
8 

21
7 

1
5 

5
0 

 
=A28+B28/60+C
28/3600 

=A28+B28/10
0+C28 
/10000 

   
 

2
9 

    
=(E27+E28-
180)/2 

 
=TRUNC(

E29) 
=TRUNC(E29*60-

G29*60) 
=((E29-
G29)*60-
H29)*60 

=G29+H29/100+I
29/10000 
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For Q5 – 8, you should be able to check all your answers yourself either by two independent methods 
or by reversing the calculations (that is, use your answers to obtain the given data).  Why did I round 
off my answers to these values? 
 
Q5.   a) 2.4 x 10-5      
 
secs into radians  5 2.42407E-05 
reverse 

 
5 

 
 C D E  OR: 

32 secs into radians  5 =RADIANS(D32/3600)  =D32*PI()/(180*3600) 
33 reverse 

 
=3600*DEGREES(E32)  =E32*180*3600/PI() 

 
Why round off?  Calculate the radians value for 4.5” and 5.5”, i.e. the comparable limits of round off, 
then round the radians value to an appropriate number of significant figures. 
 
b) Calculate the two answers because there is no extra information in the question.      
sin-1(0.523457) = 31° 33’ 52” and 148° 26’ 08”.  Check, sin of both values = 0.523457     
 
Q6. 
Cosine rule as implemented in spreadsheets: a = SQRT(b^2+c^2-2*b*c*COS(RADIANS(A”/3600))) = 
4.222 
Check by reverse calculation A in “ = 3600*DEGREES(ACOS((b^2+c^2-a^2)/(2*b*c))) 
Check by alternative methods, sine rule to get angles B and C, then sum A + B + C = 180°?, or by 
traversing. 
 
 
Q7.   
In the triangle ATB the angle at T equals ZT because we assume the vertical lines at A and B are 
virtually parallel (flat earth for these short distances). The angle TAB = ZB – ZT ≈ 10.3°     
Use the sine rule to calculate distance AB:  AB = TB * sin(ZT) / sin(ZB – ZT)  =  231.421 
Call the point below B at the same level as A, C. 
Now solve for w in the right angled triangle at the base of the figure (i.e. ABC).  w = AB * cos(90° - ZB) 
= 219.683 
Check: Calculate AT in triangle ATB, and then calculate w from the right angled triangle ATC. 
The angle ABT = 180° - ZT - (ZB – ZT) = 180° - ZB     
By sine rule AT = TB * sin(180° - ZB) / sin(ZB – ZT) = 250.353 
Solve for w in the larger right angled triangle (i.e. ATC).  w = AT * cos(90° - ZT) = 219.683  OK. 
 
 
Q8A.         
Braced Quad with one diagonal distance known. Rename 
angles for spreadsheet use: alpha = a, beta = b, gamma = 
g, delta = d. Sides are AB, BC etc 
 
BC = 483.06       
a = 52 41 24 = 52.6900 °    
b = 34 19 27 = 34.3242 °    
g = 42 18 42 = 42.3117 °    
d = 41 42 47 = 41.7131 °    
 
Angle ADB = 180-a-b-g = 50.6742 °    
Angle ACB = 180-b-g-d = 61.6511 °    
Triangle ABC Sine rule: AB = BC sin(180-b-g-
d)/sin(g+d) = 427.450 
Triangle ABD Sine rule: AD = AB sin(a+b) / sin(180-a-b-g) = 551.829   
so to nearest cm AD = 551.83  
Triangle ABC Sine rule: AC = BC sin(b)/sin(g+d) = 273.873 
Triangle ABD Sine rule:  BD = AD sin(g)/sin(a+b) = 371.976     
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Triangle BCD Cosine rule: DC = √(BD^2+BC^2-2 BD BC cos a) = 392.284   
  
Calc Other Angles using cosine rules of the type cosA = (b2 + c2 - a2)/2bc        
Angle BCD   48.9548    
Angle CDA   27.6810    
Check Sum of angles in quad = a + b + g + d + ADB + ACB + BCD + CDA = 360.0000 OK
  
  
Q8B.   
This famous problem is named after Peter Hansen (1795–1874) who worked on the geodetic survey of 
Denmark in the 1800s. So it has been challenging students for many years . When the side length 
opposite the given angles is provided as in this traditional Hansen problem the solution involving 
somewhat complicated trigonometry has been documented elsewhere e.g. in Wikipedia. Here we 
provide a new alternative solution that uses simple sine and cosine rules. Part A of this question is a 
similar problem that is much easier to solve than the Hansen problem because the length of one of the 
diagonals of the quadrilateral is known.  The simpler problem, with a diagonal length known, requires 
only the use of sine and cosine rules of triangles. From the solution of the simpler problem an 
approach to develop a solution for the Hansen problem can be made, as follows. 
 
Start with a guess for BC, calculate DC as above Q8a steps, change BC until DC is correct (this can 
be done directly by scaling all distance appropriately). Alternatively, use Microsoft Excel’s Solver to 
change BC until DC is correct. More details about Solver later in this book. 
 
From the sums of angles in a triangle calculate: 
Angle ADB   = 180° – α – β – γ = 79° 44’ 38” and Angle ACB   = 180° – β – γ – δ = 73° 00’ 02” 
Calculate AB from triangle ABC by sine rule:  AB = BC sin(180°–β–γ–δ)/sin(γ+δ) 
Calculate AD from triangle ABD by sine rule:  AD = AB sin(α+β) / sin(180°–α–β–γ) 
Calculate AC from triangle ABC by sine rule:  AC = BC sin(β)/sin(γ+δ) 
Calculate BD from triangle ABD by sine rule:  BD = AD sin(γ)/sin(α+β) 
Calculate DC from triangle BCD by cosine rule:  DC = √(BD2 + BC2 – 2 BD BC cosα) 
Calculate the other angles using the cosine rule and the side lengths. As a check, the sum of all 
angles in the corners of the quadrilateral should equal 360°.   
 
Thus we can calculate DC if we know BC and the four angles.  In our problem we have DC and the 
four angles but not BC.  So estimate the length of BC as for example 700. The derived value of DC, 
called DC’, will be 428.559 which is too small. Then simply scale all the distances in the network 
appropriately by the factor: DC /  DC’. 
    
The answers are:     BD = 434.939,  AD = 626.316,  BC = 716.237,  AC = 333.066,  AB = 696.017 
 
Another solution method that requires little thought is to use existing computer software for least 
squares solutions of survey control networks, even though there is no redundant data in the problem. 
The input consists of the given distance DC, the four observed angles and arbitrary fixed coordinates 
for a point and bearing for a line.  Solve for coordinates of points and calculate the lengths of the 
sides. 

 
 
Q9.     
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E 

 
N 

 

A 
   

2614.162 
 

1086.216 
 

B 
   

1932.783 
 

1399.554 
 

C 
   

2174.368 
 

1206.173 
 

Line Brg Dist D 
 

M 
 

S 
AB 294.696 749.972 294° 

 
41' 

 
44.7'' 

AC 285.257 455.860 285° 
 

15' 
 

24.2'' 
BC 128.676 309.450 128° 

 
40' 

 
34.1'' 

Interior angles 
      

ABC 13.980 
 

13° 
 

58' 
 

49.4'' 
BCA 156.581 

 
156° 

 
34' 

 
50.1'' 

CAB 9.439 
 

9° 
 

26' 
 

20.5'' 
 
 A B C D E M N S 
3 A 

   
2614.
162 

 
1086.
216 

 

4 B 
   

1932.
783 

 
1399.
554 

 

5 C 
   

2174.
368 

 
1206.
173 

 

6 Li
ne 

Brg  Dist D 
 

M 
 

S 

7 A
B 

=MOD(DEGREES(ATAN2((N4
-N3),(E4-E3))),360) 

=SQRT((E4-
E3)^2+(N4-N3)^2) 

=INT(
B7) 

 
=INT(B7*60-
D7*60) 

 
=(B7-D7)*3600-
M7*60 

8 A
C 

=MOD(DEGREES(ATAN2((N5
-N3),(E5-E3))),360) 

=SQRT((E5-
E3)^2+(N5-N3)^2) 

=INT(
B8) 

 
=INT(B8*60-
D8*60) 

 
=(B8-D8)*3600-
M8*60 

9 B
C 

=MOD(DEGREES(ATAN2((N5
-N4),(E5-E4))),360) 

=SQRT((E5-
E4)^2+(N5-N4)^2) 

=INT(
B9) 

 
=INT(B9*60-
D9*60) 

 
=(B9-D9)*3600-
M9*60 

 Interior angles 
      

1
1 

A
B
C 

=B9-(B7-180) 
 

=INT(
B11) 

 
=INT(B11*60
-D11*60) 

 
=(B11-
D11)*3600-
M11*60 

1
2 

B
C
A 

=B8-B9 
 

=INT(
B12) 

 
=INT(B12*60
-D12*60) 

 
=(B12-
D12)*3600-
M12*60 

1
3 

C
A
B 

=B7-B8 
 

=INT(
B13) 

 
=INT(B13*60
-D13*60) 

 
=(B13-
D13)*3600-
M13*60 

 
Check:  by looking at the graph / plot, I can see that it all looks reasonable.  So no large error exists.  
But that doesn’t check for small errors.  So I compared answers with those from many former students 
too.  
 
Q10.   
289°30' (-135.66, 283.45)   
  

Brg Dist D E M N 
O 

   
100 

 
200 

OA 318.2667 
 

318 
 

16 
 

AOB 331.2333 
 

331 
 

14 
 

OB 289.5 250 289° 
 

30' 
 

B 
   

-135.660 
 

283.452 
 

 A B C D E M N 
19 O 

   
100 

 
200 

20 OA =D20+M20/60 
 

318 
 

16 
 

21 AOB =D21+M21/60 
 

331 
 

14 
 

22 OB =MOD(B20+B21,360) 250 =INT(B22) 
 

=INT(B22*60-D22*60) 
 

23 B 
   

=E19+C22*SIN(
RADIANS(B22)) 

 
=N19+C22*COS(
RADIANS(B22)) 

 
Check:  I compared answers with those from former students.  
 
 
 
 
  

A 

B 

O 

N 
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Q11.   
  

Brg Dist D E M N S 
B 

   
0 

 
0 

 

BA 15.426
4 

123.4
55 

15 
 

2
5 

 
35 

A  
   

32.83
9 

 
119.0

07 

 

Angle 
BAC 

271.29
75 

 
271 

 
1
7 

 
51 

AC 106.72
39 

100 106
° 

 
4
3' 

 
26.
0'' 

C 
   

128.6
09 

 
90.23

1 

 

BC 54.946
8 

157.1
05 

54° 
 

5
6' 

 
48.
5'' 

 
 
 

 
B C D E M N S 

26 B 
   

0 
 

0 
 

27 BA =D27+M27/60+S
27/3600 

123.455 15 
 

25 
 

35 

28 A  
   

=E26+C27*SIN(
RADIANS(B27)) 

 
=N26+C27*COS(
RADIANS(B27)) 

 

29 Angle 
BAC 

=D29+M29/60+S
29/3600 

 
271 

 
17 

 
51 

30 AC =MOD(B27+180
+B29,360) 

100 =INT
(B30
) 

 
=INT(B30*
60-
D30*60) 

 
=(B30-
D30)*3600-
M30*60 

31 C 
   

=E28+C30*SIN(
RADIANS(B30)) 

 
=N28+C30*COS(
RADIANS(B30)) 

 

32 BC =MOD(DEGREE
S(ATAN2((N31-
N26),(E31-
E26))),360) 

=SQRT((E31-
E26)^2+(N31-
N26)^2) 

=INT
(B32
) 

 
=INT(B32*
60-
D32*60) 

 
=(B32-
D32)*3600-
M32*60 

 
 
Check: Dist BC by cosine rule on triangle BAC  
=SQRT(C27^2+C30^2-2*C27*C30*COS(RADIANS(360-B29))) = 157.105   OK 

Check bearing by comparison with students results. 
 
ans)  106°43' 26"; (32.839, 119.007), (128.609, 90.231); 54°56'48", 157.105m. 
 
 
 
Q12.   
221° 19' 58";  500.263 m;  530.987 m;  + 19° 35' 10"        
 
 
 
 
Q13.  
Calculate ∆E = EB – EA = 89.113     ∆N = NB – NA = -40.57    and   ∆H = HB – HA =  -89.113 
 
For bearing use RP on calculator or ATAN2 on a spreadsheet, or use tan-1 and be careful to work 
out the quadrant for the bearing. If your bearing is negative simply add 360° before converting to D M 
S. 
For plan (i.e. horizontal) distance use RP on calculator as above, or use D = Sqrt(∆E2+∆N2) 
For slope distance use SD = Sqrt(∆E2+∆N2+∆H2) 
For slope angle use sin-1(∆H/SD) or tan-1(∆H/HD).  If the angle is negative it indicates sloping down, 
below horizontal.  
For Zenith Angle use cos-1(∆H/SD) but not tan-1(HD/∆H) because ∆H might be zero or close to it. 
 
Ans: 146°53’05”, 163.113, 103°58’05”, 168.083 
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Q14.   

Cross section (elevation) view, not to scale. 
The ZA is > 90° so the line slope is down.  Let’s first calculate the height difference from the 
instrument axis (not the ground mark at A) to the target above B.  
∆HABIT = -SDAB sin(ZA-90°) = SDAB cos(ZA) = -3.085.   
If using a computer convert the angle to RADIANS before taking sine or cosine. Perhaps you can think 
of another way to do this. 
 
Calculate HB = HA + Hi + ∆HABIT – Ht = 35.214 + 1.565 -3.085 - 1.690 = 32.004  
To calculate the E N of B we need the horizontal distance AB. 
Calculate horizontal distance, HDAB = SDAB cos(ZA -90°) = SDAB sin(ZA) = 14.845 
If using a computer convert the angle to RADIANS before taking sine or cosine. 
 
EB = EA + HDAB sinβAB = 306.219 
NB = NA + HDAB cosβAB = 285.228 
 
Checks:  
SD from instrument to target = √((EB-EA)^2+(NB-NA)^2+(HB+Ht-(HA+Hi))^2) = 15.162 OK 
Bearing AB = MOD(DEGREES(ATAN2((NB-NA),(EB-EA))),360) = 160.422222 = 160° 25' 20.0''  OK 
ZA from instrument to target = DEGREES(ATAN2(HB+Ht-(HA+Hi),SQRT((EB-EA)^2+(NB-NA)^2))) = 
101.741667 = 101° 44' 30.0''    OK 
 
 
 
 
Q15:  
 

 I J K L M N 
40 BS IS FS Rise / Fall RL Remarks 
41 2.857 

 
  

 
45.568 BM 

42 0.356 
 

1.988 =I41-K42 =M41+L42 CP1 
43 

 
0.65   =I42-J43 =M42+L43 K 

44 
 

2.11   =J43-J44 =M43+L44 L 
45 

 
3.04   =J44-J45 =M44+L45 M 

46 4.325 
 

3.125 =J45-K46 =M45+L46 N 
47 

 
1.85   =I46-J47 =M46+L47 K 

48 4.037 
 

1.556 =J47-K48 =M47+L48 CP1 
49     4.907 =I48-K49 =M48+L49 BM  RL45.568 
50 

  
  

   

51 =SUM(I41:I48) 
 

=SUM(K41:K49) =SUM(L41:L49) 
 

sum 
52 

  
=I51-K51 

 
=M49-M41 Checks 

 
 



Q16:  
 A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S 

5
6 

P
t 

 
F
L 

  
F
R 

 
Mean 

 
Mean   

  
Red mean   

  
Grand 
mean 

 

5
7 

 
d m s d m s 

 
d m s d.d d m s dir d m s 

5
8 

Q 0 4 3
0 

1
8
0 

3 3
0 

=(B58+C58/60+D58/3600 
+MOD((E58+F58/60+G58/3600)-
180,360))/2 

=INT
(H58
) 

=INT(H58*
60-I58*60) 

=(H58-I58-
(J58/60))*36
00 

=0 =INT
(L58) 

=INT(L58*6
0-M58*60) 

=(L58-M58-
(N58/60))*360
0 

=(L58
+L63)/
2 

=INT
(P58
) 

=INT(P58*
60-Q58*60) 

=(P58-Q58-
(R58/60))*360
0 

5
9 

R 3
7 

1
6 

2
0 

2
1
7 

1
5 

5
0 

=(B59+C59/60+D59/3600 
+MOD((E59+F59/60+G59/3600)-
180,360))/2 

=INT
(H59
) 

=INT(H59*
60-I59*60) 

=(H59-I59-
(J59/60))*36
00 

=H59
-
H$58 

=INT
(L59) 

=INT(L59*6
0-M59*60) 

=(L59-M59-
(N59/60))*360
0 

=(L59
+L64)/
2 

=INT
(P59
) 

=INT(P59*
60-Q59*60) 

=(P59-Q59-
(R59/60))*360
0 

6
0 

S 1
9
3 

4
2 

3
0 

1
3 

4
2 

2
0 

=(B60+C60/60+D60/3600 
+MOD((E60+F60/60+G60/3600)-
180,360))/2 

=INT
(H60
) 

=INT(H60*
60-I60*60) 

=(H60-I60-
(J60/60))*36
00 

=H60
-
H$58 

=INT
(L60) 

=INT(L60*6
0-M60*60) 

=(L60-M60-
(N60/60))*360
0 

=(L60
+L65)/
2 

=INT
(P60
) 

=INT(P60*
60-Q60*60) 

=(P60-Q60-
(R60/60))*360
0 

6
1 

T 2
1
6 

2
5 

5
0 

3
6 

2
4 

5
0 

=(B61+C61/60+D61/3600 
+MOD((E61+F61/60+G61/3600)-
180,360))/2 

=INT
(H61
) 

=INT(H61*
60-I61*60) 

=(H61-I61-
(J61/60))*36
00 

=H61
-
H$58 

=INT
(L61) 

=INT(L61*6
0-M61*60) 

=(L61-M61-
(N61/60))*360
0 

=(L61
+L66)/
2 

=INT
(P61
) 

=INT(P61*
60-Q61*60) 

=(P61-Q61-
(R61/60))*360
0 

6
2 

   
  

  
  

   
  

   
  

    

6
3 

Q 9
0 

1
5 

4
0 

2
7
0 

1
4 

1
0 

=(B63+C63/60+D63/3600 
+MOD((E63+F63/60+G63/3600)-
180,360))/2 

=INT
(H63
) 

=INT(H63*
60-I63*60) 

=(H63-I63-
(J63/60))*36
00 

0 =INT
(L63) 

=INT(L63*6
0-M63*60) 

=(L63-M63-
(N63/60))*360
0 

    

6
4 

R 1
2
7 

2
8 

0 3
0
7 

2
7 

3
0 

=(B64+C64/60+D64/3600 
+MOD((E64+F64/60+G64/3600)-
180,360))/2 

=INT
(H64
) 

=INT(H64*
60-I64*60) 

=(H64-I64-
(J64/60))*36
00 

=H64
-E$9 

=INT
(L64) 

=INT(L64*6
0-M64*60) 

=(L64-M64-
(N64/60))*360
0 

    

6
5 

S 2
8
3 

5
3 

0 1
0
3 

5
2 

0 =(B65+C65/60+D65/3600 
+MOD((E65+F65/60+G65/3600)-
180,360))/2 

=INT
(H65
) 

=INT(H65*
60-I65*60) 

=(H65-I65-
(J65/60))*36
00 

=H65
-E$9 

=INT
(L65) 

=INT(L65*6
0-M65*60) 

=(L65-M65-
(N65/60))*360
0 

    

6
6 

T 3
0
6 

3
6 

5
0 

1
2
6 

2
5 

3
0 

=(B66+C66/60+D66/3600 
+MOD((E66+F66/60+G66/3600)-
180,360))/2 

=INT
(H66
) 

=INT(H66*
60-I66*60) 

=(H66-I66-
(J66/60))*36
00 

=H66
-E$9 

=INT
(L66) 

=INT(L66*6
0-M66*60) 

=(L66-M66-
(N66/60))*360
0 

    

 

17) The reading is 5 ft 73/8 in.  
Convert to inches = 5*12+7+3/8 = 67.375 in. Convert to cm = 68.375 * 2.54 = 171.1325 cm  1.711m.  
Convert 5 ft 73/8 in, to feet = 5+(7+3/8)/12 ≈ 5.615 ft. Convert to metres = 5.615 * 0.3048 = 1.711325 m  1.711m.  
The difference between these converted values and the measured metric value is less than 1mm. This is less than the error in measurement due to the slight bending of 
the tape and the physical zero marker of the tape, and indicates there is no gross error. The next photo shows part of a tape with both metric and imperial units (this photo 
is a little distorted due to bending of the tape, but it provides another approximate check of our calculations). 
 

 
 



18) Each student has a different ID number and therefore a different answer. The main tasks are to produce the 
bearing in the correct quadrant and correctly convert it to d m s. There is only one correct answer for each student. 
For the given data ΔE=+5411111, ΔN= -5123456, the bearing is 133° 26’ 09”. 

19) Reverse the calculation. Some people call this working backwards.  Examples are converting imperial units to 
metric then back to imperial, or rectangular to polar coordinate differences (R  P) then P  R. Later in this book 
we learn about angular resections, to check we use the coordinate answers to calculate bearings then the original 
angles or directions.  Other less powerful checks include investigating the mean of FL and FR, or graphical 
solutions, or find an existing program to do the calculations.  

20) Each student has a different ID number and therefore a different answer. The main point of this question is to 
notice that there are two correct answers and students should determine both answers.   
 
For example, sin-1(0.523457) gives 31°33’52” and 148°26’08”.  Because sine is positive in both 1 and 2 quadrants. 
 
Probably your calculator or computer gives only one of these answers.  Depending on other information from your 
survey you may be able to select the one you want, otherwise calculate both possible answers.  To check the 
calculations, calculate the sine of both answers and see that you get 0.523457.    

21)   0.0010    
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2. INTERSECTIONS and RESECTIONS 

Intersections are a method of finding the coordinates of a point from the directions or distances to it 
from two or more known points. In this course we consider two observations from two points to 
determine 2D coordinates. The directions to the point can be specified either by angles (α) or by 
bearings (β). 
 
A three-point resection is a method of determining the coordinates of a point (P) from direction 
observations taken from that point to three points (A, B, C) that have known coordinates. 
 
In this chapter we assume the earth is flat or that corrections (e.g. map projection) have already been 
made, and that the observations have been corrected for atmospheric effects etc. 
 
Some applications of intersections and resections include: 

 To get coordinates of points by angle measurements by theodolites, this was common before 
EDM & total stations could measure distances easily. 

 To get coordinates (or position) of inaccessible points e.g. high voltage, gas, heat, high above 
ground, nowhere to stand and hold prism 

 Over short distances angle measurements give very accurate coordinates 
 They provide alternatives to radiation from known points which requires distance 

measurement 
 Intersection by distances, by Disto or tape, can give coordinates without the need for a tripod 

mounted theodolite or total station instrument.  
 
If there are more than two intersection observations or more than three resection observations then 
we use the least squares method described in a later course. 

Intersection by Angles 

Given: Coordinates of A and B, angles at A and B 
 

 
 
Beware there are two possible answers to intersection by angles.  C 
can be on either side of the line AB as in the diagram at right.  In real 
applications we often have more information to help us decide which 
answer is the correct one. 
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Method 1, Solution: 
 
1) Using the coordinates of A and B, calculate βAB and dAB (use RP on calculators or atan2 on 

computers). 
 
2) Using dAB and angles A and B, solve triangle ABC for dAC and dBC by sine rule. 
 
3) Using βAB and angles A and B, calculate βAC and βBC. 
 
4) Using dAC and βAC, calculate the coordinates of C from A (use PR). 
 
5) Similarly, calculate the coordinates of C from B and use it to check your result from 4) above. 
 
 
Example: 
 
Point C has been intersected from two control points A and B. What 
are the coordinates of C? 
 
Given: coordinates of  A = (2589.40, 6717.85)   

               B = (4717.77, 5625.10) 
  angle A = 63° 40’ 28”  angle B = 42° 02’ 04” 
 
Solution (assume C is to the left of AB): 
 
1) Use coordinates of A and B to calculate (RP):      βAB = 117° 10’ 37” and dAB = 2392.501m 
 
2) Apply sine rule to triangle ABC: 
 

A sin

d

B sin

d

B)sin(A

2392.501 BCAC 
   note: C = 180° - (A+B)      so sinC = sin(A+B)  

 
Therefore dAC = 1664.119m, dBC = 2227.572m 

 
3) Using βAB and angles A and B, calculate: 
 

βAC = βAB – A  = 117° 10’ 37” - 63° 40’ 28”  = 53° 30’ 09” 
 
βBC = βAB + 180° + B   = 117° 10’ 37” + 180° + 42° 02’ 04”  = 339° 12’ 41” 

 
4) Using dAC and βAC, calculate coordinates of C from A (PR): 
 

EAC = 1337.757m, NAC = 989.798m C = (3927.157, 7707.648) 
 
5) Using dBC and βBC, calculate coordinates of C from B (PR): 
 

EBC = -790.612m, NBC = 2082.549m C = (3927.158, 7707.649) 
 
The two sets of coordinates agree very closely with each other. This serves as a check of the 
calculations.  
 
 
 
Method 2: 
 
This method is more suitable for automated 
application with calculators and computers. 
Overcome the ambiguity as to which side of AB the 
point C lies by taking angles A and B measured 
clockwise from the baseline AB to the point to be 
fixed (i.e. C): 
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The coordinate differences are:  EB – EA = dAB sin βAB and  NB – NA = dAB cos βAB 
 
From the figure it can be seen: Angle C = 180° - B - (360° - A)     = A - B - 180°  
 

Also:          EC – EA = dAC sin (βAB + A)  and 
sinC

sinB d
d AB

AC           [sine rule] 

Therefore: 
 

   

 
sinB cosAcosB sinA

sinA sinB  )N(NcosA sinB )E(E
EsinA  )N(NcosA )E(E 

B)-sin(A

sinB
E

sinA cos dcosA sin d
sinC

sinB
EsinA coscosA sin

sinC

sinB d
EE

ABAB
AABABA

ABABABABAABAB
AB

AC








or


 

 
Dividing numerator and denominator by sinAsinB gives: 
 

 
cotA  cotB

 NcotA E
E sinA  )N(NcosA )E(E 

B)-sin(A

sinB
EE ABAB

AABABAC 


  

A similar derivation gives: 
 

 
cotA  cotB

 EcotA N
N  sinA  )E(EcosA )N(N 

B)-sin(A

sinB
NN ABAB

AABABAC 


  

 

Similarly, the radiation from B gives a check:    
cotA  cotB

 NcotB E
EE ABAB

BC 




 cotA  cotB

 EcotB N
NN ABAB

BC 


  

Note that the cot function is available in OpenOffice spreadsheets but not in Excel. So in Excel use the 
sine and cosine version of the formulas. 
 
 
Example: 
 
Given previous data, coordinates of A and B:    
EA = 2589.40m    NA = 6717.85m EB = 4717.77m   NB= 5625.10m 
 
Angles (note our defined convention):       
angle A = 360° - 63° 40’ 28” = 296° 19’ 32”      angle B = 42° 02’ 04” 
 
Solution: 
Radiation from A using the derived formulae:    EAB= 2128.37m  and  NAB= -1092.75m 
 

cotA  cotB

 NcotA E
EE ABAB

AC 


      = 3927.157m   
cotA  cotB

 EcotA N
NN ABAB

AC 


      = 7707.648m 

 
Radiation from B yields identical values and thus confirms the results. 
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Intersection by Bearings 

Sometimes we can’t see between 
the two known stations (i.e. A to 
B), but other points such as C can 
be seen from each of the known 
points. If the bearings from A to C 
and B to C can be observed using 
other known stations as reference 
objects, or otherwise obtained, 
then the coordinates of C can be 
calculated. 
 

  
 
Given:  Coordinates of A and B, 
bearings βAC and βBC  
 
Method 1, Derivation of Solution: 
 
Calculate dAC using the sine rule for ABC and the angles A and B 
 

)(A sin

d

A sin

d

B sin

d ABBCAC

B
     

 


  

)(A sin

B sin dAB

B
dAC 

   

 
Substituting A = AB - AC, B = 180° - (AB - BC), and A+B = 180° - (AC - BC) gives: 
 

)( sin

 sin N  cos 

)( sin

 sin  cos d  cos  sin d

)( sin

)( sin d

BCAC

BCABBCAB

BCAC

BCABABBCABAB

BCAC

BCABAB























E

dAC  

 

Radiation from A to C:          AC
BCAC

BCABBCAB
AACACAC  sin 

)( sin

 sin  cos 
E sin EE 








NE

d  

 

Similarly:     AC
BCAC

BCABBCAB
AACAC  cos 

)( sin

 sin  cos 
N cos NN 








NE

dAC  

 
Radiation from B to C (a check): 
 

BC
BCAC

ACABACAB
BC  sin 

)( sin

 sin  cos 
EE 








NE

  
BC

BCAC

ACABACAB
BC  cos 

)( sin

 sin  cos 
NN 








NE

 

 
Example: 
 
Given:   A = (E 2589.40, N 6717.85)    B = (E 9307.04, N 3423.63)   βAC = 62°26’58”  βBC = 359°49’25” 
 
Solution: 
Coordinate differences from A to B:     EAB = 6717.64m,  NAB = -3294.22m 
Radiation from A to C: 
 

260.7553
)( sin

 sin N  cos 

BCAC

BCABBCAB 






E
d AC

 
 

9286.143m       6696.743  E        sinEE AAC ACAC  d  

 
10211.467m        3493.617  N        cos NN AAC ACAC  d  
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Radiation from B to C gives the same results and serves as a check. 
 
 
Method 2, Alternative formula for intersection by bearings 
 
The ISG manual (NSW Dept Lands, 1976) gives the following formulae: 
 

 
tan tan

)- (  tan)- (

ACBC

ABBCAB
AC 







EENN
NN

     
 

tan tan

)- (  tan)- (

ACBC

ABACAB
BC 







EENN
NN

 

 

ACACAC   tan)- ( NNEE 
    

BCBCBC   tan)- ( NNEE 
  

Their example data are:   A (422 145.515, 1817 938.975)     B (398 112.145, 1828 011.324)      
βAC =   237°14’21.6”     βBC = 165°53’42.8”   
 
Answer: C (403 635.851, 1806 028.287)    [You may use this to check your spreadsheet or program] 

 

Intersection by Bearings: Calculations in spreadsheet programs 

Label the points 1 2 3 instead of A B C, and store the Easting of 1 in cell E1, similarly store N1, E2, 
N2. These cells were chosen to make the equations easier to read. Then convert the bearings to 
decimal degrees and then to radians and store β13 in cell B1 and bearing β23 in B2, the excel 
equations for E3 and N3 are: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
E3:     =E1 + (((E2-E1) * COS(B2) - (N2-N1) * SIN(B2)) / SIN(B1-B2)) * SIN(B1) 
N3:     =N1 + (((E2-E1) * COS(B2) - (N2-N1) * SIN(B2)) / SIN(B1-B2)) * COS(B1) 
 
Or writing the terms in a different sequence: 
 
E3:    = E1 + (SIN(B1) * ((E2 - E1) * COS(B2) - (N2 - N1) * SIN(B2)) / (SIN(B1 - B2))) 
N3:    = N1 + (COS(B1) * ((E2 - E1) * COS(B2) - (N2 - N1) * SIN(B2)) / (SIN(B1 - B2))) 
 
The spreadsheets available in the free OpenOffice software work similarly to Microsoft Excel, but also 
have a COT function. 

Intersection calculations in CAD 

Intersection calculations in CAD will be learnt later in this course. Find the menu or button option for 
Brg/Dist Intersection. This is sometime in a section called COGO (meaning Coordinate Geometry). 
There are usually a group of similar calculations that create the answer point for each of the following 
types of intersections: 

 intersection of a bearing or distance from one point and the bearing or distance from another 
point; 

 intersection of a line and the bearing or distance from another point. 

 intersection of a line and another line  
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Intersection by angles or bearings in 3D 

Theodolites measure angles in a horizontal plane and bearings 
are also on a plane (or map projection) so intersection 
calculations in 3D can proceed as described for 2D above.  
Make sure the distances involved are horizontal distances not 
slope distances to the targets. E N coordinates are calculated; 
Heights are not involved. If zenith angles are also observed we 
can solve for 3D coordinates, but there is some redundancy so 
we will deal with that in a later course.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
 

Intersection by Distances (Trilateration) 

Trilateration, or intersection by distances, is a method of 
fixing the coordinates of a point using distances from two 
or more control points. Note that the distances can be 
measured in either direction from e.g. from A to C or 
from C to A. This technique does not need a theodolite; 
the distances can be measured by 

 Tape - don’t need tripod 
 Disto™ - don’t need tripod 
 Total station / EDM 
 Laser scanner 
 or by new technologies, e.g. Locata  

 
Given: Coordinates of A and B, distances AC (b) and BC (a) 
 
Problem:   Find the coordinates of C 
 
As with intersection by angles, there are two possible locations for C, 
one on either side of the line AB.  Use other information to determine 
which C you want.  
 
 
Method 1. Derivation of Solution by finding angles in the triangle: 
 
1. Using the coordinates of A and B, calculate the bearing (βAB) 

and distance (c) of AB (RP or atan2). 
 
2. Using the calculated distance AB (c) and the measured distances of AC (b) and BC (a), 

calculate the angles A and B from the cosine rule: 
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a2 = b2 + c2 – 2bc cosA   2bc

acb
A cos

222 


   b2 = a2 + c2 – 2ac cosB   2ac

bca
B cos

222 


   
 
3. Assuming that C is to the right of AB (i.e. A, B and C are in clockwise order), calculate the 

coordinates of C from A (note βAC = βAB + A): 
 

)( sin bEE ABAC A            ----- (1) 
 

)( cos bNN ABAC A            ----- (2) 
 
4. Calculate the coordinates of C from B as a check (note βBC = βAB + 180° - B): 
 

)B( sin aE  )B180( sin aEE ABBABBC          ----- (3) 
 

)B( cos aN )B180( cos aNN ABBABBC         ----- (4) 
 
Note: These equations can be used only if A, B and C are in clockwise order. If they are in anti-
clockwise order, substitute negative values for the angles A and B. 
 
 
Method 2: 
 
Expanding equation (1):    )( sin bEE ABAC A             

 
Using  sin (A + B) = sinA cosB + cosA sinB:   A sin  cos bA cos  sin bEE ABABAC    

 
But   c sin βAB = EB  EA      and   c cos βAB = NB  NA: 
 

] sinA )N(N cosA )E(E [ EE ABABAC 
c

b
       ---- (5) 

 
Similarly by expanding equations (2), (3) and (4) in turn, we get: 
 

] sinA )E(E cosA )N(N [ NN ABABAC 
c

b
        ---- (6) 

] sinB )N(N cosB )E(E [ EE ABABBC 
c

a
        ---- (7) 

] sinB )E(E cosB )N(N [ NN ABABBC 
c

a
        ---- (8) 

 
For example, expanding equation (4):   )( cos aNN ABBC B             

using  cos (A - B) = cosA cosB + sinA sinB:  B sin  sin aB cos  cos aNN ABABBC    

But     c sin βAB = EB  EA     and   c cos βAB = NB  NA:          

] sinB )E(E cosB )N(N [ NN ABABBC 
c

a
        ---- (8) 

 
 Calculate coordinates of C using equations (5) and (6) and use equations (7) and (8) to check 

your results. 
 These equations can be used only if A, B and C are in clockwise order. If they are in anti-

clockwise order, substitute negative values for the angles A and B. 
 
 
Method 3: 

Let  s = (dAB + dAC + dBC) / 2  and   
s

dsdsds
r BCABAC ))()(( 
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If A and B are the triangle’s internal angles at points A and B respectively, then 

  )(tan2 1

BCds

r
A


        and    )(tan2 1

ACds

r
B


   

From a diagram and the known bearing from A to B simply calculate the bearings from A to C and B to 
C.  Then calculate the coordinates of C by radiation from A or B. 
 
 
Method 4. Algebraic Solution of equations of circles (without using trig functions): 
 
Point C can be considered as the intersection point of a circle centred at A with radius b, and a circle 
centred at B with radius a.  The coordinates of the intersection point can be found by solution of the 
equations of the two circles. Your CAD program may solve the problem this way. No trig functions are 
required and it is not necessary to determine the angles in the triangle. Derivations can be found in 
textbooks and websites, but are not included here. Students are welcome to search for the derivations 
or to derive them or contact me for my derivations. 
We can start with the two circle equations: 

(EC-EA)2 + (NC-NA)2 = dAC
2 

(EC-EB)2 + (NC-NB)2 = dBC
2 

Then we derive by a variety of methods a set of equations for the coordinates of C. There are a 
number of forms of these equations; here we give just one version. Of course there are usually two 
possible solutions for C. If the circles intersect they usually do so in two places. 
 
Calculate two intermediate values: 
d2 = dAB

2 = (EB-EA)2 + (NB-NA)2        and     K  = sqrt(((rA+rB)2-d2)(d2-(rA-rB)2))/4 = area of the triangle 
       = sqrt((s(s-rA)(s-rB)(s-d))  where s = (rA + rB + d)/2 
Then one solution point is  
EC = (EB+EA)/2 + (EB-EA)(rA

2-rB
2)/2d2 + 2(NB-NA)K/d2        NC = (NB+NA)/2 + (NB-NA)(rA

2-rB
2)/2d2 - 2(EB-EA)K/d2   

 
The other solution point is  
EC = (EB+EA)/2 + (EB-EA)(rA

2-rB
2)/2d2 - 2(NB-NA)K/d2        NC = (NB+NA)/2 + (NB-NA)(rA

2-rB
2)/2d2 + 2(EB-EA)K/d2   

 
 
Example: 
 
EDM distances were measured from two known control points A and B to a new point C. Calculate the 
coordinates of C, if it lies to the left of AB. 
 
Given:  A = (E 1859.75, N 3722.63)   dAC = b = 1537.75m  

B = (E 1078.37, N 2405.38)   dBC = a = 2487.56m 
 
Solution, Method 1: 
Using the coordinates of A and B, calculate the bearing (βAB) and distance (c) of AB (RP): 
EAB = -781.38m NAB = -1317.25m         c = 1531.569m    βAB = 210° 40’ 33.6”    (1 extra digit) 

 
Using the calculated distance AB (c) and the measured distances of AC (b) and BC (a), calculate the 
angles A and B from the cosine rule: 

2bc

acb
A cos

222 
   A = 108° 16’ 53.8”         

2ac

bac
B cos

222 
    B = 35° 56’ 33.3” 

 
If C lies to the left of AB (i.e. A, B and C are in anti-clockwise order), negative values need to be used 
for the angles A and B: A = -108° 16’ 53.8”    B = -35° 56’ 33.3” 
 
Calculate the coordinates of C from A: 

3361.660m )( sin bEE ABAC  A  3392.568m )( cos bNN ABAC  A   

  
Calculate the coordinates of C from B (check): 

  3361.660m  )B( sin aEE ABBC    3392.569m )B( cos aNN ABBC      

 
Solution, Method 2: 

Calculate coordinates of C from A: 
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3361.660m A) sin N A cos E(  EE ABABAC 
c

b

 3392.568m A) sin E A cos N(  NN ABABAC 
c

b
  

 
Calculate coordinates of C from B (check): 

 3361.660m B) sin N B cos E(  EE ABABBC 
c

a


  3392.568m B) sin E B cos N(  NN ABABBC 
c

a
 

 
Solution, Method 4: d2

AB = 2345702.267 m2,  K = 1118147.452 m2 
 

 E 850.038, N 4882.439  not valid, and E 3361.660, N 3392.568  which is correct 

Intersection by 1 bearing + 1 distance 

One example of an intersection by a bearing and a distance occurs 
when a line of known bearing intersects with a circular curve i.e. a 
distance from a point.  It is common in cadastral lot calculations with 
circular arc curved boundaries. Details of applications will be given in 
chapter 8 and another solution method in chapter 3. This section has 
been improved thanks to the help of Joel Haasdyk in 2008.  

 
Intersection of bearing β from A and distance R from B can lie in two 
places, either C or D.  One solution method is based on transforming 
(rotation, no scale) the vector AB to the bearing AD follows. It is an 
efficient method that has no sin-1 or divisions.  
 

dAP=(EB-EA)sinβAD+(NB-NA)cosβAD  

dBP=(EB-EA)cosβAD-(NB-NA)sinβAD    

dCP = dDP = √(R2-dBP
2) 

 
Then calculate the coordinates of C or D by radiation from A using β and dAC = dAP -dCP  or dAD = dAP+dDP  
 
Another method is to solve for the distance AC by sine rule on triangle ABC. But beware sin-1 has two 
answers i.e. in the first and second quadrants.  
 
 
Example 1: 
 
Consider the triangle in the following figure, and solve the 
triangle using the sine rule.  The bearing and distance 
between X and Z is available from coordinates. Find the 
location of Y given that it lies on a bearing 27°09’47” from X 
and distance 438.03 from Z.  

 
Note that there is another point considerably further north of 
Y that satisfies the data but is not the point required.  
The angle at Y is obtained from the sine rule:  

44'32"18 sin

438.03

 sin

797.92




Y    
    Y = 35°49’28”   or  144°10’32”  
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For this problem we want the 144° angle for Y, according to the plan in the figure. 
 
The bearing of YZ is then:  = 27°09’47” + 180° – Y  

= 62°59’14.9” 
The angle at Z can now be determined: Z =  – 45°54’19” = 17°04’55.9” 

The distance XY is then obtained from the sine rule:  400.448
44'32"18 sin

Z sin438.03





d  

The coordinates of Y can then be calculated by radiation from X with bearing and distance of 
27°09’47” and 400.448 
 
 
Example 2:  
  
Solve the data in example 1 using coordinates and the given formulae. Set coordinates of X (100, 
500). By radiation at 45°54’19” and 797.92, the coordinates of Z are (673.058, 1055.230). Consider Z 
at the centre of a circle with radius 438.03 that goes through Y.  
 
The perpendicular distance from Z to the line XY is    dZP = (EZ-EX)cosβ-(NZ-NX)sinβ = 256.380   
 
And the distance along the line XY, of the pedal point is    dXP = (EZ-EX)sinβ+(NZ-NX)cosβ = 755.609  
where  β = 27°09’47” in both equations. 
 
Then dXY = dXP - √(R2-dZP

2) = 755.609 – 355.161 = 400.448    which is the same value as in example 1. 

The coordinates of Y can then be calculated by radiation from X with bearing and distance of 
27°09’47” and 400.448, as in example 1: (282.814, 856.283). 
 
Check calculations: 
Using the coordinates of X, Y and Z the bearing and distances of the triangle sides can be calculated. 
Line XY is  27°09’47.0”  400.448             Line YZ is  62°59’14.9”  438.030   
 

Intersection Design Geometry 

The angle of the intersection at point C affects the accuracy of the coordinates of C.  You will learn 
more about that in a later course. Briefly, good design has intersection angles close to 90° and bad 
design has angles close to 0° or 180°. 

                               
    
Good intersection design                   Bad intersection design 
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Intersection of two coordinated lines  

If line AC intersects line BD at a point P and coordinates of A B C D are known, find the coordinates of 
P. 

 

Let    
))(())((

))(())((

BDACBDAC

BDABBDAB

EENNNNEE

EENNNNEE
K




    

 
Then         EP = EA + K(EC-EA) and NP = NA + K(NC-NA) 
 
No bearings and no trig functions needed! Of course, an 
alternative method is to calculate the bearings from coordinates 
then treat it as an intersection by bearings problem.  
 
Example: 
Using the data given, compute the coordinates of the 
intersection point E to the nearest mm. 

COORDINATES 
STATION  E (m)   N (m) 
A   1101.61  1113.14 
B   1134.86  1061.14 
C   1334.91  1098.36 
D   1358.31  1211.90 
 
From formula above: 
K = 0.432286  
E: 1202.462, 1106.751 
 
Check, bearings from coordinates:    
BE   55° 59’ 33.9” = BD   55° 59’ 33.9”      AE   93° 37’ 29.8” = AC   93° 37’ 29.8”       

Intersection of perpendicular lines  

Find coordinates of a point P that is the shortest distance from point C to the line AB. 
Coordinates of A B C are known. Line CP is perpendicular to line AB. 
 
Method 1, without trigonometry: 

𝐸𝑝  
𝐸 𝐸 𝐸 𝑁 𝑁 𝐸 𝐸 𝑁 𝑁 𝑁 𝐸 𝑁 𝐸 𝑁

𝐸 𝐸 𝑁 𝑁
 

 

𝑁𝑝  
𝑁 𝑁 𝑁 𝑁 𝑁 𝐸 𝐸 𝐸 𝐸 𝐸 𝐸 𝑁 𝐸 𝑁

𝐸 𝐸 𝑁 𝑁
 

 
(Reference: NJ Wildberger, (2005) Divine Proportions, page 43) 
 
The distances dPC, dPA and dPB can then be calculated from the coordinates of P, if required. 
 
Method 2: From coordinates calculate the bearings AB and AC and distance AC. From the bearings 
calculate the angle BAC. Solve the right-angle triangle APC to find distances AP and CP. The bearing 
CP is 90° different to AB, then calculate the coordinates of P by radiation from C. 
 
There is a similar question, but in 3D, in Chapter 10 Q 15. 
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Example with data from a Berry survey with truncated MGA coordinates:  
Point E N 
A (start of tunnel line) 976.928 7685.212 
B (end of tunnel line) 1394.028 7966.112 
C (edge of tree) 1355.483 7949.297 
 
Ep = 1359.719, Np = 7943.007, distance C to P = 7.584 
 
Check by trigonometry on triangle CPB: 
 
Bearing BA = 236.04°, Bearing BC = 246.43°, Angle CBP = 10.39°,  
Dist CP = 7.584, Dist BP = 41.364, Coordinates of P = 1359.719, 7943.007  

SUMMARY OF INTERSECTIONS 

 Intersection: Finding the coordinates of a point (C) by measuring directions, angles, bearings or 
distances from two or more known points (A and B). 
 

 Several mathematical expressions for the coordinates of the point C have been derived and can 
easily be used on calculators, in spreadsheets or in computer source code. Some of the equations 
follow. 

 
 Intersection by 2 angles       

  sinA  )N(NcosA )E(E 
B)-sin(A

sinB
EE ABABAC 

 

  sinA  )E(EcosA )N(N 
B)-sin(A

sinB
NN ABABAC 

 
Where A and B are the angles measured clockwise from the line AB, they are NOT the internal 

angles.
 

 
 Intersection by 2 bearings       

)( sin

 sin N  cos 

BCAC

BCABBCAB








E

dAC

  
AC ACAC  sinEE d

  
AC ACAC  cos NN d  

E3:     =E1 + (((E2-E1) * COS(B2) - (N2-N1) * SIN(B2)) / SIN(B1-B2)) * SIN(B1) 
N3:     =N1 + (((E2-E1) * COS(B2) - (N2-N1) * SIN(B2)) / SIN(B1-B2)) * COS(B1) 

 
 Intersection by 2 distances      (also called trilateration) 

A) sin N A cos E(  EE ABABAC 
c

b
  A) sin E A cos N(  NN ABABAC 

c

b
  

 
 Is the new point C left or right of the line AB? Be careful with the equations. 

 
 Draw a sketch to visualise the problem and to make clear which parameters are used in the 

equations and to get an idea what results to expect. 
 
 Always check your results by using a second set of equations to solve for the coordinates of C, or 

by reversing the process, i.e. from the coordinates of A B and C calculate the distances and 
bearings of all lines and angles of the triangle.  

 
 Practice the calculations! 
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RESECTION 

A three-point resection is a method of determining the coordinates of a point (P) from direction (or 
angle) observations taken from that point to three points (A, B, C) that have known coordinates. 
Historically, Snellius found a solution around 1615 and many people have worked on this interesting 
challenge since then. Applications include surveys where no distances are available or possible, 
where marks with known coordinates can be seen and it is desired to set up not over a survey mark, 
on industrial or construction sites where marks on the ground get destroyed or lost but coordinated 
wall marks remain, and in a coordinated cadastre. It is an alternative to traversing if many control 
points can be seen. Sometimes this topic is called “free stationing” and many modern total station 
survey instruments do the calculations “on board” the instrument. Resection involves the observation 
of known points from an unknown point.  
 
In these notes we choose any point as A then label the points clockwise 
from A to B to C, just as a theodolite measures directions from P. From 
direction observations the angles (α) can be calculated.  Note that we do 
not know the bearings from P to the points A B or C.  If we knew the 
bearings we would only need two targets (e.g. A and B) and could 
calculate P by intersection of bearings.  Similarly if we have the distances 
from P we only need two targets (e.g. A and B) and could calculate P by 
intersection of distances. 
 
The minimum number of directions required for a solution is 3. This gives a unique solution of the 
point’s coordinates. Sometimes distance and zenith angle observations are also included. The solution 
of resection problems with more than three target points or more than only direction observations is 
done by least squares methods that are covered in a later course. One example case is where an 
instrument at P observes directions to A and B and distances to A and B.  Thus two distances and an 
included angle are observed and the distance between A and B can be calculated from their 
coordinates.  Then the triangle can be solved by the sine rule, bearings calculated from the angles, 
then coordinates by radiation. 
 
Regardless of the technology and methods available it is still a very useful educational experience to 
learn how to solve resections with only 3 direction observations (or two angles). There are several 
methods of solving the three-point resection problem, e.g. 
 

- Collins method 
- Tangent method (Blunt’s method) 
- Cassini method 
- Tienstra’s Barycentric method 
- Willerdings formula  
- Solver tool in Microsoft Excel 
- Semigraphic method 
- Least Squares 

Graphical solution 

 
In another course at UNSW a field 
exercise familiarises students with the 
measuring of horizontal directions using an 
electronic tacheometer.  Students 
determine the coordinates of a pillar on the 
roof of a building by multiple resections 
with directions.  The expected precision is 
a few millimetres. If you are doing, or have 
done a similar exercise then use your own 
observations for this exercise.  Otherwise 
use the student data provided below. 
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Sample student observations for a Resection 
 
Target Grand mean direction     E target  N target 
LC801       119 59 57.8            336509.444     6245543.320        
LC850       122 56 23.6            336613.812     6245516.370        
TS840       122 47 27.6            336421.190     6245544.511        
TS830       200 03 00.5            336290.609     6245444.209 
TS820       303 15 42.1            336124.363     6245587.848        
TS802        39 10 19.0            336283.771     6245576.098 
 
1 Reduce the observations to give the grand mean directions to the observed targets, as above.  
 
2 Carefully plot the coordinates of the target stations used at an appropriate scale (e.g. 1:25 000 

or 1:10 000) on A4 graph paper.  On a sheet of clear tracing paper draw (with a protractor) the 
measured rays.  Then, slide and rotate the tracing paper, until all rays cross the corresponding 
targets on the graph paper.  The origin of the rays can then be pinned through onto the graph 
paper.  If you find that it is impossible to get a match on all rays, then the plotted coordinates or 
the measurements are wrong.  If so, find and correct the error before proceeding.  Record 
the graphically determined coordinates of your pillar.  Discuss the fit.  In the case of a poor fit 
report on any remedial action taken. 

 
3 From the diagram in 2, select three target stations, which are close and provide good angles for 

the numerical resection.  Make sure that your resection point is not on the circumference of a 
common circle with the three selected targets (not on a straight line through the three points).  
Use the corresponding direction observations to compute the coordinates of the instrument 
station by three-point resections, using one of the methods described later. 

 

              rotate dirns   
 
4 Repeat step 3 using a different group of three target stations. Compare the pillar coordinates 

obtained from the two resections and discuss any discrepancies.  If the differences are larger 
than expected, find (and correct) the error in your computation (or field measurement).  
Consult a teacher if you cannot find an error!   

 
Some students who do the above task should scan each step of the graphics and send to me for 
inclusion in this book. 

Some  properties  of  circles 

Revision from High School Maths: 
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COLLINS’ POINT METHOD for 1+2 < 180° 

The Collins’ point method is an elegant method that reduces the resection problem into two 
intersections by creating an intermediate point. The intermediate point can be on either side of the 
control points depending on the geometry, as shown below. Here we start with the case where the 
sum of the two angles (1+2) is < 180°. 
 
Given: Direction observations from P to three control points A, B and C. 
Problem: Find the coordinates of P. 
 
Solution: 

 
 Construct a circle through the resected point (P) and 

any two of the control points (say A and C). Join P to 
the third control point B and extend it (if necessary) to 
meet the circle in H. H is known as the “Collins’ 
Auxiliary Point”. 
 

 From the observed direction observations at P, 
calculate angles APB (1) and BPC (2). 

 
 From the geometry of the circle (see ‘high school’ 

circle property figures previously): 
 

angle ACH = angle APH = 1  angle CAH = angle CPH = 2 
 
 Computational steps:          

 
1) Using coordinates of A and C, calculate βAC and dAC (RP or atan2).    

 
2) Using βAC, 1 and 2, calculate bearings βAH and βCH. 

 
3) Using dAC, 1 and 2, solve triangle ACH for distances dAH and dCH (sine rule). 

 
4) Using βAH and dAH, calculate coordinates of H from A (PR). 

 
5) Similarly, using βCH and dCH, calculate coordinates of H from C and use it as a check (PR). 
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6) Calculate βPBH from coordinates of B and H (RP or atan2). 
 

7) Using βPBH, 1 and 2, calculate bearings βPA and βPC. 
 

8) Using βAC, βPA and βPC, calculate the angles of triangle ACP. 
 

9) Using dAC and the angles of triangle ACP, solve the triangle for the distances dAP and dCP 
(sine rule). 

 
10) Using βPA and dAP, calculate the coordinates of P from A (PR). 

 
11) Similarly, using βPC and dCP, calculate the coordinates of P from C and use it as a check 

(PR). 
 
Notes: 
 

- Steps 1-5 are equivalent to intersection of H from A and C (intersection by angles). 
- Steps 8-11 are equivalent to intersection of P from A and C (intersection by bearings). 
- Steps 1-5 are checked by the calculation in step 5. 
- Steps 8-11 are checked by the calculation in step 11. 
- The only calculations not checked by this method are steps 6 and 7. 

Check of resection coordinates 

A good check calculation for any of the resection methods is to calculate the bearings βPA, βPB and βPC 
from the final coordinates of P. Then calculate α1 = βPB - βPA and α2 = βPC - βPB from these bearings 
and compare with given angles or directions. 
 

COLLINS’ POINT METHOD for 1+2 > 180° 

We treat this case by example. 
Given: A = (E 18 597.25, N 113 722.63)   
  B = (E 10 783.71, N 111 405.38)  
  C = (E 10 186.97, N 116 800.92) 

angle APB = α1 = 140° 40’ 23” 
  angle BPC = α2 = 117° 00’ 06” 

 
Solution: 

 
Plot A, B and C in their relative positions. Calculate 
bearing and distance between AB, BC and CA: 

βAB = 253° 28’ 52.7”  dAB = 8149.911m 
βBC = 353° 41’ 19.7”  dBC = 5428.439m 
βCA = 110° 06’ 12.2”  dCA = 8955.930m 

 
Computational steps: 
 

1) Using coordinates of A and B, calculate 
βAB and dAB:   βAB = 253° 28’ 52.7”  dAB = 8149.911m 

 
2) Using βAB, α1 and α2, calculate bearings βAH and βBH: 

 
α1 = 140° 40’ 23” α2 = 117° 00’ 06”  α3 = 360° - α1 - α2 = 102° 19’ 31” 
 
βAH = βAB – (180° - α2) = 190° 28’ 58.7” 
βBH = (βAB – 180°) + (180° - α3) = 151° 09’ 21.7” 

 
3) Solve triangle ABH for distances dAH and dBH  by sine rule: 
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4) Using βAH and dAH, calculate coordinates of H from A: 

 
βAH = 190° 28’ 58.7” dAH = 12 563.525m          EH = 16 311.401m  NH = 101 368.802m 

 
5) Similarly, using βBH and dBH, calculate coordinates of H from B and use it as a check (PR): 

βBH = 151° 09’ 21.7” dBH = 11 458.109m          EH = 16 311.400m  NH = 101 368.802m  � 
 

6) Calculate βPCH from coordinates of C and H:       βPH = 158° 21’ 13.4” βPC = 338°21’13.4” 
 

7) Calculate bearings βPA and βPB: 
βPA = βPC + α3 = βPH – (180 - α3) = 80° 40’ 44.4”  βPB = βPC – α2 = 221° 21’ 07.4” 

 
8) Using βAB, βPA and βPB, calculate the angles of triangle ABP: 

angle PBA = βBA - βBP = 32° 07’ 45.3”   angle BAP = βAP - βAB =   7° 11’ 51.7” 
 

9) Using dAB and the angles of triangle ABP, solve the triangle for the distances dAP and dBP 
(sine rule): 
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10) Using βAP and dAP, calculate the coordinates of P from A: 

βAP = 260° 40’ 44.4”   dAP = 6839.308m  EP = 11 848.245m   NP = 112 614.898m 
 

11) Similarly, using βBP and dBP, calculate the coordinates of P from B and use it as a check: 
βBP = 41° 21’ 07.4”   dBP = 1611.263m   EP = 11 848.246m   NP = 112 614.897m 
 

TANGENT METHOD (Blunt’s Method) 

This method is easier to program than Collins Point 
Method. Stations are labelled A, B, C from left to right 
(B is in the middle), i.e. clockwise from P. Angles α1 and 
α2 are calculated from the observations taken at P. 
 
Our aim here is to find the bearing of the line PB, βPB.  
The bearing is not observed (only directions and angles 
are observed) and the coordinates of P are not yet 
known. So we do some algebra and derive useful 
equations, as follows.  
 
From the figure we could find βPB if we knew the 
coordinates of P: 
 

PB

PB
PB NN

EE
β tan




        EP = EB – (NB – NP) tan βPB      ------ (1) 

 
Similarly for lines to A and C: 
 

   EP = EC – (NC – NP) tan βPC         ------ (2) 
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   EP = EA – (NA – NP) tan βPA         ------ (3) 

 
Equations (1) and (2) give: 
 

EB – (NB – NP) tan βPB = EC – (NC – NP) tan βPC 
 

 

PBPC

PBBPCCCB
P

β tanβ tan

β tan Nβ tan NEE
N




             
------ (4)

 

 
Similarly with equations (3) and (2), and (3) and (1) give: 
 

PAPC

PAAPCCCA
P

β tanβ tan

β tan Nβ tan NEE
N





 
            

----- (5)
 

 

PAPB

PAAPBBBA
P

β tanβ tan

β tan Nβ tan NEE
N




             
----- (6)

 

 
From equations (4), (5) and (6), we can derive:  
 

)E(E cot )N(N cot )N(N

)N(N cot )E(E cot )E(E
β tan

AC2BC1BA

AC2BC1BA
PB 







        ----- (7) 

 
 Tips: In this equation for bearing of PB, cot = 1/tan but it also equal cos/sin   which may work 

better when the angle is one of the cardinal directions. When calculating βPB it is necessary to look 
at the sign of the numerator and denominator to determine the correct quadrant. So, instead of 
using ATAN and doing the full division, calculate numerator and denominator separately (i.e. in 
two memory cells) then use ATAN2 and MOD functions (or use RP on calculators). 

 
Procedure: 

1) Calculate βPB using equation (7).   
2) Calculate βPA and βPC using βPB, α1 and α2. 
3) Calculate NP using equation (4), (5) or (6). 
4) Calculate EP using equation (1), (2) or (3). 

Choose the equation which uses the smallest magnitude of the trig functions. 
 

 
Example: 
 
Given previous data: A = (E 18 597.25, N 113 722.63)    α1 = 140° 40’ 23”  
     B = (E 10 783.71, N 111 405.38)    α2 = 117° 00’ 06” 
     C = (E 10 186.97, N 116 800.92) 
Solution: 
 
1) Calculate βPB using equation (7):      

)E(E cot )N(N cot )N(N

)N(N cot )E(E cot )E(E
β tan

AC2BC1BA

AC2BC1BA
PB 







  = 221°21’07.4” 

 
2) Calculate βPA and βPC using βPB, α1 and α2: 
 
    βPA = βPB - α1  =   80° 40’ 44.4”      βPC = βPB + α2 = 338° 21’ 13.4” 
 
3) Calculate NP using equation (4), (5) or (6): 
 
    Eq. (4) uses βPB and βPC.  |tan βPA|  6.08 
    Eq. (5) uses βPA and βPC.  |tan βPB|  0.88 
    Eq. (6) uses βPA and βPB.  |tan βPC|  0.40 
    Eq. (4) uses the smallest trig. function values, so:  
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P

β tanβ tan
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  = 112 614.898m 

 
4) Calculate EP using equation (1), (2) or (3): 
 
    Eq. (1) uses βPB.   |tan βPA|  6.08 
    Eq. (2) uses βPC.  |tan βPB|  0.88 
    Eq. (3) uses βPA.   |tan βPC|  0.40 
 
    Eq. (2) uses the smallest trig function value (smaller tan function values are more reliable): 
 
    EP = EC – (NC – NP) tan βPC = 11 848.246m 
 
5) Check by using equation (1):    EP = EB – (NB – NP) tan βPB     = 11 848.246m    
 
6) Independent Check, reverse the process:  
 

- Calculate the bearings βPA, βPB and βPC from the final coordinates of P: 
 

βPA =   80° 40’ 44.4”  βPB = 221° 21’ 07.4”  βPC = 338° 21’ 13.4” 
 
- Calculate α1 and α2 from these bearings and compare with given values: 

 
α1 = βPB - βPA = 140° 40’ 23”     α2 = βPC - βPB = 117° 00’ 06”    

TIENSTRA’S METHOD 

The calculations in Tienstra’s method are similar to a 
weighted mean. It is easy to program. Also called the 
Method of Barycentric coordinates. 
Reference: Porta J.M., Thomas F. Concise proof of Tienstra’s formula, 
Journal of Surveying Engineering 135(4), 170–172, 2009.   
 
Stations are labelled A, B, C from left to right and 
clockwise.  
1) Angles α1 and α2 are observed or calculated from the 
direction observations taken at P. α1 = dirPB –dirPA and 
α2 = dirPC –dirPB. Calculate the third angle at P, α3 :   α3 
= 360° – (α1 + α2) or α3 = dirPA –dirPC 
 
2) Calculate the angles in the triangle ABC from their coordinates, via the bearings of the lines joining 
A, B and C as shown in figure.  ABAC - A         BCBA -  B            CACB -  C   

 
3) Calculate the “weights” (remember cot = 1/tan  = cos/sin):  

)cot/(cot1)cot/(cot1)cot/(cot1 132   CwBwAw CBA    

4) Then the coordinates of P are: 

CBA

CCBBAA
P

CBA

CCBBAA
P www

wNwNwN
N
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wEwEwE
E








    

5) Check: Calculate the bearings βPA, βPM and βPB from the final coordinates of P. Calculate α1 and α2 
from these bearings and compare with given angles or directions. 
 
TIENSTRA Example: 
 
A resection was used to fix point P from points A, B, and C, whose 
coordinates are listed below. Note that the observed directions are not 
bearings.  

     E        N   Observed directions 
A   3613.52  8609.71   PA     00° 00' 00" 
B   7444.39  3487.16   PB   112° 34' 50" 
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C   1712.06  1693.38   PC   245° 43' 21" 
Calculation, intermediate values: 
      

angles at P from directions Bearings from coordinates ABC angles from bearings weights 

α1 = dirPB – dirPA = 112.6º βAB  = 143.2º A = βAC-βAB =  52.2º wA  = 0.583 

α2 = dirPC – dirPB = 133.1º βBC  = 252.6º B = βBA-βBC =  70.6º wB  = 1.245 

α3= dirPA – dirPC (+360)=114.3º βAC  = 195.4º C = βCB-βCA =  57.3º wC  = 0.944 

 
 

Sum w: 2.772 

 

)cot/(cot1)cot/(cot1)cot/(cot1 132   CwBwAw CBA    
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P = 4685.680, 3954.316 
 
Check bearings from coordinates: 
  

Bearings Directions Angles 
 

PA 347º 01’ 50.3” 0º 00’ 00” 
  

PB 99º 36’ 40.3” 112º 34’ 50” 112.6º OK 

PC 232º 45’ 11.3” 245º 43’ 21” 133.1º OK 

 

DANGER CIRCLE 

Assume the unknown point P lies on the circle passing through 
the 3 given control points (A, B, and C). By the properties of 
circles, the angles at P and P’ are the same. In this case the 
coordinates of P cannot be fixed by the angles α1 and α2 ! P 
could be anywhere on the circle and so there are an infinite 
number of solutions.  Avoid locating your survey so that P lies on 
or near the circle that contains the target points.  
 
How do we avoid the danger circle or know that we are near it?  
One method is to plot the points on a map or plan and to use 
your knowledge of the location of P. Another method is to 
calculate the sum of the angles, S: 
 
S = α1 + α2 + angle CBA  where angle CBA = βBA – βBC 
 
If S is a multiple of 180° or close to it, then P is on or near the danger 
circle. 
 
In the Tienstra Method example above (where P is clearly not on the 
danger circle), S ≈ 113º + 133º + 71º = 317º 
 
Now look at some artificial data shown in the plot at right, where P 
was intentionally put on the danger circle. The data is given in tutorial 
question 5 later.   
 
Here α1 = 45°,    α2 = 45°,   angle CBA = βBA – βBC = 225° - 135° = 90° 
 
So S = 45° + 45° + 90° = 180° and we are on the danger circle. P could lie anywhere on the circle. 
 
The design and error analysis of resection geometry will be covered in more detail in a later course. 
But in general the closer the targets (A B C) are to P the better.  Also the error in the calculated 
coordinates increases substantially when approaching the danger circle. Errors in coordinates of P are 
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smaller if P is inside the circle formed by the three known points (α1 + α2 >180°) rather than outside (α1 
+ α2 <180°). This is because when the angles α1 and α2 are larger the solution becomes stronger. You 
will get a good determination of your position if you select 4 close targets, which are equally spaced 
around you. Adding distance measurements also strengthens a solution. 

Willerding’s formula 

This is a new method using complex numbers that works well in MATLAB. For details read: Heindl G, 
Analysing Willerding’s formula for solving the planar three point resection problem, J. Appl. Geodesy 
2018. The paper gives a MATLAB function that I reproduce here and modify. Note the coordinates are 
entered here as N + Ei and directions in radians.  You can modify and implement it yourself. 
 
function willerding(p1,p2,p3,t1,t2,t3) 
% p1,p2,p3 pairwise complex numbers representing the coordinates N + Ei 
% t1,t2,t3 are the directions to p1, p2, p3 respectively in radians 
% here direct entry of data  
p1 = 1554.748 + 3370.049i; 
p2 = 1077.877 + 3819.845i; 
p3 = 821.397 + 3218.233i; 
t1 = (0.0 + 0.0/60.0 + 0.0/3600.0)*pi/ 180.0; 
t2 = (112.0 + 17.0/60.0 + 56.7/3600.0)*pi/ 180.0; 
t3 = (240.0 + 32.0/60.0 + 59.1/3600.0)*pi/ 180.0; 
% 
c1 = conj(p3-p2)*exp(-i*2*t1); 
c2 = conj(p1-p3)*exp(-i*2*t2); 
c3 = conj(p2-p1)*exp(-i*2*t3); 
% the ref paper uses symbol N for sum of c terms. Here we use S instead 
S = c1+c2+c3; 
absS = abs(S) 
if absS > 1.0e-10 %suitably chosen lower bound 
  p0 = (c1*p1+c2*p2+c3*p3)/S 
  fprintf('N = %0.3f E = %0.3f', p0,imag(p0)); 
  % 
  %Computing eps: 
  eps1 = angle(exp(i*(angle(p1-p0)-t1))); 
  eps2 = angle(exp(i*(angle(p2-p0)-t2))); 
  eps3 = angle(exp(i*(angle(p3-p0)-t3))); 
  eps = (eps1+eps2+eps3)/3; 
  del = abs(eps-eps1)+abs(eps-eps2)+abs(eps-eps3) 
  if del > 1.0e-10 %suitably chosen lower bound 
    'data are incompatible' 
  else 
    eps 
  end 
else 
   'p0,p1,p2,p3 are close to a circle or a line' 
end 
 
The output of this function are the N and E coordinates of the resected point, p0, or a warning 
message about danger circle. For this data PE = 3500.123 and PN = 1111.222 

Excel Solver Solution of Resection 

Label the known points 1, 2, and 3 running clockwise when 
viewed from the occupied / unknown point and call that point 4, 
then there are two unknowns (E4, N4).  Make two equations to 
solve for these unknowns using the two observed angles:        
α1 = β42 – β41 and  α2 = β43 – β42  

 
Rearranging the terms and substituting the equations for bearing 
from coordinates, leads to two equations with two unknowns: 
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Then we can use Microsoft Excel’s Solver function to determine the coordinates of point 4.  (If Solver 
is not installed in your version of Excel see the HELP section to add it.) 
 
Demonstration of the process with one of the previous example’s data: 
Given: 1 = (E 18 597.25, N 113 722.63)   α1 = 140° 40’ 23” 
  2 = (E 10 783.71, N 111 405.38)   α2 = 117° 00’ 06” 
  3 = (E 10 186.97, N 116 800.92) 
 
To make the Excel equations easier to read in this example store E coordinates in column E, 

Northings in N and angles in A, 
use rows to match point or angle 
number, and hide some columns. 
 
In cell B7 type:  
   =MOD(DEGREES(ATAN2(N2-
N4,E2-E4)),360)-
MOD(DEGREES(ATAN2(N1-
N4,E1-E4)),360)-A1 
 
In cell B8 type: 
  =MOD(DEGREES(ATAN2(N3-
N4,E3-E4)),360)-
MOD(DEGREES(ATAN2(N2-
N4,E2-E4)),360)-A2 
  
 

Select cell B8 and choose Tools | Solver or Data | Analysis | Solver (depends on version of Excel). 
 
The Solver options and constraints here are to vary the estimates E4 and N4 until both B7 and B8 = 0.  
Set one as the target cell and the other as a constraint. 
 
Click SOLVE and the solution is placed in E4 and N4.  In this data set starting at E4 and N4 = 0 i.e. 
blank does not lead to a good solution.  The Solver tool needs a better starting point.  An approximate 
value of the answer needs to be estimated. In the real world you could look at a site plan or 
topographic map to estimate the coordinates of point 4.  Another way is to take the mean coordinates 
of points 1, 2, and 3. Another way is to graph the points and estimate point 4’s coordinates.  In this 
example I choose 12000 and 116000 as starting coordinates for point 4.  Solver then gives the answer 
for 4 as:    11848.246, 112614.898 which is the same as that determined by our previous methods and 
has both equation cells as 0. As a check of the solution I would recommend calculating the bearings 
from Solver’s coordinates for 4 to 1, 2, and 3. Then calculate angles between these bearings and see 
if they match the original angles.  
 
If the North point from 4 lies between 1 and 2 or between 2 and 3 then we need to change the 
equations for the angles. Draw a picture for assistance. For example, if North lies between 1 and 2 
then: 
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Opinion: There are several solution methods inside Solver, and you probably don’t know what they are 
doing.  Usually it uses an iterative method to get closer and closer to an answer.  When you run it you 
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don’t see the iterations or the step by step processes. It can be easy to use.  But can be risky too.  I 
include it here because it can sometimes help solve a tricky problem and because some students 
learn about it in year 1. Solver only works if you have a spreadsheet program or similar, and often it 
doesn’t help you understand the problem. All the other traditional methods that I show are direct 
formula based solutions, not iterative.  And you can see the full workings, which you could for example 
write into a program if you know how to “code”.  

Other calculation methods 

1. Use a Total Station Instrument’s “On board” software. This depends on your brand and model 
of instrument. See lectures for more details.  

2. Use Least Squares e.g. program Fixit which is covered in another course at UNSW. 
3. Use surveying CAD or CoGo programs. If resections are not directly available in your CAD 

software, but intersections are then it is possible to solve a resection using Collins point 
method with intersections. 

4. Write your own computer program. 
 
 
 
 

Summary of Resections 

 Resection: Fixing the coordinates of a point (P) from direction observations taken from that point 
to 3 or more control points. 

 
 Note that you have, or are given, directions from P or angles at P.  You do not have the bearings 

from P in resection problems.  If you knew the bearings you could solve the problem by 
intersection of bearings. 
 

 Drawing a sketch clarifies the problem and gives you an indication of the approx. coordinates of P.  
 

 Know the properties of circles and beware of the danger circle. S = α1 + α2 + (βBA – βBC) = 180°*n ? 
 
 Collins’ point method. Tangent method. Tienstra’s method. Excel Solver. Other methods… 
 

Tangent method equations:    
 )E(E cot )N(N cot )N(N
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then use angles to get bearings of other lines, then 
 

     
PBPC

PBBPCCCB
P

β tanβ tan

β tan Nβ tan NEE
N




    EP = EB – (NB – NP) tan βPB 

 
 Check your calculations by calculating bearings from P to each of the control points. The 

differences between the bearings should equal the angles you started with. 
 

 Practice the calculations! 
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Chapter 2. Tutorial Questions 

Q1.  From the following data, compute the coordinates of C using: 
(a) Solution of triangles method 
(b) Formulae for intersection by angles (be careful to 

use clockwise angles from the line AB). 
 
                COORDINATES 
POINT      E       N 
A  45 328.172 26 985.030 
B  44 626.185 26 616.600 
 
 
Q2.  Find the coordinates of the intersection of the two rays RX and SX details of which are given 
below: 

   E       N        Bearing 
R  45328.172   26985.030   RX  234°48'20" 
S  44626.185   26916.600   SX  126 11 30 
 
 

Q3.  With the following data, compute the coordinates of point C. (Note: C lies to the east of B) 
 
      COORDINATES 
STN     E     N    Observed Distances 
A 1161.634 3941.286   AC 223.201 
B 1099.689 4085.466   BC 216.014 
 
 
Q4.  A resection is used to fix point P from points A, B, and C, whose coordinates are listed below. 
 

     E        N   Observed directions (not bearings) 
A  82 613.52  54 609.70    PA     00° 00' 00" 
B  86 444.39  49 487.16    PB   112° 17' 56".7 
C  80 712.06  47 693.38    PC   240° 32' 59".1 
 
Calculate the coordinates of P by (a) by graphical solution, (b) Collins' Point Method, and (c) Tangent 
Method. 
 
 
Q5.  Prepare an MS Excel spreadsheet to calculate and plot a three-point resection using the tangent 
method.  Design the spreadsheet so that users can easily enter the observed directions and known 
coordinates. The sheet then calculates the answers and provides check calculations. Test your sheet 
using the example data supplied below, and any other data you can devise.  Note that the example 
data is designed to test if your ‘program’ works for a variety of different geometry data, not just for one 
data set. 
 
Example Data 1:  

STN 
    E (m)     N (m) Observed directions 

(not bearings) 
A  18597.25 113722.63 PA:      0° 00’ 00” 
B  10783.71 111405.38 PB:  140° 40’ 23” 
C  10186.97 116800.92 PC:  257° 40’ 29” 

 
Solution: 

 =   140°  40'  23"   =   117° 00'  06" 
 
βPB =  221° 21' 07.4"  The quadrant of βPM is resolved by noting the numerator and denominator are 
both negative. 
 βPA =  β PB   -  80°40' 44.4"  βPC  =  βPB   +  338°21'13.4" 

 N P  = 112614.898             E P   =  11848.246 
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Check:  Calculate the bearing from the derived coordinates of P to each of A B and C.  Then calculate 
the reduced directions (or angles) from these bearings and compare them with the original directions 
(or angles).  Using the derived coordinates: βPA = 80°40'44.4", βPB = 221°21' 07.4", βPC = 338°21'13.4" 

 
And directions, with PA set to 0: 

   PB =  βPB -  βPA   =   140° 40'  23.0"      
PC =  βPC  -  βPA     =   257° 40' 29.0"      Which are close enough to the original data. 
 

Danger circle calculations: S =140°40'23" + 117°00'06" + 79°47’30” ≈ 337° so not on the danger circle.   
 
 
Test Data 2 (PA north):        STN E (m) N (m)  Directions True P 

A  10 100 PA 0° 00’ 00” 10,10 
B  100 100 PB 45° 00’ 00”  
C  100 10 PC 90° 00’ 00”  

  
Test Data 3 (danger circle):    STN E (m) N (m)  Directions True P 

A  36.36 163.64 PA 0° 00’ 00” 100,100 
B  100 227.279 PB 45° 00’ 00”  
C  163.64 163.64 PC 90° 00’ 00”  

 
Test Data 4 (PB north):   STN E (m) N (m)  Directions True P 

A  74.019 85 PA 0° 00’ 00” 100,100 
B  100 130 PB 120° 00’ 00”  
C  125.981 85 PC 240° 00’ 00”  

 
Test Data 5 (PB east):           STN E (m) N (m)  Directions True P 

A  85 125.981 PA 0° 00’ 00” 100,100 
B  130 100 PB 120° 00’ 00”  
C  85 74.019 PC 240° 00’ 00”  

 

Q6.  Intersection by bearings program 
 
Write a computer program to calculate the coordinates of several target points by intersection of 
bearings, and draw a plan of their location.  Alternatively, do the calculations in a spreadsheet. 
 
High precision surveys in industry use two high quality electronic theodolites to observe directions to 
targets on an object such as the internal wall of a cylindrical silo several metres across to an accuracy 
of less than 1mm. Distances are not measured. Observed directions from two instrument sites (A and 
B) were downloaded electronically from the instruments and recorded in decimal degrees; not in 
degrees, minutes and seconds. The directions were converted to bearings. The coordinates are on a 
local plane datum.  
 
Data set (observations inside a cylindrical silo)          A (102.5894, 506.7179)    B (109.3070, 
503.4246)    
 

Brg from A Brg from B
62.44944 359.82361
36.84660 336.63967
70.74688 9.26113
99.84844 59.26759
127.86516 160.05027
156.63967 216.84660
189.26113 250.74688
239.26759 279.84844
340.05027 307.86516
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Q7.  Phase Ambiguities Problem (challenging) 
 
Many documents have been written over the years to explain GPS carrier phase ambiguities and 
solution methods. You will learn about that in a later course. Often it helps students to understand a 
concept if they actually do something. The following problem provides an opportunity to do some 
calculations on a similar problem.  
  
EDM has a somewhat similar approach for measuring distances from phases and cycles of EM waves.  
Before GPS and EDM surveyors used a 100m steel band to measure precise distances.  Metric steel 
bands often have brass markers every 2m and they have a 3m tape attached to the zero end of the 
band. The tape is called the reader and it is graduated in the reverse direction, usually every 
millimetre. So to measure a distance surveyors placed a brass marker on one end of the line and read 
the 3m tape at the other end of the line.  The distance is the sum of the two readings.  This is similar to 
a GPS carrier signal, but here the cycle length is the spacing between the brass markers.  If we do not 
record the number at the brass marker then we have an ambiguity problem.  
 
In this problem we work in 2D coordinates and have a 2 metre cycle length.  The coordinates of our 
known points A to F (our satellites) are ‘perfect’ and are given in the table below. 
 

Point E  N  Distance from T: Marker dist. Dist. on reader 
A 335.80 647.29 

 
a 0.88 

B 336.61 652.18 
 

b 1.04 
C 340.36 650.29 

 
c 0.37 

D 343.75 649.68 
 

d 1.79 
E 347.76 649.79 

 
e 0.93 

F 347.07 645.61 
 

f 0.86 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
From the table, the distance from T to A is a + 0.88 and a is an integer. Similarly, the table gives the 
ambiguous distances from T to the other known points. Find the integer values of a, b, c, d, e, and f 
and the coordinates of T.  We know that T is south of all the points A to F and that all the distances are 
less than 20m.  
 
You may use a computer and any method you wish.  But how do you know if you have the correct 
answers? In this data set all distances are reliable to less than 1cm, so when you have correct 
coordinates the residuals from least squares, or the differences between the calculated and observed 
distances are less than 1cm for all lines. You could try every combination of integers from 0 to 20, but 
is there a better way to do it? 
 

Q8.  Hidden point by distances 
 
For a detail survey plan we required the coordinates of the walls of the UNSW Quadrangle building 
using GPS. At a place on the brick wall under the sundial (labelled 24 in the photo below) half of the 
sky was not visible because of the high walls, so GPS could not measure coordinates accurately. Two 
temporary survey marks (243 and 244) were placed in positions where there was sufficient sky 
coverage to obtain coordinates to ± a few cm accuracy using RTK GNSS equipment on a pole. From 
these temporary survey marks distances were measured to point 24. The marks were placed in 
positions that created a good intersection angle of about 90°. Point 24 is south of the other two marks. 

Sketch plan 
not to scale  
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DATA 
GNSS downloaded data: Pt, E, N 

244, 336496.162, 6245622.976 
243, 336481.605, 6245624.285 

 
Horizontal distances were measured by steel tape (the grid scale factor is insignificant):  

244 – 24 = 11.323, 243 – 24 = 9.976, 244 – 243 = 14.610 
 
Calculate the E and N coordinates of 24 using the distance from 244 and the distance from 243. 
 
A) 336487.22, 6245616.04 
B) 336488.60, 6245631.40 
C) 336489.17, 6245615.86 
D) 336490.55, 6245631.23 

 
Describe a method to check answers. Then show an independent check of your answers. 
 

Q9.  Three point resection by directions  
 
In 2014 a group of students measured the following resection observations from point 5 to targets 
placed on three control marks with known coordinates.  
 
 

  
Aerial view of site of resection 

 
Point      E(m)      N(m)            From  To         °    ‘    “  
991  290000.504    6147540.603   5   991     150 41 57 
926  289477.373    6147660.737   5   926    246 42 13 
921  290192.164    6147882.102   5   921      28 16 26 
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The approximate coordinates of point 5 derived from the aerial photo overlay are (289980, 6147690). 
The observed directions are the mean of FL and FR with a total station, they are not bearings; they are 
not orientated towards north. 
 

a) Calculate the coordinates of the point P, to the nearest mm. 
 

b) Show a separate, independent check of your resection answers. 
 

c) If one of the directions was changed by 3”, how much would the coordinates of point 5 
change?  

 
[The above data is a subset of a real survey that also observed to more targets and distances to some 
targets. The calculations and analysis of the full data set is beyond this course; learn about that in a 
later course.] 
 

Q10.  Three point resection by directions  
 

a) Describe with the aid of sketches what is a danger circle in 3 point resections and how can 
they be prevented. 
 

b) At a construction site using a local coordinate system the following resection observations 
(mean of FL and FR) were recorded from point 61 to three points with known coordinates 
(points 91, 92, 93).  Calculate using Tienstra’s method the E and N coordinates of the 
instrument station at point 61, to the nearest mm. Estimates of the approximate coordinates of 
P61 are E 100, N 200.  The observed directions are not orientated towards north, they are not 
bearings. 
 

Point E(m) N(m)  From To Direction 
 °    ‘    “ 

ZA 
°    ‘    “ 

91 124.753 245.860  61 91  0 41 57 88 23 56 
92 131.384 214.126  61 92  46 42 13 93 02 19 
93 150.394 202.921  61 93  62 16 26 91 45 12 

 
c) Show a separate, independent check of your resection answers. 

 

Q11.  Wall mark traversing question 
A traverse survey with a total station uses prisms mounted on the wall of a 
spiral tunnel. The tunnel slopes down into a mine or similar. From a 
previous above ground control survey with observations to two of the wall 
marks the coordinates of W1 and W2 are known and can be held fixed for 
the purposes of the calculations in this question. The total station is set up 
in the tunnel at point T1 in the figure attached (plan view, north up the 
page). The tunnel traverse survey could then continue south of W4 with a 
new instrument set up T2. 
 
The coordinates of W1 and W2 are: 
       E m       N m      H m 
W1   115.076   526.291   199.224 
W2   126.057   515.310   198.448 
 
The total station observations are the mean of FL and FR, and include Directions in DMS, Horizontal 
distances (HD) in m, and Vertical Distances (VD = ΔH) from the centre of the instrument. The 
observations at T1 are: 
Target   Dir DMS    HD m      VD m 
W1       0 00 00   22.125     1.106 
W2      27 17 02    7.904     0.331 
W3     185 43 55    8.016    -0.445 
W4     213 00 56   23.325    -1.221 
 

a) Use the intersection by distances method to calculate the EN coordinates of T1 with cosine 
rule of sides to solve the triangle W1,  T1,  W2 using the coordinates of W1, W2 and distance 
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data to get the EN coordinates of T1.  
 

b) Calculate the bearings from T1 to W1 and T1 to W2, then compare the calculated angle W1 – 
T1 – W2 with the measured directions. 

A more sophisticated solution that uses the best fit with angles and distances will be covered in a later 
course. 
 

c) Calculate the EN coordinates of W3 and W4.   
 

 

Q12.  Three point resection by directions  
Imagine you are on top of a new building in the city and are required to determine the coordinates of 
your total station.  You have software to calculate a 3 point resection but not a 4 point resection.  Four 
(4) nearby buildings have antennas on their roofs.  These antennas are thin poles that you cannot 
measure distance to, but you do have their E N coordinates. 
  
The point numbers and coordinates of those antenna points are: 
          Pt     E               N 

259 1177.714 5313.677 

281 1135.427 5220.237 

211 1229.443 5255.208 

212 1224.677 5177.286 
 
Your instrument is set up at point 296 with approximate coordinates of E = 1060 and  
N = 5151 (from your smart phone’s GNSS). 
 
To which 3 targets would you take resection direction observations?  Explain your reasons. 
 
 
 
Q13. Our third year students measured a resection at Berry in March 2020. Imagine your assistant 
has tried to calculate the coordinates of the point 901 from the following resection observations. 
 
Point      E(m)          N(m)       Observed Directions from 901 
921    290192.632  6147883.556       921   215° 05' 29" 
875    289890.202  6147386.352       875   300° 46' 04" 
877    289822.280  6147396.992       877    75° 29' 17" 
 
Your assistant has created a spreadsheet file to do the calculations but the coordinates of 901 from 
the spreadsheet answer are different to those from a site plan that shows that the approximate 
coordinates of 901 are (289860,  6147400) ± 20m. 
Your assistant tried to do the calculations using the Collins Point method, the Tienstra method and the 
Tangent method.  
 
Screen captures of the assistant’s spreadsheet with formulas shown are given below (difficult to fit on 
a page so column widths change but are all connected on the actual spreadsheet) 
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a) Investigate the spreadsheet supplied to find any errors in it. What errors did you find? Specify 
the cell(s) reference containing the errors and write new versions of the formula into your word 
document.   
 

b) Correct the spreadsheet errors and calculate the bearing of 901 to 875 (in D M S) and 
coordinates of 901.  
 

c) Is point 901 on the danger circle? 
 

 
Q14. In 2021 a surveying student (Anthony) measured the following resection observations with a 
Sokkia Total station from point 6. (The data supplied is a subset of the student’s observations.) 
               Mean Directions from 6 
Point      E(m)      N(m)            To                 °     ‘     “  
433   336661.848    6245564.294    433     0  00  09 
432   336655.240    6245518.132     432   128  20  25 
416   336620.263    6245523.977    416   230  43  57 
 
A site plan shows that the approximate coordinates of point 6 are (336650, 6245540) ± 20m. The 
observed directions are not orientated towards north, they are not bearings. 
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a) Calculate the E, N coordinates of point 6, to the nearest mm and the bearing point 6 to point 
432, to the nearest second. 
 

b) Describe a method to check resection answers. Then show the answers from your 
independent check calculations. 

 
Q15. a) In 2020 three students used the GNSS hidden point method to determine the coordinates of a 
cadastral mark (C) in Hurstville that could not be measured by GNSS.  They used GNSS to measure 
the coordinates of two points A and B and then measured horizontal distances with a steel tape to the 
cadastral point C.  

 
From the following data, compute the coordinates of C (Ec, Nc) to the nearest mm by any method. 
Point C is North of line AB.  
 
Given:  A = (E 324380.725, N 6239851.657)   dAC = b = 4.542 m  

B = (E 324388.125, N 6239854.828)   dBC = a = 7.135 m 
     
b) Describe a method to check answers. Then show your answers 

from an independent check of part (a). 
 
 
Q16. From the following resection observations, calculate the coordinates of the 
point P. 
 
Point  E(m)    N(m)  Observed Directions at P                  
A 7475.35 4206.71 A       0°  00'  00"       
B 6647.50 5656.11 B  38°  30'  00" 
C 6761.96 7126.17 C 98°  00'  00" 
 
A site plan shows that the approximate coordinates of P are: (7880, 6800) ± 
20m. The observed directions are not orientated towards north. 

a) Calculate the coordinates of P, to the nearest mm and the bearing PB to 
the nearest second. 
 

b) Describe a method to check resection answers. Then show a separate independent check of 
your answers. 
 
 
 

Q17. a) From the following data, compute the coordinates of C to the nearest mm by any method. 
 
            COORDINATES 
POINT      E (m)     N (m) 
A  1881.610 1523.190 
B  2134.860 1061.140 
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Horizontal directions: 
At A       FL             FR 
To B    0° 00’ 00”   180° 00’ 02” 
To C   63° 12’ 29”   243° 12’ 31” 
 
At B       FL             FR 
To C    0° 00’ 02”   180° 00’ 04” 
To A   66° 09’ 07’   246° 09’ 09” 
 

c) Describe a method to check answers. Then show a separate independent check of your 
answers of part (a). 
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Chapter 2. Tutorial Solutions – 
intersections and resections 

These solutions can be read by AFTER you have made some attempt to solve the question.   
 
Q1.   

a) Solution of triangle, then radiate C 
 

Calculate internal angles in triangle ABC   
A = 360-Agiven = 62.2400     
B = Bgiven = 35.406     
C =180-(A+B) = 82.3544     
 
From coordinates using spreadsheet or R  P on calculator 
BrgAB =  MOD(DEGREES(ATAN2(NB-NA,EB-EA)),360) = 242.3078   
DistAB = SQRT((EB-EA)^2+(NB-NA)^2) = 792.797   
Side b (i.e. AC) by sine rule = SIN(RADIANS(B))*DAB/SIN(RADIANS(C)) = 463.435     
BrgAC = BrgAB – A = 180.0678    
 
Radiate coordinates of C from A 
EC = EA+b*SIN(RADIANS(BrgAC)) = 45327.624 NC = NA+b*COS(RADIANS(BrgAC)) = 26521.596 
    
 
b) INTERSECTION BY ANGLES   

D 
 

M 
 

S  
Angle A 297 

 
45 

 
36  

Angle B 35 
 

24 
 

20 
Angle A Angle B 

     

297.7600 35.4056 degrees 
    

5.197 0.618 radians 
    

 
Point 

 
Easting 

 
Northing 

 
 

A 
 

45328.172 
 

26985.030 
 

 
B 

 
44626.185 

 
26616.600 

 
  

Diff -701.987 
 

-368.430 
 

ANSWER C 
 

45327.624 
 

26521.596 
 

 
Spreadsheet formulas: 
 A B C D E M N S 

1 
   

D 
 

M 
 

S 

2 
  

Angl
e A 

297 
 

45 
 

36 

3 
  

Angl
e B 

35 
 

24 
 

20 

4 Angle A Angle B 
      

5 =D2+M2/60
+S2/3600 

=D3+M3/60
+S3/3600 

degr
ees 

     

6 =RADIANS(
A5) 

=RADIANS(
B5) 

radi
ans 

     

7 
 

Point 
  

Easting 
 

Northing 
 

8 
 

A 
  

45328.172 
 

26985.03 
 

9 
 

B 
  

44626.185 
 

26616.6 
 

1
0 

   
Diff =E9-E8 

 
=N9-N8 

 

1
1 

ANSWER C 
  

=E8-((SIN(B6)/SIN(A6-
B6))*(E10*COS(A6)+N10*SIN(A6))) 

 
=N8-((SIN(B6)/SIN(A6-
B6))*(N10*COS(A6)-
E10*SIN(A6))) 
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Q2.  

 
  

radians 
 

E D M S N 
Brg RX: 4.098 ER: 45328.172 234 48 20 26985.030 
Brg SX: 2.202 ES: 44626.185 126 11 30 26916.600   

EX: 44923.111 
   

26699.350 
Spreadsheet formulas:  

B E H I J N 
2
1 

=RADIANS(H21
+I21/60+J21/36
00) 

45328.172 2
3
4 

4
8 

2
0 

26985.03 

2
2 

=RADIANS(H22
+I22/60+J22/36
00) 

44626.185 1
2
6 

1
1 

3
0 

26916.6 

  
=E21+(((E22-E21)*COS(B22)-(N22-
N21)*SIN(B22))/SIN(B21-
B22))*SIN(B21) 

   
=N21+(((E22-E21)*COS(B22)-(N22-
N21)*SIN(B22))/SIN(B21-
B22))*COS(B21) 

 
Check with alternative formulas 
 
 
 
 
 

Spreadsheet formulas: 
 B   (=Ec) C  (= Nc) 

38 =E21+(C38-N21)*TAN(B21) =N21+((N22-N21)*TAN(B22)-(E22-E21))/(TAN(B22)-TAN(B21)) 
 
Gives same answers as above. 
 
 

Q3.  

 
  

Brg deg 
 

Dist E 
 

N 
AC 43.3846 b (AC) 223.201 1161.634 A 3941.286 
BC 85.2112 a (BC) 216.014 1099.689 B 4085.466 
AB 336.7499 c (AB) 156.924 -61.945 Diff 144.18 

 
tantan 

)- ( tan )- (

ACBC

ABBCAB
AC 







EENN
NN ACACAC  tan )- ( NNEE 
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Angle Radians Degrees 

  
  

A 1.1630 66.6347 
  

  
B 1.2486 71.53867 

  
    

1314.949 C 4103.499 
Spreadsheet formulas:  

B C D E F N 
1 =MOD(B3+E5,360) b

  
223.201 1161.634 A 3941.286 

2 =MOD((B3-E6)-180,360) a
  

216.014 1099.689 B 4085.466 

3 =MOD(DEGREES(ATAN
2((N3),(E3))),360) 

c
  

=SQRT(E3^2+N3^2) =E2-E1 D
iff 

=N2-N1 

4 
  

Radians Degrees 
  

5 
 

A =ACOS((D1^2+D3^2-
D2^2)/(2*D1*D3)) 

=DEGREES(D5) 
  

6 
 

B =ACOS((D2^2+D3^2-
D1^2)/(2*D2*D3)) 

=DEGREES(D6) 
  

7 
   

=E1+D1*SIN(RA
DIANS(B1)) 

C =N1+D1*COS(R
ADIANS(B1)) 

 
 

Check, distance a (BC) from coordinates: =SQRT((E7-E2)^2+(N7-N2)^2) = 216.014   OK 
 
 

Q4.  
Coordinates of P =  E 83 499.009  N 50 073.254 
a) Labelling points A B C P as 1 2 3 4 respectively: 

 

 
Directions rotated to fit coordinates:  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(b) Collins' Point Method, with sum of angles > 180°  
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Pt E N D M S dd 

  

A 82613.520 54609.700 0 00 00.0 0.0 
  

B 86444.390 49487.160 112 17 56.7 112.3 
  

C 80712.060 47693.380 240 32 59.1 240.5 
  

   
112 17 56.7 112.3 Alpha 1 dir 2-1    
128 15 02.4 128.3 Alpha 2  dir 3-2    
119 27 00.9 119.5 Alpha 3 

 
 

d AB 6396.560 143 12 33.0 143.2 Brg AB 
 

 
d AH 6020.234 91 27 35.4 91.5 Brg AH 

 
 

d BH 5429.307 23 45 32.1 23.8 Brg BH 
 

H 88631.800 54456.327 
      

   
229 30 17.3 229.5 brgHC=  brgPC    
281 15 14.9 281.3 Brg BP 

 
   

168 57 18.2 169.0 Brg AP 
 

   
41 57 18.1 42.0 angle PBA  

dAP 4622.059 
      

P  83499.009 50073.254 
      

 
Check bearings from coords:     

brg dirn 
 

PA 348 57 18.2 349.0 º 0.0 º 
 

PB 101 15 14.9 101.3 º 112.3 º OK 
PC 229 30 17.3 229.5 º 240.5 º OK 
 
Spreadsheet formulas: 
 A C D E F G H 

4 A 82613.52 54609.7 0 0 0 =E4+F4/60+G4/3600 

5 B 86444.39 49487.16 112 17 56.7 =E5+F5/60+G5/3600 

6 C 80712.06 47693.38 240 32 59.1 =E6+F6/60+G6/3600 

9 
   

=INT
(H9) 

=INT((H9-
E9)*60) 

=(H9-E9-
(F9/60))*3600 

=H5-H4 

1
0 

   
=INT
(H10) 

=INT((H10
-E10)*60) 

=(H10-E10-
(F10/60))*360
0 

=H6-H5 

1
1 

   
=INT
(H11) 

=INT((H11
-E11)*60) 

=(H11-E11-
(F11/60))*360
0 

=360-H9-H10 

1
2 

 
d AB =SQRT((C5-C4)^2+(D5-

D4)^2) 
=INT
(H12) 

=INT((H12
-E12)*60) 

=(H12-E12-
(F12/60))*360
0 

=MOD(DEGREES(ATAN2
(D5-D4,C5-C4)),360) 

1
3 

 
d AH =-

D12*SIN(RADIANS(H11))/SI
N(RADIANS(H10+H11)) 

=INT
(H13) 

=INT((H13
-E13)*60) 

=(H13-E13-
(F13/60))*360
0 

=H12-(180-H10) 

1
 

d BH =- =INT =INT((H14 =(H14-E14- =MOD(H12-180+(180-
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4 D12*SIN(RADIANS(H10))/SI
N(RADIANS(H10+H11)) 

(H14) -E14)*60) (F14/60))*360
0 

H11),360) 

1
5 

H =C4+SIN(RADI
ANS(H13))*D13 

=D4+COS(RADIANS(H13))*
D13 

    

1
6 

   
=INT
(H16) 

=INT((H16
-E16)*60) 

=(H16-E16-
(F16/60))*360
0 

=MOD(DEGREES(ATAN2
(D6-D15,C6-C15)),360) 

1
7 

   
=INT
(H17) 

=INT((H17
-E17)*60) 

=(H17-E17-
(F17/60))*360
0 

=MOD(H16+180-H10,360) 

1
8 

   
=INT
(H18) 

=INT((H18
-E18)*60) 

=(H18-E18-
(F18/60))*360
0 

=MOD(H16-
(H9+H10)+180,360) 

1
9 

   
=INT
(H19) 

=INT((H19
-E19)*60) 

=(H19-E19-
(F19/60))*360
0 

=H12+180-H17 

2
0 

 
dAP =D12*SIN(RADIANS(H19))/S

IN(RADIANS(H9)) 

    

2
1 

P
  

=C4+D20*SIN(R
ADIANS(H18)) 

=D4+D20*COS(RADIANS(H
18)) 

    

 
  

E F G H I J 

2
3 

=INT(
H23) 

=INT(H23*60-
E23*60) 

=(H23-E23-
(F23/60))*3600 

=MOD(DEGREES(ATAN2((D4-
D8),(C4-C8))),360) 

0 
 

2
4 

=INT(
H24) 

=INT((H24-
E24)*60) 

=(H24-E24-
(F24/60))*3600 

=MOD(DEGREES(ATAN2((D5-
D8),(C5-C8))),360) 

=MOD(H24-
H23,360) 

=IF(ABS(I24-
H5)<(1/3600),"OK","X") 

2
5 

=INT(
H25) 

=INT((H25-
E25)*60) 

=(H25-E25-
(F25/60))*3600 

=MOD(DEGREES(ATAN2((D6-
D8),(C6-C8))),360) 

=MOD(H25-
H23,360) 

=IF(ABS(I25-
H6)<(1/3600),"OK","X") 

 
 
(c) Tangent Method and Tienstra Method 
 
Pt E N D M S dd angle cot(angle) 

 
Brg 
from 
P 

cot(Brgform 
P) 

A 82613.52 54609.70 0 00 00.0 0.0 º 
  

Top (M) Bot (N) 349.0 
º 

-5.12 

B 86444.39 49487.16 112 17 56.7 112.3 º 112.3 º -0.410 13006.5 -2588.1 101.3 
º 

-0.20 

C 80712.06 47693.38 240 32 59.1 240.5 º 128.3 º -0.788 
  

229.5 
º 

0.85 

P 83499.009 50073.254 by tangent method 119.5 º 
     

             
Bearings 

    
angles w 

     

AB 143.2 º 
   

A 52.2 º 0.639 
     

BC 252.6 º 
   

B 70.6 º 1.090 
     

AC 195.4 º 
   

C 57.3 º 0.949 
     

      
sum 2.679 

     

P 83499.009 50073.254 by Tienstra method 
      

 
Spreadsheet formulas for Tangent method: 
 A B C D E F G H I J K L M 
9
6 

A 82613.52 54609
.7 

0 0 0 =D96+
E96/60
+F96/3
600 

  
Top (M) Bot (N) =MOD(L97-

H97,360) 
=1/TA
N(RA
DIANS
(L96)) 

9
7 

B 86444.39 49487
.16 

1
1
2 

1
7 

5
6
.
7 

=D97+
E97/60
+F97/3
600 

=G97
-G96 

=1/TA
N(RAD
IANS(
H97)) 

=(B96-
B97)*I97+(B
98-
B97)*I98-
(C98-C96) 

=(C96-
C97)*I97+(
C98-
C97)*I98+B
98-B96 

=MOD(DEG
REES(ATA
N2(K97,J97
)),360) 

=1/TA
N(RA
DIANS
(L97)) 

9
8 

C 80712.06 47693
.38 

2
4
0 

3
2 

5
9
.
1 

=D98+
E98/60
+F98/3
600 

=G98
-G97 

=1/TA
N(RAD
IANS(
H98)) 

  
=MOD(L97
+H98,360) 

=1/TA
N(RA
DIANS
(L98)) 

9
9 

P =(C96-C97-
B96*M96+B
97*M97)/(M
97-M96) 

=C96
+(B99
-
B96)*
M96 

  
=MO
D(G9
6-
G98,3
60) 
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Spreadsheet formulas for Tienstra method: 
 A B C F G H 

1
0
2 

A
B 

=MOD(DEGREES(ATAN2((C97-
C96),(B97-B96))),360) 

 
A =B104-

B102 
=1/((1/TAN(RADIANS(G102)))-
(1/(TAN(RADIANS(H98))))) 

1
0
3 

B
C 

=MOD(DEGREES(ATAN2((C98-
C97),(B98-B97))),360) 

 
B =180+B10

2-B103 
=1/((1/TAN(RADIANS(G103)))-
(1/(TAN(RADIANS(H99))))) 

1
0
4 

A
C 

=MOD(DEGREES(ATAN2((C98-
C96),(B98-B96))),360) 

 
C =B103-

B104 
=1/((1/TAN(RADIANS(G104)))-
(1/(TAN(RADIANS(H97))))) 

1
0
5 

    
sum =SUM(H102:H104) 

1
0
6 

P =(B96*H102+B97*H103+B98*H1
04)/(H105) 

=(C96*H102+C97*H103+
C98*H104)/H105 

 
 
Q5.   
 
Example Data 1:  

STN 
    E (m)     N (m) Observed directions 

(not bearings) 
A  18597.25 113722.63 PA:      0 00’ 00” 
B  10783.71 111405.38 PB:  140 40’ 23” 
C  10186.97 116800.92 PC:  257 40’ 29” 

 
Solution: 



 =   140°  40'  23"   = 257 40’ 29” - 140 40’ 23” =  117° 00'  06" 

 
M = (E1 - E2) * cot() + (E3 - E2) * cot() - N3 + N1 = -12311.3  
N = (N1 - N2) * cot() + (N3 - N2) * cot() + E3 - E1 = -13988.1 
tanPB = M/N = 0.88013 
βPB =MOD(DEGREES(ATAN2(N,M)),360) 
 
βPB =  221° 21' 07.4"  The quadrant of βPM is resolved by noting the numerator and denominator are 
both negative. 
 
 βPA =  β PB   -  80°40' 44.4"  βPC  =  βPB   +  338°21'13.4" 

 
E P  =  (N1 - N2 - E1 * cot(B1) + E2 * cot(B2)) / (cot(B2) - cot(B1)) = 11848.246 
 
N P  =  N1 + (E4 - E1) * cot(B1) = 112614.898              
 
Check:  Calculate the bearing from the derived coordinates of P to each of A B and C.  Then calculate 
the reduced directions (or angles) from these bearings and compare them with the original directions 

(or angles).  Using the derived coordinates:  βPA�� =� 80° 40' 44.4"�     βPB  = 221° 21'  07.4"�

 βPC  = 338° 21' 13.4" 
 

And directions, with PA set to 0: 
   PB =  βPB -  βPA   =   140° 40'  23.0"�      
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PC  =  βPC  -  βPA     =   257° 40' 29.0"      Which are close enough to the original data. 
 

Danger circle calculations: S = α1 + α2 + angle CBA  where angle CBA = βBA – βBC 
S = <APB + <BPC + <CBA   =  140°40'23" + 117°00'06" + 79°47’30” ≈ 337°  
This is not close to 180 or 360, so it is not on the danger circle.   
 
A B C D E F G H I 
P
t 

E N D M S dd angle cot 

A 18597.25 113722.
63 

0 0 0 =D27+E27/60+F27/360
0 

  

B 10783.71 111405.
38 

140 40 23 =D28+E28/60+F28/360
0 

=G28-
G27 

=1/TAN(RADIA
NS(H28)) 

C 10186.97 116800.
92 

257 40 29 =D29+E29/60+F29/360
0 

=G29-
G28 

=1/TAN(RADIA
NS(H29)) 

M =(B27-
B28)*I28+(B29-
B28)*I29-(C29-
C27) 

   
BrgPB =MOD(DEGREES(ATA

N2(B31,B30)),360) 

 
=1/TAN(RADIA
NS(G30)) 

N =(C27-
C28)*I28+(C29-
C28)*I29+B29-
B27 

   
BrgPA =MOD(G30-H28,360) 

 
=1/TAN(RADIA
NS(G31)) 

     
BrgPC =MOD(G30+H29,360) 

 
=1/TAN(RADIA
NS(G32)) 

A
n
s: 

=(C27-C28-
B27*I31+B28*I30)
/(I30-I31) 

=C27+(
B33-
B27)*I31 

  
BrgBA =MOD(DEGREES(ATA

N2((C27-C28),(B27-
B28))),360) 

  

     
BrgBC =MOD(DEGREES(ATA

N2((C29-C28),(B29-
B28))),360) 

  

      
=H28+H29+MOD(G33-
G34,360) 

danger 
circle 

 

Check brgs from 
coords: 

       

P
A 

  
=IN
T(G
37) 

=INT((G
37-
D37)*60
) 

=(G37-
D37-
(E37/60))*3
600 

=MOD(DEGREES(ATA
N2((C27-C33),(B27-
B33))),360) 

  

P
B 

  
=IN
T(G
38) 

=INT((G
38-
D38)*60
) 

=(G38-
D38-
(E38/60))*3
600 

=MOD(DEGREES(ATA
N2((C28-C33),(B28-
B33))),360) 

=MOD(G
38-
G37,360
) 

=IF(ABS(H38-
H28)<(1/3600),"

OK","X") 

P
C 

  
=IN
T(G
39) 

=INT((G
39-
D39)*60
) 

=(G39-
D39-
(E39/60))*3
600 

=MOD(DEGREES(ATA
N2((C29-C33),(B29-
B33))),360) 

=MOD(G
39-
G38,360
) 

=IF(ABS(H39-
H29)<(1/3600),"

OK","X") 

 
Solution by Excel Solver: 
140.6731 Angle 1 

 
Point 1 18597.25 113722.63 

117.0017 Angle 2 
 

Point 2 10783.71 111405.38    
Point 3 10186.97 116800.92    
Point 4 11848.246 112614.898       

Excel Solver Equations 
   

eqn 1, 0= 0.000 
    

eqn 2, 0= 0.000 
    

 
 A B E N 
1 =140+40/60+23/36

00 
Angle 1 18597.25 113722.63 

2 =117+0/60+6/3600 Angle 2 10783.71 111405.38 
3 

  
10186.97 116800.92 

4 
  

11848.246 112614.89
8 

6 Excel Solver Equations 
  

7 eqn 1, 0= =MOD(DEGREES(ATAN2(N2-N4,E2-E4)),360)-MOD(DEGREES(ATAN2(N1-N4,E1-
E4)),360)-A1 

 

8 eqn 2, 0= =MOD(DEGREES(ATAN2(N3-N4,E3-E4)),360)-MOD(DEGREES(ATAN2(N2-N4,E2-
E4)),360)-A2 
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Test Data 2 (PA north):        STN E (m) N (m)  Directions True P 
A  10 100 PA 0 00’ 00” 10,10 
B  100 100 PB 45 00’ 00”  
C  100 10 PC 90 00’ 00”  

 M and N both = 0  and the above Tangent Method spreadsheet crashes with divide by 0 trying to 
calculate bearings. S = 180.00! 
 
Test Data 3 (danger circle):    STN E (m) N (m)  Directions True P 

A  36.36 163.64 PA 0 00’ 00” 100,100 
B  100 227.279 PB 45 00’ 00”  
C  163.64 163.64 PC 90 00’ 00”  

The above spreadsheet gives correct answers for P and checks are OK.  S = 180.00! 
 
Test Data 4 (PB north):   STN E (m) N (m)  Directions True P 

A  74.019 85 PA 0 00’ 00” 100,100 
B  100 130 PB 120 00’ 00”  
C  125.981 85 PC 240 00’ 00”  

M = 0  and the above spreadsheet crashes with divide by 0. S = 300 
 
Test Data 5 (PB east):           STN E (m) N (m)  Directions True P 

A  85 125.981 PA 0 00’ 00” 100,100 
B  130 100 PB 120 00’ 00”  
C  85 74.019 PC 240 00’ 00”  

The above spreadsheet gives correct answers for P and checks are OK.  S = 300 

 

Q6.  
Note that the bearings are in degrees and decimals of degrees. 
 

INSTRUMENT COORDINATES 
    

  (m)   
    

POINT EASTING NORTHING 
    

A 102.5894 506.7179 
    

B 109.3070 503.4246 
    

       
  BEARINGS   

    

  (Decimal Degrees)   radians radians E N 
POINT BRG From A BRG From B BRG A BRG B 

  

C 62.44944 359.82361 1.090 6.280 109.2861 510.2115 
D 36.84660 336.63967 0.643 5.875 105.9485 511.2005 
E 70.74688 9.26113 1.235 0.162 110.2821 509.4048 
F 99.84844 59.26759 1.743 1.034 112.0762 505.0710 
G 127.86516 160.05027 2.232 2.793 110.2828 500.7363 
H 156.63967 216.84660 2.734 3.785 105.9479 498.9420 
I 189.26113 250.74688 3.303 4.376 101.6143 500.7377 
J 239.26759 279.84844 4.176 4.884 99.8202 505.0715 
K 340.05027 307.86516 5.935 5.373 101.6136 509.4062 

 
 A B C D E F G 
 P E N 

    

5 A 102.
589
4 

506.
717
9 

    

6 B 109.
307 

503.
424
6 

    

   D D   radian
s 

radians E N 

 P
T 

BR
G A 

BR
G  B 

BRG A BRG B 
  

1
1 

C 62.4
494

4 

359.
823
61 

=RADI
ANS(B
11) 

=RADI
ANS(C
11) 

= B$5 + (SIN(D11) * ((B$6 -B$5) * 
COS(E11) - (C$6 - C$5) * SIN(E11)) / 
(SIN(D11 - E11))) 

= C$5 + (COS(D11) * ((B$6 - B$5) * 
COS(E11) - (C$6 - C$5) * SIN(E11)) / 
(SIN(D11 - E11))) 

1 D 36.8 336. =RADI =RADI = B$5 + (SIN(D12) * ((B$6 -B$5) * = C$5 + (COS(D12) * ((B$6 - B$5) * 
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2 466 639
67 

ANS(B
12) 

ANS(C
12) 

COS(E12) - (C$6 - C$5) * SIN(E12)) / 
(SIN(D12 - E12))) 

COS(E12) - (C$6 - C$5) * SIN(E12)) / 
(SIN(D12 - E12))) 

1
3 

E 70.7
468

8 

9.26
113 

=RADI
ANS(B
13) 

=RADI
ANS(C
13) 

= B$5 + (SIN(D13) * ((B$6 -B$5) * 
COS(E13) - (C$6 - C$5) * SIN(E13)) / 
(SIN(D13 - E13))) 

= C$5 + (COS(D13) * ((B$6 - B$5) * 
COS(E13) - (C$6 - C$5) * SIN(E13)) / 
(SIN(D13 - E13))) 

1
4 

F 99.8
484

4 

59.2
675

9 

=RADI
ANS(B
14) 

=RADI
ANS(C
14) 

= B$5 + (SIN(D14) * ((B$6 -B$5) * 
COS(E14) - (C$6 - C$5) * SIN(E14)) / 
(SIN(D14 - E14))) 

= C$5 + (COS(D14) * ((B$6 - B$5) * 
COS(E14) - (C$6 - C$5) * SIN(E14)) / 
(SIN(D14 - E14))) 

1
5 

G 127.
865
16 

160.
050
27 

=RADI
ANS(B
15) 

=RADI
ANS(C
15) 

= B$5 + (SIN(D15) * ((B$6 -B$5) * 
COS(E15) - (C$6 - C$5) * SIN(E15)) / 
(SIN(D15 - E15))) 

= C$5 + (COS(D15) * ((B$6 - B$5) * 
COS(E15) - (C$6 - C$5) * SIN(E15)) / 
(SIN(D15 - E15))) 

1
6 

H 156.
639
67 

216.
846

6 

=RADI
ANS(B
16) 

=RADI
ANS(C
16) 

= B$5 + (SIN(D16) * ((B$6 -B$5) * 
COS(E16) - (C$6 - C$5) * SIN(E16)) / 
(SIN(D16 - E16))) 

= C$5 + (COS(D16) * ((B$6 - B$5) * 
COS(E16) - (C$6 - C$5) * SIN(E16)) / 
(SIN(D16 - E16))) 

1
7 

I 189.
261
13 

250.
746
88 

=RADI
ANS(B
17) 

=RADI
ANS(C
17) 

= B$5 + (SIN(D17) * ((B$6 -B$5) * 
COS(E17) - (C$6 - C$5) * SIN(E17)) / 
(SIN(D17 - E17))) 

= C$5 + (COS(D17) * ((B$6 - B$5) * 
COS(E17) - (C$6 - C$5) * SIN(E17)) / 
(SIN(D17 - E17))) 

1
8 

J 239.
267
59 

279.
848
44 

=RADI
ANS(B
18) 

=RADI
ANS(C
18) 

= B$5 + (SIN(D18) * ((B$6 -B$5) * 
COS(E18) - (C$6 - C$5) * SIN(E18)) / 
(SIN(D18 - E18))) 

= C$5 + (COS(D18) * ((B$6 - B$5) * 
COS(E18) - (C$6 - C$5) * SIN(E18)) / 
(SIN(D18 - E18))) 

1
9 

K 340.
050
27 

307.
865
16 

=RADI
ANS(B
19) 

=RADI
ANS(C
19) 

= B$5 + (SIN(D19) * ((B$6 -B$5) * 
COS(E19) - (C$6 - C$5) * SIN(E19)) / 
(SIN(D19 - E19))) 

= C$5 + (COS(D19) * ((B$6 - B$5) * 
COS(E19) - (C$6 - C$5) * SIN(E19)) / 
(SIN(D19 - E19))) 

 
 
Q7.  Answer to phase ambiguities. 
a = 12, b = 16, c = 14, d = 12, e = 14, f = 10.  T: E ≈ 342.00 N ≈ 636.00 
 
One solution method is to calculate an intersection by distances (sometimes called two missing 
bearings) from two points. For those familiar with computer programming, an algorithm to explain the 
way it could be done is: 
 
DO a = 2, 18, step = 2 
   DO f = 2, 18, step = 2  
     Calculate coordinates of T by intersection of distances from A and F 
     Calculate distance from T to C 
     If fractional part of dist TC agrees with the reader within a few cm, then check distances to other 
points, if all OK then you have the answer for T 
     Otherwise your coordinates of T are not valid, try new values 
  NEXT f 
NEXT a 
 
There is no solution if the distances don't intersect, so dAT + dFT must be >= dAF 
We know T is south of the points A to F so that allows us to choose which side of the AF line the 
intersected point T lies on. 
 
A cleverer way to search for the answers is to start with something close to the final answer perhaps 
with prior knowledge of the coordinates of T.  In this case we are only given the range being limited to 
0 to 20.  So start trying a and f equal 10, and then move to nearby values. 
 
Here are some of the calculations.  Blank lines represent no intersection. The c? column is the 
estimate of c by subtracting the reader value for that line from dTC, it should be close to an even 
integer. Similarly for the b?, d? and e? columns. Useful values are shaded yellow below.  While some 
values of T look valid for distance to one of the ‘satellites’ only one value in the table below is suitable 
for all satellites.  
 
Perhaps the table is too large for publication. GPS software has a considerable computation task to 
resolve ambiguities so clever solution methods are used. 
 
a f dAT dFT ET NT dTC c? dTB b? dTD d? dTE e? 
2 2 2.88 2.86 

          

2 4 2.88 4.86 
          

2 6 2.88 6.86 
          

2 8 2.88 8.86 338.21 645.71 5.06 4.69 6.66 5.62 6.81 5.02 10.38 9.45 
2 10 2.88 10.86 336.27 644.45 7.13 6.76 7.74 6.70 9.13 7.34 12.67 11.74 
2 12 2.88 12.86 334.23 644.87 8.18 7.81 7.68 6.64 10.66 8.87 14.39 13.46 
2 14 2.88 14.86 

          

2 16 2.88 16.86 
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2 18 2.88 18.86 
          

4 2 4.88 2.86 
          

4 4 4.88 4.86 
          

4 6 4.88 6.86 340.22 645.22 5.07 4.70 7.84 6.80 5.68 3.89 8.81 7.88 
4 8 4.88 8.86 338.53 643.25 7.28 6.91 9.14 8.10 8.28 6.49 11.31 10.38 
4 10 4.88 10.86 336.67 642.49 8.63 8.26 9.69 8.65 10.09 8.30 13.28 12.35 
4 12 4.88 12.86 334.58 642.57 9.65 9.28 9.83 8.79 11.61 9.82 15.03 14.10 
4 14 4.88 14.86 332.31 643.88 10.29 9.92 9.35 8.31 12.83 11.04 16.54 15.61 
4 16 4.88 16.86 

          

4 18 4.88 18.86 
          

6 2 6.88 2.86 
          

6 4 6.88 4.86 342.26 644.92 5.70 5.33 9.20 8.16 4.99 3.20 7.35 6.42 
6 6 6.88 6.86 340.88 642.65 7.66 7.29 10.44 9.40 7.59 5.80 9.91 8.98 
6 8 6.88 8.86 339.29 641.36 8.99 8.62 11.14 10.10 9.44 7.65 11.94 11.01 
6 10 6.88 10.86 337.43 640.61 10.12 9.75 11.60 10.56 11.06 9.27 13.82 12.89 
6 12 6.88 12.86 335.30 640.43 11.08 10.71 11.82 10.78 12.53 10.74 15.58 14.65 
6 14 6.88 14.86 332.93 641.04 11.87 11.50 11.73 10.69 13.85 12.06 17.22 16.29 
6 16 6.88 16.86 330.41 643.01 12.33 11.96 11.07 10.03 14.91 13.12 18.63 17.70 
6 18 6.88 18.86 

          

8 2 8.88 2.86 344.33 644.81 6.77 6.40 10.67 9.63 4.91 3.12 6.05 5.12 
8 4 8.88 4.86 343.30 642.54 8.29 7.92 11.74 10.70 7.15 5.36 8.51 7.58 
8 6 8.88 6.86 342.03 640.96 9.48 9.11 12.46 11.42 8.89 7.10 10.53 9.60 
8 8 8.88 8.86 340.45 639.72 10.57 10.20 13.03 11.99 10.49 8.70 12.44 11.51 
8 10 8.88 10.86 338.57 638.85 11.58 11.21 13.47 12.43 12.00 10.21 14.29 13.36 
8 12 8.88 12.86 336.40 638.43 12.50 12.13 13.75 12.71 13.44 11.65 16.06 15.13 
8 14 8.88 14.86 333.97 638.60 13.32 12.95 13.83 12.79 14.78 12.99 17.76 16.83 
8 16 8.88 16.86 331.31 639.63 13.99 13.62 13.62 12.58 15.99 14.20 19.34 18.41 
8 18 8.88 18.86 328.52 642.21 14.34 13.97 12.84 11.80 16.97 15.18 20.68 19.75 

10 2 10.88 2.86 345.82 643.04 9.07 8.70 12.97 11.93 6.95 5.16 7.03 6.09 
10 4 10.88 4.86 344.87 641.28 10.08 9.71 13.68 12.64 8.48 6.69 8.99 8.06 
10 6 10.88 6.86 343.59 639.70 11.08 10.71 14.30 13.26 9.98 8.19 10.92 9.99 
10 8 10.88 8.86 342.00 638.35 12.05 11.68 14.84 13.80 11.47 9.68 12.81 11.88 
10 10 10.88 10.86 340.09 637.29 13.00 12.63 15.29 14.25 12.92 11.13 14.66 13.74 
10 12 10.88 12.86 337.88 636.61 13.90 13.53 15.62 14.58 14.33 12.54 16.47 15.54 
10 14 10.88 14.86 335.39 636.42 14.73 14.36 15.81 14.77 15.68 13.89 18.21 17.28 
10 16 10.88 16.86 332.65 636.88 15.47 15.10 15.81 14.77 16.95 15.16 19.88 18.95 
10 18 10.88 18.86 329.69 638.29 16.06 15.69 15.52 14.48 18.10 16.31 21.42 20.49 
12 2 12.88 2.86 347.90 642.87 10.58 10.21 14.63 13.59 7.97 6.18 6.92 5.99 
12 4 12.88 4.86 346.90 640.75 11.56 11.19 15.38 14.34 9.47 7.68 9.08 8.15 
12 6 12.88 6.86 345.58 638.91 12.52 12.15 16.02 14.98 10.92 9.13 11.09 10.16 
12 8 12.88 8.86 343.95 637.32 13.46 13.09 16.58 15.54 12.36 10.57 13.04 12.11 
12 10 12.88 10.86 342.01 636.00 14.38 14.01 17.05 16.01 13.79 12.00 14.94 14.01 
12 12 12.88 12.86 339.76 635.03 15.27 14.90 17.43 16.39 15.18 13.39 16.79 15.86 
12 14 12.88 14.86 337.22 634.49 16.11 15.74 17.70 16.66 16.54 14.75 18.58 17.65 
12 16 12.88 16.86 334.40 634.49 16.89 16.52 17.83 16.79 17.84 16.05 20.32 19.38 
12 18 12.88 18.86 331.34 635.21 17.57 17.20 17.77 16.73 19.07 17.28 21.96 21.03 
14 2 14.88 2.86 

          

14 4 14.88 4.86 349.45 641.37 12.73 12.36 16.78 15.74 10.08 8.29 8.58 7.65 
14 6 14.88 6.86 348.03 638.82 13.80 13.43 17.58 16.54 11.68 9.89 10.98 10.05 
14 8 14.88 8.86 346.33 636.78 14.77 14.40 18.21 17.17 13.16 11.37 13.09 12.16 
14 10 14.88 10.86 344.33 635.10 15.70 15.33 18.74 17.70 14.59 12.80 15.08 14.15 
14 12 14.88 12.86 342.03 633.78 16.60 16.23 19.18 18.14 15.99 14.20 17.01 16.08 
14 14 14.88 14.86 339.44 632.86 17.45 17.08 19.52 18.48 17.36 15.57 18.86 17.93 
14 16 14.88 16.86 336.56 632.43 18.26 17.89 19.75 18.71 18.69 16.90 20.66 19.73 
14 18 14.88 18.86 333.41 632.60 19.00 18.63 19.84 18.80 19.96 18.17 22.39 21.46 
16 2 16.88 2.86 

          

16 4 16.88 4.86 
          

16 6 16.88 6.86 351.03 640.01 14.82 14.45 18.87 17.83 12.11 10.32 10.31 9.38 
16 8 16.88 8.86 349.19 637.01 15.95 15.58 19.71 18.67 13.79 12.00 12.86 11.93 
16 10 16.88 10.86 347.10 634.75 16.94 16.57 20.34 19.30 15.30 13.51 15.05 14.12 
16 12 16.88 12.86 344.73 632.96 17.87 17.50 20.86 19.82 16.74 14.95 17.10 16.17 
16 14 16.88 14.86 342.07 631.62 18.75 18.38 21.28 20.24 18.14 16.35 19.04 18.11 
16 16 16.88 16.86 339.12 630.74 19.59 19.22 21.59 20.55 19.50 17.71 20.92 19.99 
16 18 16.88 18.86 335.90 630.41 20.37 20.00 21.78 20.74 20.81 19.02 22.72 21.79 
18 2 18.88 2.86 

          

18 4 18.88 4.86 
          

18 6 18.88 6.86 
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18 8 18.88 8.86 352.61 638.70 16.87 16.50 20.92 19.88 14.11 12.32 12.11 11.18 
18 10 18.88 10.86 350.35 635.26 18.05 17.68 21.80 20.76 15.86 14.07 14.76 13.83 
18 12 18.88 12.86 347.87 632.78 19.06 18.69 22.44 21.40 17.40 15.61 17.02 16.09 
18 14 18.88 14.86 345.13 630.88 19.99 19.62 22.94 21.90 18.85 17.06 19.10 18.16 
18 16 18.88 16.86 342.11 629.50 20.87 20.50 23.34 22.30 20.25 18.46 21.07 20.14 
18 18 18.88 18.86 338.82 628.65 21.69 21.32 23.63 22.59 21.60 19.81 22.95 22.02 
 
So a = 12 and f = 10 gives values that fit with all the satellites.  The answer for T in the table above is 
calculated from intersection from two points only. When a least squares best fit solution is obtained 
from all the points, the coordinates are slightly different. The main purpose (of this question in this 
course) is to determine the ambiguities not the coordinates of T. 
 
Q8.   Answer is not supplied here.  Do your own checks so that you know if your answer is correct. I 
hope you get a very good answer. Checks: see which side of line it is in a graph/plot; use a different 
method, eg if calculated by radiation from A then can check by radiation from B; check by reversing 
the process, ie calculate dist a and b from the coordinates of C which is easier than doing a whole 
second method. 
Methods:         
1 Coordinates from intersection by distances formula 
2 Triangle solution, bearing and distance AB, cosine rule gives angles, then bearing to C, then 
coordinates C 
3 MS Excel Solver   
4 Solution of equation of circles as per textbook p 2-8 
 
 
Q9. Here I label the points 991, 926, 921, 5   as A, B, C, P respectively. Intermediate and final results 
are shown below, rather than full details. 
 
Solution by the Tangent method: 
Angle APB = 96°00’16.0”   Angle BPC = 141º34’13.0” 
tan PB = -1297.4 / -74.7     so brg PB =  266º42’17.1” 
Coordinates of P (point 5) = 289976.130, 6147689.454 
 
Check, calculate bearings from coordinates: 
PA = 170º42’01.1” 

  PB = 266º42’17.1” 
PC = 48º16’30.1” 

From these bearings we calculate the angles APB and BPC to see if they are the same as above.  We 
can also calculate the difference between bearings and the observed directions to see if they are all 
the same.  
PA: 170º42’01.1” - 150°41’57” = 20º00’04.1” 
PA: 266º42’17.1”- 246°42’13” = 20º00’04.1” 
PA: 48º16’30.1”- 28°16’26” = 20º00’04.1”    OK  
         
Solution by the Teinstra method 
Angles between the observed directions: APB = 96.0º, BPC = 141.6º, CPA = 122.4º 
Bearings from coordinates: AB = 282.9º, BC = 72.8º, AC = 29.3º  
Angles in the triangle formed by the control points at A = 106.4º, B = 30.1º, C = 43.5º  
WA = 1.035, WB =  0.424, WC = 0.863, WA + WB + WC = 2.321 
         

P = 289976.130, 6147689.454 OK       
 
These coordinates match the tangent method, and we can do the same checks with bearings from P 
as above. 
         
Solution by the Collins Point Method 
This solution is set up for when P is in between all 3 of ABC i.e. in the circle ABC, and B is chosen as 
the middle point to create the Collins Point, H.  
From coordinates distance AC = 391.606 and bearing AC = 29°18’09.0” 
Bearing AH = bearing AC – angle BPC = 247°43’56.0” 
Bearing CH = bearing CA + angle APB = 305°18’25.0” 
By intersection by bearings from A and C: H = 290427.487, 6147715.441 
From coordinates: brgBH = brgPB = 86°42’17.1” 
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From brgPB and observed angles: brgCP = 48°16’30.1” and brgAP = 170°42’01.1”    
By intersection by bearings from A and C:  
 
P = 289976.130, 6147689.454 OK       
 
These coordinates match both above methods, and we can do the same checks with bearings from P 
as above. 
 
c) If we add 3” to the direction 5 to 991 (for example) it becomes 150°42’00”. Leave the other 
directions as original. Then the coordinates of 5 = 289976.131, 6147689.454  A shift of about 2mm. 
 
 
Q10. a) see text page 2-20 
 
b) For consistency with equations in this book, label the points as follows. 

91 = A, 92 = B, 93 = C, 61 = P. 
 
The ZA observations given in the question are not involved in the solution. Sometimes we have 
more data than we need and students and surveyors decide which of the available data is 
required. 
 
Plot the points from the given data: 

  The Collins’ point H is also shown. 
 
Note B is closer to P than the line AC, so the angles A B C are not the internal angles of the 
triangle. 
 
 

angles at P from directions Bearings from 
coordinates 

ABC angles from 
bearings (mod 360) 

weights 

α1 = dirPB – dirPA = 46.0º   βAB  = 168.2º   A = βAC-βAB =  341.0º wA  = -0.154 
α2 = dirPC – dirPB = 15.6º   βBC  = 120.5º   B = βBA-βBC =  227.7º wB  =  0.689 
α3 = dirPA – dirPC (+360) = 298.4º   βAC  = 149.2º   C = βCB-βCA =  331.4º wC  = -0.358    

Σw = 0.177 
 
Where  
 
 

CBA

CCBBAA
P

CBA

CCBBAA
P www

wNwNwN
N

www

wEwEwE
E








  

 
 P = 98.766, 209.123 

 
c) Check bearings from coordinates: 

 
Bearings Angles 

PA 35º 16’ 29.6”   

     46.0º OK 

PB 81º 16’ 45.6”   

)cot/(cot1)cot/(cot1)cot/(cot1 132   CwBwAw CBA
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     15.6º OK 

PC 96º 50’ 58.6”   

    298.4º OK 

 
Q11. Intersection by distances 
 obs dis   E N 
b (AC) 22.125  A W1   115.076 526.291 
a (BC) 7.904  B W2  126.057 515.31 
calc c (AB) 15.529  Diff 10.981 -10.981 
Angle Radians Degrees 
A 0.2355 13.49482 from cosine rule using 3 side dists 
B 2.4298 139.2153 from cosine rule using 3 side dists 
BrgAC deg 148.4948 
BrgBC deg 175.7847 
BrgAB deg 135.0000 from coordinates 
ANSWER  C T1:  126.638  507.427 
Check distance a from coordinates 7.904 
 
Compare angle from intersection calcs with angle obs  
calculated difference in bearings = 27.2898  obs = 27.28389        difference = -21”  
These are short lines so not a concern. 21” over 22m is an offset of about 2mm 
 
Coordinates of W3 and W4 by radiation, use backsight to W1 and ignore 21” angle issue. Otherwise 
slight change in bearings causes slight change in coordinates, OK .  

brg dis E N 

T1-W3 154.3643 8.016 130.106 500.200 

T1-W4 181.6504 23.325 125.966 484.112 

 
This question supplies H data that could be used to calculate the H coordinates of T1, W3 and W4, 
and perhaps the slope of the tunnel.  The H data is not needed if we are merely required to calculate 
EN coordinates. A least squares solution to this problem would also use estimates of the precision of 
the observations and a simultaneous solution for the coordinates using all observed data.  
 
 
Q12. Resection design.  One way to answer this 
question is to draw a plan using the supplied 
coordinates. That reveals a danger circle exists and it 
includes the targets 259, 211, 212 and the observing 
point 296.  So those 3 targets should not be used.  Any 
other combination of 3 targets that included target 281 
would be suitable.  The best answer in terms of 
geometry and precision of coordinates (a topic for a 
later course) is 259, 281, 212. Generally closer targets 
yield more precise coordinates in a resection, unless 
there are large centring errors at the target. 
 
A person can look at a plan and make a decision.  How 
could we write a computer program to make that 
decision without a person looking at a plan?  From the 
coordinates we can calculate the bearings and then 
angles in a quadrilateral.   
 
For our worst choice of targets the bearings of lines are: 
296 – 259 = 35.9°, 296 – 212 = 80.9°, 211 – 212 = 183.5°, 211 – 259 = 318.5°  
So angle 259 – 296 – 212 = 45.0° and angle 212 – 211 – 259 = 135.0°. The sum of those two angles 
is 180.041° which is close to 180° so those points are on a danger circle.   
 
 
Q13. Your assistant has labelled the points A B C P for 921, 875, 877, 901 respectively. 
 
a) The first method is Collins method. Cell G8 should be =G7-(180-H5)   not =G7-180-H5 
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The second method is Tienstra method. Cells L20, 21, 22  should be like: 
=1/((1/TAN(RADIANS(K20)))-(1/(TAN(RADIANS(H22)))))  The error was to forget to convert to radians   
 
The third method is Tangent method. Cell L30 should be =MOD(DEGREES(ATAN2(J31,J30)),360) 
The error was to use ATAN instead of ATAN2 and wrong conversion to degrees *PI()/180  should be 
*180/PI(). 
 
Also, it would be better if the assistant had included headings, comments/notes and columns where 
the radians values are calculated for commonly used terms instead of embedding the conversion in so 
many formulas. 
 
b) P (901) =  289857.159, 6147406.022        Bearing PB (901 to 875) = 120°45’53”   
c) No. 
 
Q14.  Point 6 = 336647.847,  6245531.849   Bearing  6 to 432 = 151° 40’ 45”        

 
Check calculations can be done by using a separate method or by calculating bearings from 
coordinates then angles.  Except, if you used Excel Solver, then cannot check the answer with angles 
from bearings, because that is the method Solver uses. 
 
Q15. C = 324381.120, 6239856.182             
If your answer is 324384.273, 6239848.822 then you have found a point on the wrong side of the line 
AB. 
Checks:  eg plot the results and see which side of line C is;  use a different method; check by 
reversing process, ie calculate distance a and b from the coordinates of C and plot the points.  
Methods:         
1 Coordinates from intersection by distances formula 
2 Triangle solution, bearing and dist AB, cosine rule gives angles, then bearing to C, then coords C 
3 MS Excel Solver  
4 Solution of equation of circles 
 
 
Q16.  Bearing PB =  227° 19’ 51”               Ep = 7876.534           Np = 6789.006     
Check by separate method or by calculating bearings from coordinates then the angles from P. 
 
Q17.  Ec = 1528.749  Nc = 1009.406     
Make sure your C is on the correct side of the line AB. I suggest you draw a sketch plan and use the 

theodolite clockwise angles to decide where C is.   
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3. TRAVERSES and LOOP CLOSES 

The problems in this chapter are sometimes called Missing Data Problems. They typically use traverse 
close calculations to find out a distance, bearing or angle from a loop. These problems, in this chapter, 
assume there are no errors in the data, i.e. no small measurement precision errors and no gross 
mistakes. 
 
First, let’s revise traverses and then the process of calculating around a traverse loop, by looking at 
examples. 
 
Definition: Traversing is a method of control surveying. A series of control points (each inter-visible 
with its adjacent stations) are joined by traverse lines (vectors). In a traverse we measure angles 
between successive lines, or bearings, or directions of each line, and the length of each line. 

 
 

 
 
Note that unclosed traverses are not recommended because they do not include misclose 
calculations, so there are no checks. Traverses between points with known coordinates are better if 
they include observations to other targets along known bearings as shown in the example figure 
above with blue arrow lines. 
 
Traverse surveys are made for many purposes and types of projects, e.g. 
 

- To determine the positions of existing cadastral boundary marks. 
- To establish the position of boundary lines. 
- To determine the area encompassed within the confines of a boundary. 
- To determine the position of arbitrary points from which data may be obtained for preparing 

various types of maps, i.e. to establish control for mapping. 
- To establish ground control for photogrammetric mapping. 
- To establish control for locating railroads, highways and other construction work. 
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In many modern applications traverses are more complicated than simple linear or loop traverses.  
The surveys can include radiations and links with or connections to other traverse lines.  The survey 
control then forms a network.  Network adjustments are beyond the scope of this course, and will be 
covered in a later course. 
 
The various stages of traversing may be grouped as follows: 
 

1. Reconnaissance and layout 
2. Station marks and targets 
3. Angular observations and distance measurements 
4. Computations and adjustments 

RECONNAISSANCE & DESIGN 

The main issues in selecting route of a traverse: 
- Make individual legs as long as possible and as equal in length as possible. 
- Avoid very short legs of < 10m. 
- Avoid grazing rays, that is, lines of sight very close to the ground or to walls, because the line 

of sight might be bent or curved – refraction. 
- Select lines that will avoid heavy clearing of trees or damage to crops or property. 
 

STATION MARKS AND TARGETS 
 
 The marks placed must be durable, stable, recognisable, and situated to accord with anticipated 

future use. 
 Site selection can be considered as the most important part of the whole operation. 
 Design of traverse is dictated by topographical features and structures, such as hills, vegetation, 

roads and buildings. 
 In urban and fringe urban areas, traverses usually follow the street pattern. 
 In non-urban areas, traverse stations will mostly be in the road reservation, but the sight lines can 

usually cross the open country alongside the road. 
 The number of stations between junction points and the length of the traverse legs will vary 

according to the road pattern and topographical detail. 
 
 There are several factors which must be considered when choosing the site for a traverse station: 

- Permanent marks will be used as instrument stations. 
- Intervisibility between stations is to be maintained. 
- The sight lines should not be obscured. 
- Lines of sight should clear of all obstructions by at least one metre. 
- Adjoining traverse legs are to be of equal length as much as possible. 
- Marks should be permanent and should not be placed in areas where they could be disturbed. 
- Permanence of all emplaced marks is essential to the concept of integrated surveys. 
- All government and local government authorities responsible for local services, roadways and 

utilities must be consulted regarding future plans for development and any relocation of 
services. 

 
 Final site selection is necessarily a compromise in most cases, but due consideration must be 

given to all design aspects before making that selection. 
 For this reason traverse design, planning, reconnaissance and selection of station sites is to be 

undertaken by experienced survey personnel. 
 The construction and type of station depends on the requirements of the survey. 
 For general purpose traverses, wooden (or poly) pegs can be used which are hammered into the 

ground until the top of the peg is almost flush with ground level. A nail should be tapped into the 
top of the peg to define the exact position of the station. 

 A more permanent station would normally require marks set in concrete. These have to be placed 
with the permission of the land owners as subsurface concrete blocks placed in the field could do 
considerable damage to farm machinery. 

 
Student task: Search the web for the latest information and pictures of survey marks.   
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The purpose of a witness mark is to verify the stability of the traverse station and to provide an 
alternative coordinated point.  
 
LOCALITY SKETCH PLAN 
 
A Locality Sketch plan on the appropriate form is to be prepared for each State Control Survey Mark. 
The plan is usually oriented to north and show the magnetic bearing and distance to any witness 
marks or nearby survey marks. To allow the mark to be readily found, connection should also be made 
to sufficient surrounding features (e.g. buildings, fences, gates, kerbs, hydrant boxes, manholes, road 
signs). In recent years it is recommended to record approximate coordinates from, for example, 
handheld GPS receivers. A digital photograph of the mark’s surrounds can also be useful. 
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Traverses and Vector arithmetic 

Traverses can be thought of as a series of vectors, or a series of radiations. Some calculators have a 
+ key (or M+ with two variables) which enables you to add up a series of ∆x and ∆y or ∆E and ∆N 
coordinates.  See your calculator manual for more details and examples.  It is quite common in plane 
surveying to have a series of lines - called a traverse - as shown in the following figure:     

 
The total value of coordinate differences for the series 
of the lines (vectors) from 1 to 4 can then be easily 
calculated and then converted to one bearing and 
distance for the line 1 to 4.  If the vectors form a loop 
then the join between the start and end of the loop 
(called the misclose) is a useful measure of the accuracy of the measurements. 
 
Bearing from A to B is called βAB, the reverse bearing is βBA = βAB ± 180°. If you have trouble 
understanding the concept of adding or subtracting 180° to get a reverse (also called back) bearing, 
do the following.  Draw the line and add north direction vectors at both ends.  Bearing is angle 
between the north point and the line. 
 
Example: 
 
Bearing AB = 30°10'20"  
Bearing BA = 30°10'20" + 180° = 210°10'20". 
 
If an angle is measured at B from A to C (always clockwise 
in surveying) = 160° 21'34" 
Bearing BC = 210°10'20" + 160° 21'34" = 370°31'54" 
 
But this is greater than 360° so subtract 360° gives 
10°31'54". 

Choice of origin of coordinates 

If you are doing a survey where you assign coordinates arbitrarily then it is a good idea (in order to 
make data input easier and more reliable) to:  
 
a) Choose coordinate axes so that all points are in the first quadrant, all coordinates are positive, then 
the origin is SW of the net.  Don't have any more digits than necessary.  If for example, your net is only 
1km in extent then you want coordinates like 836.457 not 1234 675.536. 
 
b) Choose the origin so that all E (or y) coordinates have the same first digit and all N (or x) 
coordinates have another first digit.  So for example, 2346.57 and 2129.64 are E and 5116.01 and 
5964.37 are N.  This way you are less likely to enter an E when an N is required, and vice versa. 

Alternative method to solve plane triangles 

Traverse calculations (by vector arithmetic) can be used as an easy way 
to solve some triangles without needing the sine or cosine rules.  Simply 
assign an arbitrary value to the bearing of one line (e.g. 0°) and calculate 
the ∆E and ∆N of two lines, the ∆E and ∆N of the third line can then 
simply be calculated.  From this ∆E and ∆N the bearing and distance can 
be calculated and any angles found by subtraction of appropriate 
bearings. 
 
In the example shown in figure at right, you are given a, B, and c.  
Assign the coordinates of A as (0, 0) and the bearing of AB = 0°.  Then the coordinates of B can be 
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found from 0° and c (e.g. use R and +).  Then bearing BC = 180° - B.  Then the coordinates of C 
can be found from BBC and a (e.g. use R and +). Now from the coordinates of A and C the bearing 

and distance of AC can be found (e.g. use - and P).  The angle A = 180° - BCA = BAC and angle C 
= BCB - BCA. 

 
 

Excel Task:  Traverse coordinates 
 
An example of a traverse: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Set up and calculate the red values in the following survey calculations.  Then modify the input data 
and see if your equations are still valid. Experiment with the IF or MOD functions in your calculations. 
 

Point / Line  Angle  Dec Deg  Brg  Distance Easting Northing 
A     D M S  4123.459 9789.010 
    14.39 14 23 28 245.620  

B         4184.504 10026.920 
ABC 198 06 30 32.50 32 29 58 310.000  

C         4351.064 10288.373 
BCD 284 01 30 136.52 136 31 28 480.340  

D         4681.560 9939.807 
A to D    74.88 74 52 47.8 578.115  

 

Excel:  Lookup tables for coordinates 
 
Try using lookup tables as in the following example.  

 
 
The next screen view was obtained by selecting MS Excel menu options   Tools | Options |    
Formulas 
In this sheet the cells from J3 to L23 were NAMED CL, for coordinate list.  The formula 
=VLOOKUP(A4,CL,2,FALSE) uses CL to refer to these cells, alternatively the formula could have 
been written as =VLOOKUP(A4,J3:L23,2,FALSE)  In this example A4 refers to the “lookup” column, 
i.e. the value in cell A4 (the name of the point) is searched in the first column of the CL matrix, CL or 
J3:L23 refers to the matrix, 2 means to take the second column value (the Easting) in the same row as 
the value in A4. 
 

Not to scale 

A 

B 

C 

D 

14

198 

14 

32 
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In column D the function dms( ) is a macro that I wrote to convert the bearing into a text with symbols. 
It is not a built-in function. 
 
 
 
 
 
Calculate the bearing and distance from the reference mark (RM DH&W) at Lot 3 to the reference 
mark (RM DH&W) at Lot 1 using the data provided on the following Deposited Plan (DP): 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Visualise the Problem: 

Example: Cadastral DP Calculations  (by Adam Long and Bruce Harvey) 
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We have to calculate the bearing and distance along the red line, from A to B, by adding up 
differences in Eastings and Northings along the blue line.  Once we have the total difference in 
Eastings and Northings, a bearing and distance can be calculated using what you learnt in a previous 
question (for calculating bearings and distances from plane coordinates). 
 
Calculation: 
 
The way to calculate the bearing from A to B is to calculate the traverse starting at the drill hole and 
wing (DH&W) at B, and to work our way along the boundaries to the DH&W at A.  When entering the 
bearings of the lines, be sure that the correct orientation is entered.  Do this by checking the bearing 
against the north arrow and make sure that it is the forward bearing not the back bearing.   
 
In the field a calculation like this could be done on a calculator with a “close program”, but for this 
exercise an Excel spreadsheet is used.  The formulas in the spreadsheet are the same as those used 
in a “close program”, so it will give you a ‘behind the scenes’ view of the program. [Excel spreadsheets 
can also be used in the field with a laptop computer or Pocket PC.] 
 
The spreadsheet shown below also keeps a cumulative bearing and distance to A so you can see how 
they change as we traverse along the blue lines in the figure above. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

B

1 2 3 4

5

6 A

Final Bearing and 
Distance to B 
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So the final bearing and distance from A to B is 312° 48’ 09.3” and 88.297 m.  Check this against the 
north point to make sure it is the right bearing. 
 
Excel Formulae: 
 
The formulas used in this example are based on material learnt previously, that is rectangular to polar, 
and polar to rectangular conversions.  Here is what the Excel spreadsheet should have. Enter the data 
and convert bearings to decimal degrees: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Now calculate the E and N as well as E and N: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Now using E and N calculate the bearing and distance to B at each point: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The last bearing and distance is the answer required. 
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Check and Exercise 

 
If you want some more practice check this answer by calculating the bearing and distance from A to B 
by going around the western boundary of Lot 1 and along the back of Lots 1, 2 and 3.  You will find 
some discrepancy, as the dimensions on a DP are usually rounded values. 
 
Answer: the bearing is the same, the distance is 3 mm larger (this is due to the plan showing 
distances to only the nearest cm). 
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Loop Close (Missing Data) Problems 

This section provides useful problem solving practice.  It is a calculation method, it is not intended to 
be a means of overcoming poor survey design. Surveyors should measure the data reliably and not 
use the techniques described in this section to merely calculate values instead of measuring them. 
 
Traverse computations are frequently used to solve problems involving missing data. These are 
generally computed in a loop traverse but the principle is also applicable to closed line traverses. The 
assumption is made that the known observations are accurate and that there is no misclose in the 
traverse. Thus there will be 2 equations, one equating the difference in Eastings of the traverse lines 
to the E between the starting and closing stations (zero for a loop traverse). The other equation does 
the same for the Northings. Therefore, in general, 2  unknown elements can be found. Two 
‘simultaneous’ equations with 2 unknowns can be solved be a number of methods.  These notes show 
the ‘long hand’ manual substitution method.  A second method, shown for some of the problems 
below, forms the equations into matrices and uses Matrix Algebra (e.g. Inversion and multiplication) in 
MS Excel.  The third method is to use Excel’s SOLVER. Alternatively a triangle with its sides 
representing the unknown elements and the misclose vector can be constructed and the required 
elements can then be found by solving this triangle. 
 
If there are more than 2 unknown elements then these methods are not applicable.  If there is only 1 
missing distance or 1 missing bearing or angle then the loop misclose will reveal the value required. 
 
In a traverse we measure angles (bearings) and distances. The following cases of missing data will 
be dealt with: 
 

1) Bearing and distance of one line missing. 
 
2) Distances of two lines missing. 
 
3) Bearings of two lines missing. 

 
4) Bearing of one line and distance of another missing. 

 
Checks:  In each of these cases, after the ‘missing’ values are determined, then calculate the traverse 
miscloses.  The miscloses should be zero (or at least smaller than the last decimal place in the data). 
 
In the following cases the same example traverse data is used for each case. It is a traverse between 
two points labelled P and Q.  The methods also work with loop traverses. Of course, in a loop traverse 
the total E = 0 and total N = 0 instead of using the EPQ  and NPQ values as in the following 
examples. 
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BEARING AND DISTANCE OF ONE LINE MISSING (β and d) 

Consider the following traverse where the bearing (β) and distance (d) of BC are missing: 
 

 
 
The coordinates of P and Q are given:   P (365.30, 699.37),   Q (1706.61, 1425.10) 
 
So EPQ = 1341.31 and NPQ = 725.73 
 
 
Computing the E and N of the traverse lines we get: 
 

Line E N 
PA 182.815 356.285 
AB 290.046 -38.119 
BC d sinβ d cosβ 
CQ 478.205 208.619 
Sum 951.066 + d sinβ 526.785 + d cosβ 

 
The sum of the difference in Eastings of all traverse lines is equal to E between the terminals (i.e. P 
and Q): 
 

 951.066 + d sinβ = 1341.31    d sinβ = 390.244      --- (1) 
 
The sum of the difference in Northings of all traverse lines is equal to N between the terminals (i.e. P 
and Q): 
 

 526.785 + d cosβ = 725.73    d cosβ = 198.945      --- (2) 
 
Equations (1) and (2) can be solved for d and β using RP on your calculator. Treat 390.244 as E 
and 198.945 as N. 
 
The missing bearing and distance of the line BC are then:  β = 62 59’ 16”    d = 438.03 m 
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DISTANCES OF TWO LINES MISSING (2d) 

Consider the following traverse where the distances d1 and d2 of  PA and BC are missing: 
 

 
 
The coordinates of P and Q are given:  P (365.30, 699.37),   Q (1706.61, 1425.10) 
 
So EPQ = 1341.31 and NPQ = 725.73 
 
 
Method 1 
 
Compute the E and N of the traverse lines: 
 

Line E N 
PA d1 sin27°09’47”  d1 cos27°09’47” 
AB 290.046 -38.119 
BC d2 sin62°59’16” d2 cos62°59’16” 
CQ 478.205 208.619 
Sum 0.456524 d1 + 0.890910 d2 + 768.251 0.889711 d1 + 0.454181 d2 + 170.500 

 
E of all traverse lines is equal to E between the terminals (i.e. P and Q): 
 

0.456524d1 + 0.890910d2 + 768.251 = 1341.31     0.456524d1 + 0.890910d2 = 573.059  --- (3) 
 
N of all traverse lines is equal to N between the terminals (i.e. P and Q): 
 

0.889711d1 + 0.454181d2 + 170.500 = 725.73       0.889711d1 + 0.454181d2 = 555.230  --- (4) 
 
“Long hand” solution: 
 
Dividing equations (3) and (4) by their respective coefficients of d2, we get: 
 

0.512424  d1 + d2 =   643.229           --- (5) 
 

1.958934  d1 + d2 = 1222.486           --- (6) 
 
Subtracting equation (5) from equation (6) gives:  1.446510  d1 = 579.257         d1 = 400.451 
 
Substituting the value of d1 in equation (5) gives:  d2 = 438.028 
 
Therefore the missing distances are:  PA = d1 = 400.45 m  BC = d2 = 438.03 m 
 
Check calculations by substituting these values in equations (3) & (4). Or better still; recalculate the 
close of the traverse using these values. 
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Matrix Algebra solution: 

 
The two equations, one for eastings and one for northings, (3 and 4 above) can be rewritten in matrix 
form, A x = b:  
 

 
555.230

573.059

 0.454181 0.889711

0.8909100.456524

2

1

























d

d
 

   
Then x = A-1b 

 
 
If, for example, we enter the A matrix into cells B2:C3 in an Excel spreadsheet and b vector into cells 
E2:E3, then the Excel equation to calculate the x vector is =MMULT(MINVERSE(B2:C3),E2:E3). As 
usual with matrix equations in Excel you select all the cells that you want the answer vector or matrix 
to occupy, type in the equation, and then press CTRL Shift Enter keys simultaneously.   
 

The result is  
438.028

400.452

2

1

















d

d
which is the same as the ‘long hand’ solution above. 

 
 
Method 2  (based on solution of triangle) 
 
If the traverse is computed excluding the lines with missing information, it will give a large misclose 
which will represent the resultant of the vectors representing these lines. Therefore a triangle can be 
drawn with two of its sides representing the two lines with missing information, while the third side 
represents the large traverse misclose calculated above. This triangle can be solved for the missing 
data. 
 
Compute the traverse excluding the lines with missing information: 
 

Line E N 
PA   
AB 290.046 -38.119 
BC   
CQ 478.205 208.619 
Sum 768.251 170.500 

 
The traverse misclose is then: 
 

mE = 1341.31 – 768.251 = 573.059 
 

mN =   725.73 – 170.500 = 555.230 
 
The misclose vector (direction from calculated to given position) is calculated (using RP or atan2): 
 

β = 45 54’ 19”  d = 797.920 m 
 
The misclose vector and the two lines with the missing information can be represented by the three 
sides of the following triangle: 
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XY represents the line PA, YZ represents the line BC and XZ represents the traverse misclose. 
Triangle of one known distance and three known angles can be solved for the missing distances. 
 
Calculate the angles from the given bearings: 
 
Angle X = 45 54’ 19” – 27 09’ 47” = 18 44’ 32” 
Angle Z = 62 59’ 16” – 45 54’ 19” = 17 04’ 57” 
Angle Y = 180 + 27 09’ 47” – 62 59’ 16” = 144 10’ 31” 
X + Y + Z = 180 (check) 
 
The triangle becomes then: 

 

Calculate the missing distances using the sine rule: 
10'31"144 sin

797.920

44'32"18 sin

d

04'57"17 sin

d 21








 

 

 400.452
10'31"144 sin

04'57"17 sin 797.920
d1 




   

 

 438.027
10'31"144 sin

44'32"18 sin 797.920
d2 




   

 
Therefore the missing distances are: 
 

PA = 400.45 m  BC = 438.03 m 
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Method 3  (Cardinal direction method) 
 
The entire traverse is rotated such that one of the lines with missing data points either in N-S or E-W 
direction. The rotated traverse is then computed to obtain the missing data.  
 
First calculate the bearing and distance of PQ from the known coordinates:    β  = 61 35’ 02”     d = 
1525.056 m. Then rotate the coordinate axes such that one axis is parallel to the direction of one of 
the lines with missing data (this is our selected cardinal direction). For example, rotate the traverse so 
that North is parallel to PA (all bearings have to be reduced by 27 09’ 47”): 
 

 
 
From this point onwards the procedure is the same as for method 1. E of all traverse lines is equal 
to E between the terminals (i.e. P and Q): 
 

0 + 292.54 sin 7019’27” + d2 sin 3549’29”  + 521.73 sin 3916’03”  = 1525.056 sin 3425’15” 
 
This one equation with only one unknown gives: d2 = 438.026 
 
Similarly, after substituting the value of d2 calculated above, N of all traverse lines is equal to N 
between the terminals (i.e. P and Q): 
 
d1 + 292.54 cos 7019’27”  + 438.026 cos 3549’29”+ 521.73 cos 3916’03”  = 1525.056 cos 3425’15” 
 
This one equation with only one unknown gives:  d1 = 400.454 
 
Therefore the missing distances are:  PA = 400.45 m  BC = 438.03 m 
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BEARINGS OF TWO LINES MISSING (2β) 

Consider the following traverse where the bearings β1 and β2 of PA and BC are missing: 
 

 
 
The coordinates of P and Q are given:  P (365.30, 699.37),   Q (1706.61, 1425.10) 
So EPQ = 1341.31 and NPQ = 725.73 
 
Method 1 
 
Computing the E and N of the traverse lines we get: 
 

Line E N 
PA 400.45 sinβ1  400.45 cosβ1 
AB 290.046 -38.119 
BC 438.03 sinβ2 438.03 cosβ2 
CQ 478.205 208.619 
Sum 400.45 sinβ1 + 438.03 sinβ2 + 768.251 400.45 cosβ1 + 438.03 cosβ2 + 170.500 

 
E of all traverse lines is equal to E between the terminals (i.e. P and Q): 
 
400.45 sinβ1 + 438.03 sinβ2 + 768.251 = 1341.31   400.45 sinβ1 = 573.059 – 438.03 sinβ2   --- (7) 
 
N of all traverse lines is equal to N between the terminals (i.e. P and Q): 
 
400.45 cosβ1 + 438.03 cosβ2 + 170.500 = 725.73  400.45 cosβ1 = 555.230 – 438.03 cosβ2   --- (8) 
 
Squaring and adding equations (7) and (8) gives: 
 
(400.45)2 = (573.059)2 + (555.230)2 + (438.03)2  – 2 * 573.059 * 438.03 sinβ2 – 2 * 555.230 * 
438.03cosβ2 
 
When simplified, this equation gives: 
 

573.059 sinβ2 + 555.230 cosβ2 = 762.718         --- (9) 
 
There are several ways of solving equations of the form:  C sinβ + D cosβ = K, but they are quite long 
and involved and the details are not included here. 
 
Solution by Excel Solver   
If we take the equations 7 and 8 above and rearrange the terms we can use MS Excel’s Solver.  If it is 
not installed in your version of Excel see the HELP section to add it. 
 
E of all traverse lines is equal to E between the terminals (P and Q):   

400.45 sinβ1 - 573.059 + 438.03 sinβ2  = 0   
 
N of all traverse lines is equal to N between the terminals (P and Q): 

400.45 cosβ1 - 555.230 + 438.03 cosβ2  = 0    
 
In the example screen below, initially leave cells B8 and B9 blank.  
In cell B10 type:   =400.45*SIN(B8)-573.059+438.03*SIN(B9) 
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In cell B11 type:    =400.45*COS(B8)-555.23+438.03*COS(B9) 
 

 
 
To avoid round off errors the above numbers e.g. 400.45, could be replaced by the cell reference that 
holds the value from previous calculations on your spreadsheet. 
 
Depending on your version of Excel, select cell B11 and choose Tools | Solver or Data | Analysis | 
Solver  

 
The solver options and constraints here are to vary / estimate B8 and B9 until both B10 and B11 = 0.  
You set one as the target cell and the other as a constraint. I chose to work in radians and then 
convert bearings to d.d and d m s, but you could work in degrees e.g. use cos(radians(B9)) etc. 
 
Our answer is one of the two possible answers found by the other methods, but with much quicker and 
easier calculations. You may find other ways to use Solver.  Send me a description of your versions. 
 
 
Method 2  (based on solution of triangle) 
 
Just like in the case of two missing distances, compute the traverse excluding the lines with missing 
information: 
 

Line E N 
PA   
AB 290.046 -38.119 
BC   
CQ 478.205 208.619 
Sum 768.251 170.500 

 
The traverse misclose is then: 
 

mE = 1341.31 – 768.251 = 573.059     and   mN =   725.73 – 170.500 = 555.230 
 
The misclose vector (direction from calculated to given position) is calculated:  

β = 45 54’ 19”  d = 797.920 m 
 
The misclose vector and the two lines with the missing information can be represented by the three 
sides of the following triangle: 
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XY represents the line PA, YZ represents the line BC and XZ represents the traverse misclose. Note 
that Y and Y’ indicate two possible positions of Y. 
 
The angles 1 and 2 can be obtained using the cosine rule: 

0.946972
400.45797.922

(438.03)(797.92)(400.45)
 cos

222

1 





       
1 =  18 44’ 33”    

 

0.955882
438.03797.922

(400.45)(797.92)(438.03)
 cos

222

2 



   2  =  17 04’ 57” 

 
Calculate the missing bearings from 1 and 2: 
 

β1 = βPA = βXY = βXZ  1 = 45 54’ 19”  18 44’ 33”         = 64 38’ 52”   or   27 09’ 46” 
 
β2 = βBC = βYZ = βXZ  2  = 45 54’ 19”  17 04’ 57”   = 28 49’ 22”   or   62 59’ 16” 

 
There are two possible answers. The actual (unique) value can only be obtained if additional 
information is available (e.g. the approx. bearing of PA). 
 
 
The Cardinal direction method cannot be used for this problem since the two missing data are 
bearings. The rotation necessary to set one of the lines with missing data to the cardinal direction is 
not known. 
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BEARING of a line and DISTANCE of another line missing (β and d) 

Consider a traverse where the bearing (β) of BC and the distance (d) of PA are missing: 

 
 
The coordinates of P and Q are given:  P (365.30, 699.37),   Q (1706.61, 1425.10) 
So EPQ = 1341.31 and NPQ = 725.73 
 
Method 1 
 
Computing the E and N of the traverse lines we get: 
 

Line E N 
PA d1 sin27°09’47”  d1 cos27°09’47” 
AB 290.046 -38.119 
BC 438.03 sinβ 438.03 cosβ 
CQ 478.205 208.619 
Sum d sin2709’47” + 438.03 sinβ + 768.251 d cos2709’47” + 438.03 cosβ + 170.500 

 
E of all traverse lines is equal to E between the terminals (i.e. P and Q): 
 

d sin2709’47” + 438.03 sinβ + 768.251 = 1341.31 
 
 d = (573.059 – 438.03 sinβ) / sin 2709’47”      = 1255.265 – 959.489 sinβ       --- (10) 

 
N of all traverse lines is equal to N between the terminals (i.e. P and Q): 
 

d cos2709’47” + 438.03 cosβ + 170.500 = 725.73 
 
 d = (555.230 – 438.03 cosβ) / cos 2709’47”      = 624.057 – 492.328 cosβ       --- (11) 

 
Equating equations (10) and (11) gives: 
 

959.489 sinβ – 492.328 cosβ  = 631.208                     --- (12) 
 
This equation is of the form:    C sinβ + D cosβ = K, and is not further described here. 
 
 
Method 2  (based on solution of triangle) 
 
Compute the traverse excluding the lines with missing information: 
 

Line E N 
PA   
AB 290.046 -38.119 
BC   
CQ 478.205 208.619 
Sum 768.251 170.500 
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The traverse misclose is then: 
mE = 1341.31 – 768.251 = 573.059  and   mN =   725.73 – 170.500 = 555.230 

The misclose vector (direction from calculated to given position) is calculated: 
β = 45 54’ 19”  d = 797.920 m 

 
The misclose vector and the two lines with the missing information can be represented by the three 
sides of the following triangle: 

 
 
XY represents the line PA, YZ represents the line BC and XZ represents the traverse misclose. Note 
that Y and Y’ indicate two possible positions of Y. Triangle of two known distances and one known 
angle can be solved for the missing data. Alternatively, the method of intersection of bearing and 
distance given in Chapter 2 can be used. 
 

The angle at Y is obtained from the sine rule: 
44'32"18 sin

438.03

 sin

797.92




Y    
 Y = 35 49’ 28”    or    144 10’ 32” 

 
The missing bearing of YZ is then: β = 27 09’ 47” + 180 – Y   = 171 20’ 19”    or    62 59’ 15” 
 
The angle at Z can now be determined:    Z = β – 45 54’ 19” = 180 – 18 44’ 32” – Y  = 12526’00”  
or  1704’56” 
 
The missing distance is then obtained from the sine rule:       

400.448   or   1110.771
44'32"18 sin

Z sin438.03





d  

 
Therefore the missing data are 
 

either:  βBC = 171 20’ 19”     dPA = 1110.77 m 
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or:  βBC =   62 59’ 15”     dPA =   400.45 m 
 
Additional information is needed to find correct set. 
 
 
Method 3  (Cardinal direction method) 
 
First calculate the bearing and distance of PQ from the known coordinates:  

β = 6135’02”    d =  1525.056 m 
 
Choose the North cardinal direction along the line PA. The original bearing of PA was 27 09’ 47”, so 
all bearings have to be reduced by 27 09’ 47”.  Adding or subtracting a constant to all traverse lines 
has the same effect as rotating the entire traverse. So the entire traverse is then rotated anti-clockwise 
by 27 09’ 47” (note that   = β – 27 09’ 47”): 
 

 
 

E of all traverse lines is equal to E between the terminals (i.e. P and Q): 
 

0 + 292.54 sin7019’27” + 438.03 sin  + 521.73 sin3916’03”  = 1525.056 sin3425’15” 
 
This 1 equation with only 1 unknown gives: 
 

438.03 sin = 1525.056 sin3425’15”  – 292.54 sin7019’27” – 521.73 sin3916’03” 
 

 sin = 0.585302   = 35 49’ 28”    or    144 10’ 32” 
 
Similarly, N of all traverse lines is equal to N between the terminals (i.e. P and Q): 
 

d + 292.54 cos7019’27”  + 438.026 cos + 521.73 cos3916’03”  = 1525.056 cos3425’15” 
 
This one equation with only one unknown gives: 
 

d = 1525.056 cos3425’15”   – 292.54 sin7019’27” – 438.026 cos    – 521.73 cos3916’03” 
 
 =   400.449  if  =   3549’28” (i.e. β =   6259’15”) 
 
 = 1110.771  if  = 14410’32” (i.e. β = 17120’19”) 
 
Therefore the missing data are 
 

either:  βBC =   62 59’ 15”     dPA =   400.45 m 
 
or:  βBC = 171 20’ 19”     dPA = 1110.77 m 

 
Additional information needed to find correct set.  
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SUMMARY 

 
 For missing data problems the assumption is made that the known observations are accurate and 

that there is no misclose in the traverse. They are useful for determining bearings and distances 
between points on survey plans. 

 
 The following cases of missing data have been dealt with: 
 

1) Bearing and distance of one line missing. 
 
2) Distances of two lines missing. 
 
3) Bearings of two lines missing. 
 
4) Bearing of one line and distance of another missing. 

 
 The following methods have been used: 
 

1) The E (N) of all traverse lines is equal to E (N) between the terminals. 
 
2) Solution based on a triangle. 
 
3) Cardinal direction method. 
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Ch3. Loop Close Tutorial Problems 

The data for these questions is available in a separate spreadsheet file to save data entry time. 
 
Q1.  In the traverse shown below, the distances CD and EF are missing. Calculate these missing 
distances. Use any two methods as a check of your answers.  
 

 
 
 
Q2. In the figure below, bearing BC and distance EF are missing. Calculate these missing elements. 
 

 
 
 
Q3. With the following data compute the missing bearings of BC and DE. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
COORDS E N 

A 1616.36 3948.21 
E 1980.95 3836.99 

    
 
 
  

LINE BEARING DISTANCE 
AB 46°10'30" 161.34 
BC ? 210.33 
CD 131 36 50 88.34 
DE ? 161.92 
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Q4. Calculate the offset of the brick wall from the boundary. 
 

 

 
 
 
Q5.  In the figure of a cadastral lot shown below, the bearing of the southern boundary of lot 32 is 
90°00’ and the bearing of the eastern boundary is 165°31’40”. A rectangular house (13m wide and 
9.8m deep) is to be built parallel to the boundary with Quebec St and as close as possible to both the 
road and the eastern boundary. The Local Council specifies houses must be no closer than 8m to the 
road and no closer than 1m to a side boundary. Calculate the “peg out” radiation from the SE corner of 
lot 32 to the SE corner of the house  
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Q6. A determination of the distance between two points A and E is required, but it cannot be directly 
measured. Obtain the distance from the following notes of a traverse run from A to E: 
 
Line  Bearing  Distance 
AB    346 18   795.47  
BC     73 57   194.40 
CD    296 33   133.75 
DE     18 21   385.45 
 
 
 
Q7. Using the data in the subdivision plan shown below:  
 

a) Calculate the bearing and distance from RM A to RM B, given references for A and B.   
 A: RM DH&W 150°00’ 2.23 B: RM GIP 165°30’ 1.45 

b) Calculate the misclose around the outer perimeter of this subdivision.  
c) Calculate the bearings from the centre of the cul-de-sac circle to the lot corners that front that 

circle. Calculate chord distances of these “frontages”. 
 

 
    

Original source: TAFE drafting exercise; redrawn by UNSW student. 
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Ch3. Traverses & Loop Closes:
Worked Solutions

These solutions can be read AFTER you have made some attempt to solve the question.  
Remember, you can check your answers by substituting them in the data sets and calculating the 
traverse miscloses. 

Q1.  Two missing distances. 
Method 1, Sum ΔE and ΔN around loop 

Line Bearing Distance ΔE ΔN  

AB 78°39'50" 128.21 125.709 25.201 

BC 91°34'30" 182.02 181.951 -5.003

CD 178°48'20" 
  

DE 261°52'20" 161.81 -160.185 -22.877

EF 274°39'50" 
 

FA 0°00'00" 160.75 0 160.750 
 

sum 147.475 158.072 

Solve 2x2 equation by matrix algebra: 
sinBCD DCD + sinBEF DEF = -sum∆E 
cosBCD DCD + cosBEF DEF = -sum∆N 

The coefficients are: 
0.021 DCD -0.997 DEF = -147.475 
-1.000 DCD + 0.081 DEF = -158.072

So DCD = 170.430 and   DEF = 151.530 

Method 2  
Rotate vectors so one missing line is cardinal. I chose to make line EF 270° so subtract 4° 39' 50'' 
from each bearing. This will cause ΔN for EF is 0 regardless of the distance EF. The distance CD can 
then be found from the misclose in Northings. 

Bearing Distance ΔE ΔN 
Rotate - 4°39'50" 

   

AB 74°00'00" 128.21 123.243 35.339
BC 86°54'40" 182.02 181.756 9.808 
CD 174°08'30" 

 
17.396 

DE 257°12'30" 161.81 -157.794 -35.826
EF 270°00'00" 

 
0.000 

FA -4°39'50" 160.75 -13.0706 160.218  
sum 151.530 169.540 

dCD cos(174°08'30") + 169.540 = 0    So  dCD = 170.4297 

Use this dCD to calculate misclose in E and then dEF = -151.530/sin(270)    dEF= 151.530        

Check:  Solution was done by two methods.  Could also calculate loop misclose after entering 
distances. 
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Q2. Solution by rotation: 
Rotate the figure until Line EF has bearing 0° so disEF is not part of sum of ∆E of new loop: 
 
Swing = 360 – BEF = + 9.94°       
                
  New Bearing  Distance  ∆E 
           
AB  120°00'53"  303.27  262.601  
BC    220.84   
CD  300°20'18"  265.07  -228.771  
DE  269°56'33" 204.07  -204.070  
EF  0°00'00"        0.000  
FA  89°56'33"  297.65  297.650  
  sum 127.410  
        
So to give a zero misclose for the loop the ∆E for line BC must = -127.410          
∆E = dis * sin brg  so  sin BBC =  -0.57693                    
BBC =      324°45'54"       OR       215°14'06"              
Remove the swing to return to original bearings:                  
BBC =      314°49'21"      OR  205°17'33"              
                      
From the figure the likely answer is 205°17'33", otherwise the loop 
is completely different in appearance with CDE all north of FAB. 
                
We can now proceed to find DEF from the original bearings loop 
(we could also have done it in the rotated loop)  
  
   Bearing Distance ∆E ∆N 
AB 110°04'20" 303.27  284.850  -104.084  
BC 205°17'33" 220.84  -94.352  -199.670  
CD 290°23'45" 265.07  -248.452  92.378  
DE 260°00'00" 204.07  -200.970  -35.436  
EF 350°03'27"    
FA 80°00'00" 297.65  293.128  51.686  
     sum 34.204  -195.125  
 
The bearing and distance of the misclose vector should match the line EF. 
DEF = √(misE2+misN2) = 198.101    
Bmisc = atan2(-misN,-misE) = 350°03'27" = BEF            
                      
Check solution by calculating coordinates and misclose. Choose arbitrary coordinates for A, e.g.  
300,500.                   
 
      E N 
 Bearing Distance ∆E ∆N A 300 500 
AB 110°04'20" 303.27 284.850 -104.084 B 584.850 395.916 
BC 205°17'33" 220.84 -94.352 -199.670 C 490.498 196.247 
CD 290°23'45" 265.07 -248.452 92.378 D 242.046 288.625 
DE 260°00'00" 204.07 -200.970 -35.436 E 41.076 253.188 
EF 350°03'27" 198.101 -34.204 195.125 F 6.872 448.314 
FA 80°00'00" 297.65 293.128 51.686 A 300.000 500.000 
 
 
Solution by Excel Solver: 
We could start this by entering the data and leaving the missing data (shaded yellow below) blank (ie 
E10 = 0 and F16 = 0).  Try to use Excel Solver.  Set up equations for misclose in E and N as follows. 
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For Eastings, F21 is: 
=G7+F8*SIN(RADIANS(E8))+F10*SIN(RADIANS(E10))+F12*SIN(RADIANS(E12))+F14*SIN(RADIAN
S(E14))+F16*SIN(RADIANS(E16))+F18*SIN(RADIANS(E18))-G19 
 
For Northings, F22 is: 
=H7+F8*COS(RADIANS(E8))+F10*COS(RADIANS(E10))+F12*COS(RADIANS(E12))+F14*COS(RAD
IANS(E14))+F16*COS(RADIANS(E16))+F18*COS(RADIANS(E18))-H19 
 
My first attempt at this problem in Excel’s solver did not work, 
so add a constraint that the missing distance must be >= 0.  
That still did not work.  Then enter approx values for the 
missing bearing and distance by looking at the figure, e.g. 
200 degrees and 150 m.  Run solver again and it comes up 
with sensible answers. 
 
 
 
Solution by moving vectors and solving intersection or triangle: 
 
For variety I solved this one using CoGo in CAD. We could do this with a calculator or spreadsheet. 

Start with arbitrary coordinates for F, use bearing and distance F to A to determine coordinates of A. 
Then   B&D A to B to find B.  Then use B&D from C to D to find D1.  Unfortunately for graphical clarity, 
this data set puts D1 close to the line AB. Then use B&D from D to E to find E1.  We now have 
coordinates for F and E1.  Calculate the bearing and distance between them (as shown in the figure 
above). We can then draw a new triangle using the bearing FE (180° reversed to direction in question 
diagram) and the distance BC. Solve this triangle using cosine rule or calculate an intersection using  
the coordinate of F and E1 and the bearing FE and distance BC.  The results are shown in the figure 
above and are rounded off. We do not need the coordinates of the new point, just the missing distance 
and bearing. 
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Q3.    

A) Solution with solver: USE GOOD STARTING VALUES FOR BEARINGS  
From the figure I estimate Brg BC = 90° and Brg DE = 180°, or approx.: 
Brg BC = 1.6 and Brg DE = 3.1 radians as starting values. Then Solver  
gave the results shown below.  

E N 
A 1616.36 3948.21 
E  1980.95 3836.99 

    
E N  

 
    

LINE Dist BRG 1616.360 3948.210  answers     
AB 161.34 46°10'30.0'' 1732.760 4059.931  radians d.d d m s 
BC 210.33   ? 1943.035 4055.115  1.5937 91.312 91 18 43.7 
CD 88.34 131°36'50.0'' 2009.081 3996.448  

 
    

DE 161.92   ? 1980.950 3836.990  3.3162 190.005 190 00 18.2   
Solver target (≈0) -2.3E-10 3.3E-09  

 
    

 
Answer:  βBC = 91° 18' 43.7",  βDE = 190° 00' 18.2" 
 

B) Solution by moving the vectors:  Swap vector BC with CD, so traverse becomes 
 

A 
  

1616.36 3948.21 
AB 46°10'30.0'' 161.34 

  

B 
  

1732.760 4059.931 
BC' 131°36'50.0'' 88.34 

  

C' 
  

1798.806 4001.264 
  
Then intersection by distances  

 
from C' (=1798.806, 4001.264)  dist C'P = 210.33   

  from E (=1980.95, 3836.99)  dist EP = 161.92   
    
Answer is  (2009.081, 3996.448)  and the bearings of the two lines are 91°18'43.7" and 190°00'18.2" 
 
 
 
Q4.     Answer = 0.367 
 
Label the points starting at RM = 1, going clockwise 
 

Data E N Brg DD Dist 
1 200 500 

  

1 to 2 
  

300 2.500 
2 to 3 

  
92 

 

3 to 4 
  

182 
 

1 to 4 
  

88.5 13.210      
Method 1 

   

RM square offset to boundary: 1.174 
RM line parallel to bdy, offset to wall: 0.806        

wall from bdy: 0.367      
Method 2 

   

Join 2 to 4 , then simple triangle 
 

2 197.835 501.250 
  

4 213.205 500.346 
  

2 to 4 
  

93.37 15.397 
sine rule, wall offset: 

 
0.367 
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 A B C D E 
2 

 
E N Brg DD Dist 

3 1 200 500 
  

4 1 
2 

  
300 2.5 

5 2 
3 

  
92 

 

6 3 
4 

  
182 

 

7 1 
4 

  
88.5 13.21 

9 Method 1 
   

10 RM square offset to boundary: 
 

=E4*COS(RADIANS(362-D4)) 
11 RM line parallel to bdy, offset to wall: 

 
=E7*SIN(RADIANS(D5-D7)) 

13 
  

wall from bdy: 
 

=E10-E11 
15 Method 2 

   

16 Join 2 to 4 , then simple triangle 
  

17 2 =B3+E4*SIN(RA
DIANS(D4)) 

=C3+E4*COS(RADIA
NS(D4)) 

  

18 4 =B3+E7*SIN(RA
DIANS(D7)) 

=C3+E7*COS(RADIA
NS(D7)) 

  

19 2 
4 

  
=MOD(DEGREES(ATAN2(C18-
C17,B18-B17)),360) 

=SQRT((B18-B17)^2+(C18-C17)^2) 

20 sine rule, wall offset: 
  

=(E19*SIN(RADIANS(D19-
D5)))/SIN(RADIANS(90)) 

 
 
 
Q5.      Method 1. Derivation of equations for Cadastral peg-out  
Label the dimensions as shown in figure below. If α is > 90° then we are more interested in the 
distance from the side boundary to B than to C. If α = 90° the problem is simple, S = a+b    and  R = c. 
 

 
Rotate the figure (swing the bearings of the lines) until 
the line AC has a bearing (βAC) of 0° and the road has 
a bearing (βAE) of 90° (lines AC and AE are 
perpendicular to establish shortest distances). Then 
the bearing of line DE will be = 90° + α and the bearing 
of the line DC will be 90° + α + 90° = 180° + α. The 
bearing of the line CD will thus be α in this rotated 
system. 
 
Write an equation for close of Northings around the 
loop.  Since βAE now = 90° (βEA = 270°) the distance R 
will not be in the equation. Thus the sum of Northings 
starting at A and going clockwise:   

 
(a+b) cos0° + c cosα + Scos(90°+α) + R cos270°= 0            [cos0° = cos270°= 1, cos(90°+α) = -sinα]  
 
 (a+b) + c cosα - Ssinα = 0  
 

      
sinα

cosαcb)(aS   

 
Similar to the above approach, we now rotate the figure until line DE has a bearing of 180° so that the 
sum of Eastings won’t include S. Then the new bearing of line EA will be βEA =360°-α, which is the 
same as - α and the new bearing of line CD, βCD = 90°. With some study of the figure you will see that 
new βAC = 90°-α.  
 
Write an equation for the loop close in Eastings starting at E and going clockwise:  
 
Rsin(-α) + (a+b) sin(90°- α) + c sin(90°) = 0               [sin(-α) = -sinα, sin(90°-α) = cosα, and sin90° = 1]  
 
    -Rsinα + (a+b)cosα  + c  = 0 
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sinα

cb)cosα(aR   

 
For the special case when α = 90°, substitution in the above equations yields:  S = a+b    and  R = c,    
which is the correct result.  
 
For the example data, angle α = 165°31’40” - 90° = 75°31’40”, street offset a = 8, house depth b = 9.8 
and side boundary clearance c = 1.  
 

sinα
cosαcb)(aS  = 18.641      and    

sinα
cb)cosα(aR  = 5.627  

 
After R is known it is a simple right angle triangle with R and a to determine the bearing and distance 
from the SE corner of lot 32 to the SE corner of the house (EB): 324°52’43” and 9.781m 
 
A check of the answers is to use the bearings and distances of each line and 
calculate the misclose around the loop ABCDEA.   
 
Another way to derive the equations, when α is less than 90°, is to extend the 
line AC until it intersects an extension of the line DE at P, as shown in figure  
There is then a right angle triangle CDP with angle PCD = α, and 90° at D.  
So cosα = c/CP and sin α = PD/CP.  Then CP = c/cosα and PD = c tanα  
In the right angle triangle EAP the angle at E is α and the angle at A is 90°.  
The three sides of this triangle EAP are a + b + c/cosα , S + c tanα  and R. 
So, sinα = (a + b + c/cosα) / (S + c tanα)   S = ((a + b + c/cosα) / sinα) - c 
tanα 

Algebraic rearrangement of terms and knowing that sin2α+cos2α=1 leads to 
sinα

cosαcb)(aS   as 

before. 
 
Also from the triangle EAP:    tanα = (a+b + c/cosα)  / R  

So, R = (a + b + c/cosα) / tanα 
sin α

cb)cos α(a    as before. 

 
 
Method 2 Solver 
 

 
 
To use Solver (if it is add in to your Excel) set up the table below using the usual traversing 
calculations around a loop. The unknown values C19 and C21 start as 0. Cell F24 is the distance 
between the original coordinates of A and the values calculated by using the data around the loop.  
F24 =SQRT((D22-D23)^2+(E22-E23)^2).  If you start with C19 and C21 as 0, then F24 will be about 
18.1. Select Solver with settings as shown below and it will calculate the adjusted distances of 18.641 
and 5.627. They agree with those from method 1 above. 
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 A B C D E F G H I 
11 

 
Brg Dist E N brg rads 

   

12 A 
  

200 500 
    

13 AB 0 8 
  

0 
   

14 B 
  

200 508 
    

15 BC 0 9.8 
  

0 
   

16 C 
  

200 517.8 
 

d m s 
17 CD 75.53 1 

  
1.32 75 31 40 

18 D 
  

200.968 518.050 
    

19 DE 165.53 18.641 
  

2.89 165 31 40 
20 E 

 
0 205.627 500.000 

    

21 EA 270 5.627 
  

4.71 
   

22 A 
  

200.000 500.000 
    

23 org A 
  

200 500 
    

24 Diff 
  

0.000 0.000 0.000 
   

25 
         

26 Brg & Dist  
       

27 EB 324.88 9.781 
  

324.88 324 52 43 
28 angle from main road 54.88 

     

 
 

 
 
Answer: Radiation EB = 324°52’43” and  9.781 m 
 
Q6. This is simply a matter of calculating the misclose of the loop A B C D E A.  One method is to 
assign arbitrary coordinates for A and then calculate the coordinates of E.  From the coordinates of A 
and E calculate the distance AE.  
 

Pt / Line Bearing d m  radians Distance E N        
A 

    
1000 5000 

AB 346 18 6.04 795.47 
  

B  
    

811.602 5772.838 
BC 73 57 1.29 194.4 

  

C  
    

998.425 5826.585 
CD 296 33 5.18 133.75 

  

D  
    

878.779 5886.369 
DE 18 21 0.32 385.45 

  

E 
    

1000.127 6252.219        
Ans     

   
Dist AE 1252.219 

 

 
 
Q7. a) Bearing and distance from RM A to RM B. Treat this as an unclosed loop or 
traverse of vectors:   
RMA to A   150°00’, 2.23m  ∆e, ∆n = 1.115, -1.931.    
A to B    86°58’, (25.43+26.5+19.77+13.5 = 85.2)  ∆e, ∆n = 85.081, 4.509   
B to RMB  345°30’, 1.45 (i.e. reverse bearing so +180°)   ∆e, ∆n = -0.363, 1.404   
Sum   ∆e, ∆n = 85.833, 3.981   
Brg & dist of join = 87° 20’ 39.8”,  85.925m  
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b) Misclose around the outer perimeter of this subdivision.  
A to B 86°58’, 85.2 (=25.43+26.5 +19.77 + 13.5)     ∆e, ∆n = 85.081, 4.509   
B to C 156°40’, 97.5 (=37.32+21.32+25.06+13.8)    ∆e, ∆n = 38.618, -89.526   
C to D 240°10’, 83.1 (=18+34.6+30.5)     ∆e, ∆n = -72.087, -41.340   
D to E 333°35’, 74.43 (=35.38+26.25+12.8)    ∆e, ∆n = -33.114, 66.658   
E to A 342°47’, 62.5 (=10.79+23.75+27.96)   ∆e, ∆n = -18.499, 59.700   
Sum   ∆e, ∆n = misclose in E and N = -0.002, 0.000   
Brg & dist of misclose = 258°41’59.1”,  0.002m  
 
c) Bearings from the centre of the cul-de-sac circle to the lot corners that front that circle.  
You are welcome to send me your solutions for this.  Save me typing it up  
d) Arc and chord distances of these “frontages”. 
You are welcome to send me your solutions for this.  Save me typing it up  
 

Note: Just reading the solutions might give you a false 
confidence.  They might look easy enough to follow, but if you 
were in an examination or doing a real survey project outside 
university would you be able to do similar problems correctly?  
You should think how to solve each problem.  You should do 
the calculations – not just copy the steps shown above. 
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4. TRAVERSE CALCULATIONS and 
ADJUSTMENTS 

This chapter continues traverse calculations with revision of material students have already learnt in a 
first year course and that is covered in many standard Surveying textbooks.  It deals with calculation 
and adjustment of measured values. It includes material on using and interpreting miscloses and error 
detection. There are four main parts to this chapter.  Firstly, how to calculate traverse miscloses which, 
with modern equipment, should be small. That is revision. Some discussion is included about the field 
techniques of carrying bearings and carrying coordinates when traversing. Next topic is how to 
interpret large miscloses and find errors that may have caused a large misclose.  Briefly some 
comments on the Bowditch and similar traverse adjustment methods is covered. Finally, some related 
topics including swinging the traverse back onto azimuth of a line, and what to do with multiple 
reference targets (ROs) at traverse terminals. 

Observations 

Two methods of measuring the angles, directions and bearings of a traverse are: 
 
1) Angles or directions method: Angles or rounds (also called arcs) of directions are measured at 

each station and the bearings subsequently calculated from the measurements and the given 
bearing of the first line. The angle included by the traverse lines at each station is measured by 
the usual method for measuring horizontal directions with added refinements (such as repeating 
measurements with faces and zeros changed). If the survey is a high quality control network 
with more lines from each point than the two in a traverse then the rounds of directions method 
may be preferred. Some people set 0°00’00” to the first target to ease manual calculations, but 
that is not essential. 

 
2) Direct Bearing Method: The setting of the theodolite or total station is arranged to give direct 

readings of bearings. This method is suitable for either a loop traverse or one that starts and 
ends on lines with known bearing. This method is often called carrying the bearings and is 
useful for finding existing marks in some types of surveys and to be able to readily determine 
the angular misclose in the field.  A related method with modern total stations is to carry the 
coordinates. Note that the bearings or coordinates carried in this mode are provisional and may 
change slightly when the survey is completed and adjusted. When carrying bearings remember 
to include the effects of differences between FL and FR observations. Examples follow later in 
this chapter. 

 
In the past accurately standardised invar or steel tapes were used for distance measurements. Now 
EDM is usually used. Several corrections need to be applied to traverse distance measurements.  
These are covered in other courses, but include corrections for: air temperature, atmospheric 
pressure, (tension and sag for tapes), slope, and sea-level (or height above ellipsoid).  Also, if map 
projection coordinates are used then the distances need to have a scale factor applied to them that 
depends mainly on the Easting coordinates of the line (for Transverse Mercator projections like MGA) 
and height above datum. 

Calculations 

In a traverse we need to calculate the coordinates of each station from observed angles or directions 
and distances. To calculate bearings from traverse angles remember that: 

  We add angles to known bearings.  
  We can add or subtract 360° to/from any bearing.  
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  To ‘reverse’ a bearing, add or subtract 
180° 

 
Traditional traverse computational steps: 

 
1) Apply corrections to the linear 

(distance) measurements (e.g. 
temperature & pressure for EDM, 
possibly map grid corrections too to fit 
with coordinates on a map 
projection). 

 
2) Compute the angular misclose of the 

traverse and the adjusted bearing of 
each line. 

 
3) Calculate the coordinates of the stations, and the linear misclose (in coordinates) of the 

traverse. 
 

4) If the misclose is small enough, then adjust the traverse to obtain the final coordinates. If 
misclose is not small enough, then investigate to find the error. 

 
In later courses we learn how to include all data simultaneously in a best fit solution. 

TRAVERSE MISCLOSE CALCULATION 

ANGULAR MISCLOSE 

Loop traverse with n points 
 
If no errors in angles, then: 
 interior angles = (n-2) 180° 
 outer angles = (n+2) 180° 
 
Misclose =  internal angles - (n-2) 180° 
 
 
 
 
Closed-line traverse 
 
 angles + β = (n-2) 180° + 180°     
 
where β = starting bearing – closing bearing 
and in this figure:  
n = 6 observed angles and we add another 180° for the β 
 
Misclose =  angles + β - (n-2) 180° + 180°          

 

SIMPLE DISTRIBUTION of ANGULAR MISCLOSE 

 If the angular misclose is acceptably small, then it is usually distributed evenly to all observed 
angles. 
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 Correction to each angle:   
n

misclose  angular
c         where n = number of observed angles 

 
 The bearings are then calculated using the adjusted angles:       
 
 Alternatively, the bearings of lines calculated from unadjusted angles, can be corrected 

sequentially. i.e. first bearing gets + α, second bearing gets + 2* α, third bearing gets + 3* α, etc 
 

Example 1:  TRAVERSE with measured angles 
 
A traverse was observed from B40 to B45 (which have known coordinates) as shown in the figure 
below. The angles were derived from mean of FL and FR directions and reduced to zero on the 
backsight. The distances have been corrected for slope, atmosphere etc and are the mean of forward 
and backward observations. 

 
Observations: 
       Angle     From - To   Dist m 
B40   94° 10’ 00”  B40 – 1 103.402 
1 178 19 00  1 – 2 157.225 
2 118 21 45  2 – 3 143.369 
3 194 42 25  3 – 4 169.087 
4 158 07 30  4 – B40 176.743 
B45   89 03 55    

 
 
Given data:  

Coordinates (E, N)   Bearings from coordinates 
B40: 406.347, 423.509  B40 – TS1:     10° 12’ 35” 
B45: 992.415, 713.229  B45 – TS15: 302° 57’ 43” 

 
 
Step 1 – Angular misclose and adjusted bearings 
 
This step can be done by: 
  

(A) summing the angles, distributing a portion of the misclose as a correction to each angle, then 
calculating the adjusted bearings, or 
  

(B) calculating bearings of each line, then the misclose, then distribute a sequentially increasing 
portion of the misclose to the bearings.  

 
We show both methods here and assume the misclose is acceptably small. If the misclose is large, 
then the angles and bearings should not be adjusted and the error should be found. More details on 
how to do that later.  
 

(A) Adjusting Angles: 
 
 β (starting brg – closing brg) = 67° 14’ 52”       Note: bearings from terminal to target  

 
 For a loop traverse, β is zero. 

 
 Angular misclose m =  angles - (n-2) 180° + 180°     

= 832° 44’ 35” + 67° 14’ 52” – (6-2) * 180° + 180°    here n=6 traverse stations  
= 899° 59’ 27”  -  900°     m = -33” 
 

 Correction to angles = -m / n = +5.5”     here n = number of observed angles, we do not adjust the 
known bearings 
 

 180forward angleadjback
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 Bearings from corrected angles:   1801ii i  

 
 

Pt Angle  Cor   Adj Angle Adj Brg   
TS1           
      190°12’35” Known 
B40   94°10’00” 5.5”   94°10’05.5”    
      104 22 41 
1 178 19 00 5.5 178 19 05.5    
      102 41 46 
2 118 21 45 5.5 118 21 50.5    
        41 03 37 
3 194 42 25 5.5 194 42 30.5    
        55 46 07 
4 158 07 30 5.5 158 07 35.5    
        33 53 42 
B45   89 03 55 5.5   89 04 00.5    
      302 57 43 
TS15           
 Misc    -33” 33.0   302 57 43 Known   

 
 Check: last bearing calculated = given bearing 
 
 

(B) Adjusting by Bearings Method: 
 
Bearings are calculated from unadjusted angles. Then each bearing is corrected by a sequentially 
increasing component of the misclose.   

Correction to  ith bearing n

misclose ang.  i 


 6

33"
 i 

 
  
n = number of bearings to be corrected = number of observed angles. 
 
So in this example the first bearing is increased by 5.5”, then next bearing by 2*5.5 = 11”, then next by 
3*5.5, etc 
 
 
Pt Angle               Brg  Cor      Adj Brg   
TS1           
       190°12’35” Known    
B40   94°10’00”        
   104°22’35”   5.5”  104°22’41” 
1 178 19 00        
   102 41 35 11.0  102 41 46 
2 118 21 45        
     41 03 20 16.5    41 03 36 
3 194 42 25        
     55 45 45 22.0    55 46 07 
4 158 07 30        
     33 53 15 27.5    33 53 42 
B45   89 03 55        
   302 57 10 33.0  302 57 43 
TS15           
   Misc -33”   302 57 43  Known        

COMPUTATION  of  COORDINATES 

 The coordinates of the traverse stations are calculated from the adjusted bearings and distances 
(PR): 
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E = d sinβ  and N = d cosβ 
 
 The sum of the E and N is compared to the given values obtained from the known coordinates 

of the start and end control station: 
misclose in E: mE = E – given E 
misclose in N:   mN = N – given N 

 
 Or, calculate coordinates along the traverse and compare last station coordinates with given 

values: 
misclose in E:   mE = Calc E – given E  (of last point) 
misclose in N:   mN = Calc N – given N  (of last point) 

 

 The linear misclose is calculated from:  2
N

2
E m mm    

 
 The proportional misclose is obtained by:  mp = 1 : (D / m)  
where D = total traverse length, by simply summing the observed distances for each line. 

Carrying approximate bearings and 
coordinates in the field  

Field technique for traversing with coordinates - What not to do and what to do … 
 
In this section we try to combine the best features of modern technology with traditional survey 
wisdom. 
 
Practice using your instrument before a real survey. Know the settings.  Check that you can get your 
data out of the instrument.  Test your instrument e.g. calibration. 
 
Carrying bearings in the field has been done for years.  It is very useful especially in cadastral and 
construction site surveys. It can be done with or without a total station (theodolites can do it, 
calculators and batteries not necessary). Here is an example of part of a traverse that uses the 
technique of carrying bearings in the field: 
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In the above example the coordinates of D210 and TS133 are known, so we have a known bearing of 
9° 03’ 24” for that line.  The observer set that bearing in the instrument on FL.  Then read the 
directions to other targets. The FR reading is not exactly 180° different to FL, that is common and is 
due to pointing and instrument errors. The reduced mean column returns the first line to the known 
bearing.  This calculation can be done in the field. The bearing from D210 to the next traverse station 
A is now known. When we move the instrument to A and point to D210 we can set the direction to the 
known bearing, 180° different to the reduced mean just calculated.  This process continues until the 
last line of the traverse.  The observed direction on the last line is a carried bearing and can be 
compared with the known bearing (eg from coordinates) of that line.  The difference is the angular 
misclose of the traverse.   
 
If calculations of mean FL FR and reduced mean are not done in the field, then an alternate method to 
the above example is to just set the reverse of the FL readings.  So, in the above example at A we 
could set 13° 42’ 00” to D210.  The carried bearings and misclose will not be so accurate but may be 
quick and useful in the field. 
 
Now with total station instruments we can carry coordinates too. Total stations that can calculate 
horizontal and or grid distances and calculate coordinates in the field are common. Total stations can 
record the data, save transcription error problems and save input time to computers. Total stations 
that can be levelled with electronic bubbles based on dual axis compensators are accurate and quick 
for beginners to use. Laser plummets make setting a tripod over a mark easier for beginners to 
understand and see what they are doing. 
 
However, over the last few years we have seen some students do traverses with total station data 
recording of coordinates and they have miscloses of 5 m or so. They seem to be taking risks with 
shortcuts. When something goes wrong they sometimes have to do the whole traverse again, not just 
part of it. 
 
What not to do and why it is happening 
 
Let’s learn from other people’s mistakes… 
 
Water flows downhill naturally; trying to force it elsewhere takes effort. Similarly, students will try to find 
a way to have the easiest or quickest way to do a survey. It takes effort to do a good control survey 
(including traverses).   
 
An old saying: if you have a hammer every problem looks like a nail.  Our equivalent might be that if 
you have a total station every survey looks like a detail/topo survey.  But some control surveys need to 
be considerably more precise and more accurate than detail/topo surveys. 
 
We see students do a traverse similar to the way they do detail surveys. They set up the total station, 
a backsight and a foresight. In the instrument they give the point a number and enter its coordinates 
(MGA or arbitrary local). They enter the backsight point’s coordinates or azimuth. They observe the 
foresight direction and distance, give it a point number (eg 103) and store it.  Some students do not 
put a mark on the ground at the foresight. It takes a little time and effort to set a prism on tripod over a 
mark accurately so they avoid it. They hope the tripod doesn’t get bumped or that they do not have to 
reoccupy that point at some future time. They use constrained centring. They move the instrument into 
the foresight’s tribrach. They can’t check the centring if there is no ground mark.  If their instrument 
has a laser plummet they sometimes use that to place a mark under the instrument. Easier for them. (I 
think I can centre over a mark more accurately with an optical plummet than the centre of a laser spot- 
but that is a separate issue). At their first foresight station (103), they recall the point’s coordinates 
from the previous station’s observations. Set backsight to their first station and instrument does the 
calculations based on point numbers and stored coordinates.  They then continue this process for 
each traverse station.  Some traverse points also measured radiations to points of interest.  These 
radiated points are given point numbers (and perhaps a code) and their coordinates stored. Users of 
this system have to be careful to enter correct point numbers for backsights and occupied stations. 
Users of this method rarely write anything on paper, or think about bearings (do they seem reasonable 
or are we 180° wrong?), or think about coordinates (are they approximately correct?). 
 
For a loop traverse they continue the above process until their last new station. They observe to their 
starting traverse point and see if the coordinates match the starting values.  The difference is a 
misclose, and we hope it is small. Users of this system might stop observing if they have a small 
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misclose.  Actually, depending on whether their original backsight at the start of the traverse is one of 
the traverse lines or is a separate line, they should reoccupy the starting station to read the closing 
angle and reverse distance. If it is a large misclose then “Houston we have a problem”. Do you want to 
do the whole traverse again?  There are similar issues and procedures if the traverse is between 
points with known coordinates (eg in NSW MGA coordinated marks from SCIMS).  
 
Where students learn about the risks with this method most clearly are when they do a detail survey 
spending hours at a point radiating many features and finding later when they download and draw 
their plan that everything is in the wrong place.  That can be caused by wrong point coordinates, but 
also because the instrument did not correctly use the backsight observation -even when students 
seemed to have followed the step by step instructions. This can happen with any brand of total station.  
 
Another learning experience is when a tripod moves or someone takes the tribrach as well as 
instrument or prism off the tripod (instead of correct constrained centring procedure) and they have no 
ground mark underneath. 
 
This method risks a lack of precision if only one face observations AND often a lack of accuracy if 
enter wrong point numbers or tripod moves or have to come back to the site another day.  If 
everything goes well they are happy, if not….  
 
If your instrument stores point coordinates but not the raw observations, then how do you adjust your 
misclose or get a best fit solution if you do not have your observed directions and distances? 
 
What to do  
 
When carrying bearings or carrying coordinates we usually just use the FL observations, so the 
bearings and coordinates that we carry are approximate at the usual measurement precisions, but 
they are useful. Final adjusted bearings and coordinates are determined from a best fit adjustment of 
all the observations after the traverse has been closed (or control network completed). 
 

1) Placing a traverse mark in the ground (or overhead in underground surveys) is wise.  The 
mark can be permanent (eg a drill that becomes a future RM DHW in cadastral surveys, or 
nail in conc on construction sites), semi-permanent (eg a dumpy peg with nail), or temporary 
(eg scratch on concrete, GIN etc) depending on the circumstances of the job. Also in case the 
instrument gets bumped or must be moved temporarily for some reason, the location and be 
re-established and work can continue from this point. 

 
2) Drawing a field sketch is a traditional approach that is still a wise thing to do and especially 

useful for educational purposes for beginner students.  Draw a plan on paper (or ipad?) put 
your point numbers on it – and codes or description of the feature.  Perhaps also write the 
bearings of your traverse lines.  Maybe even the coordinates of your traverse stations. As you 
go around or along your traverse check the onscreen numbers match with the numbers on 
your paper – or at least seem reasonable. 
 

3) Be careful with point numbers! A possible error source when setting up on a mark or pointing 
to a backsight if you recall (in the instrument) the coordinates using the wrong point number, 
then you will have a gross error, that you may not notice until you close the traverse. 
 

4) Traditionally surveyors traversing would hand write the observations. This allowed a quick 
check in the field that forward distance was similar to the back distance and the FL and FR 
directions or bearings were compatible. There are advantages with this approach in terms of 
detecting blunders. The disadvantage is the time it takes to enter data into calculations and 
transcription errors.  What can we do to gain the best of both worlds?  Perhaps electronic data 
recording and handwriting of observations?  Perhaps making sure your instrument records 
raw observation data (directions and distances) as well as coordinates – and testing / 
practicing that you can download it all. 
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5) If there is a large traverse misclose and you have the data and marks in the ground then you 
can use survey analysis techniques to help find which observations or calculations are the 
cause. This saves having to do the whole traverse again.  
 

6) When you approach the end of the traverse your observations to that final mark will show the 
misclose  if you carried coordinates. Is it acceptably small?  Do not stop there. Close the 
traverse by occupying the last station, do not just radiate it. Read the closing angle. This 
improves the redundancy of your traverse. 

 
I think carrying bearings and carrying coordinates in the field while traversing is useful.  It gives you a 
quick look at your miscloses and can be helpful for finding marks (by set out if you know the point’s 
coordinates) – but do it wisely. 
 
When the traverse is complete and you have the raw observations (directions and distances) you can 
do a least squares adjustment (in another course) to get the best solution and know how good your 
solution is, or is not. If you have coordinates of the traverse points carried in the field then you can use 
them as starting coordinates for the least squares adjustment. The above comments also apply to a 
control network that contains more lines and loops than a single loop or single traverse between two 
points. 
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BLUNDER DETECTION in TRAVERSES 

Remember:  Preventing errors is much better than trying to find and correct errors later! 
 
During a traverse gross errors can occur in the measurement of distances and/or angles. These errors 
may be due to a booking mistake, e.g. 
 

- Transferring the wrong number from the display onto the field form. 
- The booker mishearing the value that the observer is calling out. 
- Swapping numbers (e.g. book 68.123 instead of 86.123). 

 
Other error sources include errors in centring and levelling of the instrument, observing to a target 
other than the intended target (or using wrong target ID), setting scale factors, additive constants and 
atmosphere corrections incorrectly. There are even more possible error sources. Some methods to 
prevent or detect measurement errors as they occur are taught in other surveying courses.  Methods 
include using instruments that allow direct download of measurements from instruments to computers, 
or doing calculations within the instrument. Another method is to check measurement consistency of 
the individual readings, e.g. comparison of two faces or two arcs of an angle, or comparison of forward 
and backward distance measurement of each traverse line. 
 
A large misclose indicates that a gross error occurred in the traverse. How do we discover where the 
gross error occurred if we have one distance error or one angle error? Hopefully, you haven’t made 
more than one error! Large errors are usually easier to find than small errors. 
 
What is a large misclose? That depends on the equipment and procedures used. Generally any 
misclose that is significantly larger than the specified or required value or, by experience significantly 
larger than the values obtained in similar previous traverses. Specified or required values for traverses 
can be set by clients or for example by state legislation for cadastral surveys or national standards for 
control surveys. The standards for surveys governed by the NSW Surveying Regulation 2006 
(www.legislation.nsw.gov.au) are: 

• Angular misclose < 20” +10n or 2’ 
• Linear misclose < 15mm +  100ppm 
• Measure lengths to 10mm + 15ppm or better at a 95% confidence interval. 

 
In the past it was customary in NSW to apply tests the misclose ratio. The linear misclose, was not to 
exceed a specified value depending on the type of survey, e.g.  Misclose < S / 8000, S = traverse 
length [km].  For a cadastral traverse in NSW the required accuracy used to be better than 1/8000, for 
example. For further reading on Traverse Design and Specifications such as mark types, accuracy etc 
see:  www.lands.nsw.gov.au/publications/guidelines/surveyor_generals_directions (SG Directions 1, 2 
and 11). 
 
In Australia the Standards and Practices for Control Surveys, frequently referred to as Special 
Publication 1 (SP1), is produced by the Intergovernmental Committee on Surveying and Mapping. It is 
available for free download at http://www.icsm.gov.au/icsm/publications/sp1/sp1.html 
 
Student traverses at UNSW usually have miscloses less than 20” and 15mm. 
 

ANGULAR  ERROR 

A large error in the measurement of an angle will cause a large angular misclose in a traverse. 
 
Method 1 
 
Compute the traverse coordinates from both ends of the traverse without adjusting the angular 
misclose. The station at which the coordinates from both computations agree closely (usually within a 
few cm) is the station at which the gross angular error occurred. This is because the erroneous angle 
has not been used to determine coordinates of points up to and including the point with the angle 
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error. This method can be applied to closed line traverses or loop traverses. An angular error can also 
occur at the start or end point of the traverse, this method can detect that too. 
 

 
 
A spreadsheet for traverse calculations can be modified to do these calculations.  Alternatively, a 
surveying CAD program can do the calculations and provide a plan for visual identification of the likely 
error point. In the CAD program enter the control points by their coordinates, then enter two traverses 
one from each end. 
 
Example: 
 
Find the station at which a gross angular error occurred in the following traverse. The coordinates of 
control points A and E are known, A is (100.00, 100.00) and E is (309.50, 331.80). Figure below is not 
to scale. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Solution: 

Forward Computation                                                     Backward Computation 
 

Station Bearing Distance Easting Northing  Station Bearing Distance Easting Northing 
A   100.00 100.00  E   309.50 331.80 
 15 20’ 120.14     303 50’ 85.35   

B   131.77 215.86  D   238.60 379.32 
 33 34’ 91.22     212 48’ 104.06   

C   182.21 291.87  C   182.23 291.85 
 27 49’ 104.06     218 33’ 91.22   

D   230.76 383.91  B   125.39 220.51 
 118 51’ 85.35     200 19’ 120.14   

E   305.52 342.72  A   83.67 107.85 
 5 01’      334 59’    

Y      X     
 
The angular misclose is about 5°. If only one angle was wrong then 
the angular error occurred at C because the two directions of 
computation yield differences of about 2cm in coordinates for C.  
The coordinates of the other points differ by 100s of metres. The 
angle at C should have been about 179°15’. 

 
Method 2 
 
The perpendicular bisector of the misclose vector will pass through 
the station at which the error occurred. This method is not reliable if 
the misclose is small. Computational steps: 
 

1) Calculate the coordinates of each traverse station. 
2) Determine the bearing of the misclose vector. 
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3) Calculate the mid-point M of the misclose. 
4) Calculate the bearings from M to all traverse stations. 
5) The bearing that is approx perpendicular to the misclose vector indicates at which station the 

error occurred. 
 

DISTANCE ERROR 

I suggest you look for angular errors before 
distance errors, because angle errors are indicated 
by the angle misclose and distances are not 
involved.  If the angular misclose is small then to 
detect distance errors we use the coordinate 
miscloses which depend on angles / bearings as 
well as distances. 
 
An error in the distance measurement of a traverse 
line will cause a larger linear misclose. The bearing 
of the misclose will be approximately the same as 
the bearing of the line containing the error. This 
enables the erroneous line to be identified. This 
method can be applied to closed line traverses or 
loop traverses. In the figure below, an error in the 
distance DE will create an error in the coordinates 
of G the bearing of the misclose G’G will be close to 
the bearing of the line DE if the distance error is 
large. 
 
Example:  
 
The bearing and distance of each traverse line has been 
measured. The coordinates of the control points on either end (A 

and T) are known.  
  East  North 

A 1043.216 2117.910 
T 1112.492 1972.858 

 
Line Bearing Distance 
AB 20 01’ 30” 98.231 
BC 130 20’ 40” 120.556 
CD 176 15’ 50” 78.141 
DT 220 33’ 40” 95.213 

 
Computational steps: 
 

1) Calculate the coordinates of each traverse station. 
2) A large linear misclose (between the calculated and 

given coordinates of T) indicates a gross error. 
3) Calculate the bearing and distance of the misclose (i.e. 

the line T’T). 
4) The bearing of the misclose will identify the erroneous line and the distance will indicate the 

magnitude of the error. 
 
Solution: 

T’ (calculated):  1111.916 1981.846 
T (given):   1112.492 1972.858 

 
  line T’T: E = 0.576m  N = -8.988m       β = tan-1(E/N ) = 17619’59”     d = 9.006m 
 
This indicates that the error is probably in line CD that was β = 17615’50”, d = 78.141m.  
The length of this line should probably be d = 87.141m. 
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Other blunders 

Error in control point coordinates:  
 
A large misclose could perhaps be caused by an error in one or more of the coordinates of the control 
points.  In this case the bearing of the misclose will be close to 0/180° or 90/270°, if only one 
coordinate is wrong.  If both E and N are incorrect (for example using the wrong survey mark) then the 
misclose could be large and the bearing may not be parallel to any of the traverse lines. An error in 
both coordinates of start or end point can cause a variety of effects so check the coordinates against 
your source data (or maybe with RTK GNSS observations), and check you are on the correct marks. 
 
 
Scale error in distances: 
 
There could be a scale error in your distances due to calculation errors or incorrect instrument 
calibration. For example, a map scale factor is wrong, or not applied or applied in opposite direction, 
so that lines are longer when they should have been shorter. A scale error in distances in a traverse 
between control points (not a loop traverse) will cause a misclose.  
 
If the angular misclose in a traverse is small then you look for errors in distances, in scale, or in known 
coordinates.  If it is a loop traverse, you cannot detect a scale error. In a non-loop traverse it the 
bearing of the misclose is similar (or ±180°) to the bearing of one of the traverse lines then that line's 
distance may be wrong.  A scale error in a non-loop traverse would cause a misclose to have a 
bearing similar (or ±180°)  to the bearing of an imaginary line between the start point and end point of 
the traverse. As shown in the figure below.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Loop traverses:  
 
Long loop traverses are risky because errors propagate and there is no warning about, or check for, 
scale errors or azimuth control in the miscloses. 
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DISTRIBUTION of E, N MISCLOSE 

The distribution of angular misclose has been discussed earlier. IF the (linear) misclose in E and N is 
small then it can be adjusted (i.e. distributed) using the Bowditch method or Transit or other methods. 
The Bowditch and Transit methods are described below and in many surveying textbooks. The 
adjusted E and N are then used to obtain the final coordinates of the traverse stations. 

Bowditch’s method causes the already adjusted bearings to be altered to a much greater extent than 
does the Transit method (particularly for N-S and E-W lines). The Transit method alters distances 
more than Bowditch. The Bowditch method has traditionally been more popular in NSW.  

This section about the Bowditch method is retained in this book for historical comparison purposes or 
in case a surveyor wants to adjust a traverse in a simple way without too much concern for accuracy 
of the coordinates. A Least Squares adjustment is a much better way to adjust a traverse or a control 
network, but that is taught in a following course - not in this course. 

Bowditch method 

This method assumes errors in distance and angle cause equal displacement of a point.  
The values of the adjustment are directly proportional to the length of the traverse lines. 

i
E d

D

m
  side of length

traverse of length total

E in error total
E to  correction 




i
N d

D

m
  side of length

traverse of length total

N in error total
N to  correction 


 where D = Σdi 

Transit method 

The values of the adjustment are proportional to the values of E and N for each traverse line. The 
lengths of the traverse lines are not included in the calculations. 

|E|
|E|

m
 line i of |E| 

|E| the of sum

E in error total
E to  correction i

Eth 






  

|N|
|N|

m
 line i of |N| 

|N| the of sum

N in error total
N to  correction i

Nth 






  

Example traverse 1 – Linear misclose and adjusted coordinates 

Here we continue with the example traverse given near the start of 
this chapter, from B40 to B45. 
Use the horizontal distances and adjusted bearings to calculate 
coordinate differences. 
Either use a calculator’s PR    or   computer: 

E = d sinβ    N = d cosβ 

Calculate misclose in Easting and Northing: 
mE = E – given E  mN = N – given N  
Use Bowditch’s rule to correct E and N:   

i
E d

D

m
  corr E i

N d
D

m
  corr N

Check:  corr E = -mE   and    corr N = -mN 
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Check: last coordinates calculated = given coordinates  
 

Linear misclose: 2
N

2
E m mm    

Proportional misclose mp = 1 : N  where   
m

D
 N   

 
Pt Adj Brg Dist DE cor E Easting DN cor N Northing 

B40 °  ‘ “ 
   

406.347 
  

423.509 
 

104 22 41 103.402 100.163 -0.001 
 

-25.676 0.003 
 

1 
      

506.509 
  

397.836 
 

102 41 46 157.225 153.381 -0.002 
 

-34.555 0.005 
 

2 
      

659.888 
  

363.286 
 

41 03 36 143.369 94.172 -0.002 
 

108.103 0.004 
 

3 
      

754.058 
  

471.393 
 

55 46 07 169.087 139.796 -0.002 
 

95.118 0.005 
 

4 
      

893.852 
  

566.516 
 

33 53 42 176.743 98.565 -0.002 
 

146.707 0.006 
 

B45 
      

992.415 
  

713.229 
      

Given: 992.415 
 

Given: 713.229 
 

Σ 749.826 586.078 
  

289.697 
  

 
Known: 586.068 

 
289.720 

 

 
0.010 -0.010 -0.023 0.023 

Linear Misclose: 0.025 Ratio  1: 29643 

 
Table. Bowditch traverse adjustment example. Distances and coordinates are in metres. 

Example 2:  Loop  Traverse 

A loop traverse ABCD was observed with the following data. Calculate the coordinates (easting and 
northing) of the points B, C, and D, of the traverse from the following data: 
 

           Angle          Line     Distance (m) 
  A     74 55’ 20” AB  95.027 
  B     80 36’ 23” BC  32.785 
  C     99 05’ 02” CD  81.071 
  D   105 22’ 43” DA  33.044  

 
Given coordinates of A: E 1000.00, N 3000.00      Given bearing of line D to A: 210°00’00”. 
 
1) Visualise the problem: 
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Calculator Calculations 
 
2) Calculate the angular misclose:  m =  angles + β - (n-2) 180      

with n = number of angles (incl. β)     For loop traverse β = 0. 

3) Correct each angle for the angular misclose:  
n

m
corr    Check:  corr = - angular 

misclose 
4) Calculate bearings from corrected angles:      1801ii   Check: last bearing calculated = 

given bearing 
 
5) Calculate E, N for each line using β i and di: E = d sinβ   and   N = d cosβ   (or PR) 
 
6) Calculate misclose in E, N: For loop traverse: mE = E,  mN = N 
 

7) Bowditch adjustment to correct Ei and Ni:       corr Ei  i
E d

D

m
         and     corr Ni i

N d
D

m
   

Check:  corr E = -mE   and    corr N = -mN 
 
8) Calculate coordinates of traverse stations using known coordinates of first station and corrected E 
& N of each line. Check: last coords calculated = given coords 

9) Calculate linear misclose: 2
N

2
E m mm    

10) Calculate proportional misclose: mp = 1 : N  where   
m

D
 N

 
 

 
 

Excel Calculation 
 
The calculations involved in a loop traverse are easily done within a spreadsheet.  There are four main 
steps to follow: 
 

1. Enter the data and calculate bearings 
2. Remove the angular misclose 
3. Perform a Bowditch adjustment 
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4. Perform a transformation (shown later in this chapter) 
 
It is suggested that you enter the formulas into a spreadsheet as you work through this example. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. Entering the data and calculating bearings: 
 
The first thing to do is to enter the measured data.  Enter the measured angles as shown below; the 
distances will be entered later.  The next step is to adopt a bearing or azimuth for a leg of the traverse.  
In this example the leg D to A is adopted to be 210°00'00" and held fixed.  Now we can calculate the 
bearing of the other legs of the traverse shown below: 
 

 
Formulas for calculating the bearings: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note that for cell G9, a better formula is =INT(E9*60-F9*60), similarly for the other rows in column G.  
 
 
2. Removing the Angular Misclose 
 
Because of errors in the angular measurements, a small misclose is created. As you can see our final 
bearing for the leg D to A is 32” too small. Thus we have a -32” angular misclose.  What we do to 
remove this misclose is divide it evenly amongst each angle.  So we add 8” to all four of the measured 
angles resulting in a total correction of 32 seconds, and an angular misclose of zero. 
 
 
 

Adopted 
Bearing 

Adopted Bearing 
plus the angle at A 

Enter the 
clock wise 

angle 
measured at 
each point 
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Formulas for removing the misclose: 
 

 
Again, note that for cell L9, a better formula is =INT(J9*60-K9*60), similarly for the other rows in 
column L.  
 
 
3. Bowditch Adjustment 
 
If you were to plot this traverse as it is, the coordinates where you started will not be the coordinates 
where you finish. So, we need to adjust the distances and bearings between points to make it 
geometrically correct.  One way to do this is using a Bowditch adjustment which distributes the 
misclose amongst the E and N of each leg, proportional to the leg’s distance.  These are the 
formulas used: 
 

Distance

DistanceMisclose 
E Cor AB 


 ABE

  Distance

DistanceMisclose 
N Cor AB

AB 



N

 

 
Once the corrections are calculated they are added to the E or N for each respective leg.  The 
coordinates of each station are then calculated using the known coordinates of A. 
 
 
 
 

This is the angular misclose 
E15-E7 in decimal degrees

This is the angular 
misclose in seconds 

(E18 * 3600) 

This is the 
correction 

applied to each 
bearing (H18 / 4)  

Also note that it 
is positive 

because the final 
leg A to D was 
less than 210° 

This is the 
adjusted 
bearing 
(E9 + I8) 

As a check 
this should 
be exactly 

210° 
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Formulas for Bowditch Adjustment: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Example 3:  Traverse with carried bearings 

This example is based on observations and calculations of a 2D traverse between MGA coordinated 
points along Willis Street near UNSW. The traverse was observed by a group of students in 2007: 
Sian Elliott, Matthew Cooper, Simon Chow, and Keirnan Smithson. The traverse starts on a control 
point, observes to two control targets, traverses via two new points to a final control point and again 
observes to two control targets. Along the traverse a point is radiated from both of the traverse 
stations.  The method of carrying bearings was used in the field. 
 

This is the misclose in the E 
and .  Expect these to be 

close to zero. 

This is the total 
length of the 

traverse. 

This is 
where the 
measured 
distances 
from the 
traverse 

are 
entered. 

These are 
the 

corrections 
applied, 

calculated 
from the 
Bowditch 

adjustment 
formulae. 
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Fig. Plan of traverse. Traverse and radiations = Red Lines, Control target Sightings =Yellow lines. 
 
Since the control point coordinates are on the MGA coordinate system, the mean horizontal distances 
were converted to MGA distances. 

Line MGA Distances 

D210B to Station A 62.7694 

Station A to BG361 38.8733 

Station A to Station B 44.2769 

Station B to BG361 5.9125 

Station B to D811 87.6276 

 
Bearings between control points calculated from coordinates: 
 

From To ° ' '' 

D210B TS133 295 15 17.1' 

D210B LC154 299 35 57.4 

D811 LC153 334 32 16.6 

D811 LC170 292 58 50.3 

 
Observed directions: (I have modified the observations for educational purposes.) In this traverse 
students set the bearings on a “backsight” and carried bearings in the field observations as follows. 
 
From To FL 

  
FR 

  
Mean 

  
RM 

  
Comment   

° ' '' ° ' '' ° ' '' ° ' ''  
D210B TS133 295 15 04 115 15 07 295 15 06 295 15 17   

LC154 299 35 54 119 36 03 299 35 59 299 36 10 13” error, OK  
   ST A 279 22 56 99 22 57 279 22 57 279 23 08                

 
ST A D210B 99 23 23 279 23 22 99 23 22   99 23 08   

BG361 216 09 45 36 09 33 216 09 39 216 09 25   
ST B 212 49 51 32 49 54 212 49 52 212 49 38                

 
ST B ST A 32 49 51 212 49 58 32 49 54 32 49 38   

BG361 10 25 32 190 25 51 10 25 42 10 25 26   
D811 179 44 25 359 44 20 179 44 22 179 44 06                

 
D811 ST B 359 44 30 179 44 37 359 44 34 359 44 06   

LC 153 334 32 48 154 32 58 334 32 53 334 32 25 8” error, OK  
LC 170 293 00 36 113 01 07 293 00 50 293 00 22 92” error, !! 

To Monastery 
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The observed FL values are close to bearings if the calculations are carried correctly in the field. 
Experienced surveyors with this modern equipment would have the FL readings closer to the actual 
calculated bearings than is shown above. For the purposes of this practical we choose to use the 
bearing to one reference target at the start of the traverse and use the observation to the other 
reference target as a check. Similarly, at the end of the traverse, we use one target’s observations to 
calculate the misclose, and the other reference target in this example has an error.  We learn how to 
use all observations simultaneously when we do a least squares adjustment. 
 
The angular misclose in this traverse is + 8”, so we subtract sequentially 8/4 = 2” from each bearing.  
Thus the adjusted bearings are: 
 

From To ° ' '' 
D210B   ST A 279 23 06 
ST A BG361 216 09 23 
ST A ST B 212 49 34 
ST B BG361 10 25 22 
ST B D811 179 44 00 
D811 LC 153 334 32 17 

 
Next, use adjusted bearings and grid distances from above, and known coordinates of start and end 
points to calculate miscloses.  
 
Bowditch Adjustment: 
 
Point ΔE ΔN E N adj ΔE adj ΔN E N 

D210B   336633.044 6245395.354   336633.044 6245395.354 

ST A -61.93 10.236 336571.115 6245405.590 +0.0066 +0.0009 336571.121 6245405.591 

ST B -24 -37.21 336547.113 6245368.383 +0.0047 +0.0006 336547.124 6245368.384 

D811 0.4078 -87.63 336547.521 6245280.756 +0.0092 +0.0012 336547.541 6245280.759 

D811   336547.541 6245280.759   336547.541 6245280.759 

     Σ 0.0205 Σ 0.0027   
Misclose   -0.0205 -0.0027     

 
Length of traverse = 194.674 
Misclose in Eastings = -20 mm, Misclose in Northings = -3mm. The linear misclose ratio is 1: 9,400 
 
The coordinates of BG361 where calculated from Station A and then calculated from station B. The 
values from the two radiations differ by 2mm in Eastings and by 5mm in Northings. 
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Miscellaneous Problems in Traversing 

This section discusses some problems that might be encountered during the survey of a traverse. 
However we place less emphasis on these topics compared to many years ago.  The material is 
included here for your reference in the future, if you ever need it. Some of the calculations can be 
done better by using Least Squares. 

Transformation / Rotation of Traverse 

If a Bowditch adjustment of a loop traverse has been done then the bearing between the adjusted 
coordinates of each line will change.  In some applications it is useful to have the final bearing of one 
line in the traverse fixed at a certain value (e.g. datum azimuth in a cadastral survey).  
 
To illustrate this calculation we continue with the data from Example 2:  Loop Traverse, given 
previously. 
 
Step 4. Perform a Transformation 
 
Once the Bowditch adjustment is done, you will find (by performing a join between D and A) that the 
traverse has rotated from the adopted bearing.  This is due to the change in coordinates caused by 
the Bowditch method.  To fix this problem we find out how much the traverse has swung off the 
adopted bearing and then swing the whole traverse back, as explained below. We calculated bearings 
and distances for each traverse line from the adjusted coordinates.  Then we calculate the rotation 
(swing) angle of the line of interest by subtracting the current bearing from the desired value of the 
bearing.  In this case the difference is about 9”.  We then apply this value to the bearing of each 
traverse line.  We use the new bearings and the distances calculated from the adjusted coordinates to 
calculate new transformed coordinates. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Formulas to perform the transformation: 
 
First calculate the joins between the coordinates. 

These are the 
bearings 

calculated from 
the Bowditch 

adjusted 
coordinates. 

These are 
the known 

coordinates 
of A 

Here we find that 
the traverse has 

swung  -0.0025° or    
"DA) 

Now add -9.1” to 
each bearing. 

Now 
calculate the 
coordinates 
again using 
the swung 

bearings and 
the adjusted 

distances 
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Now swing the traverse and calculate new coordinates. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
So the final coordinates, in metres, are: 
 

Point E N 
A 1000.000 3000.000 
B 1091.817 2975.529 
C 1094.975 3008.161 
D 1016.523 3028.618 

  
If you have entered the above example and its formulas into an Excel spreadsheet, then it is easy to 
try using data from another four station loop traverse: 
 

Point Angle Line Distance (m) 
A 91°18'10" AB 20.080 
B 90°15'55" BC 51.222 
C 91°26'25" CD 21.507 
D 86°58'45" DA 51.879 

 
Coordinates of A (m): E 1500.000, N 2500.000 Assume the bearing of 185°30’40” for the line D to 
A. 
 

Answers:  Point E N 
A 1500.000 2500.000 
B 1519.937 2497.618 
C 1526.252 2548.449 
D 1504.982 2551.639 
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ECCENTRIC DIRECTIONS 

 
Problem: Sometimes it is not possible to set up a survey instrument over a control mark. For example, 
observations are required at a trig station which is marked by a beacon supported by a large cairn of 
stones. It is not convenient to dismantle the cairn in order to set up the theodolite over the mark. 
Another example is where a mark is on the side of a wall. 
 
Solution: Set up the theodolite a short distance from the control mark (M) at a ‘satellite station’ (S), 
observe to the required points and, in addition, to M. Because the sight to M is a very close one, the 
angle need only be recorded approximately (eg to the nearest minute of arc). Don’t be so close that 
you can’t focus onto M. The distance between the satellite station and the ‘trig’ station must be 
measured (approximate distances to the other points must also be available, e.g. by scaling from a 
map). It is then possible to calculate what the equivalent observations would have been from the main 
required to reduce the observations from the eccentric satellite station onto the TS. 
 

      
      
 

S = satellite station, M = main station (nearby TS),  
A, B, C, D = distant stations 

 
Consider the observations to target A: 

e = measured eccentric horizontal distance SM 
 = angle MSA measured clockwise from M 
d = hor. distance from M to distant station. d is obtained from coordinates or calculated from the 

distance SA and use the cosine rule. 
 

See the diagram above right.  ΦM = Φs – angle SAM 
 
In this case the angle at A (SAM) can be calculated from    

)sin()sin(
)sin()sin(


 d

e
SAMtherefore

d

SAM

e
  

Calculate the direction or bearing βMA from the observed βSA using: 






    sin
d

e
 sin   =  1

SAMA  

Do similar calculations for the other distant targets. 

ORIENTATION OF ARCS AT TRAVERSE TERMINALS 

At the starting and ending point of a traverse you know that it is necessary to observe to targets at 
known bearings. This is so that the bearings of the traverse lines can be calculated from the observed 
angles and the misclose in the angles checked. However you should, if possible, observe to more than 
one known target at each end of the traverse. I would suggest observing to 2 or 3 known targets at 
each terminal station if possible (see fig). This checks that you have got the correct coordinates for the 
control marks (people sometimes look them up or copy them incorrectly). It also checks that you are 
looking at the right target/mark (i.e. guards against misidentification of target), e.g. you have 
coordinates for a church spire but observe to the wrong spire or a different church, or you observe to a 
tree at a long distance that just happens to look like a trig station. 
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This also checks that you are set up on the right control mark at the traverse end, or that your 
coordinates for it are OK ( 3+ targets give a resection), or that the mark hasn’t moved by a large 
amount (you probably can’t detect small movements). 
 
So, observing to more than one terminal station guards against gross errors. It also improves the 
precision/accuracy of the bearings of the traverse lines because your estimate of the misclose is more 
accurate and the bearings of the first and last lines in the traverse are better. 
 
Some ways to do the calculations: 

 Use the best target for the calculations, use the other targets just to check for gross errors 
 Calculate the mean bearing. Calculate the bearing of the first traverse line from each of the 

control targets. If 3 targets, you get 3 values for the bearing. Take the mean of these values. 
Do a similar thing at the other end of the traverse. Then adjust the angular misclose through 
the traverse leaving the first and last lines fixed, i.e. adjust only the angles at the other (inner) 
traverse stations. 

 “Orientation of arcs of directions” method. (See lecturer if you want more details). 
 Least Squares network adjustment (as taught later). 

EFFECT OF CENTRING ERRORS 

Centring errors can cause large errors in the observed angles, especially for short traverse lines. 
Consider a centring error e at traverse station T2, it causes an error in the angle α (∆α = α’ - α) as 
follows. 
 

 
 

"
L1

e
"          

and       
"

L2

e
"  

  
 

 
Where ρ” ≈ 206264.8…  and represents the number of seconds in a radian.  It is used to convert units 
from radians to seconds. 
 

If   e = 2mm, L1 = L2 = 100m: "
100

0.002
"

100

0.002      = 4” + 4” = 8” 

 
 

If   e = 2mm, L1 = 100m, L2 = 10m:  "
10

0.002
"

100

0.002      = 4” + 41” = 45”   (!!!) 
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SHORT TRAVERSE LINES 

It is desirable to keep traverse lines approximately equal in length. However, in practice, short traverse 
legs cannot always be avoided. Centring and focus (moves LoS) errors are most severe on short 
traverse lines. 
 

 
Solutions: 
 
 Constrained (forced) centring using theodolite or total stations and targets that have compatible 

removable tribrachs. 
 Sight to distant control stations from each end of the short leg. 
 Place the short leg station on line to any distant point (coordinates of that point are not essential). 

 
CONSTRAINED CENTRING 

 
When the lines of a traverse are short, the centring errors become 
prominent. Forced (or constrained) centring is used to minimise these 
errors. The equipment used consists of a theodolite, 3 or more tripods 
with tribrachs, and at least 2 special targets which fit into the tribrachs 
and are interchangeable with the theodolite. The theodolite is set up at 
a station, and a tripod incl. tribrach and target at both the rear and the 
forward station. 

Constrained centring in tribrach GDF6: 
 
When observations at this station are complete, the theodolite is taken off its tribrach (without 
disturbing the latter) and moved and placed over the tribrach marking the forward station, from which 
the target has been removed. The target at the rear station is transferred to the original theodolite 
tribrach, the forward target being moved on and placed on a tripod at the next forward station. In this 
way, centring errors are reduced to a minimum since the vertical axes of the theodolite and targets 
always occupy the same position on the tripods. 

 
 

SIGHT TO DISTANT CONTROL TARGETS 
 
At T2 and T3, sight to distant control station C5. 
 

 
 
Compute the traverse as follows: 
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1) Calculate the traverse C1 T1 T2 T3 T4 C3 in the usual way to provide provisional coordinates for 
T2 and T3. 

2) Using the provisional coordinates of T2 and T3, calculate the bearings T2 C5 and T3 C5. 
3) Using the bearings C1 C2 and T2 C5 as initial and final bearings, calculate the angular misclose for 

this section: 

 
4) Adjust the angles A, B, C by applying 1/3 of the misclose to each angle. 
5) Calculate new bearings C1 T1 and T1 T2 from the adjusted angles. 
6) Repeat steps 1-5 for the section C5 T3 T4 C3 C4 to obtain the bearings T3 T4 and T4 C3. 
7) Bearing T2 T3 can be calculated from T2 or T3 but is in any case not critical. 
 

 
PLACE SHORT LEG ON LINE TO DISTANT POINT 
 
Angle measurements to a distant target are more accurate than to a short target. 
 

 
 
Computational steps: 
 

1. Place the short traverse leg T2 T3 on line to the (uncoordinated) distant point C4. 
2. At T2 measure the angle T1 T2 C4, which is equal to the required angle T1 T2 T3. 
3. At T3 measure the angle C4 T3 T4. 
4. Calculate the required angle at T3:     angle T2 T3 T4 = angle C4 T3 T4 - 180 

ERROR PROPAGATION in TRAVERSES 

Error sources in the measurement of traverse angles and traverse distances are covered in another 
course at UNSW. The statistical method of propagation of variances can be used to determine the 
quality of the traverse coordinates.  This topic is covered in Least Squares Adjustments in another 
course at UNSW. 

Generally the weakest point in a traverse is at the point midway between the known terminals, or half 
way around the loop. 
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Summary and Final Points 

 Closed-line traverse and Loop traverse computations are similar when coordinates are used. 
 

 Visualise the problem with a sketch plan. 
 
 Misclose is an error and it has the opposite sign (+ -) to the corrections to be applied.  

 
 If a traverse has large miscloses, do not adjust it, do try to find the source of the error. 

 
 Calculate angular misclose, if it is small then adjust the angles or bearings, if it is large search for 

the source of the error. 
 

 Preventing errors in traversing, by using good field and office techniques, is better than trying to fix 
a traverse that contains errors. 

 
 Calculate the coordinates of each station from bearings and distances, and the linear misclose. 
 
 If linear misclose is small, then adjust the coordinates. If the misclose is large search for the 

source of the error. 
 
 Practice the calculations.  
 
 Traverse calculations can effectively be done by calculator (though if you enter a value incorrectly 

you may have to re-enter many values), or on an Excel spreadsheet, or in surveying CAD 
programs, or in least squares network adjustment software. 

 
 Blunder detection in traversing: 

 Linear error: Bearing of linear misclose approx. same as bearing of line containing error. 
 Angular error: Forward and backward computation: Station where coordinates from both 
computations agree is station at which gross error occurred. 
 Error in control point coordinates or scale error in distances. 

 

 
 

 Least squares adjustment is a better way to adjust traverses, especially if they are part of a 
network or have radiations attached to them. However, even with access to Least Squares, it may 
still be necessary to calculate traverse miscloses as part of the quality control and error detection 
processes. 
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TUTORIAL PROBLEMS - TRAVERSE  

A separate spreadsheet file is available that contains the data in these questions, so you don’t have to 
type them in.  Ask the lecturer which of the following questions are required for assessment and which 
are optional for study purposes. Some of the questions are supplied as revision of your year 1 
surveying course. 
 
Q0. This question aims to help you understand the basic concepts of converting angles to bearings, 
and bearings and distances to coordinates.  If you are comfortable with these basics skip this 
question. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Print out this page.  
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Measure bearings (angle from North) of 2-1 and 5-6 with protractor. 
Measure angles to the nearest degree at 2, 3, 4, and 5 with a protractor. Set 0 on the backsight, for 
each angle. 
Calculate bearings, from your measurements of angles. Check answers by measuring bearings 
directly. 
Calculate misclose in bearings. 
Measure distances at a scale of 1:1000. 
Measure coordinates of 2 and 5, by scaling with a ruler and using the grid lines.  Origin of coordinates 
is shown. 
Calculate coordinates of 3, 4 and 5 and misclose. 
Check coordinates by measuring them directly. 
There may be gross errors in the following problems. If there are any, you are expected to identify 
them, estimate the most probable value and contact your tutor. 
 
Q1. Calculate the provisional coordinates of the points B, C, D, E and F of the traverse ABCDEF and 
the misclose from the following data: 
 
Line   Bearing    Distance 
                                   0           I           11            (metres) 
AB     360 00 00   52.965 
BC      84 19 00   36.429 
CD     163 42 00   46.833 
DE     227 35 00   26.217 
EF     309 10 00   43.388 
FA     170 24 30   21.645 
 
Coordinates of A (metres): E 400.000 N 600.000 
 
 
 
Q2.  A closed traverse was run between stations A and X as shown in the diagram. The coordinates of 
the control stations at the ends of the traverse are as follows:- 
 

 E(m) N(m) 
A 1769.15 2094.72 
B 1057.28 2492.39 
X 2334.71 1747.32 
Y 2995.85 1616.18 

 
Calculate the angular misclose and provisional coordinates of stations 1, 2, 3 and 4. 
 

 
 
 

To Y 
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Q3. Given, Fixed Plane Coordinates:   
 
      Point    E           N 

A  3000.00   3000.00 
D  2906.48   1809.00  
R  2175.20   1127.07 

 
Compute the adjusted coordinates of points B and C and 
briefly comment on the limitations of any assumptions 
made, given that Z, A, D and R are ground control points of 
fixed plane coordinates and that B and C are uncoordinated 
points connected to A and D by traverse. 
 
 
 
 
 
Q4. Using the information given of a loop traverse, 
calculate the miscloses.  If the miscloses are small 
then calculate the adjusted coordinates of the 
traverse stations T1, T2, T3, and T4.  

 
Known coordinates: 
 

STN 
PM 233 
PM 234 

E 
323 780.189 
321 640.675 

N 
1245 841.133 
1245 679.240 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Q5.  A traverse was observed from SSM6170 to PM3946. The observed angles and horizontal 
distances are shown in the figure below. 

 
 
The coordinates of the known points are:   

 
TS53  
SSM6170  
PM3946  
TS196  

E 
455.14  
598.63  

1182.71  
2046.83 

N 
490.45  
275.28  
575.08  
613.93 
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Calculate the miscloses. If the miscloses are small, then calculate adjusted coordinates of the traverse 

stations.  

 

Q6. The following observations were taken during a traverse survey. Sketch is not to scale. 

  
At the terminal stations the following observations were taken.  
 

 At STN. T 10   At STN. T34 

 DIRECTION   DIRECTION

T 12      0° 00' 00"  T30      0° 00' 00" 

A  106° 22' 00"  T33    35° 19' 39" 

T11 114° 59' 34"  T35  141° 13' 01" 

PM 108  139° 33' 40"  E  289° 22' 18" 
 
The coordinates of the control stations are:   

STN  
T10  
T11  
T12  
T30  
T33  
T34  
T35  
PM 108 

E  
2570.390  
2916.228  
2476.261  
3614.254  
3850.302  
4120.805  
4478.896  
2782.509 

N  
5624.352  
5547.611  
6049.742  
5679.190  
5868.865  
5546.894  
5707.409  
5464.030   

 
Calculate the angular misclose and then the coordinates of A, B, C, D and E.  
 
 
Q7.  The following notes were taken during a theodolite traverse.  Bearing of line AB 14° 48' 00" 
The convention used here for angles: ABC means set up at B backsight to A and read clockwise angle 
to foresight at C. Calculate the bearing from A to G and the distance between A and G. 
 
      Angle observed Length (metres) 
ABC 198° 06' 30"  AB 245.62 
BCD 284° 01' 30"  BC 310.00 
CDE 200° 12' 30"  CD 480.34 
DEF 271° 33' 30"  DE 709.27 
EFG 268° 01' 30"  EF 430.14 
    FG 607.12 
 
 
Q8.  The following traverse is run from A to E, between which there occur certain obstacles. 
 
Line Distance (m)  Bearing 
 AB   142.00     38° 20' 
 BC   172.83  347° 55' 
 CD   203.15  298° 12' 
 DE   143.32     29° 46' 
 
It is required to mark the point exactly midway between A and E.  Calculate the length and bearing of 
a line from station C to the required point. 
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Q9.  This diagram represents part of a 
property survey.  Some information from 
the original diagram has been removed 
to make it suitable for this tutorial. The 
bearing of AB is given as 3° 42'.  Using 
the data given on the diagram, compute 
the bearings and distances of the 
property lines (dashed).   
 
Hints. (a) Compute bearings of BC and 
CD.  (b) Assuming any arbitrary 
coordinates for A, compute the 
coordinates of B, C & D.  (c) Compute 
coordinates of P, R & S from B, C & D 
respectively and then compute the 
bearings and distances of the property 
lines. 

 
 
 
Q10. A traverse was observed by students at Morpeth, NSW and a field sketch plan is given below. 
Note carefully the direction of the angle measurements. 
Distances and coordinates are on a local datum, there is 
no scale factor. Three versions of their data are given 
below. Treat each data set as a separate problem; do not 
simply compare the numbers to find any errors.   
 
For each data set: 

 Calculate the traverse miscloses. 
 Comment on whether the miscloses are acceptable 

(within the standards) or not. The required standards 
are: angular misclose < 20” +10n and linear 
misclose < 15mm. 

 If the miscloses are acceptable then calculate 
adjusted coordinates of the traverse stations using 
Bowditch. If the miscloses are not acceptable then 
determine where the error may have occurred and estimate the likely correct values of 
erroneous data.  

 
 

a) DATA A   
KNOWN COORDINATES   E           N 
 9   RO          132.08     1981.69 
24   START BM    171.94     2339.56 
36   END BM       20.58     2392.58 
 
Angles       Horizontal Distances   
BS  AT  FS     °  ’  ”   24 - 1     63.575 
 9  24   1   211 52 52    1 - 2     72.854 
24   1   2   106 25 56    2 - 3     57.832 
 1   2   3   168 43 16    3 - 4     61.556 
 2   3   4   101 26 53     4 - 36    84.805 
 3   4  36   155 43 06 
4 36   9   134 15 33 
 
 

b) DATA B  
Known Coordinates   E           N   Known Bearings 
24   START BM    171.94     2339.56  From  To       °  '  " 
36   END BM      220.58     2392.58  24     9     186 21 20 

36     9     164 49 04 
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Angles      Horizontal Distances   
BS  AT  FS     °  '  "   24 - 1     63.575 
 9  24   1   211 52 52   1 - 2     72.854 
24   1   2   106 25 56   2 - 3     75.832 
 1   2   3   168 43 16   3 - 4     61.556 
 2   3   4   101 26 53   4 - 36    84.805 
 3   4  36   155 43 06 
 4  36   9   134 15 33 
 

c) DATA C   
KNOWN COORDINATES   E           N 
 9   RO          1132.08     6981.69 
24   START BM    1171.94     7339.56 
36   END BM      1020.58     7392.58 
 
Angles      Horizontal Distances   
BS  AT  FS     °  '  "   24 - 1     63.575 
 9  24   1   211 52 52   1 - 2     72.854 
24   1   2   106 25 56   2 - 3     75.832 
 1   2   3   186 43 16   3 - 4     61.556 
 2   3   4   101 26 53   4 - 36    84.805 
 3   4  36   155 43 06 
4  36   9   134 15 33 
 
 
Q11. A loop traverse was observed and the data and a field sketch plan is given below. Distances and 
coordinates are on a local datum, there is no scale factor. Note carefully the direction of the angle 
measurements, they are clockwise internal angles. 
Calculate the traverse miscloses. Comment on whether 
the miscloses are acceptable (within the standards) or 
not. The required standards are: angular misclose < 20” 
+10n and linear misclose < 15mm. If the miscloses are 
acceptable then calculate adjusted coordinates of the 
traverse stations using Bowditch. If the miscloses are not 
acceptable then determine where the error may have 
occurred and estimate the likely correct values of 
erroneous data.  

 
KNOWN COORDINATES 
Pt     E          N 
1   123.330    398.750 
 
KNOWN BEARING 1 to 2 = 109°00’00” 
 
Interior clockwise Angles   Horizontal Distances     
At        °  ’  ”    1 - 2     160.335 
1       78 44 43   2 - 3      65.575 
2      108 56 12   3 - 4     147.610 
3       99 54 56   4 – 5      91.556 
4       96 41 13   5 – 1      84.805 

5      155 43 06 
 
Q12. You have just started your first full-time job with a small surveying consulting firm. While working 
on a seven-leg closed polygon traverse you notice that one of the angles was not measured, but keep 
quiet because you don't want to cause any trouble or look stupid. While on your way back to the office 
the party chief tells you to sum up the measured interior angles in the traverse. You do this and say 
843°18'22". The party chief next tells you to write an angle 56°41'24" into the field book where the 
missing angle should have been written. You are then told to adjust the angles and start a preliminary 
traverse computation. What is your most ethically correct response?  [Adapted from Geomatics 
Engineering: A Practical Guide to Project Design by Clement Ogaja CRC Press 2011.] 
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Q13.  The sketch plan at right shows a 
traverse from C2 to C3 in which the control 
station C2 was not accessible. Station X21 
was used as an auxiliary station to overcome 
the problem. Station T4 could not be 
occupied, so observations were taken at T4 
(ecc). Using the observations below, compute 
all the angles in the traverse adjust the 
angular misclose and calculate the bearings 
of all the lines.  

The coordinates of the control stations are:  
From To Direction Distance  Stn E N 
X21 C1 259° 26' 12"    C1 2341.71  1580.11 
X21 C2   281° 58' 17"    C2 2230.89 1417.88 
X21 T1 323° 46' 24"  316.93   C3 3204.05 1375.74 
T1 X21 55° 26' 33"    C4 3008.91 1600.14 
T1 C2 73° 51' 40"      
T1 T2 273° 41' 14"       
T2 T1 260° 01' 17"       
T2 T3 3° 43' 50"      
T3 T2 116° 59' 42"      
T3 T4 183° 34' 20"      
T4 (ecc)   T4 352° 37' 00"  1.11      
T4 (ecc)   C3   128° 59' 37"  475.21      
T4 (ecc)   T3   177° 38' 29"  284.15     
C3 T4 226° 17' 58"      
C3 C4 273° 36' 38"       
 
 
Q14.  Students measured a traverse at Berry, NSW in March 
2020. Their data (modified for educational purposes) and a 
sketch plan are given below. The instruments and techniques 
they were using should give misloses less than 30” in angles and 
less than 20 mm in coordinates. 

a) Calculate the traverse angular misclose. 
 

b) Is there anything wrong with this traverse data? If so, 
determine where the errors may have occurred and 
estimate the likely correct values of erroneous data.  

 
Known Coordinates   E           N 
801            289995.623  6147349.955 
902            289857.735  6147207.419 
Known Bearing From 801 to 902: 224°03'01" 
 
Observed directions (mean FL FR and reduced) 
From  To     °  '  " 
801  902   224 03 01 
801  805   345 30 10 
801  802    67 59 33 
802  801   247 59 33 
802  803   332 11 46 
803  802   152 11 46 
803  804   332 21 50 
804  803   152 21 50        Horizontal Distances   
804  955   359 40 38  801  802       85.740  
955  804   179 40 38  802  803       34.073  
955  996   267 14 46  803  804       40.749  
996  955    87 14 46  804  955       40.053  
996  805   179 21 36  955  996       32.430  
805  996   359 21 36  996  805       80.126  
805  801   165 29 53  805  801       48.167 
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Q15. UNSW students did a traverse survey with the aim to carry bearings along the traverse.  The 
bearing from D210 to LC153 is known from coordinates to be 276° 04’ 39”. Complete the missing 
elements in the following table. 
 
Horizontal Directions 
 

At To FL FR Mean Direction Bearing 
D210 LC153 276° 04’ 12” 96° 04’ 19” 276° 04’ 16” 276° 04’ 39” 
D210 A 285  55  50  105  55  50 285  55  50  
A D210 105  55  50 285  55  38 105  55  44  
A B 188  13  11 8  12  58 188  13  04  
B A 8  13  06 188  12  54 8  13  00  

 
Q16. List the types of errors that might occur in traversing and briefly describe how they can be 
detected by calculation methods in the table below. 
 
Type of error  Probable cause of error and how to detect the source 
Large angular misclose  
Small angular misclose, large 
linear misclose 

 

Small angular misclose, large 
misclose in E, small misclose in 
N 

 

Loop traverse with small angular 
misclose, small misclose in E 
and N, but coordinates of 
intermediate points incorrect. 

 

 
Q17.  
A loop traverse was observed by students at Cataract 
survey camp in 2021.  The 2D data and a Google Earth 
plan are given below. Distances and coordinates are on 
MGA datum and scale factor has already been correctly 
applied. 
 
One of the directions (from 979 to 974) is in doubt.  If all the 
other observations were perfect, then what is the likely 
value (in D M S) of the direction from 979 to 974? 
 
KNOWN COORDINATES 
Pt         E          N 
974   299181.042  6208823.135  
979   299114.046  6208633.513 
 
KNOWN BEARING 
979  to 974        19° 27’ 32” 
 
Mean Observed Directions    Horizontal Grid Distances  
From To         °  ’  ”     From  To 
979  981    1   0  0  0.    979  981    169.988 
979  974    1   ?  ?  ?     981  802     77.776 
981  802    1   0  0  0.    802  803     55.193 
981  979    1 148 49 39.    803  974    139.884 
802  803    1   0  0  0.    974  979    201.110 
802  981    1  85 00 58. 
803  974    1   0  0  0. 
803  802    1 166 42 41. 
974  979    1   0  0  0. 
974  803    1  78 30 17.  
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FIELDWORK 1: Loop Traverse, local datum 

Students at UNSW will be given more specific instructions for this field class, including details about 
instrument use.  Readers not at UNSW are supplied with the following notes so they can see the type 
of exercise UNSW students do in this course.  The exercise could be modified to suit other campuses. 
This practical exercise is similar to many cadastral and small-scale engineering surveys to measure 
the location of ground marks and features such as walls. Our aim for this exercise is to practice 
measurements and calculations of a loop traverse on a local plane coordinate system and to 
determine if the column walls supporting the balconies of the UNSW Quadrangle building have been 
aligned at 90° to each other.  
 
1. EQUIPMENT per group of 2, 3 or 4 students   
 
1 Electronic Tacheometer / Total Station, 3 EDM Target prisms with tribrach, 4 tripods, 1 thermometer,  
1 barometer, 1 small tape measure, stick on targets and ground marks supplied by supervisor 
 
2. EXERCISE  
 
2.1 On the Quadrangle lawn (or balcony in wet weather), place four temporary traverse marks at 

points forming a quadrangle with sides about 50m long.  Label these points A, B, C, D going 
anti-clockwise.  From each corner a few detail points (such as corner of building, corner of 
fence, survey mark etc) can be seen.  Set up tripods over points A, B and D.  
 

       

Loop traverse with radiations to Quad building walls or alternative lawn. 

2.2 Set up instrument at A, and targets at B and D.  Check instrument settings.   Enter temperature 
and pressure readings for correction of EDM distances. Do not use a map projection scale 
factor. 
 

2.3 Measure one horizontal arc of directions at A to D, B and detail point features (e.g. Quad 
Building wall marks). Results should be recorded and reduced in the field book in a tabulated 
form and draw a sketch showing details. Back sight circle setting can be 0, or the back bearing, 
or random (you choose). Do not observe the diagonal lines of this loop because in many real 
surveys you may not be able to see across the loop. It is recommended to do the calculations of 
Mean and Reduced Mean before you leave each traverse point. It is mental arithmetic, and it 
helps spot errors. 

 
Example of booking: 

AT TO F.L. F.R. MEAN REDUCED 
MEAN 

A D 0°  03'  24" 180°  03'  30" 0°  03'  27" 0°  00'  00" 

 B 97°  56'  37" 277°  56'  46" 97°  56'  42" 97°  53'  15" 

 Wall1 193°  42'  00" 13°  42'  10" 193°  42'  05" 193°  38'  38" 

 
Numbers in italics are measurements. Non italics are calculated values. 
 
For educational purposes we recommend to book (write) the observations manually. If you can record 
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the observations in the instrument and download them later, then that is an additional benefit. 
 
2.4 Measure and book the horizontal distances AB, AD in FL and in FR.   

 
2.5 Where possible also observe horizontal distances and directions (radiations) to the detail points 

on the walls.  Measure horizontal distances for these radiations with pocket tape and plumb bob 
(consult the supervisor for advice on technique) and also measure the distance by reflectorless 
EDM. Other check measurements for the radiations may be possible, e.g. horizontal distance 
between two wall marks, or slope distance and ZA from instrument to wall mark, if in doubt ask 
supervisor. 

 
Each group member is to observe at least one corner of the quadrangle. 
 
2.6 Use the constrained centring method.  Move the instrument to B, one target to A and one target 

to C, and perform similar observations as at A. Then move the instrument to C and repeat 
similar observations.  Finally, move the instrument to D and repeat similar observations to finish 
the traverse. 
 

2.7 Sum the angles and enter the misclose in the field notes. 
 
Usually the fieldwork takes < 2½ hours.   
 
 
3. REPORT  
 
3.1 Make a table of the grand mean angles and the distance 

measurements. 
 

3.2 Assume a bearing of 3000'00” for the line from A to D, and 
coordinates of A are: E = +1000.00m and N = +3000.00m 

 
3.3 Correct measured angles for any misclose in the sum of the 

angles and calculate bearings for each line.   
 

3.4 Using these bearings and the mean horizontal distances, 
calculate the ∆E and ∆N of AB, BC and CA.  If the misclose 
in ∆E or ∆N exceeds about 30 mm, check the calculation 
for errors. If no calculation errors, then identify which 
observations may be incorrect.  

 
3.5 In the past, when satisfied that miscloses are not due to 

arithmetical errors, adjust by Bowditch Method and 
calculate coordinates of B, C and D. Tabulate traverse 
calculations as shown in the spreadsheet example . 
Then calculate the coordinates of the radiated points. 
Calculate the bearings and distances between the main 
detail points at each corner.  For example, the bearings and 
distances of the sides of the building.  “Swing” the bearings 
of all lines until the main east west wall of the quad (or 
substitute wall) becomes 9000'00”. 

 
3.6 In recent years we do not do a Bowditch adjustment or 

transformation. Instead we prepare and input file for a 
Least Squares adjustment program that handles traverses 
and control networks.  

 
3.7 Are the sides of the building parallel?  Are the corners 90? 
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Example traverse data if you do not have the ability to measure a traverse. 
 
At To Dir FL Dir FR Hor Dist FL Hor Dist FR 

A D 0˚ 00’ 00” 179˚ 59’ 46” 14.604 14.604 

A B 81˚ 02’ 02” 261˚ 02’ 11” 21.351 21.351 

A W 1 69˚ 26’ 39” 249˚ 26’ 39” 3.704  

      

B A 0˚ 00’ 00” 180˚ 00’ 13” 21.350 21.350 

B C 91˚ 26’ 24” 271˚ 26’ 22” 14.058 14.058 

B Cnr 2 11˚ 00’ 33” 191˚ 00’ 08” 2.279  

      

C B 0˚ 00’ 00” 179˚ 59’ 47” 14.057 14.056 

C D 89˚ 39’ 26” 269˚ 39’ 44” 19.432 19.432 

C Cnr 3 84˚ 35’ 21” 264˚ 34’ 47” 2.571  

      

D C 0˚ 00’ 00” 179˚ 59’ 50” 19.431 19.431 

D A 97˚ 52’ 24” 277˚ 52’ 16” 14.605 14.605 

D Corner 4 43˚ 39’ 29” 223˚ 40’ 05” 1.631  
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FIELDWORK 2: 2D Traverse between MGA coordinated points 

Students at UNSW will be given more specific instructions for this field class, including details about 
instrument use and about the existing survey marks.  Readers not at UNSW are supplied with the 
following notes so they can see the type of exercise UNSW students do in this course.  The exercise 
could be modified to suit other campuses. 
 
1.  AIM 
 

To determine with an accuracy of a few millimetres the 2D coordinates on MGA of some survey marks 
using EDM constrained-centring traversing. 
 
2.  METHOD 
 

The traverse starts and ends on control points with known MGA coordinates near the UNSW 
Kensington Campus.  Each group is allocated a starting and an endpoint and must place at least two 
intermediate points.  The group must also observe to (but not occupy) mark G361 from two of the 
intermediate traverse stations.  Some years we radiate two marks from our traverse intermediate 
points. Orient the traverse to two known control points at the starting and endpoints.  Calculate the 
bearings of these lines from coordinates before the fieldwork day. This traverse will “carry bearings” 
via manual booking and calculation in the field. The instrument can carry coordinates, but we will not 
do so in this practical exercise. Careful configuration of the instrument, proper levelling and centring of 
the total station, and careful observations will reduce the incidence of gross errors. Be very careful 
when crossing roads. 
 
3.  SEQUENCE OF OBSERVATIONS 
 

Plan, by reconnaissance, the location of at least two 
intermediate points (A and B) considering that you will 
have to observe to a prism located over a mark G361 
for which you will later need to calculate the 
coordinates.  No set-ups on roads.  There are many 
trees and parked cars in this area so planning traverse 
lines is challenging. Place all traverse pegs or marks 
before taking any measurements.   
 

If working on a concrete footpath is unavoidable, 
ensure that the tripod legs are firmly placed.  Where 
possible, locate the points of the tripod feet in cracks 
in the path. Take extreme care not to bump the legs 
from then on. 
 

Read the operation instructions for your instrument.  If necessary, ask the supervisors to check the 
instrument settings and to check your bookings before moving to another instrument station. 
 

On a field form, draw a sketch of your traverse, similar to the sample shown above. You should have 
at least two ROs (reference objects = targets with known coordinates) at each end of the traverse. 
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At the starting station (e.g. D210B): 
 

 Set up the instrument at the starting point and the prism at the first intermediate station A.  
Carefully centre and level the instrument before turning the instrument on.   

 

 Check the instrument settings that are relevant.  In particular the MGA scale factor and the 
correct prism constant must be set and the level sensor/compensator must be switched on.  The 
instrument should be set to display direction and horizontal (grid) distance. 

 

 Measure and book the pressure and the temperature.  Enter pressure and temperature into the 
instrument.   

 

 Measure one arc of horizontal directions to two orientation points (RO) and the first intermediate 
station.  Set calculated bearing to one of the RO and use the other as a check. After setting 
bearing to an RO, turn the cross hairs away from the target then back on to the target and book 
your new reading; it may be a few seconds different to your setting. The aim of keeping your FL 
readings close to the actual bearing of a line is to make the calculations (mental arithmetic) easy 
and to indicate your misclose at the end of the traverse. 

 
Example Booking of Horizontal Directions (setting and carrying bearings)  
 

AT TO F.L. F.R. MEAN REDUCED  
MEAN 

D210B TS133 9°  03'  24" 189°  03'  30" 9°  03'  27" 9°  03'  24"

 LC154 27°  56'  37" 207°  56'  46" 27°  56'  42" 27°  56'  39"

 A 193°  42'  00" 13°  42'  10" 193°  42'  05" 193°  42'  02"

      

A D210B 13°  42'  02" 193°  42'  10" 13°  42'  06" 13°  42'  02"

 B 147°  53'  30" 327°  53'  47" 147°  53'  38" 147°  53'  34"

 G361 313°  38'  48" 133°  39'  00" 313°  38'  54" 193°  38'  50"

 
 Measure the horizontal distance to the first station in FL and in FR.   

 
Example Booking of Horizontal Distances 
 

FROM TO  FL FR      Mean        

D210B A 92.347 92.349 92.348  

A D210B 92.348 92.348 92.348  

A B 85.739 85.740 85.7395  

 

 Check all observations for consistency.  Re-observe if necessary. 
 
 At the starting point, replace the instrument with a prism taking care not to disturb the tripod and 

the tribrach.  Level this prism and point to the new instrument station.  At the first intermediate 
station remove the prism and replace it with the instrument without disturbing the tripod and the 
tribrach.  Set up (centre and level) the second prism at the next intermediate station. 

 
At all intermediate stations (A, B and if necessary C): 
 

 Level the instrument.   
 

 Measure one arc of horizontal directions. Set the back bearing calculated from the previous 
station observations to the backsight.  

 

 Measure the horizontal distances to the previous and to the next station, and to any radiation 
point, each in FL and FR.  

 

 Check all observations for consistency.  Re-observe if necessary. 
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 Replace the instrument at this intermediate station with a prism (and level the prism).  Replace 
the prism at the next station with the instrument.  Remove the tripod and the prism from the 
previous point and set them up (and centre and level it) at the next station. 

 

 At the intermediate stations that are most appropriate for observing G361, include the 
directions to G361 in your sets of horizontal directions and measure the horizontal distance to 
G361 twice each.  Check all observations for consistency and re-observe if necessary.  You 
are not allowed to occupy point G361 with the total station.  If there is a standard prism 
on G361 you need to carefully turn the prism located over G361 to suit your observation 
needs, after checking that another group is not observing to it. If there is a 360° prism on 
G361 note that on your booking sheet and enter the correct prism constant into the instrument 
before measuring the distance, then return the prism constant to value appropriate for 
measuring to normal prisms.  

 
At the end station (e.g. D811): 
 

 Level the instrument.   
 

 Measure one arc of horizontal directions to the last intermediate point and to the two end 
orientation points. 

 

 Measure the horizontal distance to the previous intermediate station, in FL and FR.  
 

 Check that the forward and backward (horizontal) distances are in reasonable agreement.   
 

 Compute the angular misclose.  The tolerance for the angular misclose is 60" of arc (for 
beginners ). 

 

 Book the makes, types and serial numbers of the instrument, prisms, thermometer and 
barometer. 

 

 
 
4.  COMPUTATIONS 
 

Calculate the angular (in ") and the linear misclose (in mm).  The tolerances are 60" for the angular 
and 25 mm for the linear misclose. Obtain the MGA coordinates for the intermediate stations by 
completing the traverse calculations, without distributing any linear misclose.   
 
Calculate the MGA coordinates of G361 from the two observing intermediate stations.  Compare the 
two solutions and take the mean if no gross errors are evident. 
 
Prepare an input file for a least squares network program (FIXIT at UNSW) for your data.  
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4. Traverse Calculations & 
Adjustments: Worked Solutions  

These solutions can be read AFTER you have made some attempt to solve the question.   
 
Q1. The coordinates of a point e.g. B are found using EB = EA+D*sin(B)  and NB = NA+D*cos(B) or use 
PR on calculator to get the ∆E and ∆N components, and add them 
to previous point’s E and N respectively.  
A  400  600 
B  400.000  652.965 
C  436.250  656.573 
D   449.394  611.622 
E  430.039  593.938 
F  396.400  621.341 
A'  400.007  599.999 

 
Misclose E = Efinish – Estart= 0.007      Misc N = -0.001 
Misclose dist = sqrt(MiscloseE2 + MiscloseN2) = 0.007 
Ratio 1: sum distances / misclose dist = 1: (2275/0.007) = 1:33,000 
 
 
Q2.   
Pt Angle 

 
Cor Adj Brg Dist ΔE cor E Easting ΔN cor N Northing  

D M S Dec Deg " Dec Deg m m 
  

m m 
 

B 
         

1057.280 
  

2492.390  
Brg from coords: 119.189 

 
119.189 

       

A 115 37 0 115.617 19.86 
    

1769.150 
  

2094.720    
Brg: 54.806 

 
54.811 208.26 170.202 0.0138 

 
120.0148 0.0100 

 

1 168 19 10 168.319 19.86 
    

1939.366 
  

2214.745    
Brg: 43.125 

 
43.136 193.47 132.282 0.0128 

 
141.1813 0.0092 

 

2 281 12 40 281.211 19.86 
    

2071.660 
  

2355.935    
Brg: 144.336 

 
144.353 326.71 190.405 0.0216 

 
-265.491 0.0156 

 

3 242 53 40 242.894 19.86 
    

2262.087 
  

2090.460    
Brg: 207.231 

 
207.253 309.15 -141.564 0.0205 

 
-274.833 0.0148 

 

4 80 26 20 80.439 19.86 
    

2120.543 
  

1815.642    
Brg: 107.669 

 
107.697 224.79 214.152 0.0149 

 
-68.3326 0.0107 

 

X 173 31 0 173.517 19.86 
    

2334.710 
  

1747.320    
Brg: 101.186 

 
101.219 

  
Given: 2334.710 

 
Given: 1747.320 

Y 
      

1262.38 565.476 
 

2995.850 -347.461 
 

1616.180  
Brg from coords: 101.219 

 
101.219 

 
565.56 

  
-347.4 

  
 

Misclose: -0.0331 -119.2 0 
 

-0.0838 0.0838 
 

-0.0606 0.0606 
 

 
So the angular misclose is -119” and the miscloses in E and N are -84mm and -61mm.  Those 
miscloses are very large by the standards of current instruments, so the data above would need to be 
checked for errors before using the coordinates on a real site.  But they are good numbers for 
students to practice calculations on (if all the miscloses were about 1” and 1mm you wouldn’t see 
much to adjust).   
1 (1939.366, 2214.745)    2 (2071.661, 2355.935)   3 (2262.087, 2090.459)    4 (2120.543, 1815.641) 
 
 
 
Q3.  
Bearing AZ is 135° 00’.  Calculate the bearing DR from coordinates. Calculate the traverse miscloses. 
Note angles need to be clockwise from BS to FS to calculate bearings. 
Ang Misc  -04',  Correction per angle +01', Misc E  0.276 Misc N -0.136   Total Misclose Dist 0.31 
 
With this question you need to remember that bearings in a traverse are calculated from bearing to 
backsight + clockwise angle to foresight.  In this data as shown in the figure, the angles at B C and D 
are on the ‘wrong’ side. The angle we want is 360° – the value shown. The traverse bearings are: 
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AZ given 135° 00' 
A 85° 05' 
AB 220° 05' 
B 124° 52' 
BC 275° 13' 
C 318° 02' 
CD 137° 11' 
D 90° 15' 
DR   226° 56' 
DR from coords 227° 00' 
Ang Misc  -04' 
corr per ang  01' 

 
Adjusted bearings Dist E N 
AZ given 135°00' 

   

A  
  

3000.00 3000.00 
AB 220°06' 655.90 

  

B  
  

2577.52 2498.29 
BC 275°15' 338.50 

  

C  
  

2240.44 2529.26 
CD 137°14' 981.30 

  

D  
  

2906.76 1808.86   
Misc 0.276 -0.136 

 
Total misclose distance = 0.31m. This misclose is very large by the standards of current instruments 
 
 
Q4. 

  Brg/angle ° ‘ “ Adj Brg Dist E Raw E  N Raw N 
PM 233 

 
    

 
323780.189 

 
1245841.133 

 
 

265.67    265.67 
     

PM234 127.88 127 52 30  
 

321640.675 321640.675 1245679.240 1245679.240  
213.55    213.54 223.00 

    

T1 323.75 323 45 00  
  

321517.456 
 

1245493.374  
357.30    357.29 433.67 

    

T2 203.26 203 15 30  
  

321496.927 
 

1245926.558  
20.56    20.54 210.67 

    

T3 279.54 279 32 30  
  

321570.841 
 

1246123.836  
120.10    120.08 126.00 

    

T4 248.41 248 24 30  
  

321679.877 
 

1246060.692  
188.51    188.48 294.65 

    

PM234 77.20 77 12 00  
  

321636.435 
 

1245769.262  
85.71    85.67 

     

Misclose 120”    0.00 1287.99 
    

corr  / angle -20”     Sum dist misc m -4.240 misc m 90.022 

 
The angular misclose is 20” per angle which is reasonable given the round off in the input angle data 
(i.e. nearest 30”). But the total linear misclose is 90.122 m! The bearing of the misclose is 357.3° 
which is very close to the bearing of the line T1 - T2.  It looks like T1-T2 should be 343.67 not 433.67.  
If it was 343.67 then the misclose would be 125 mm which is OK.  
 
Since the coordinate misclose is not small, due to an apparent distance error, we do not calculate 
adjusted distances or adjusted coordinates. 
 
 
Q5.   
The calculations for the miscloses and adjusted coordinates of the traverse stations are shown in the 
table below. There is a huge angular misclose, 2847” which is about 50’ more than we would expect 
from data of this quality.  So we don’t adjust the bearings or coordinates.  But we can try to find the 
likely error, if there is only one wrong angle. Calculate raw coordinates using unadjusted bearings 
starting at SSM6170 and head east.  Then do likewise starting at PM3946 and head west.  Note the 
angles used when travelling west are 360° - angle in figure above. 
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Compare the coordinates of each point form the 
two sets of calculations and it appears that the 
angle at 3 is wrong because it has similar 
coordinates from both ends.  That is because the 
coordinates are calculated up to that point without 
use of the erroneous angle. I added 5000m to 
northings in my solution below to avoid negative 
coordinates, but that is not essential – the process 
still works the same. 

   
   

 
E N 

TS53  
 

   
 

455.14 5490.45 
SSM6170  

 
   

 
598.63 5275.28 

PM3946  
 

   
 

1182.71 5575.08 
TS196  

 
   

 
2046.83 5613.93 

Forward Calc 
 

   
   

TS53 Dec °    dist 455.14 5490.45  
146.30    

   

SSM6170 197.23 197° 13' 49'' 
 

598.63 5275.28  
163.53    206.33 

  

1 257.50 257° 30' 10'' 
 

657.120 5077.414 
  241.04    319.02 

  

2 33.17 33° 10' 20'' 
 

378.004 4922.920 
  94.21    474.5 

  

3 131.16 131° 09' 40'' 
 

851.225 4888.109  
45.37    429.31 

  

4 79.88 79° 52' 30'' 
 

1156.739 5189.719  
305.24    540.98 

  

5 315.13 315° 07' 50'' 
 

714.916 5501.892  
80.37    464.64 

  

PM3946 186.26 186° 15' 40'' 
 

1173.013 5579.588  
86.64    

   

PM3946 
 

   
 

1182.710 5575.080  
87.43    

   

TS196 
 

   
 

2046.830 5613.930 
Misc " 2847    

   

Reverse calc 
 

   
   

TS196 
 

   
 

2046.83 5613.93  
267.43    

   

PM3946 173.74    
 

1182.71 5575.08  
261.16    464.64 

  

5 44.87    
 

723.583 5503.713 
  126.03    540.98 

  

4 280.13    
 

1161.056 5185.473 
  226.16    429.31 

  

3 228.84    
 

851.409 4888.108  
275.00    474.5 

  

2 326.83    
 

378.714 4929.447  
61.83    319.02 

  

1 102.50    
 

659.935 5080.073  
344.32    206.33 

  

SSM6170 162.77    
 

604.182 5278.728  
327.09    

   

SSM6170 
 

   
 

598.630 5275.280  
326.30    

   

TS53 
 

   
 

455.140 5490.450 
Misc " -2847    

   

 
 Compare coordinates with forward run 
Pt Diff E Diff N RSS 
5 8.668 1.821 8.857 
4 4.318 -4.246 6.056 
3 0.184 -0.001 0.184 
2 0.710 6.526 6.565 
1 2.815 2.660 3.873 

 

So there is a large angle error at point 3. The angle should be close to 132° 
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Q6.  
One solution method is to get 
mean orientations at each end of 
traverse and hold bearings of 
end lines fixed.  
 
You are welcome to send me 
your solution. Here is part of 
mine: 
 
We need to rotate the direction 
observations to bearings.  So 
bearing = direction + R 
Calculate the bearing from coordinates for each of the directions to known targets, and then calculate 
R.  At each end point calculate the mean R, and then apply that to the direction observation along the 
traverse. 
 
at T10 Bearing 

 
R 

T12 347°31'22.1'' 
 

347°31'22.1'' 
T11 102°30'40.1'' 

 
347°31'06.1'' 

PM 108 127°04'56.7'' 
 

347°31'16.7'' 
A  93°53'15.0'' Mean: 347°31'15.0''     
at T34 

   

T30 284°38'13.2'' 
 

284°38'13.2'' 
T33 319°57'53.3'' 

 
284°38'14.3'' 

T35 65°51'20.2'' 
 

284°38'19.2'' 
E 214°00'33.5'' Mean: 284°38'15.5'' 
 
Next calculate bearings through traverse and then calculate angle misclose. 
 
Brg T10 to A 93 53 15 
angle A 156 50 57  

70 44 12 
angle B 264 37 13  

155 21 25 
angle C 68 52 21  

44 13 46 
angle D 261 17 53  

125 31 39 
angle E 88 31 19 
Brg E to T34 34 02 58 
Brg by rotation calcs  34 00 34 
misclose 

  
144 

 
The misclose is 28.9” per angle, which is large for current instruments. 
 
Q7.   
Ans.  118°29'17"    220.755 
 
I solved this problem by choosing arbitrary coordinates for A. 
  

Pt Bearing or angle Dist Easting Northing 
A 

  
0 1000  

14°48'00'' 245.62 
  

B 198°06'30'' 
 

62.743 1237.471  
32°54'30'' 310.00 

  

C 284°01'30'' 
 

231.165 1497.729  
136°56'00'' 480.34 

  

D 200°12'30'' 
 

559.164 1146.812  
157°08'30'' 709.27 
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E 271°33'30'' 
 

834.683 493.242  
248°42'00'' 430.14 

  

F 268°01'30'' 
 

433.925 336.993  
336°43'30'' 607.12 

  

G 
  

194.025 894.705      

Brg from coords: 118°29'17.3'' 220.755 Dist from coords 
 
 
Q8.   
 
I solved this problem by choosing arbitrary coordinates for A. 
Pt Bearing Dist  Easting  Northing  
A    200   0 
 38°20'00'' 142.00   
B    288.073  111.387 
 347°55'00'' 172.83  
C     251.894  280.388 
 298°12'00'' 203.15    
D    72.857  376.387 
 29°46'00'' 143.32    
E    144.011  500.796 
              
F is midway AE which is simply EF = (EA+EE)/2 and similarly for NF 
F    172.006  250.398 
              
Brg CF from coordinates = 249°25'27'' 
Dist CF from coordinates = 85.332       
              
 
Q9.   
Note this is not a fully observed traverse. The closing angles and distances 
are not supplied, so we can’t calculate a misclose or adjust a loop traverse. So 
the loop data can’t be checked, and neither can the radiations! 
 (a) Compute bearings of BC and CD.   
(b) Assuming arbitrary coordinates for A, compute the coordinates of B, C & D.   
(c) Compute coordinates of P, R & S from B, C & D respectively and then 
compute the bearings and distances of the property lines. 
 
At brg/ang D M S Dist E N 
A 

 
   

 
300 100  

3.70 3 42  28.02 
  

B 70.13 70 07 30 
 

301.808 127.962  
253.83    29.454 

  

C 113.03 113 02  
 

273.520 119.757  
186.86    18.36 

  

D 55.50 55 30  
 

271.328 101.528  
62.36    2.98 

  

S 
 

   
 

273.968 102.910   
   

   

B 110.87 110 52  
   

P 294.57    4.015 298.157 129.631   
   

   

C 308.03 308 02  
   

R 21.86    6.424 275.912 125.719  
Joins    

   

AP 356.44 356° 26' 24.6'' 29.688 
  

PR 260.03 260° 01' 31.8'' 22.586 
  

RS 184.87 184° 52' 20.9'' 22.891 
  

SA 96.379 96° 22' 45.2'' 26.195 
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Q10.   
DATA set A. The angle misclose = -8”. So, the angles are OK, no error in 
angles or given bearings. There is an 18m linear misclose parallel to line 2-3 so 
we suspect an error in distance 2-3. My estimate of the correct distance 2-3 = 
75.832m.  Linear misclose is not acceptable, so do not adjust the coordinates. I 
would investigate the field data to see if distance was measured from 2 to 3 
and from 3 to 2 and what the raw distances were. Perhaps only one of them is 
wrong or the mean distance has been incorrectly recorded or entered into the 
calculations. 

 
DATA set B. The angle misclose = -8”. So the angles are OK, no error in angles or given bearings. 
There is a 200m misclose in E, and 28 mm in N. The linear misclose is not acceptable. The misclose 
is not parallel to any line, so probably not an error in a single distance. Error is most likely to be in the 
Easting coordinates of the known control points. The likely correct estimates are E 36 = 20.58, or E 24 
= 171.94 – 200m. I would check the coordinates of the control (known) points. 
 
DATA set C. The angle misclose = 17.998°. This is not acceptable. Calculate bearings and 
coordinates of the traverse forward, i.e. from 24 to 1 etc through to 36.    
     
Pt   Angle     Bearing  Dist    Easting  Northing  
     d  m  s   d  m  s    m         m        m          
9                               132.08   6981.69         
               6 21 20  (Bearing from coordinates)            
24 211 52 52                    171.94   7339.56         
              38 14 12  63.575  
1  106 25 56                    211.287  7389.496         
             324 40 08  72.854           
2  186 43 16                    169.156  7448.932         
             331 23 24  75.832           
3  101 26 53                    132.844  7515.505         
             252 50 17  61.556           
4  155 43 06                     74.029  7497.341         
             228 33 23  84.805           
36 134 15 33                     20.58   7392.58         
             182 48 56              
9                               132.08   6981.69         
 
Bearing 36-9 from coordinates:  164 49 04              
                     
Calculate Reverse direction traverse from 36 to 24 and be careful calculating bearings because angles 
are ‘backwards’. Compare coordinates of Forward and Reverse traverse calculations. 
   
Pt    Angle    Bearing   Dist  Easting  Northing   Diff from forward run 
     d  m  s   d  m  s     m      m         m          ΔE m     ΔN m         
9                              132.08   6981.69         
             344 49 04 (Bearing from coordinates)             
36 134 15 33                    20.58   7392.58         
              30 33 31  84.805  
4  155 43 06                    63.696  7465.606     -10.332   -31.734   
              54 50 25  61.556            
3  101 26 53                   114.021  7501.054     -18.822   -14.451   
             133 23 32  75.832  
2  186 43 16                   169.126  7448.958      -0.029     0.027   
             126 40 16  72.854          
1  106 25 56                   227.561  7405.448      16.274    15.953   
             200 14 20  63.575  
24 211 52 52                   171.94  7339.56         
             168 21 28  Bearing from coordinates: 186 21 20              
9                              132.08  6981.69         
                     
The difference in coordinates between forward and reverse runs show that only point 2 has 
coordinates that are similar in both directions. So the angle error is probably at point 2. A correction of 
- 17.998° to the angle at 2 will remove misclose. 186° -18° = 168°  i.e. a reversal of digits. My next 
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step would be to investigate the raw observations, at the level of FL and FR readings (if I hadn’t 
already done so when I saw the large angular misclose!). 
 
 
Q11. 
The angle misclose = +10”, and is acceptable. There is a large linear misclose parallel to line 4-5, 
which is not acceptable. There is probably an error in the distance 4-5. It should be about 61.5m.  I 
suggest investigate the forward and reverse measurements of distance of that line – if the raw field 
data is available. Do not adjust the traverse. 
 
 
Q13. 
You are welcome to send me your solution. I have solved this problem with my least squares program 
(It is easier, but I haven’t taught you how to do that yet.) It is an incentive to learn about least squares I 
give my solution. 

 
If I select standard deviations of the observations as:  
Distances 4.0 mm + 1.0 ppm, Directions 3.0 sec and 1.0 mm centring std dev at inst and at target 
Given: Point           E m            N m            
C1                     2341.71      1580.11        
C2                     2230.89      1417.88        
C3                     3204.05      1375.74        
C4                     3008.91      1600.14        
 
Then the Adjusted Coordinates are: 
Point             E m            N m            
T1                     2417.066     1261.105         
T2                     2533.668     1059.743         
T3                     2910.783     1170.478         
T4                     2728.240     1389.679         
T4 ecc                 2729.022     1388.891        
X21                    2122.557     1378.191         
  
And the corrections (adjustments) to the observations are all small. 
 
 
Q14. The students’ direction observations used the ‘carry bearings’ method. They started at 801 and 
progressed anticlockwise around the loop. The initial bearing 801 to 805 is 345°30’10”. When they 
progressed to 805 the bearing to 801 was 165°29’53”. The difference (apart from 180° due to opposite 
direction) is a misclose of -17”. An adjustment would correct the observations by about 2” per angle. 
So, there are no large problems with the direction observations. 
 
Using the bearings and the observed distances we calculate coordinates around the loop. This gives a 
misclose of about 27m and bearing 68° which is roughly parallel to the line 801 to 802. That lines’ 
distance should probably be 58.74 not 85.74.  
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Q15.  
At To FL FR Mean Direction Bearing 
D210 LC153 276 04 12 96 04 20 276 04 16 276 04 39 
D210 A 285 55 50 105 55 50 285 55 50 285 56 13 
A D210 105 55 50 285 55 38 105 55 44 105 56 13 
A B 188 13 10 8 12 58 188 13 04 188 13 33 
B A 8 13 06 188 12 54 8 13 00 8 13 33 

Note that the reverse bearing of a line is exactly 180° different to the forward bearing. These 
calculations can be done as mental arithmetic, by simply adding or subtracting seconds as required. 
 
Q16.  
Type of error  What caused the error and how detected the source of error? 
Large angular misclose 
 

One or more angles wrong, calculated traverse from both ends 
and find point with common coordinates.  Or error in ‘known’ 
bearings at start or end of a non-loop traverse. 

Small angular misclose, large 
misclose in E and N 
 

One or more distance wrong or fixed coordinates wrong, bearing 
of misclose parallel to a line (distance error) or cardinal direction 
(E or N error).  

Small angular misclose, large 
misclose in E, small misclose in 
N 

Error in fixed E coordinates wrong, check on correct mark or 
transcription error.  

Loop traverse with small angular 
misclose, small misclose in E 
and N, but coordinates of 
intermediate points incorrect. 

Scale error in distances or original orientation, check Scale 
Factor and orientation. 

 
Q17. This traverse is a loop. We can calculate the angular misclose by summing the internal angles or 
by carrying the bearing from the baseline. To make the misclose zero the direction 979 – 974 would be 
60°56’25”. Perhaps this value would confirm the FL or FR observation in the field recordings. The 
distances are not needed for this calculation. If we use the calculated direction and the distances 
provided, then the misclose in E is -0.021m and in N is -0.010m. Also note that the measured distance 
979-974 is only about 1mm different to the distance calculated from the given coordinates. 
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5. Introduction to CAD for Surveying  

This chapter begins with a revision of Cartographic principles and Spatial Visualisation. It then 
provides an introduction to the type of CAD software used by surveyors in NSW, a discussion on 
choosing which CAD package to use, and details with a practice session and worked solution on how 
to communicate between survey instruments and CAD (i.e. data upload and download).  The 
associated lectures demonstrate one or two commercial CAD packages.    

Overview of Cartographic Principles 
and Spatial Visualisation 

Visualisation of Spatial Data  

The theory and principles of graphic communication and the ability to mentally convert between 2D 
and 3D visualisations of landscapes and man-made structures is briefly covered in these notes. The 
associated lectures will demonstrate many examples. This course gives experience in producing these 
graphics and some guidelines on how to produce high quality products. 
 
Reasons for learning about this topic: 

 Many surveyors produce maps, plans, graphs, and or 3D point clouds from laser scanning 
 Pictures help design and construction, better than just numbers or written descriptions  
 Computers help produce graphics 

 
“The ability to visualize in three dimensions is a cognitive skill that has been shown to be important for 
success in engineering and other technological fields. For engineering, the ability to mentally rotate 3D 
objects is especially important. … research aimed at identifying practical methods for improving 3D 
spatial skills …” Developing 3-D Spatial Skills for Engineering Success, Sheryl A Sorby  Educational 
Research, AAEE Dec 2018. Also, Spatial skills and their correlation with engineering problem-solving 
… “Findings from this research confirm the link between spatial skills and engineering problem-
solving.” 
 
It can be useful to do a test to determine your current visualisation abilities of spatial objects. Our in-
class test has intentionally limited time and asks you to work fast. These questions tap working 
memory and your spatial ability. The questions cover: 
 

 Which two of the following 3D views are of the same block? 
 Which line in this contour plan has the steepest slope?  
 Where is the lowest point along this proposed road? 
 Consider the angles A and B in a 3D figure. Which is larger? 

Colour blindness – What is the number shown? [This may affect you or your clients] 
 If paper at left was cut and folded, which cube could be formed? 
 Interpret an engineering draw with plan, front view and side view. 
 Interpret a control survey plan. 
 Which shape best represents the cut when viewed normal to the cutting plane? 
 A series of mental rotation questions. Successful completion of these items requires an ability 

to generate an image in your mind, keep the quality of that image whilst you manipulate it (ie 
rotate it) and compare it to other representations.  
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 We slice (cross section) some objects and try to visualise a rotated view of the cut surface. 
 
 
Graphic Visualisation and Optical Illusions 
In surveying, one of the top priorities of anything we do is accuracy and clarity. Much of the 
information people receive from us is visual. We must leave no room for misunderstanding. Anyone 
who sees our work must be clear about what is going on without having to guess what we are trying to 
communicate. Is it better to communicate with pictures? Different people interpret things in different 
ways. It is sometimes better to communicate with pictures than words. Our eyes can sometimes see 
things much differently to what they really are.  Different colours, directions, sizes and depths can all 
affect our perceptions. People sometimes interpret our work differently to what we intended. We must 
ensure that our work is not misinterpreted, so we should get feedback from our audience.  
 
It is claimed that ‘Seeing is believing’ but what about false interpretations called “optical illusions”? 
 
In class we view examples that investigate the effects of different viewpoints, background effects, 
vertical exaggeration, colour, and optical illusions. The ability to communicate with graphics/visuals 
effectively, to visualise 3D objects from 2D images, and to interpret technical drawings such as 
engineering drawings, topographic maps and Cadastral plans, can be improved with understanding 
and practice. 

Cartography 

Cartography is the art or technique of making maps or charts.  To do this, one must not only possess 
artistic talents but also the skill of representing the features accurately on the map.  Map design is a 
creative art which involves the transfer of physical knowledge to others by graphic communication.  
Some key principles of cartography for drawing maps and plans are given here, they will assist you in 
layout of manual and computer plans, graphs and maps. This section was written by students Leo 
Chen, Michael Sestito, David Sproule in 1994.  It has been edited and updated by Bruce Harvey. The 
associated lectures contain many images and examples. 
 
Map or Plan? Maps and plans are both representations on paper or computer, of physical features on 
the ground. Plans accurately define widths of roads, sizes of buildings, etc. Every feature is exactly 
represented true to scale. Maps may have features represented by symbols when the scale is small 
and may ‘move’ some features to assist clarity. Advantages of computer based maps are that we can 
produce multiple versions, layers of information, animation, 3D views and the ability to zoom in or out. 
See for example, AppleMaps of the Sydney CBD for 3D views. 
 
What is different between a map and an aerial photo? Aerial photography has issues: scale varies 
across a photo, there is increased scale distortion towards edges of photographs, and there are tilt 
and relief errors. You will learn more about these issues in photogrammetry courses. Include photo 
images in a map as an orthophoto can provide a time ‘snapshot’ of Earth and aids interpretation to 
make effective use of a map.  
 
Before starting to draw a map or plan it is necessary to decide on the type of map or plan required. 
Data has to be handled and processed in different ways depending on the intended purpose of the 
end product. 
 
Map Aesthetics. Although maps may not be objects of art, they should be easy to read as well as 
pleasant to look at.  While an ugly map with careless line work and crude colours carry just as much 
information as a well-made map, it does not please the readers or make it easier for them to interpret 
the information.  The arrangements of elements with clarity and harmony make up a good map.  A 
challenge for map makers is to make the map aesthetically pleasing as well as functional. 
 
Balance involves the visual impact with which the designer arranges the information so that 
information does not appear all to one side.  The optical centre should have visual balance around it to 
achieve the optimum effect. 
 
Lettering stands out in white background, but in the case of maps it may blend in with the background.  
General principles of lettering: 
 
1.  Names should be easily read.  Legibility may be obtained through type from, size, and colour. 
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2. Names should be easily associated with the object to which it belongs. 
3. Names should not overlap, conceal or cover any other map contents. 
4. Names should be in context with its spatial situation. 
5. Type size should increase with the importance of each object. 
6. Names should not be spaced. 
 
Positioning of Names. There are three different categories into which names can be divided. 
 

 Position designation is used for small objects, triangulation points and in general for objects so 
small that names cannot be placed within. 

 Linear designation is used for lines and ribbon liked objects such as rivers, etc. 
 Areal Designations are used for objects in which names can be set, for example is that of a 

large scale map, the names can be set within the building.    
 
Generalisation is the process of simplifying a map so that when changing scale (when converting 
from large scale to small scale maps) it does not become a jumble, this preserves the legibility.  One 
must be able to select the most relevant material and discard the not so important material.  With 
generalisation an important tool is the usage of exaggeration. Beware of the reverse process i.e. photo 
enlarging a map. Map Generalisation suppresses truth/accuracy to help users see what needs to be 
seen. Reality has too much detail. 
 
Symbols. The visual variables can be applied for the subdivision of symbols.  Size, lightness, grain, 
colour, orientation and form are used as such.  Symbols which are alike are used to represent features 
that are similar.  The contrast between the two may be brought out through the aid of visual variable. 
 
Symbols may require explanation, but with familiarity, and convention the effectiveness of the symbol 
design may be enhanced.  Familiar symbols from other countries may be understood without difficulty 
but the adverse may occur with familiar symbols meaning different things. 
  
When symbols are crowded it is best to utilise generalisation with the rearrangement of names, 
another way is to superimpose onto a base map. 
 
Legibility and contrast. Symbols should not be too delicate and there should be sufficient difference 
between the symbols for the reader to tell apart with ease. 
 
Contouring.  Values of contours should be made to read uphill.  They should be scattered and inserted 
into breaks.  Spots heights can be located in isolated places such as top of peaks or centre of 
extensively flat areas. Too many does not make the map seem cluttered. 
 
Map errors, intentional or not. To avoid blunders, or find them, in map making: compile information 
from more than one different source; field check information on maps; check publishing date of the 
map and the dates field information was gathered. To avoid misinterpretation clearly label all keys and 
scales. Where possible, avoid maps derived from other maps and use original base maps. Some 
maps fail because of the mapmaker’s ignorance or oversight. Deliberate blunders can be used to 
emphasise a particular point of interest or bias. Most map users tolerate small lies on maps. They 
understand the need to distort geometry and to suppress features. Example, street directory road 
widths. Sometimes advertisers distort maps to show how good their products are, or to hide poor 
undesirable aspects of a real estate site. What do you think about that? 
 
Map reading. If you are going to draw maps and plans it is wise to practice using other people’s maps 
and plans. You can learn how to improve your maps or plans by studying professionally drawn maps 
and plans. Can you read coordinates off a map? Can you orientate maps in the field with a magnetic 
compass (magnetic north on a map is usually not same as grid lines), or “line up” by eye using 
directions to prominent features e.g. distant hills. When travelling how do you hold a street directory or 
GPS map on phone or a paper map? Do you place it with top of map pointing in direction of travel or 
always page or North upright? Can you manage either way? 
 
Final Advice. When drawing a map or plan try several draft versions with different styles.  Decide 
which product is best and seek the opinions of other map users.  Carefully investigate existing maps 
and use the techniques, styles and features of good maps. 
 
References: 
Cartographic Design and Production, JS Keates, 2nd ed, pp 22-58 
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Principles of Thematic Map Design, Dent, some of ch 1, Design Int 1, pp 352-363 
Positioning Names on Maps, E Imhof, The American Cartographer, Vol 2 No 2 1975, pp  128-144. 

CAD for Detail Surveys 

Computer Assisted Drafting (CAD) is computer software that enables engineers and architects to 
design everything from furniture to airplanes. Surveying and Civil Engineering versions of CAD are 
specialised applications designed to do topographic map drafting (plan drawing), survey calculations 
and road design etc. The types of Plane Surveying that we will use CAD for in this course are:  

 Topographic / Detail Surveys to determine locations & elevations and draw plans of features 
of the landscape;  

 Cadastral surveys and lot subdivision, legal boundary dimensions and lot areas. 
 Engineering surveys such as Road Design and setting out of buildings. 

 
There are many other applications in drainage and sewer design, mining, dam surveys, hydrographic, 
highway, rail and tunnel surveys. 
 
In the past surveyors took measurements in the field and recorded them on paper. Later they did 
calculations and drew their plans.  Now we have automatic field mapping systems where observations 
are recorded on the instrument and later downloaded to computer software that does calculations and 
draws plans.  We can use theodolite/EDM total stations, some have robotic tracking of a prism on a 
pole, which is ideal for detail surveying, or we can use GPS.  Some total stations have computer 
screen map displays, but that has not been successful yet.  
 
In the future (and I have been waiting a long time for this) we will collect the detail survey data in the 
field and at the same time process it and draw the surveying plans etc. The office post-processing 
stage can then be eliminated. This will allow us to see the contours and the plan location of buildings 
etc in the field as we survey the site and helps us spot errors, missing data, etc. 
 
Why use CAD?  
 

 
CAD system Traditional drafting 

Survey 
Computations 

Built in 
calculations 

Calculations 
separate 

Speed Fast Slow 

Accuracy Accurate Good 

Repeatable Yes No 

Editing Easy Difficult 

Archive Electronic & paper Paper 

 
  
What is the difference between GIS and CAD? GIS and CAD initially look similar but CAD geometry 
contains many horizontal and vertical lines, GIS doesn’t. In CAD, circular arcs and curves are 
essential, in GIS they are rare. In CAD a typical polygon has few vertices; in GIS a polygon may have 
many thousands of vertices. Databases in CAD are often peripheral to the main task. In GIS, the 
database is the most important aspect of the system. With future software development it is likely that 
CAD and GIS will include features and aspects of each other. 
 
CAD systems 

 Easy to handle locations and shapes of geographic features 
 Easy to calculate distances, areas, and volumes 
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 Do not have attribute data 
Desktop mapping 

 Most of the capabilities of CAD systems 
 Rudimentary linkages between location data and attribute data 
 Simple queries based on single attribute files 

Geographic information systems 
 Capabilities of CAD and desktop mapping systems 
 RDBMS-based attribute (or even object) management 
 Query and identify locations or routes matching multiple criteria 
 Support various spatial analysis to transform geographic data into geographic information 

Detail Survey Principles 

 Decide where to put your control marks if the survey is being measured by total station, so 
that you can obtain the coordinates of the instrument and can see (to measure by radiations) 
the features of the site.  With RTK GPS this may not be necessary. Calculate coordinates and 
height of marks and features. 

 Survey trees (note trunk and spread radius, tree type etc.) 
 Description of object / feature should be recorded. Often use codes to identify detail point 

types e.g. building, drain, fence, road, tree; and strings to draw symbols and lines in the plan 
‘automatically’. 

 Be aware of scale of finished plan (1:200 implies 1mm on plan is 0.2m on ground) 
 Spacing of natural surface points must reflect scale of plan and nature of terrain 
 Pick up enough points to define curves 
 Use check measurements 
 Particular attention around buildings (remember corners are usually 90°) 
 Check where possible for blunders, bumped instrument, etc. 
 Better to have too many points than too few! 

 
Should we take FL and FR theodolite observations?  Consider: 

 2 faces gives repeat observations, their mean reduces random errors, their differences help 
detect gross errors 

 2 faces reduce systematic errors: axis tilt, collimation error, etc 
 2 faces do not reduce vertical axis (levelling) tilt or centring error 
 1 face observations are faster and since plotting requires low precision may be precise 

enough for detail surveys 
 
So generally we do traverse control observations with 2 faces, and radiations of detail features with 1 
face. 
 
Checks, if observation is in 1 face only: Does the plan look OK? Do buildings have 90° corner? Are 
trees etc in the correct position? There should not be unexpected holes or mountains in contours. We 
might consider radiating some points from two positions, and compare building side lengths with tape 
measurements. 
 

CAD for Detail Survey 

Most CAD software for surveying can do: 
 Survey data input and reduction 
 Survey computations such as radiation, bearing and distance, intersection of lines 
 Traverse calculation and adjustment 
 Points and string-line plotting 
 Draw and edit points, symbols, lines, polygons, arcs, circles, text etc 
 Layer control and management 
 Terrain modelling  
 Contour plotting with break lines  
 Volume Calculations 
 Perspective views, and perhaps 3D fly-through animations 
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 Plan plotting / printing 
 Data output to other CAD or GIS data formats. 

 
Feature codes with the survey measurements lead to automated map production by drawing features 
with appropriate symbols e.g. trees, power poles, and linking linear topographic features (strings) e.g. 
building outline, fence line, road edge. 
 
Layers are imaginary transparent surfaces in a CAD drawing that help to organize CAD drawings and 
makes editing much easier. CAD software allows users to turn layers on/off to view or edit specific 
objects. 
 
Data editing can be done to account for errors in data coding (e.g. delete spurious detail points), to 
change detail point types (e.g. pole to tree), or to change line types (e.g. fence to road). Plans or the 
source data set can also be edited to make aesthetic changes (e.g. change colours from their default 
settings) and add non-surveyed information (e.g. building names and road names).  The non-surveyed 
information can be positioned by coordinates and stored along with the surveyed information or 
positioned graphically (e.g. by mouse) as independent text objects. 

Terrain Modelling  

A Digital Terrain Modelling (DTM) takes the heights of detail points on the ground and uses 
appropriate algorithms to create a 3D mathematical terrain. Using a DTM, it is possible to produce 
contour maps, produce cross-sections, calculate volumes, calculate cut and fill, create 3D visual 
models (views of the landscape) and fly-throughs. The DTM can be in the form of a TIN or a DEM; 
more about those later. 

CAD for Road Design 

Most CAD software for Road Design can do: 
 Long and cross sections 
 Intersection design    
 Urban and rural road design with super-elevation       
 Cut and fill volumes calculation       
 Cross sections with table drains, batters and boxing 
 Facilities for road reconstruction plans and calculations 

Which CAD Software? 

There are many “brands” of surveying CAD software available in Australia and around the world.  
At UNSW we currently teach CAD with Magnet Office CAD. There are a few, mostly historical, reasons 
for the use of this CAD package.  We don’t have to have the best software, and how do you define 
that anyway? We do not have time to teach more than one package and we do not try to teach all 
aspects of the software.  We aim to make students aware of some features of CAD and to gain some 
experience.  Further training can often be obtained during students work experience e.g. summer 
employment.  
 
Students doing the computer lab CAD exercises in this course are given detailed step by step 
instructions for detail surveys, subdivision plans and road design.  Those instructions are not included 
in this book. Students at other universities of those who already have experience and access to other 
CAD software may use it, but our staff may not be able to assist with specific technical and debugging 
questions. 
 
We could do a survey to find out which CAD software is most common amongst local surveyors. But 
the most common CAD software is not necessarily the best. I suspect surveyors don't like changing 
their CAD because of training time and other reasons. Some surveyors use one type of CAD for the 
survey processing and design and another for the plan drawing and export, i.e. for ‘polishing’ plans or 
for sending plans to clients. 
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Many surveyors wonder if the software package they are using to reduce their observations, draw 
plans, design roads and calculate volumes etc. is the best package for them. Surveyors currently 
using CAD should consider: 

Is there a more suitable package out there? 
Will changing products be too expensive? 
Will changing products disrupt plan production? 
How do I know which packages to consider? 

 
One way to determine this is to have an in depth review of the other packages available on the market 
and compare them to what you are currently using. Or learn and use them all! One of our former 
students, Candice Lowe, did her thesis in 2006 titled “A Critical Review of Surveying CAD Packages”.  
A brief overview of her thesis is on our class web site, or contact me if you wish to read the full thesis. 
She compared several CAD packages in terms of cost, ease of use, support provided, time required to 
learn how to use the software, quality of the output produced, and compatibility with instruments. 

Communications with Surveying Equipment 

 
Transfer (download) of survey data from the field, whether measured by Total Stations or GPS, is now 
usually done by electronic transfer from data stored on the instrument to the computer software. 
Though it is still possible to write the field data on paper in the field and type it into a computer 
software later, that is a tedious time consuming and error prone task that is now history except for very 
small surveys or for educational purposes. 
 
Similarly, coordinates of traverse stations or road set out marks that have been calculated or designed 
in CAD can be electronically transferred (upload) to survey instruments.  In the field we can then refer 
to point numbers and the instruments recall the coordinates and guide the set out. 
 
Some of the methods to get data in and out are cables, USB ports, data cards and Bluetooth.  

Total Station  CAD  

This section gives part of the instructions for a Lab exercise:  Electronic “Field to Finish” Detail 
Surveying. The purpose of this exercise is to gain experience with computer aspects of a surveying 
instrument – including uploading data, using the uploaded data, collecting measurement data and 
entering descriptions (codes) of the detail survey points for use in CAD, using menus on the 
instrument, and downloading the results. Our intention here is not to make an accurate survey (in the 
lab or nearby field site). We do not expect you to remember every step in this process because there 
are a lot of small steps (given below). Those skills will be developed with practice later. Various 
instruments and software work differently, but many aspects are similar, so after learning our one 
specific type of procedures you may find it easier learning alternative software with future employers. 
 
A detail survey can also be done by laser scanning or by GNSS observations.  We don’t describe the 
procedures here but they are not difficult. It is a matter of observing coordinates of points and the 
points’ descriptions or codes, and transferring them to CAD. 
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Manual Coordinate Entry and Detail Survey 

Turn on total station and if necessary to get to the instruments main status screen. 
 
Setup a new JOB 
This step may include ‘Compensator’ levelling, setting over a mark, checking configuration, entering 
prism constant, and temperature / pressure corrections, entering map projection scale factor, etc. 

 
Enter coordinates of known points 
Type in the Easting, Northing and Height of a point e.g. 100.000, 300.000, 20.000 and its point 
number e.g. 901  
 
Type in coordinates of more points, especially a back site target e.g. 80.00, 350.00, 25.00 point 999. 
 
Do some basic detail survey measurements from this coordinated point: 
Usually this involves specifying which point number you are set up over, entering height of instrument, 
then specifying which point number you are going to use as a back site target (to orientate your 
directions) and the height of the target above that point. Then point cross hairs to the target, measure 
and record. [There are other ways to start a detail survey, e.g. free stationing / resection.] 
  
Take measurements to other points by pointing cross hairs to a prism (or using reflectorless EDM to 
some other target, or using automatic target recognition to point to a prism), measuring and recording 
the observation or derived coordinates. It may be necessary to change target height for some points. 

Computer Coordinate Upload and Detail Survey 

Usually it is possible to create a computer file containing the coordinates of the known points of the 
survey site and to upload the file to a Total Station using the CAD program or with other transfer 
methods and software to do this task.  Sometimes you need to set communication variables such as 
baud rate etc. 
 
Example file, in this case it contains point number, E, N, H, description 

11,  89966.000,  7480.000,  ,  Start Road 
12,  90015.282,  7553.063,  ,  IP1 
13,  89968.153,  7728.949,  ,  IP2 
14,  90020.613,  7836.507,  ,  End Road 
900,89856.675,7404.574,0.000,SSM153000 Off 
910,90232.272,7846.408,0.000,PM140410 
914,90078.808,7465.591,0.000,PM140414 MOEYAN 
921,90192.161,7882.104,0.000,PIN IN C.B.  
944,90258.648,7816.903,33.614,SSM79544 HILL 

 
I suggest you view the data in the total station after transfer, before commencing field work. 

FEATURE CODES 

Depending on the project there will probably be a set of codes to describe the common features that 
you will measure in the survey.  Sometimes you may create your own codes.  The table below gives a 
small example of feature codes. Some CAD or projects use numbers as codes others allow 
alphanumeric. Codes are a convenient way to abbreviate your descriptions of the things you are 
measuring.  They also allow the CAD program to automatically place appropriate symbols on points 
and ‘join the dots’ for line features as required. 
 
 POINT FEATURES  STRING FEATURES  

(Add string number suffix e.g. BLDG01 or as a 
prefix 01BLDG) 

Code Description Code Description 
PM Permanent Survey Mark TOP Top cut/fill/bank/drain/pondage etc. 
SM Survey Mark (General, new or 

temporary) 
TOE Toe cut/fill/bank 
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NS Natural surface VEGN Group of trees/shrubs or garden 
TREE*S Single tree, add radius of 

spread in m 
BOK Bottom of Kerb 

DRN Drainage pit TOK Top of Kerb &/or Channel 
SIGN Sign EB Edge of Bitumen 
EL Light Pole (No overhead 

wires) 
EF Edge of Formation/Shoulder     

EP Electricity Pole PATH Pedestrian path 
GATE Gate BLDG Major building 
UN Unknown or other point 

feature 
RWALL Retaining Wall (Crib wall) 

  FENC Fence 
  US Unknown or other line feature 
 
There are other aspects of using codes that can save time with the CAD drawing, such as: 
 

 When one point represents two features you can often join the codes e.g. light pole at edge of 
path is PATH01*EL, and a fence that meets a building is BLDG02*FENC01. 

 
 Arcs can be drawn in CAD as arcs instead of as straight line segments by assigning 

appropriate codes. For example:  TOK*AS, TOK, TOK*AE. 
 

 Joining / closing lines for example around buildings so that all four sides are drawn by CAD: 
on the last corner use a special code so that CAD will draw a line from this point to the first 
point in the string. 

 
Tree measurement  
 
When trying to coordinate the centre of a large tree or similar large objects 
it is not possible to hold the prism at the centre so offset measurements 
are needed. This is not necessary for detail surveys of small objects or 
small offsets if the offset is smaller than a millimetre or so, on the final 
plan. 
  
There are a few methods of doing this. Try to keep the prism as close to 
the desired point as possible and with base of pole at the height desired for 
contours. 
 
a) Place the prism beside or in front of the desired point, measure distance only to the prism and enter 
an estimate of the distance to the desired point e.g. 2m, as shown 
in the figure. Also enter the direction left, right, forward or 
backward. 

       
b) Place the prism beside the desired point at the same distance 
as the desired point, measure distance only to the prism and then 
move cross hairs to centre of tree by turning horizontally (don’t tilt 
the telescope up or down), as shown in the figure. Select one side 
of the tree, left or right, you don’t have to do both sides. 
 
c) Use a  prism pole that corrects for the tilt (lean) of the pole. 

Practice Survey 

Here we do a practice detail survey with a total station. Use electronic field recording with codes, then 
transfer the data to CAD to produce a plan.  The plan of the practice survey and detailed step by step 
instructions are also given in an accompanying PowerPoint file.  
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This exercise can be done indoors or outdoors.  Here I give an overview of the survey in the above 
plan, and then below I explain the steps in more detail. Set up the total station as though you were on 
survey mark PM901, but don’t worry about actually being on a mark. Observe angle to a backsight 
(stn 999). Measure to a prism placed arbitrarily nearby in the room (if indoors) as though it was on a 
prism pole on the natural ground surface at point 1 in the plan above. Move the prism to new points 2 
the corner of a building, 3, 4, ... for each observation but don’t worry if it is not in accordance with 
figure above. We are not going to use the data, just practice recording it with correct codes and then 
download it. Imagine you are observing to a prism at the points in the figure above, in numerical order. 
 
Point numbers. For Control points (existing survey marks and your own traverse stations) we will use 
Station Point numbers from 900-999, and for Station ID we will use real names e.g. PM 1432 or T6.  
For detail survey radiation points we will start at 1 and increment by 1 (stop < 900!) 
 
Codes can be entered by number or alphanumeric.  We will use a set of alpha codes. 
 
STEP BY STEP instructions for the Practice survey: 
 
Note that some total stations will do things slightly differently to the generic instructions given below. 
 
Select at new ‘job’ or project on the total station. Enter data such as temp and pressure, prism type 
and constant. For this exercise use a scale factor of 1.000. 
 
Manually enter coordinate data for points 901 and 999 if it was not uploaded. Enter the point codes 
and height of instrument or target. Code = PM. 
 
To commence the survey, tell the total station you are set up over point 901 (occupied). 
Point cross hairs to a target (no prism necessary); record the angles at the point number 999. 
 
To take measurements to other points:   
 
1) Point to prism at position 1 in the figure, the natural surface point, enter code (= NS), observe and 
record.  
 
Continue collection for other points in the figure 2 to 12; move the prism. Your software may complain 
if you don’t move the prism for each observation because the data is not changing.  You might prefer 
to leave the prism in the same place for each point and to then ignore messages that complain about 
measurements remaining the same. 
 
2) At point 2 observe pole at building. If height of target has not changed there is usually no need to 
enter the target height. Set Code to BLDG01 and record.  This string 01 is our first BLDG, later if we 
have another building we can call it 02. 
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3) At point 3 observe pole at next corner of building. Usually the previous code keeps getting used 
until you enter a new one. So if several consecutive points have the same code you don’t have to 
keep entering the code each time. Point number will be 3 and HT is still the same. 
 
Take a break from measuring to view what you have recorded. This is useful to do occasionally to 
ensure your data is being recorded correctly.  If you make a mistake with a code or a measurement, 
just do the observation and code again, then a new line will be added to the file. Write something in 
your field notes to remind you of this.  Later on a computer you can delete the erroneous lines or edit 
the contents.  This might reduce the stress levels of beginners, but as you gain experience there 
should not be much need to edit the file. 
 
4) At point 4 observe pole at third corner of building. We don’t have to measure all corners of the 
building now, but we should measure the corners in the order we want the strings to be drawn. Here 
lines 2 - 3 then 3 – 4 is good. If we observed corner 2 then 4 then 3 we would get a diagonal line in a 
building! Later, perhaps when set up at another point where we can see the back corner of the 
building (point 13) we use code BLDG01 again and point 4 is joined to 13. We can also enter a code 
(e.g. BLDG01*C) to close the string so that the line 13 to our starting point (2) is drawn in CAD. 
 
To measure to a small (depending on the scale of the plan and its requirements) tree we place the 
prism near the centre of the tree.  To measure to a tree with a large trunk like point 5, or any other 
object where we can’t get the prism to the centre, then: 
5) At point 5 observe prism pole beside the tree and measure the distance, then move cross hairs to 
centre of tree by turning horizontally (don’t tilt the telescope up or down) then record those angles with 
the previous distance.  The actual ‘button press’ steps depend on the instrument’s on board software. 
The code we will us is TREE*S8  (this tells the CAD software that the leaf spread has 8m radius). 
 
6) At point 6 observe pole on edge of road bottom of kerb. Our code is BOK01. Note that this string 01 
is our first BOK, it doesn’t matter that we have a BLDG01 string already. 
 
We are going to do this survey with our prism person walking along one side of the road and then 
returning along the other side. This makes it easier for the person doing the coding and may be safer 
in the field, but requires more walking than zigzagging backwards and forwards with multiple road 
crossings and alternating codes between one side of the road (string 01) and the other side of the 
road (string 02). 
 
7) Point 7 on next edge bottom of kerb is start of an arc. Our code is BOK01*AS. In our CAD software 
the * in the code is a way to enter an additional parameter. Here we are still on BOK01 string but we 
tell the CAD software that we are starting a three point arc.  Then CAD will join the three points with a 
circular arc instead of straight lines. Other CAD software may have alternative ways to code such 
requirements. 
 
8)   At point 8 on arc our code is: BOK01 
9)   At point 9 end of arc:  Code is BOK01*AE    
10) At point 10 end of road:  Code is BOK01 
11) At point 11 other side of road: Code BOK02  
 
12) At point 12 we need a new pole height to see over an obstacle. Enter HT = 1.600. This is an 
example of entering a new pole height, which you may have to do to see over a bush etc. Note that 
pole height will then be used for all subsequent points unless you change it again. So if the pole is 
extended for one observation only, then returned to its normal height remember to enter a new pole 
height when you return staff to its usual height. 
 
View your recorded data before turning off the instrument and leaving the field. 

Downloading total station data to computer 

There are often several download options.  Basically it involves setting the communication parameters 
in the CAD software and instrument.  Connect the instrument and computer by cable, or Bluetooth, or 
insert the instrument’s data card or USB memory into the computer. Run the software and commence 
the download.  Often there is a choice of the format you wish to store the data in.  Some formats are 
easily to read with a text editor, others are designed for efficient use by the CAD software. 
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Fieldwork and CAD 

This section includes my opinions and general advice on doing topographic detail surveys (which have 
various other names around the world) and processing them in CAD to produce plans for a client. 
Students at UNSW will gain more experience with this topic at survey camps.  
 
Field reconnaissance and prior control surveys might be useful. It is possible to start a detail survey 
without known coordinates of points; however I do not recommend it for students. Your processing in 
CAD will be easier if you start with good coordinates for the point you are setup over and for a 
backsight. Of course Detail surveys can be done by GPS or other techniques, not just by total stations. 
 
In the field, students should draw a sketch plan with point numbers for features you have measured, 
string numbers for lines, and include feature names and codes and perhaps some other comments. 
This helps debug problems that might occur when processing data. In the field get into the habit of 
storing the codes and strings with the data. Don’t join the dots later in the CAD software because that 
can cause errors as it is based on memory. Some students do too much drafting / editing of their 
plans.  
 
The survey should be accurate enough to produce a plan the required scale. For example, at a scale 
1:200 objects 200mm across are only 1mm on the plan. Small objects will be shown as symbols, and it 
is not necessary to measure their ‘corners’. Remember to measure height of instrument (if you want to 
produce contours) and to check back site bearings.  
 
How much detail to ‘pick up’? Measure to all the major features, it is better to have too many points 
than too few, but many points are costly to collect. For a linear feature such as a fence or road, don’t 
take too many points along the line unless you need them for contouring. Remember to get some 
natural surface points, but only where slope changes significantly; there is no need for a saturation 
coverage or grid of a paddock. Measure the location of large trees and note the spread size. If there 
are many trees close together just observe a few positions around their perimeter and use a 
vegetation string, unless the client specifically requires more information about the trees. 
If the edge of a road or creek is vague you decide on an appropriate place and consider the scale of 
the plan.  When a building has large eaves or veranda, measure the corner of walls and corners of the 
overhanging structure. If it is not possible to radiate some object consider measuring sufficient 
distances by tape to locate the point, e.g. obscured corners around a building. 
 
Detail surveys with theodolite based total stations usually only take observations in FL because that is 
much faster when there are many points to measure and because plotting requires low precision 
coordinates. Since observations are taken in one face only consider the following checks: 

o Does the plan look OK? 
 buildings usually have 90° corners 
 trees etc in correct position 
 no unexpected holes or mountains in contours 

o Radiate some points from two positions 
o Compare building side lengths with tape measurements 
o Check where possible for blunders, bumped instrument, etc by occasionally reobserving a 

control mark (or backsight). 
 

Modifying Records 
 
I prefer students to try to get the coding right in the field; next preference is to edit the downloaded 
text. I discourage a lot of draftsman style editing of the plan in CAD later in the office because:  

 A correct(ed) data file can be processed almost automatically in the office by an assistant if 
the surveyor has ‘got it right’ in the field, in the field you can see what is around you – 
where the path is, what is path what is fence etc. So try to get the coding and strings right 
in the field. Include names of buildings, roads etc. I still hope that soon we will have CAD 
plans drawn in the field. 

 Office editing of CAD files relies too much on memory and blunders can happen that way, 
 Adjoining area surveys or additional surveys can be added to a data file more seamlessly 

than trying to add two or more CAD drawings together. This happens on survey projects 
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where your site grows into adjoining areas, or when new construction occurs on your site 
and you are asked (paid) to do an updated survey plan. 

 Consider the contours and the TIN, they won’t have to be regenerated as many times if the 
data file is correct before entry into CAD. 

 
But, especially for beginners, sometimes it may be necessary to modify one or more of your data 
records.  If something was observed or recorded wrongly e.g. wrong code or wrong HT, simply do the 
measurement and recording again in the field. I suggest you make notes about this in the field while 
you are collecting the data. Then in the “office” edit the text file of your downloaded data appropriately, 
by e.g. deleting the wrong data line or changing a code. I suggest it is better for student (beginners) to 
correct your data this way than to try to edit the data in the field or to edit the plan in CAD later. 
 
When you graduate I am not aiming for you to be experts in CAD, but I do want you to be able to do a 
detail survey and process it in a CAD and I want you to be able to compare and decide between 
different CAD software. If you use another software later at work then you can compare it with the 
CAD you used at university. I also want you to be able to use CAD in an ongoing learning way. That is 
to be able to keep up to date with new versions or new brands, to use new features (if they are 
relevant). I don’t want you to spend years doing things the same old way all the time.   
 
I realise that not all of you will do detail surveys in your future career, but you can still learn useful 
things from this exercise such as data management, field (or any other data collection) to computer 
pathways and things to watch out for when managing such projects. If you employ someone to do a 
detail survey or similar for you then you should know what to expect from them, how to check what 
they have given you and how much effort it would have taken to produce. I am not interested in 
students memorising where to look, or which box to tick, in the menu system in a current version of a 
particular CAD. 
 
Sometimes you have to do produce several versions of the plans of a site, perhaps at different scales. 
Producing more than one plan lets you see if there are things that you are doing manually for each 
plan that would be nice to have done automatically, or once only.    
 
Consider this: 
Imagine you are supervising several survey parties in your business or subcontracting some work on 
the site to other surveyors.  Your task may be to produce a detail survey plan of the entire site and it is 
a large site that is undergoing construction and development. You are required to produce new up to 
date plans of the site on a regular basis.  Users of your plans want an MGA grid overlaid on the plan 
so they can see where the new designs will “fit in”, or so they can navigate around the site.  They want 
contours on the plan. How would you join the data sets from your field crews, at the data file level or at 
the CAD plan level?  A cut and paste of pdf images is not going to be good enough.  You want the 
contours from one group to join up with another group. Would you want some groups using different 
CAD software to the others?  Would you issue instructions to the field crews before their surveys 
about how they should code their data? 
 
Digital file submission: 
Some surveyors supply clients with digital versions of detail surveys because some clients want more 
than a printed plan. Traditionally you could give them a printout or pdf version of the plan.  Now you 
may also be asked to supply files in a particular format that can be read by the client’s CAD program, 
or other software.  Some points to consider: 
 

 If you give a client a CAD file and they import it into their software they see and get more than 
if you just provided a printed plan or pdf.  If you have your plan plus other things in your file 
then they can see the other things too, and the file might even open to the last screen view 
you looked at. For example, you do some calculations like a simple intersection in local 
coordinates off the side of your plan, or you have a few draft versions of road designs or lot 
layouts. This might lead the client to mistakenly using the wrong data. 
 

 Some clients might want to create 3D models based on your data, not just to have a contour 
plan.  If you designed your survey and CAD work to produce just a contour plan it might not be 
suitable as a basis for 3D model work. Your data set might have “holes” where some of your 
plan’s line work doesn’t have a height value or assumes a height of zero. You might need to 
be careful about setting the heights for all information that doesn’t have heights such as 
cadastral boundaries, text etc.  If you know your client wants the data to produce 3D models 
then you design your survey and the data delivered, appropriately. 
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 Does your work appear on their computer the way it does on yours?  Are you assuming some 

default values without setting them explicitly? For example, the data in your survey is probably 
in units of metres and some things might be set as unit less.  If an architect imports your data 
into their software where they use default values of mm then anything that you had as unit 
less will be treated as though it is in mm e.g. a building 10m across may appear as 10mm 
across in their system. 

Tutorial and Lab Exercises 

Q1. Familiarize yourself with your chosen CAD software’s interface, menus, toolbars, etc and 
frequently used functions along with an instructed lab exercise. Refer to online or built in help or user 
manuals. If there is an introductory tutorial for your software, do it. 
 
Q2. Do the practice detail survey described above (page 5-10) with your total station and your CAD 
software. 
 
Q3. Go into the field, for example an area with some buildings on a university campus. Hand draw a 
map of the site without taking any measurements or looking at maps or aerial photos of the site. 
Sketch the approximate locations of the main features, e.g.  buildings, roads, paths, major trees, walls, 
gates, and services (lights, taps, drains, etc.)  and any survey marks in the area. Try to draw the plan 
based on what you see, without measurements or equipment, try to keep everything at about the 
same scale and in about the correct position. This practice at producing a “locality sketch” can be 
useful for producing field notes, and survey mark recovery sketches, but also for improving your 
spatial visualisation abilities. 
 
Q4. Select a topographic map. Study the cartographic features of the map and write a summary.  
Determine the coordinates of some points on the map in E and N. For your specific map there might 
be questions like: What type of vegetation would you find at …? What relationship is there between 
vegetation and ground slope along this trail? If a dam was built on …River between … and …, how 
deep would the water be at the dam wall if it was full to overflowing? How far would the lake extend if 
this dam were full? Why should this dam not be built? 
 
Q5. CAD programs are used by surveyors to produce contour plans of a site. List several principles of 
cartographic design that can be used to improve the initial versions of computer-generated CAD 
surveying plans. 
 
 
There are no solutions provided in this chapter because of the type of questions asked.  However, if 
you have attempted these question and want feedback, ask your teacher and or compare your work 
with other students. 
 
 
Educational Bushwalk - Topography and Navigation Field Trip 

 
Surveyors make makes, and you will do so in this course.  Most people assume that surveyors can 
read a map. I have found that not all students are great at reading maps initially, but they do improve 
their skills significantly.  Later you may design and create new subdivisions plans. When designing a 
new subdivision of natural land it is important to have a good understanding of contours, land shape 
and slope – not just textbook definitions of points of equal height. 
 
Description: 
On our bushwalk we use traditional (paper map, contour, compass) and phone based GNSS 
navigation methods. Our bushwalk is about 10km and usually takes about 4 hours. You cannot learn 
about contours, land shape, navigation in a lecture room as well as you can in the outdoors.  
Answering an exam question on this topic is different to being in a 3D spatial world. The route has 
been chosen not for scenery but for the opportunity to learn about navigation, about 3D spatial 
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visualisation of land, and understanding contours. It is also a good way to get some fresh air and 
exercise with your classmates. 
 
On the day students are given a paper copy of a topographic map and a list of tasks to do along the 
walk.  Students are asked to discuss their ideas about where they are on the map at various stop 
points along the route and the answers to the task sheet questions.  It is not an exam and supervisors 
will help students with their answers as we do the walk. 
 
Phone apps: 
Students bring a phone with GPS/GNSS, however many of the activities will – intentionally - be done 
without the use of the phone. The recommended app is Handy GPS (on Android  and iPhones). 
Students can upload some survey mark coordinates as waypoints before the day’s bushwalk: 
 

  
  

“It is by riding a bicycle that you learn the contours of a country best, since you have to sweat up the 
hills and coast down them.” – Ernest Hemingway. Perhaps it is even more relevant on a bushwalk? 
 
Activity schedule     
Details are distributed at start of the walk. Here is an overview: 
 We meet at a Railway Station near a National Park. We use our phone apps to display our MGA 

coordinates. Find the point on the paper topographic map, check coordinates agree. Which way is 
North? Reset GNSS trip meter to zero.  

 We commence walk through suburban streets to find a cadastral surveyor’s reference mark, a drill 
hole and wing (RM DH&W)  

 Find a particular state survey mark (SSM). Record the GNSS coordinates. What datum are you 
on? 

 Find another SSM Record the GNSS coordinates. Compare with official values. What is the 
difference between them? Is your app’s height ellipsoidal or AHD? 

 After walking a few more streets note your location on the map. Then start walking on a bush track 
that is not shown on your map!  

 Walk in the bush to a point where the supervisor will stop you.  Find your location on the map 
without GNSS, using the shape of the land as your guide. 

 Another ‘stop point’, is a rock clearing. Note the contours and topography of your location and look 
back at where you have come from.  Without looking at the map, draw on a blank sheet of paper 
the contours around you. Then find your position on the map. Indicate your path (so far) on the 
map. Not using GNSS.  

 Cross water supply pipeline (from a distant Dam).  Determine direction is the water running in the 
pipe? Can water flow uphill without a pump?  Indicate your location on the paper map. 

 Stop at given MGA coordinates (use GNSS), look at the ridge at Magnetic bearing 300°.  How high 
is it above you?   

 Walk along a maintenance road to a stop point. What is the grade/slope of the road? Where does 
the intersecting road go to?  

 Find an SSM at given MGA (2020) coordinates. The mark is buried, and the phone app is not 
accurate enough to know precisely where to dig. There is a recovery sketch in the instructions. Use 
tape and dig until you find the mark. See figure and photograph below. 
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 Stop at given MGA coordinates (use GNSS). What is the magnetic bearing to a distinct peak?  
What is the Grid (MGA) bearing? Also, use the sun, a shadow and analogue watch, to find an 
approximate true bearing. 

 Find another SSM along the route with given approximate MGA (94) coordinates.  
 Turn off onto another bush track that is not shown on your map.  Find your location on the map 

using and map features (but not GNSS or phone). What if there were no man-made features here? 
Use contours and bearings to prominent peaks and valleys.   

 Arrive at a “Lake”.  Write down the coordinates.  How far have you walked according to the GNSS?       
 There is an optional extra walk to a Dingo Cave and “beach”.  
 Return to the railway station following the same route.  See the ‘breadcrumb’ on your phone’s map 

page. Note the difference in topography and scenery that you see when walking in the opposite 
direction.  

 

 
 
Recommended Reading: 
1) http://Dx.doi.org/10.1080/00049182.2012.731307 

After reading this article you might want to bring 
vegemite sandwiches for your lunch . The author 
Volker was an international student who did his 
degrees with us! It is one of the best journal papers I 
have read. 

 
2) http://www.bostonglobe.com/ideas/2013/08/17/our-brains-pay-price-for-

gps/d2Tnvo4hiWjuybid5UhQVO/story.html  Do our brains pay a price for using GPS? How a useful 
technology interferes with our ‘mental mapping’ — and what to do about it.  

 
3) Is Map Reading Being Sedated by Software? https://www.gis-professional.com/content/article/is-map-

reading-being-sedated-by-software  
 
A little surveying joke: 
 
A man in a hot air balloon realised he was lost. He reduced his altitude, spotted a woman below, and shouted: 
"Excuse me, can you help me? I promised a friend I would meet her an hour ago, but don't know where I am.“ 
The woman below replied, "You're in a hot air balloon hovering approximately 10 metres above the ground.  
You're between 32 and 33 degrees south latitude and between 150 and 151 degrees longitude." 
"You must be a Surveyor" said the balloonist.  
I am, replied the woman, "How do you know?"  
"Well", answered the balloonist, "everything you told me is technically correct, but I've no idea what to make of 
your information, and the fact is I'm still lost. Frankly, you've not been much help at all. If anything you've 
delayed my trip.“ 
The woman below responded, "You must be a Manager."  
"I am," replied the balloonist, "How do you know?“ 
"Well", said the woman, "you don't know where you are or where you're going. You have risen to where you are, 
due to a large quantity of hot air. You made a promise, which you've no idea how to keep, and you expect people 
beneath you to solve your problems. The fact is you are in exactly the same position you were in before we met, 
but now, somehow, it's my fault!"        Some of you will become surveyors and managers… 
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6.  DETAIL SURVEYS and CoGo in CAD 

This chapter relates to one version of a CAD software and a few older instrument formats.  It is 
intended to be an example of some tasks that are possible in most CAD used for surveying purposes. 
Readers are encouraged to write their own notes that relate to the software they are using. Students 
at UNSW are given detailed step-by-step instructions for CAD work.  Those instructions are usually 
updated each year but are not included in this book. 

CoGo refers to coordinate geometry calculations. Detail surveys (sometimes called topo[graphic] 
surveys) map the natural and artificial features at a site: 
 

- Natural features e.g. vegetation, rivers 
- Artificial features e.g. buildings, roads, walls and other constructed features 
- Overhead details e.g. power and phone lines 
- Underground details e.g. water pipes, sewer runs 
- Contours and spot heights are often also determined as part of a topographic detail survey. 

 
Currently detail surveys are usually based on 3D radiation observations with Total Stations (electronic 
theodolites with EDM) or by direct measurement with GPS (e.g. RTK GNSS). When total stations are 
used, they are set up at points often with known coordinates that are part of a control network and can 
be established by Traversing, Free stationing (Resection) or GPS. Laser Scanning and 
photogrammetry can also be used for detail surveys – but they are topics covered in other courses. 
 
The data recorded in a detail survey includes measurements: either coordinates or angles, distances, 
offsets, height differences, height of instrument, height of reflector etc. and codes describing the 
features: such as TREE, FENCE line and diameter of trees and dimensions of structures (e.g. 
manholes, drains). 
 
Even with modern measuring and recording equipment it is often good practice to have some paper-
based field notes for sketches or additional notes, especially for beginners.  It may also be useful to 
take photographs of parts of the site. Other useful information includes: names of survey personnel, 
location of survey, weather conditions, job identification or purpose of survey, date (and time) of 
survey, main equipment used (including box or serial numbers), and coordinates and datum 
information. Some of this information can be recorded electronically. A sketch plan annotated with 
observation point numbers, string numbers, building names etc is advisable, especially for beginners. 
An example is shown below.  

 
 
FEATURE CODES 
 
Many types of feature coding are used in Australia and around the world, ranging from simple to 
comprehensive. Some are widely used amongst large survey organisations or for specific Instruments 
or specific CAD software, others are developed for individual use. Some are numeric, some are 
alphanumeric. Generally part of the code specifies the type of feature eg TREE, part specifies whether 
the feature is a string (i.e. the CAD software joins the dots). The code may also specify whether the 
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points contourable or not.  Remember to take some spot height measurements (e.g.  Natural Surface) 
if you want contours.  
 
A simple feature code system requires heavy reliance on field notes to provide the additional 
information. In a more comprehensive feature code system, the field notes are only used to show 
details that have not been able to be described with a code.  
 
After an introductory lecture, the following lab exercises are designed to help you step by step through 
the process of drawing detail survey plans of three sites.  The first two sites are the UNSW Physics 
Lawn and the Morpeth Conference Centre where we used to run survey camps. Both the data sets 
supplied were measured and coded by students.  The third data set was provided by CivilCAD. 
 
We do not expect students to memorise all the steps.  We expect some students will perform the tasks 
more quickly than others, but that most students will experience some of the features of surveying 
CAD software. A summary of the main steps is given at the end of this chapter. If you do not like the 
step-by-step learning method as given below, you can read the summary, read the problem then 
explore the menu items (and Help) in the software and find your own solution. This later method may 
be preferable if you have some prior experience with CAD. 

6.1 Detail Surveys - Manual Data Entry 

This exercise’s objective is to go through the Detail Survey data processing procedure in CAD, using 
supplied survey data, without doing the actual fieldwork. Photographs below show the surveyed area, 
it is part of the Physics Lawn on UNSW Sydney campus. Use any surveying CAD program you wish to 
draw a plan of this site. 
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The following plan of the site was generated and plotted by a group of students in 2006.  
The line or symbol colours are not correctly presented due to the image capture from screen. 
 

 
 
Here we enter only a few lines of data as revision instead of entering all data.  We then proceed to 
another Lab exercise, given later, that uses data in a computer file downloaded from a total station, 
thus avoiding manual data entry. 
 
The detail survey control points used in the exercise are: 
 
Control Point No. Easting Northing Height NOTE 

718 1160.066 342.786 30.090 STN (Instrument Station) 
982 1087.180 358.130  BS (Backsight) 

 
Detail surveys points measured with total station: 
 
Instrument Stn. No.: 718 Backsight Stn. No.:982 
Instrument Height: 1.700  Backsight Direction (D.MS): 28.1508 
POINT 

NO. 
DIRECTION  HORIZ. 

DISTANCE 
VERT. 

DISTANCE  
REFL. 

HEIGHT 
CivilCAD 

POINT CODE 
 

NOTE 

1 107°21'22" 24.592 0.315 1.700 ELP  Light Pole 
6 64°26'07" 38.861 -0.566 1.700 ELP  Light Pole 

10 50°54'56" 57.441 -1.187 1.700 ELP  Light Pole 
15 44°02'27" 77.686 -1.754 1.700 ELP  Light Pole 
28 38°50'16" 68.349 -1.887 1.700 NS Natural surface 
31 43°44'35" 52.412 -1.371 1.700 TREE*S1.5 Tree R=1.5m 
33 48°10'40" 42.605 -1.092 1.700 TREE*S1.5 Tree R=1.5m 
35 58°08'45" 29.797 -0.656 1.700 TREE*S1.5 Tree R=1.5m 
38 69°31'50" 22.844 -0.421 1.700 NS Natural surface 
40 88°13'32" 14.682 -0.404 1.700 01PATH Foot Path 
etc       

 
Our Physics Lawn example uses the following codes: SM, NS, DRN, 01RTW, PP, 02RTW, 01PATH, 
01PATH*PP, 02PATH and others. 01PATH*PP means a power pole is on the edge of the path. 
01FCE*01BLD signifies a common point, or intersection, of 2 strings. 

Worked Solution  

Here we described some of the steps, though not all software does things in the same order or the 
same method.   

 Start a new project and enter the Control Points data.  
 Enter the observations / measurements data and point codes for the detail points.  
 Usually, the reflector height only needs to be entered for the first observation. CAD keeps 
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using the same value until you enter a new one. If you change prism height for an observation, 
then you enter the new height. 

 ‘Reduce’ the data, that is, get the software to calculate coordinates of all the points. For 
example: 

 
Occupying stn        :         718 
Coord  (E, N, H)     :    1160.066     342.786      30.090  Database 
Code                 :             
Instrument ht        :       0.000 
Back sight pt        :         982 
Coord  (E, N, H)     :    1087.180     358.130              Database 
Code                 :             
Azimuth              :  281°53'18" 
Back sight angle     :   28°15'08" 
Swing angle          :    0°00'00" 
Correction factor    :       1.000 
 
Pt No     Hor Ang      Hor Dst     Ht Diff      Tar Ht        Code      Eastings    Northings   Heights 
 
     1  107°21'22"      24.592       0.315       1.700         ELP      1160.492     367.374     28.705 
     6   64°26'07"      38.861      -0.566       1.700         ELP      1134.099     371.698     27.824 
    10   50°54'56"      57.441      -1.187       1.700         ELP      1112.757     375.364     27.203 
    15   44°02'27"      77.686      -1.754       1.700         ELP      1091.269     378.870     26.636 
    28   38°50'16"      68.349      -1.887       1.700          NS      1096.908     368.913     26.503 
    31   43°44'35"      52.412      -1.371       1.700   TREE*S1.5      1113.525     366.889     27.019 
    33   48°10'40"      42.605      -1.092       1.700   TREE*S1.5      1123.862     365.246     27.298 

etc 
 
Easting, Northing and Height were calculated for all the detail points based on the observations. It is 
wise to check this and to correct any errors before proceeding further. 
 
The reduced points produce a plan that should look like part of the plan shown above.  
 
I am sure you will agree that this manual method of data entry is laborious, time consuming and error 
prone, so we learn better methods in the following section. Modern instruments with remote controllers 
usually allow you to see the plan drawn in the field as you take measurements. 

6.2 Detail Survey with Downloaded data 

Most surveying CAD packages can read survey data from most of the common survey instruments.  In 
this section there are two examples.  The first is not instrument specific, and can be created from most 
total stations, GPS, and other coordinate measuring instruments.  Section 6.2.2 is more instrument 
specific.  

6.2.1 Data import from an xyz file  

Instead of entering total station observations manually as above, ENH coordinates may be a better 
way to enter data. A comma separated (CSV), ASCII text file can be created with point numbers, ENH 
coordinates and codes. GPS or total station data can be entered as point coordinates. The text file 
format is usually one line per point, such as:  
 

PointID, Easting, Northing, Height, Code      
 
The Code is used to read a symbol from the software Library and apply appropriate properties to the 
created entities. If string numbers are included with the codes, the points will be automatically 
connected with lines.  
 
A sample data set provided by CivilCAD in the xyz format with string numbers as 2-digit prefix, has the 
following first few lines: 

    1,         921.889,       4915.960,         48.250,       01F 
    2,         967.024,       4921.680,         49.390,       01F    
   42,         991.021,       4920.125,         50.320,       01F  
   13,         997.129,       4919.734,         50.320,       01F  
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    3,        1045.510,       4921.584,         52.090,       01F    
 
A text file for the full data set above, SURVTUT.XYZ, is available in the zip folder that accompanies 
this book. Note that the point numbers do not have to be sequential.  It is possible to edit the file.  
Usually strings are drawn in the order they appear in the input data file, not according to point 
numbers. 
 
Open a new project. Import the data file. Display the detail 
plan that looks like:  
 
Examine your detail survey plan, symbols, line types, 
point numbers, point codes, point properties, line 
properties, etc. If you see the points (e.g. crosses) and 
point symbols (e.g. trees) but not the string lines, then you 
probably need to change some settings.    
 
A later section of this chapter describes how to edit a plan 
and how to add contours and text annotations.  

6.2.2 Other Data Formats 

There are many data formats to suit specific instruments and or CAD packages. Sometimes we need 
to reopen an old file from a previous survey or a file with a different format to those we usually use.  It 
might be wise when archiving your data from a survey to do so in a format that might be useable some 
years in the future when CAD software has changed. If your data is in a text file (ASCII) that you can 
read then you might be able to recover your data and convert it to something useful, perhaps with 
some computer assistance and calculations.  If your data is in a proprietary database format you might 
not be able to recover it.  
 
The first part of a data file is DETAIL6.AP8 (available in separate zip folder) is given below as an 
example of an older detail survey data format. Some photos of the site are included below. Open the 
file with a text editor and have a look at its contents. Can your CAD software import the file and then 
draw a plan of the site with lines, symbols and contours? In this data the string number part of codes 
e.g. 1 in PATH1 is after the word, in some data sets it is before the word e.g. 01PATH.  
 
 
CO,Nikon RAW data format V2.00 
CO,a:\datacard\detail6 
CO,Description: DETAIL  
CO,Client:  
CO,Comments:  
CO,Downloaded 30-Jul-2003 15:41:45 
CO,Dist Units: Feet US 
CO,Angle Units: DDDMMSS 
CO,Zero azimuth: North 
CO,Zero VA: Zenith 
CO,Projection correction: OFF 
CO,C&R correction: ON 0.132000 
CO,Sea level correction: OFF 
CO,Coord Order: NEZ 
CO,HA Raw data: Azimuth 
CO,Tilt Correction:  VA:ON  HA:ON  
CO, DETAIL6 <JOB> Created 23-Jul-2003 12:59:11 
CO,S/N:030539 
MC,901,,656.1667,656.1667,656.1667,STN 
CO,Temp:20C Press:1013hPa Prism:34 23-Jul-2003 13:12:16 
CO,23-Jul-2003 13:12:16 
ST,901,,980,,4.9869,0.00000,0.00000 
F1,980,5.1509,392.6108,0.00000,91.09410,13:12:16 
CP,980,,5.1509,392.6108,0.00000,91.09410,13:12:16, 
CO,Temp:20C Press:1013hPa Prism:34 23-Jul-2003 13:18:18 
CO,23-Jul-2003 13:18:18 
ST,901,,980,,4.9869,0.00000,0.00000 
F1,980,5.1509,392.6108,0.00000,91.09440,13:18:18 
CP,980,,5.1509,392.6108,0.00000,91.09440,13:18:18,  
CO,BS IN TOLERANCE 
CO,HDm=119.643 BS Zm=197.524 DELTAS: HD=0.000 Z=0.002 
SS,1,4.2651,27.8149,345.57410,91.20220,13:23:52,FENC1 
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SS,2,4.2651,87.3292,333.45010,89.09510,13:24:56,FENC1 
SS,3,4.2651,138.5365,25.26510,90.26220,13:26:58,NS 
SS,4,4.2651,85.7643,355.05310,90.26070,13:27:42,NS 
SS,5,4.2651,55.6331,11.18480,90.38380,13:28:14,NS 
SS,6,4.2651,98.7990,330.32480,89.00490,13:30:18,TOP1 
SS,7,4.2651,153.9269,331.21020,89.15460,13:30:58,TOP1 
SS,8,4.2651,163.6808,341.28200,89.41460,13:31:30,TOP1 
SS,9,4.2651,174.1565,359.55100,90.10480,13:32:26,TOE1 
SS,10,4.2651,153.9695,349.43230,90.09330,13:33:18,TOE1 
SS,11,4.2651,140.5115,335.56210,90.05490,13:33:42,TOE1 
SS,12,4.2651,102.2964,338.08370,90.11240,13:34:14,TOE1 
SS,13,4.2651,126.0890,358.47170,90.15470,13:34:52,NS 
SS,14,4.2651,209.2089,357.57190,90.19460,13:36:00,PATH1 
SS,15,4.2651,220.3211,356.59450,90.19420,13:36:18,PATH1 
SS,16,4.2651,190.5902,346.52370,89.50260,13:37:00,PATH1 
SS,17,4.2651,169.9997,328.43400,88.49400,13:37:46,PATH1 
SS,18,4.2651,162.4505,328.41190,88.48370,13:38:04,PATH1 
SS,19,4.2651,172.7359,343.24430,89.39140,13:38:34,PATH1 
SS,20,4.2651,170.7575,328.18210,88.43210,13:41:06,VER1 
SS,21,4.2651,107.5096,328.08500,87.53310,13:42:46,VER1 
SS,22,4.2651,109.2452,318.41350,87.52360,13:43:32,VER1*C 

etc 
 
Some students observed a detail survey in 2009 with total stations and downloaded their data in the 
Sokkia SDR33 format and a ‘neutral’ format.  For comparison purposes parts of the files are included 
below and some lines of the real data have been removed. It is not intended for students to become 
experts in any of these formats, but you should be able to see that it is not hard to interpret the files 
and to check your data has been recorded correctly. 
 
Neutral format file SDR33 format 
#VERSION-1.0 NEUTRAL FILE  
NOTE      TRANSLATOR: SDR33 VERS 1.01  
UNIT      UL=M, UA=S  
UNIT      UL=M, UA=S  
JOB       JOB2  
SCALE     1.00014000  
PT        ID=801,E=289960.320,N=6147409.457,H=12.454,CO=  
PT        ID=802,E=290040.679,N=6147349.462,H=8.694,CO=  
PT        ID=803,E=289943.655,N=6147112.727,H=6.762,CO=  
… 
PT        ID=900,E=289856.680,N=6147404.575,H=12.056,CO=  
PT        ID=914,E=290078.813,N=6147465.593,H=12.579,CO=  
PT        ID=926,E=289477.373,N=6147660.737,H=,CO=  
STN       ID=801, HI=1.610, CO=SM  
XYZ       ID=801,E=289960.320,N=6147409.457,H=12.454  
PT        ID=927,E=290040.679,N=6147349.462,H=8.694,CO=  
BKB       ID=927,AZ=126.4440,HA=126.4440  
BS        ID=927,HA=126.4440,VA= 92.1321,SD=0.000,HT=1.485  
STN       ID=801,HI=1.610,CO=SM  
XYZ       ID=801,E=289960.320,N=6147409.457,H=12.454  
PT        ID=802,E=290040.679,N=6147349.462,H=8.694,CO=  
BKB       ID=802,AZ=126.4440,HA=126.4440  
BS        ID=802,HA=126.4440,VA= 92.1320,SD=0.000,HT=1.485  
PT        ID=928,E=290040.689,N=6147349.450,H=8.687,CO=SM  
PT        ID=001,E=290040.688,N=6147349.451,H=8.688,CO=SM  
PT        ID=002,E=289974.656,N=6147394.946,H=11.949,CO=BLDG01  
PT        ID=003,E=289974.294,N=6147398.443,H=12.333,CO=PATH01  
PT        ID=004,E=289973.987,N=6147399.469,H=12.339,CO=PATH01  
PT        ID=005,E=289930.316,N=6147384.822,H=12.034,CO=PATH01  
PT        ID=006,E=289930.611,N=6147383.874,H=12.017,CO=PATH01  
PT        ID=007,E=289964.707,N=6147395.275,H=12.249,CO=PATH01  
PT        ID=008,E=289974.299,N=6147398.428,H=12.343,CO=TOK01  
PT        ID=009,E=289974.060,N=6147398.339,H=12.419,CO=TOK01  
PT        ID=010,E=289959.188,N=6147393.397,H=12.279,CO=TOK01  
… 
PT        ID=015,E=289974.300,N=6147398.358,H=12.353,CO=TOK01  
PT        ID=016,E=289965.720,N=6147395.471,H=12.329,CO=PATH02  
PT        ID=017,E=289964.750,N=6147395.144,H=12.330,CO=PATH02  
PT        ID=018,E=289965.208,N=6147393.862,H=12.291,CO=PATH02  
PT        ID=019,E=289965.220,N=6147393.834,H=12.131,CO=PATH02  
… 
PT        ID=028,E=289931.799,N=6147380.601,H=11.938,CO=BLDG01  
PT        ID=029,E=289937.443,N=6147364.294,H=11.820,CO=BLDG01  
PT        ID=030,E=289980.215,N=6147378.625,H=11.846,CO=BLDG01  
PT        ID=031,E=289980.419,N=6147378.900,H=11.555,CO=FENC01  
PT        ID=032,E=289996.878,N=6147383.675,H=11.617,CO=FENC02  
PT        ID=033,E=289995.357,N=6147397.296,H=12.616,CO=FENC02  
PT        ID=034,E=289993.958,N=6147410.040,H=12.881,CO=FENC02  
PT        ID=035,E=289992.614,N=6147422.833,H=12.835,CO=FENC02  
PT        ID=036,E=289991.749,N=6147431.140,H=12.488,CO=FENC02  
PT        ID=037,E=289994.519,N=6147433.252,H=12.487,CO=FENC02  
PT        ID=038,E=290008.026,N=6147434.851,H=12.522,CO=FENC02  
PT        ID=039,E=290018.040,N=6147436.122,H=12.736,CO=FENC02  
PT        ID=040,E=289959.402,N=6147391.446,H=12.208,CO=TREE*5  
SS        ID=41,HA=180.1320,VA= 90.3903,SD=18.030,HT=1.650,CO=TREE*S5  
SS        ID=42,HA=117.1224,VA= 89.5922,SD=20.215,HT=1.650,CO=TREE*S8  
SS        ID=43,HA= 96.3636,VA= 89.1401,SD=20.753,HT=1.650,CO=TREE*S8  
SS        ID=44,HA= 96.2346,VA= 89.2204,SD=29.727,HT=1.650,CO=TREE*S5  
SS        ID=45,HA= 88.5003,VA= 89.2222,SD=29.070,HT=1.650,CO=TREE*S4  
SS        ID=46,HA= 74.3937,VA= 89.2326,SD=29.037,HT=1.650,CO=TREE*S4  
… 
 

00NMSDR33 V04-04.02     29-Jul-09 00:00 113121 
10NMJOB2            121111 
06NM1.00014000       
01NM:SET530RK3 V33-03168280SET530RK3 V33-0316828031                                
0.000            
08KI             801289960.320      6147409.457     12.454                           
08KI             802290040.679      6147349.462     8.694                            
08KI             803289943.655      6147112.727     6.762                            
… 
08KI             900289856.680      6147404.575     12.056                           
08KI             914290078.813      6147465.593     12.579                           
08KI             926289477.373      6147660.737                                      
02TP             801289960.320      6147409.457     12.454          1.610           SM               
08KI             927290040.679      6147349.462     8.694                            
07TP             801             927126.74444       126.74444        
03NM1.485            
09F1             801             927                92.22250        126.74444       SM               
02TP             801289960.320      6147409.457     12.454          1.610           SM               
08KI             802290040.679      6147349.462     8.694                            
07TP             801             802126.74444       126.74444        
09F1             801             802                92.22222        126.74444       SM               
08TP             928290040.689      6147349.450     8.687           SM               
08TP             001290040.688      6147349.451     8.688           SM               
03NM1.650            
08TP             002289974.656      6147394.946     11.949          BLDG01           
08TP             003289974.294      6147398.443     12.333          PATH01           
08TP             004289973.987      6147399.469     12.339          PATH01           
08TP             005289930.316      6147384.822     12.034          PATH01           
08TP             006289930.611      6147383.874     12.017          PATH01           
08TP             007289964.707      6147395.275     12.249          PATH01           
08TP             008289974.299      6147398.428     12.343          TOK01            
08TP             009289974.060      6147398.339     12.419          TOK01            
08TP             010289959.188      6147393.397     12.279          TOK01            
… 
08TP             015289974.300      6147398.358     12.353          TOK01            
08TP             016289965.720      6147395.471     12.329          PATH02           
08TP             017289964.750      6147395.144     12.330          PATH02           
08TP             018289965.208      6147393.862     12.291          PATH02           
08TP             019289965.220      6147393.834     12.131          PATH02           
… 
08TP             028289931.799      6147380.601     11.938          BLDG01           
08TP             029289937.443      6147364.294     11.820          BLDG01           
08TP             030289980.215      6147378.625     11.846          BLDG01           
08TP             031289980.419      6147378.900     11.555          FENC01           
08TP             032289996.878      6147383.675     11.617          FENC02           
08TP             033289995.357      6147397.296     12.616          FENC02           
08TP             034289993.958      6147410.040     12.881          FENC02           
08TP             035289992.614      6147422.833     12.835          FENC02           
03NM1.300            
08TP             036289991.749      6147431.140     12.488          FENC02           
08TP             037289994.519      6147433.252     12.487          FENC02           
03NM1.650            
08TP             038290008.026      6147434.851     12.522          FENC02           
08TP             039290018.040      6147436.122     12.736          FENC02           
08TP             040289959.402      6147391.446     12.208          TREE*5           
09F1             801           04118.030          90.65083        180.22222       TREE*S5          
09F1             801           04220.215          89.98944        117.20667       TREE*S8          
09F1             801           04320.753          89.23361        96.61000        TREE*S8          
09F1             801           04429.727          89.36778        96.39611        TREE*S5          
09F1             801           04529.070          89.37278        88.83417        TREE*S4          
09F1             801           04629.037          89.39056        74.66028        TREE*S4          
… 
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6.3  Generate Digital Terrain Model (DTM) 

DTM’s are typically formed using a triangulated irregular 
network (TIN). A TIN is a series of ‘best fit’ triangles, with 
a detail point at each node (triangle corner). It is usually 
possible to manually override (change) the TIN mesh of 
triangles to suit your site. 
 
With a DTM, it is possible to produce contour maps; 
produce cross-sections; calculate volumes; calculate cut 
and fill; carry out road design; and generate perspective 
views of the ground surface. 
 
Again, the order of steps and their details varies from one CAD software to another.  Here is a guide.  

 Select the option to create a Surface or DTM.  
 Set the contour intervals and colours that you 

require.   
 Form the triangle mesh (shown in green ) 
 Modify the mesh if or as required. 
 Draw contours (perhaps with smoothing) (blue ↓) 
 Edit the plan if necessary to eliminate errors.  

 

6.4 Plan Editing and Plotting 

Previous sections have enabled us to draw basic detail survey plans. This section explores some of 
the finer detail and more advanced aspects of improving a plan. The topics that you can explore are:  
choice of scale, contour interval, break-lines and removing contours inside buildings, adding a 
coordinate grid, changing or choosing appropriate symbols and line types, text annotation of roads 
and buildings, add a title block and a north indicator. 

6.4.1 FAQ for Detail Survey Processing Using CAD 

Here we learn from the experience of previous students who have made mistakes or had problems 
while learning. The comments in this section relate to one version of a CAD software.  Readers are 
encouraged to write their own notes that relate to the software they are using. 

If a survey has been measured and the data file contains point numbers, E, N, H and codes in a text 
file, then generally it is better to not do too much “fiddling” with the graphical editor in CAD, instead fix 
the input file, save it and re-import the data. 

Q: Point in wrong place  
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A: Double click the point, look at its coordinates in properties, typo? If so, edit the coordinates. If not, 
then perhaps make it non contourable and replace symbol with a dot or cross. 

Q: Symbols or lines don’t show 

A: Check your setup of code libraries and other settings. If the point symbols appear but not the line 
symbols check whether your data uses prefix string numbers or not and that Library Survey Code 
settings are correct. 

Q: Tree symbol does not appear. 

A: Perhaps you are using the wrong code or the tree radius was not correctly coded into the data file. 
Edit the XYZ file and start again.   

Q: DRN (Drain) symbols don’t show (or similar for other symbols) 

A: Turn on the DRN and default layers, turn off all other layers. Investigate the properties of the points.  

Q: Order of points is wrong e.g. string zig zag around building or path 

A: The point number is not used by some software, so strings are drawn in the order the points were 
surveyed and listed in the input file.  Edit the XYZ data file. Move the data lines into the correct 
sequence to draw the string in the correct order, usually no need to change point numbers. Then rerun 
CAD. 

Q: How do I put two symbols on one point? e.g. edge of garden and edge of path intersection or Light 
Pole on edge of path. 

A: Perhaps use both symbols and join them with * e.g. 01PATH*PP.        How is this done in your 
software? 

Q: Contours show an unexpected mountain or hole on your site. 

A: Select the central point causing the problem, check its height for typo error. If there is no typo, then 
select non-contourable for that point (e.g. beside a tree the pole may not have been on surrounding 
ground level. 

6.4.2 Editing a DTM: Breaklines and contours 

Breaklines are linear features that define and control the surface behavior of a TIN in terms of 
smoothness and continuity. In areas such as along ridge lines, at the upper and lower edges of a 
steep embankment or cliff, along drain lines, and in the vicinity of constructed cuts and fills, the points 
can be supplemented by breaklines that indicate a sharp change in slope. Generally we set the 
properties of strings along retaining walls, kerbs and paths as a breakline. But it is possible to add 
extra breaklines or to change the mesh lines that join points in the TIN to better reflect the slope of the 
site. Triangles in the TIN are formed to run along the edge of breakline. This aids the correct contours 
to be drawn. If triangle sides ‘cut across’ sharp changes in slope the incorrect contours will be drawn. 
The following figure shows the effects of breaklines on contours on a site with sudden changes of 
slope. 
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Generally we need two “parallel” breaklines for breaklines to affect contours, e.g. two sides of path or 
two sides of road or two sides of retaining wall or top and bottom of cliff. But a single breakline does 
work for the centreline of a creek.   

If the field survey measured points at top and bottom of retaining wall, then ensure the lines joining the 
appropriate points are breaklines.  If the field survey only measured the top (or vice versa) of a wall 
you need to insert parallel breaklines with small offset between them. 

For some projects we do not want to show contours on parts of the site.  For example if we survey the 
four corners of a building, we do not usually want contours to appear inside the building. This is partly 
because the ground slope inside the building is probably not the same as outside, and the building 
(and its name in text perhaps) is more prominent on the plan without contours. Other examples of 
parts of the site we may not want contours are roads and paths (sometimes depending on the purpose 
of the survey) other man-made features on the site, and outside the site or survey boundaries.  If the 
boundaries of the site are somewhat irregular triangles might be formed near but outside the 
boundary. One way to remove contours in retaining walls or footpaths or buildings etc is to remove the 
offending triangles from the mesh or to change the property of these triangles to non-contourable. 
Other methods to delete or clip contours involve creating boundaries in a separate layer, and then not 
producing contours in that boundary layer. 

6.4.3 More Plan Editing 

In this exercise work with the SURVTUT data set again and practice further editing of the plan. Edit 
the detail survey plan so that it meets the following specifications: 

 
Scale:  1:1000 

Contour interval:  major = 2.5 m, minor = 0.5.  Contours are not to be shown inside roads and 
buildings. 
Labelled grid at 100 m interval in blue colour. 

Control points, power poles and trees to be shown with appropriate symbols. 

Fences, roads and vegetation boundary to be shown with appropriate line types. 

Add bearings and distances along traverse lines 

Add a fence between points 8 and 65. 

Make the 02F (i.e. fence) layer blue. Similarly, change other entities’ colours. 

Use purple colour for survey marks, green for trees and vegetation, blue for fences, black for other 
details, red for minor contours, and brown for major contours. 
Select the line between points 55 and 56 change its property to remove the breakline. Do same for 
line 54-55. Update the DTM. Make the two lines breaklines again, update the DTM and see what 
happens. 
Remove the triangles and thus the contours inside the buildings and road, and outside the fence 
boundary. 
Show crosses only on trees and spot heights in appropriate colour. 

Roads, buildings, vegetation beds to be annotated with black text, in a separate layer. 

Create and add a title block and a north indicator. 

Print the final plan to paper or to a pdf file. 
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6.5 Traditional Survey Drafting 

The process of hand drawing survey plans is extremely time consuming and requires considerable 
skill levels to achieve a high standard of presentation. This used to be overcome by surveyors passing 
the observations, which were booked manually into field notes, to drafts’men’ who then drew plans 
drawn by hand. Nowadays computer CAD software is used to draw plans very efficiently. The 
following notes present the traditional methods, some of it is still relevant for modern surveys.  
 
The amount and type of detail picked up varies enormously with the scale and intended use of the 
plan. The accuracy of the detail survey depends on the scale of the plan and the accuracy with which 
it can be plotted. Assuming 0.5mm plotting accuracy, this will correspond to 5 cm at 1:100 scale, and 
50 cm at 1:1000 scale. 
 
Many types of symbols were used to represent detail: 
 

 
 
For contours the vertical interval depends on the scale of the plan, the topography of the site and the 
client’s requirements. Usually spot levels (spot heights) on natural surface are recorded to 0.05m and 
on hard surfaces are recorded to 0.01m. 
 
While detail points are usually coordinated by 3D radiation (or coordinated directly by GPS) they can 
also be located from a control network framework by other methods, e.g. tape offsets and ties. 
Sometimes tape measurements around buildings are a useful addition to your  survey, especially for 
hard-to-reach corners. Note that by tape detail can only be located in 2D. Spot heights are required for 
a 3D fix. Dimensions of certain features (e.g. buildings, width of paths, tree spread) should be 
recorded. 
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6.6 Summary of Detail Surveys in CAD 

Data input from imported text file of coordinates with PointNo, Easting, Northing, Height, Code; or by 
manual point entry of instrument coordinates and radiation measurements e.g. direction, hor distance 
and ΔH. Example codes for points and strings: 01FCE (fence string number 1), 05BLD (number 5 
building string), TREE*S6 (tree with 6m radius spread), 01FCE*01BLD (the * means point is 
intersection of 2 strings where a fence is against a building). 

CAD then draws a plan, inspect it.  Zoom in and out. If plan is not correct, check the point codes in 
your original data file edit the file and re import, or edit the points’ features in CAD. 
 
Plan Editing. Use options for deleting, inserting or editing points, lines or arcs as necessary to tidy up 
data. Save file frequently. 
 
Create DTM. A TIN is displayed as a triangular mesh.  Contours are produced from the TIN.  Modify 
settings and display.  Inspect for points with incorrect heights. Some points made non-contourable 
(e.g. use position of point but not its height). After changes: Update DTM. View and edit the triangular 
mesh. Delete long thin triangles or triangles in buildings. Add triangles or breaklines if necessary to 
change the triangles in the mesh. Save file frequently. 
 
Text Annotation. Insert text to name roads, paths, buildings, control points etc. Move or rotate text or 
change its properties / parameters. 

6.7 COGO in CAD 

In earlier chapters we learnt Survey Computations with calculator and spreadsheet solutions of 
radiation, join, intersections, resections, missing data, traverse miscloses and Bowditch.  Then we 
used CAD for plan drawing. Now we use CAD for Survey Computations that are sometimes called 
COordinate GeOmetry (COGO) calculations. COGO functions in CAD are used to enter survey data, 
calculate precise locations and boundaries, define curves, etc. Later we will use CAD for design. 
 
Most surveying CAD packages have similar COGO functions to enquire, compute or modify: 
Area, Angle, Bearing/Distance, Offset Distance, Set Point Height, Bearing/Distance Intersection, Insert 
Point into Line, Delete Point on Line, Extend/Trim Line, Segment Line/Arc, Offset Line, Fit Line, Fit 
Arc, Convert 3-Point Arc, Create Parallel Figure, Move Point/Line    etc. 
 
As usual with our study of CAD in this course we do not aim to train you in great detail in every 
function available in any specific program.  Rather we give you exercises that allow you to get some 
experience with some of the more common or more useful features.  You can learn more details and 
learn about other CAD programs in your own time and perhaps during vacation employment or after 
you graduate. 
 
We will use some of these functions in this chapter, but also in later chapters for cadastral calculations 
and subdivision and road design. 

Point Coordinates 

Open a new project and insert a point. A point may be a surveyed point, a designed point, a point to 
aid computation, or a feature position. It has coordinates (easting, northing or x, y). It may have an 
elevation (height or z). Each point has a unique alphanumeric “number” ID. It has properties, e.g. 
Contourable - the point will be included in the creation of a DTM, or symbol, etc. 
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Lines 

A line represents a join between two points. Options to create a line:  
 enter coordinates for points at ends of line, or  
 enter bearing and distance from a known point, or 
 join existing points. 

Enter a line by the methods of bearing and distance from the known point above. 

Bearing and Distance 

It is possible to enquire or calculate the bearing and distance between two points, or of a line. When 
points have elevations, change in height and slope details are also displayed. To select the line or the 
points use the mouse or type the point numbers in the appropriate entry box. 

Intersections 

It is possible to calculate an intersection point using either bearings or distances from two points. As 
we learnt in Chapter 2, some intersections have two possible solutions.  CAD will usually calculate 
both and let you decide which one you want. 
 
Not all CAD solve traditional three-point resections, but if necessary we can solve them using Collins 
Point Method and two intersections by bearing. 
 

Traverse Adjustment 

CAD survey computations usually also include the following options; 
Translate/Rotate, Traverse Adjustment, Least Squares Transformation, Volumes, Subdivision, 
Alignments, Cross Sections etc.  Explore them.  Better yet, test them. Perhaps your CAD is not giving 
correct answers due to certain assumptions it makes?  

6.8 Lab exercises 

DETAIL SURVEY 

 
Q1. Work through the detail survey examples in this chapter. 
 
Q2. Produce a data file for a detail survey, similar to the practice survey in Chapter 5. 
 
Q3.  A) Explain how and why breaklines are used in CAD.   

B) What is the effect on a TIN mesh when breaklines are used in CAD? 

Q4. Explain the codes TREE*S2, NS, and 01BLD*C used in Magnet Office CAD. Alternatively, if you 
use a different CAD package explain three similar codes. 

Q5. A detail survey of a rural house site was measured by students. An unfinished plan of the site is 
shown in the following figure. There is a fence around the property (as specified by the outer points). 
There is also a house and a garage on the site. 
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In an exam the data for this site would be supplied in a separate file.  Here it is listed in the table 
below.  It contains 40 observed points. The format of the data file is: Point number, Easting, Northing, 
Height, Code.  The data is listed in the order that the points were measured. Note that no string 
numbers were entered in the code in the field.  
 

A similar question but with a smaller data set is given in Q9 below. 
 

Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 
116,289992.622,7432.796,12.478,GATE 
117,289994.135,7433.085,12.487,GATE 
119,289995.674,7433.213,12.491,FENC 
120,290004.674,7434.296,12.459,FENC 
121,290016.855,7435.846,12.696,FENC 
122,290029.016,7437.419,12.958,FENC 
197,290003.813,7430.805,12.633,TREE 
202,290000.378,7426.287,12.628,BLDG 
203,290000.185,7427.556,12.676,NS 
204,290014.238,7429.613,12.805,NS 
205,290014.483,7428.088,12.857,BLDG 
209,290015.669,7419.059,13.158,BLDG 
217,290026.289,7418.029,13.549,TREE 
225,290030.707,7396.250,13.065,TREE 

233,290002.071,7402.480,12.870,BLDG 
234,290001.434,7408.470,12.957,BLDG 
235,290002.647,7408.966,12.908,BLDG 
236,290016.756,7410.660,13.223,BLDG 
263,290013.969,7403.673,12.987,NS 
264,290014.152,7402.222,12.917,NS 
269,290019.421,7403.021,13.064,NS 
270,290019.191,7404.392,13.104,NS 
271,290054.012,7410.508,14.121,FENC 
272,290047.086,7394.110,13.026,FENC 
273,290028.054,7389.736,12.398,FENC 
275,290023.316,7388.651,12.267,FENC 
277,289996.539,7383.504,11.559,FENC 
281,290004.514,7387.480,12.234,NS 

282,290004.445,7385.316,12.022,NS 
283,290001.336,7386.681,11.995,NS 
284,289999.732,7399.810,12.772,NS 
285,289997.598,7399.157,12.766,NS 
286,289998.030,7401.958,12.879,NS 
287,289995.447,7407.875,12.990,BLDG 
288,289996.097,7401.800,12.781,BLDG 
289,289995.437,7407.867,12.976,NS 
290,289991.549,7432.713,12.420,FENC 
331,289999.732,7399.810,12.772,NS 
332,289997.598,7399.157,12.766,NS 
823,290068.079,7444.204,13.761,FENC 

 

a) The diameter of the spread of each of the trees is 8 metres. This was not recorded into the 
data file. Edit the data file with a text file editor so that the trees are correctly drawn.  
 

b) Edit the data file to add string numbers for the sides of the two buildings and the one fence 
that surrounds the site.  Then change the sequence of the data records appropriately. Add a 
close string where appropriate in the coding in the data file. The final version of your input file 
should be set up so that CAD would draw all the lines correctly without the user manually 
adding lines. 
 

c) Import the data into CAD and draw a contour plan with 1m contour interval that does not show 
the point numbers or point marks (e.g. crosses) for the detail points. Do not show the TIN on 
your final plan. Do show smooth contours except inside the building. Label the house and 
garage.  
 

d) Explain the method that you used to prevent CAD from showing contours inside the building. 

 
Q6. A group of surveying students did a detail survey of a site at a recent survey camp at Berry, NSW. 
The site is shown below in a Google Earth image. 
 
The data for this site is contained in the file Berrydetail2022.pts.  The format of the csv data file is: 
Point number, Easting, Northing, Height, Code.  Points are listed in the order they were measured.   
 
This was used as an exam question at UNSW and the data file was supplied on computer together 
with access to CAD software.  As separate zip file accompanies this book with the file.  There are 352 
lines of data.  The first few lines of the data file are: 
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108,289942.580,6147359.796,10.212,11PATH 
109,289935.467,6147356.278,9.876,11PATH 
177,290081.350,6147452.529,12.995,01ROAD 
178,290072.989,6147432.710,12.619,01ROAD 
179,290066.177,6147416.227,12.185,01ROAD 
180,290059.512,6147400.037,11.586,01ROAD 
181,290053.066,6147384.755,10.906,01ROAD 
183,290050.565,6147377.885,10.618,01ROAD*DRWY 
184,290048.664,6147372.843,10.256,01ROAD*DRWY 
… 

 
The client has requested that the following codes are to be used in this survey: 
 

Code Description Code Description 
FENC Fence line NS Natural Surface (ground level 
BLDG Building EF Electrified Fence 
PATH Path eg footpath TREE Tree 
RWALL Retaining Wall VEGN Area of vegetation, eg around a garden 
POOL Swimming Pool SHADE Shade cloth shelter above pool 
EL Electric Light Pole BOK Bottom of Kerb (edge of road) 
PM Permanent Survey Mark ROAD edge of road 

 
a) Open the data file with a text editor (eg Notepad) and comment on any problems or errors 

with the coding.  
 

b) Import the data file into CAD.  Turn off point elevations and turn on point numbers. 
Comment on any problems with the line work. 
 

c) Further process the plan within the limited time available. Add smooth contours to the plan 
with a major contour interval of 1.0m and labelled, and a minor contour interval of 0.25m 
not labelled. Do not show the TIN on your plan. Do not show the point numbers or point 
marks (e.g. crosses) or elevations for the detail points. Do show lines. Insert your name as 
text near the northern road. Comment on any relevant issues with the plan. 

 
Q7.  Suppose you are required to survey the two crossing foot paths in Quadrangle Lawn. Point 
numbers in your survey are shown in the following figure. 
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With hindsight you might want to do the field survey in a different sequence but assume that you have 
completed the field survey in the following order, starting from Point 10 and ending at Point 21. Your 
field data looks like this: 
Point No Code 
10  01PATH 
11  02PATH 
12  01PATH 
13  02PATH 
14  03PATH 
15  04PATH 
16  03PATH 
17  04PATH 
18  01PATH 
19  02PATH 
20  03PATH 
21  04PATH 
 
Re-order the field data so that your CAD can draw the four lines correctly. Write down the re-ordered 
data including all 12 lines without the header. 
 
Q8. A group of surveying students did a detail survey of a site at a recent survey camp at Berry, NSW. 
The site is shown below in a Google Earth image.  
 

 
 
The data for this site is contained in the file PoolDetail2021.pts.  This was used as an exam question 
at UNSW and the data file was supplied on computer together with access to CAD software.  As 
separate zip file accompanies this book with the file.  There are more than 200 lines of data.  The first 
few lines of the data file are: 
1,289830.833,6147309.362,8.401,01FENC 
2,289827.116,6147320.714,9.327,05BLDG 
3,289824.638,6147328.305,9.523,05BLDG 
4,289821.129,6147327.229,9.484,05BLDG 
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5,289813.667,6147321.852,9.007,06BLDG 
6,289810.397,6147320.860,8.835,06BLDG 
12,289806.211,6147325.658,8.893,01PATH 
14,289813.727,6147335.704,10.204,01PATH 
15,289812.608,6147338.944,10.222,01RWALL 
16,289815.250,6147330.893,10.179,01RWALL 
… 
 
The format of the csv data file is: Point number, Easting, Northing, Height, Code.  Points are listed in 
the order they were measured.  The codes used in this survey are: 
 
Code Description Code Description 
FENC Fence line NS Natural Surface (ground level 
BLDG Building EF Electrified Fence 
PATH Path eg footpath TREE Tree 
RWALL Retaining Wall VEGN Area of vegetation, eg around a garden 
POOL Swimming Pool SHADE Shade cloth shelter above pool 
EL Electric Light Pole BOK Bottom of Kerb (edge of road) 
PM Permanent Survey Mark   
 

a) Open the data file and comment on any problems or errors with the coding.  
 

b) Import the data file into CAD.  View the plan with turn off point elevations and turn on point 
numbers. Comment on any problems with the line work. 
 

c) Further process the plan within the limited time available. Add smooth contours to the plan 
with a major contour interval of 1.0m and labelled, and a minor contour interval of 0.2m 
not labelled.  Do not show contours inside the pool area. Do not show the TIN on your 
plan. Do not show the point numbers or point marks (e.g. crosses) or elevations for the 
detail points. Do show lines with correct symbols. 

 
Q9. This is similar to Q5 above but with a smaller data set. A detail survey of a suburban house site 
was measured on a local coordinate datum. An unfinished plan of the site is shown in the following 
figure. There is a fence around the property (as specified by the outer points). There is also one large 
building on the site. 
 

 
 
The data for this site is listed below.  The format of the data file is: Point number, Easting, Northing, 
Height, Code.  Note that no string numbers were entered in the code in the field. Points are in the 
order they were measured. 
 

 1, 732.290, 153.133, 55.84, BLD 
 2, 719.686, 154.047, 57.40, BLD 
 3, 719.409, 150.278, 58.80, BLD 
 4, 718.812, 150.330, 58.87, BLD 
 5, 718.513, 146.313, 59.50, BLD 
 6, 714.666, 154.443, 59.09, NS 
 7, 720.289, 156.502, 56.84, NS 
 8, 714.160, 150.800, 59.34, NS 
 9, 731.712, 145.277, 58.30, BLD 
10, 710.939, 157.401, 60.17, FENCE 
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11, 711.682, 153.028, 61.36, FENCE 
12, 724.807, 153.894, 57.15, NS 
13, 731.066, 155.604, 55.73, NS 
14, 712.830, 145.903, 60.64, FENCE 
15, 736.294, 155.363, 56.00, FENCE 
16, 735.458, 144.208, 58.00, FENCE 

 

a) Edit the data file to add string numbers for the sides of the building and the fence.  Then 
change the sequence of the data records appropriately. Add a close string where appropriate. 
The final version of your input file should be set up so that CAD would draw all the lines 
correctly without the user manually adding lines.  
 

b) Process the plan. Do not show the point numbers or point marks (e.g. crosses) or elevations 
for the detail points. Do not show the TIN on your final plan. DO show smooth contours except 
inside the building. The contour interval should be 1m. Write the word HOUSE inside the 
building.  
 

c) Explain the method that you used to prevent CAD from showing contours inside the building. 
 

Q10. A contour survey was carried out at the site shown, in plan view, below. The point number and 
height are shown below. All points are natural surface points which are contourable. Lines 6-8, 11-7, 
and 7-17 are breaklines and shown as dash lines. The area between the breaklines is a flat area. A 
TIN has been formed in CAD without considering the breaklines as shown below. Without using CAD, 
manually draw a possible new TIN on the figure below that would produce a correct contour plan of 
the site. 
 
Manually sketch the contours on this paper at 1 metre intervals i.e. 48m, 49m, 51m, 52m.  

 

Q11. A plan of a farm site is shown in the following figure. There is a fence around the property (as 
specified by the outer points) and a creek through it. There is also a large building on the site called 
FRED HALL. 
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Assume a detail survey of the site was measured by students. The data for this site has been entered 
into a called Exam8D.pts.  The format of the text data file is: Point number, Easting, Northing, Height, 
Code.  Note that string numbers are a two-digit prefix to the code. 
 
A copy of the data follows. Points are in the order / sequence they were measured. 

1 83.547 1715.402 65.2 01FCE 
2 329.890 1729.479 60.9 01FCE 
3 573.218 1708.364 59.1 01FCE 
4 387.203 1612.843 62.5 NS 
5 171.024 1569.607 66.6 NS 
6 47.349 1533.410 68.5 01FCE 
7 70.475 1193.556 67.4 01FCE 
8 311.792 1208.638 66.2 01FCE 
9 632.541 1194.561 65.1 01FCE 

10 821.572 1194.561 63.1 01FCE 
11 788.391 1290.082 62.3 01FCE 
12 520.932 1289.077 62.8 NS 
13 651.645 1414.762 59.7 NS 
14 808.501 1517.322 57.1 01FCE 
15 48.355 1301.143 66.0 CREEK*01FCE 
16 175.046 1379.570 64.4 CREEK 
17 240.123 1630.234 64.3 01BLD 
18 269.123 1630.234 63.9 01BLD 
19 293.693 1435.878 62.3 CREEK 
20 415.356 1422.806 59.7 CREEK 
21 515.905 1472.075 58.2 CREEK 
22 240.123 1680.456 63.3 01BLD 
23 269.123 1680.456 62.8 01BLD 
24 583.272 1587.706 56.5 CREEK 
25 712.980 1652.057 53.6 CREEK 
26 823.583 1700.320 51.5 CREEK*01FCE 

     

Use CAD software to produce a contour plan of the farm site with the following specifications.   

a) Import the data. Explain your steps to ensure that the building and fence line symbols are 
shown.  

b) Edit the data file so that the sides of the building are correctly drawn. Do not merely add and 
delete lines graphically to the plan. Explain your method.  
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c) Edit the plan so that the fence lines are correctly drawn (in agreement with the sketch figure 

above) and use the standard fence symbol: . This step can be done 
graphically or by editing the data file. 

d) Produce smoothed contours at a 0.5 metre contour interval.  
e) Do not show contours inside the building. Explain your method. 
f) Add the words “FRED HALL” to the plan in an appropriate place, near or within the building. 
g) Do not show contours or triangles (TIN) outside the fence boundary. To ensure correct 

contours near the creek there needs to be a triangle edge (in the TIN) along each segment of 
the creek. How would you turn the creek into a smooth curved line instead of a series of 
straight segments? 

h) Do not show the point numbers or point symbols (eg crosses) for the detail points on your final 
plan. Do not show the TIN on your final plan. 

i) Prepare the plan for printout at a scale of 1:4000, with a standard A4 title block/border. Include 
your name and the scale in the title block. 

j) Printout your plan on a printer or produce a pdf file.  

COGO 

Use CAD to re calculate one tutorial question from previous classes on: Radiation, Join between 2 
points, Intersection by bearings, Intersection by distances, Traverse adjustment as shown below. 
 
Q1.  Radiation.  
Given P = (741.30, 4611.10),   βPQ = 12°30'15" and dPQ = 623.542 
 
 
Q2.  Join between 2 points.  
Given  Station Eastings(m)  Northings(m) Height(m) 
   P    52381.72   12381.91    72.81 
   Q    52712.11   12757.55   250.81 
Compute: (i)  Bearing of Q from P. 
  (ii)  Horizontal distance PQ. 
  (iii)  Slope distance PQ (not all CAD software will calculate the 3D slope distance) 
 
Q3.  Intersection by bearings    
Given:   A = (E 2589.40, N 6717.85)   B = (E 9307.04, N 3423.63) 

   βAC =   62 26’ 58”    βBC = 359 49’ 25” 
 
Q4.  Intersection by distances.   
Given:  A = (E 1859.75, N 3722.63)  B = (E 1078.37, N 2405.38) 
   dAC = 1537.75m   dBC = 2487.56m 
 
Q5.  Traverse adjustment. The angular misclose has already been distributed in the following data.  
Use Bowditch adjustment to calculate traverse coordinates. 
 

  Brg  Dist Easting Northing 

B40     406.347 423.509 

B40-1 104° 22’ 41” 103.402   
1 - 2 102 41 46 157.225   
2 - 3   41 03 36 143.369   
3 - 4 55 46 07 169.087   
4 – B45 33 53 42 176.743   
B45     992.415 713.229 
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Survey Drafting Questions 

History: Many years ago students had courses and examinations in SURVEY DRAFTING. I looked 
through my archives of old exam papers from the late 1970s to late 1980s. Typically at least one 
question needed to be drawn in ink on drawing paper, and “lettering guides or stencils must not be 
used”.  Lettering guides and stencils made the text and numbers easier for beginners.  These 
questions may now be drawn by students using CAD perhaps more easily, of better quality and in 
colour. They are reproduced here as tutorial exercises, with only minor modification to the wording. 
Zoom in to the pdf file to see the details more clearly. 
 
 
Q1. This sketch represents a surveyor’s field notes for a survey of No. 54 Salter Road. You are 
required to accurately plot to a scale of 1:250, the information on paper within a border area of 300mm 
x 300mm. Draw a 10 metre grid over the drawing area and neatly finish your plan without showing the 
survey measurements. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Q2. The following field notes (sketches) represent a survey of lots 1 and 2 which is a subdivision of lot 
18 DP 19034. You are required to prepare a single plan of subdivision, to a scale of 1:500. Your plan 
should be prepared within a plan drawing area of 225 mm x 175 mm. Students are reminded that the 
method of presenting information in field notes is not necessarily suitable for plan preparation. 
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Q3.  The field sketch on below illustrates the traverse stations A, B, C and D located at the corners of 
Lot 6, D.P. 20156 and other measurements fixing detail by radiation, ties or offsets. Prepare a plan at 
a scale of 1 : 200 of lot 6 showing the relationship of detail to the surveyed boundaries. Complete the 
plan to the required scale with particular reference to: 
 

(a) Illustrating the lot boundaries and detail with the lot. (Do not record measurements extraneous 
to the boundary definition). 

(b) Locating the drawing within borders 210 mm by 297 mm, and giving neat presentation of the 
street name, lot numbers and other necessary information. 
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Q4. The figure below shows the survey information for Saxa Crossing School Site. From the 
information plot a plan of the site to a scale of 1 : 1000. 
 

 
 
Q5. You are required to prepare a plan at a scale of 1:250 of a parcel of land (Lot 17, D.P. 21064) 
showing the relationship of buildings, etc., to the surveyed boundaries.  
The surveyor's field sketch below illustrates - 
(a) The traverse stations: A, B, C, D and E. 
(b) The corners of the lot are located by radiations from the traverse stations. 
(c) The positions of buildings, etc., determined by radiations, ties and offsets. 
 
Complete the plan to the required scale with particular reference to – 

 Precise plotting of the major traverse radiation and offsets, etc., 
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 Neat presentation, in the appropriate style and size, of street names, lot numbers and other 
necessary miscellaneous information.  

  
 
Q6. The Field Book Sketches below represent the subdivision of Lot 12 of Deposited Plan 13729. 
Prepare a plan of subdivision suitable for lodgement at the Registrar General’s (Land Titles Office / 
LPI / Dept of Lands) at a scale of 1:5000 on a suitable cadastral plan form. 
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6.9 DETAIL SURVEYS and CoGo in 
CAD: Solutions to lab problems

Detail Q3. A) Breakline is a line, an arc, a string, or a polyline, across which you cannot form a DTM's 
triangle. It may be used, for example, to mark a sharp change of elevation in terrain surface model.  
Why do it: so that contours are drawn correctly. They are used when you don’t want a DTM triangle to 
be formed across a river or similar. 
B) Forces triangle edges along the breaklines not across them when there is a sudden change in
ground slope or height (a breakline of contours). Either by changing triangles in DTM manually so
triangles run along not across a breakline, or by using a string code that is set as a breakline eg RW.

Q4. In Magnet Office CAD the code TREE*S2 represents a tree with spread radius of 2 m, NS is 
natural surface, and 01BLD*C is a string around a building (number 1) that closes onto its first point.  

Q5. a) the tree code in MO should be TREE*S4 
b) There are a few different correct orderings of the data file, so that the strings are drawn with correct
line connections. Here is one valid version. We use prefix numbers for the strings and *C to close the
loop.  Other CAD software may use different codes. This would normally be a single text file, but to
save space in this book I split it into 3 parts. There is no need to renumber the points in MO.

Part 1 Part 2 Part 3. 
116,289992.622,7432.796,12.478,01GATE 
117,289994.135,7433.085,12.487,01GATE 
119,289995.674,7433.213,12.491,01FENC 
120,290004.674,7434.296,12.459,01FENC 
121,290016.855,7435.846,12.696,01FENC 
122,290029.016,7437.419,12.958,01FENC 
197,290003.813,7430.805,12.633,TREE*S4 
202,290000.378,7426.287,12.628,01BLDG 
203,290000.185,7427.556,12.676,NS 
204,290014.238,7429.613,12.805,NS 
205,290014.483,7428.088,12.857,01BLDG 
209,290015.669,7419.059,13.158,01BLDG 
236,290016.756,7410.660,13.223,01BLDG 

235,290002.647,7408.966,12.908,01BLDG*C 
217,290026.289,7418.029,13.549,TREE*S4 
225,290030.707,7396.250,13.065,TREE*S4 
233,290002.071,7402.480,12.870,02BLDG 
234,290001.434,7408.470,12.957,02BLDG 
263,290013.969,7403.673,12.987,NS 
264,290014.152,7402.222,12.917,NS 
269,290019.421,7403.021,13.064,NS 
270,290019.191,7404.392,13.104,NS 
823,290068.079,7444.204,13.761,01FENC 
271,290054.012,7410.508,14.121,01FENC 
272,290047.086,7394.110,13.026,01FENC 
273,290028.054,7389.736,12.398,01FENC

275,290023.316,7388.651,12.267,01FENC 
277,289996.539,7383.504,11.559,01FENC 
281,290004.514,7387.480,12.234,NS 
282,290004.445,7385.316,12.022,NS 
283,290001.336,7386.681,11.995,NS 
284,289999.732,7399.810,12.772,NS 
285,289997.598,7399.157,12.766,NS 
286,289998.030,7401.958,12.879,NS 
287,289995.447,7407.875,12.990,02BLDG 
288,289996.097,7401.800,12.781,02BLDG*C 
289,289995.437,7407.867,12.976,NS 
290,289991.549,7432.713,12.420,01FENC 
331,289999.732,7399.810,12.772,NS 
332,289997.598,7399.157,12.766,NS 

c) The steps in MO are: Library code settings must tick prefix
box. Open MOCAD, New Job, File Import .pts file, tick field
code and include string numbers. Use Red HOT button to turn
on Points, Point Symbols, line styles.   Leave point marks not
ticked so that crosses don’t appear at each point.

d) Surface / boundary / clipping option  or  Surface DTM Tools
Delete 1 triangle for each triangle inside house , ie. click on its
centre dot. Remove  triangles.  Esc (Surface DTM update
DTM if needed) With green triangle, mesh off, contours on,
tick smooth contours.

Q6. a) There are some codes in the data not in the list above eg TAP, PIT, DRVWY, FNC, VER etc 
and points 1109 onwards have no heights or 0 ht. Some data points missing codes. Data was 
supposedly listed in the order measured yet points numbers ‘jump’ at times, e.g., 109 to 177 and 208 
to 211, this implies point not all point measurements were preserved for later use. 
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b) Import the data file into CAD:   

The plan should include the line work not just crosses and not have point numbers or elevations. 
Comments: Some lines for buildings do not close?  Too many NS? 

c) Comments:  A problem with some breaklines – they can be ignored. Points with zero Height are in 
the contour plan, so some poor contours from height-less points. Would be better to not contour those 
points. 

 

   
 

Q7. Swap 14 and 16, and swap 15 and 17, and the re-ordered data will be: 
10  01PATH 
11  02PATH 
12  01PATH 
13  02PATH 
16  03PATH 
17  04PATH 
14  03PATH 
15  04PATH 
18  01PATH 
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19  02PATH 
20  03PATH 
21  04PATH 
There are other solutions. For example, instead of swapping Points 14 and 16, you can put Point 20 
ahead of Point 14. Likewise, you can put Point 21 ahead of Point 15 instead of swapping Points 15 
and 17. There are other correct answers:  eg 10 12 18 11 13 18 16 14 20 17 15 21. 
 

Q8. This answer is based on one 
student’s result.  

a) The trees do not have size of spread 
so the symbols are not drawn to scale, 
the survey team measured many natural 
surface points after the rest of the detail, 
and the paths are not surveyed. 

b) We see that the cabins do not close 
and line symbols do not appear. 
 
c) There are many things you can do and 
will not have time for all of them in an 
exam. A partial solution is shown here. 
 
 

 
 
 
Q9. a) 
1, 732.290, 153.133, 55.84,   01BLD 
2, 719.686, 154.047, 57.40,  01BLD 
3, 719.409, 150.278, 58.80,   01BLD 
4, 718.812, 150.330, 58.87,   01BLD 
5, 718.513, 146.313, 59.50,   01BLD 
6, 714.666, 154.443, 59.09,  NS 
7, 720.289, 156.502, 56.84,  NS 
8, 714.160, 150.800, 59.34,  NS 
9, 731.712, 145.277, 58.30,  01BLD*C 
10, 710.939, 157.401, 60.17,  02FENCE 
11, 711.682, 153.028, 61.36,  02FENCE 
12, 724.807, 153.894, 57.15,  NS 
13, 731.066, 155.604, 55.73,  NS 
14, 712.830, 145.903, 60.64,  02FENCE 
16, 735.458, 144.208, 58.00,  02FENCE 
15, 736.294, 155.363, 56.00,  02FENCE*C 

b) a partially complete  student answer – can you see some flaws? 

 

c) Delete relevant triangles one at a time by selecting its centre dot or use boundary: Surface / 
boundary / clipping option. 
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Q10. 

 
 

COGO  
Q1: Q = (876.303, 5219.852)  Note that some CAD enters the bearing as 12.3015  
 
Q2:  (i)  Bearing PQ = 41 19’ 58” 

(ii) Horizontal distance PQ = 500.263 
 (iii) Slope distance PQ = 530.987 
 
Q3: 9286.143 EC  m  10211.467m NC      

 
Q4:  3361.660mEC    3392.568m NC   

  
Q5: I prefer to use my own least squares program to adjust traverses instead of CAD. The answers to 
this question are in chapter 4.  
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7.  CADASTRAL CALCULATIONS 

In previous sections of this book we have calculated loop closes around cadastral lots. In this section 
we include a brief revision of the calculation of areas of cadastral lots. Then we cover the calculations 
for comparisons between survey measurements and cadastral dimensions (PO comparisons), then 
cadastral road intersections, and then subdivision of cadastral lots (area calculation aspects, not 
subdivision design). 
 
A primary role of many surveyors in Australia deals with the definition or redefinition of the legal 
boundaries of land parcels. This is more broadly called cadastral surveying. A Registered Surveyor 
(called a Licensed Surveyor in some states) has the professional authorisation to divide land thereby 
creating new Certificates of Title over the newly created Freehold land parcels. The registered or 
licensed surveyor must adhere to the rules and regulations set out in the Surveyors Act. Each state in 
Australia has its own Surveyors Act, with varying names, each with its own requirements. 
 
A general principle of cadastral surveying is that a registered surveyor must seek to set out, to the 
best of their ability, the original boundaries as defined at the time of the first survey. Modern day 
surveyors are therefore confronted with a myriad of problems as a result of the changing accuracy of 
measuring technologies, loss of some original marks, and changing legal systems. Problems stem 
from inaccuracies in original compass and chain surveys, lost or destroyed survey marks, conflicting 
orientations between adjacent plans from subsequent surveys, issues with riparian rights (i.e. land 
abutting rivers) as well as legal decisions made over land parcels. A cadastral surveyor must be both 
a detective and quasi-land-lawyer. Cadastral surveying will be covered in much more detail in other 
courses. 
 
Aspects of reading / interpreting a NSW cadastral Deposited Plan (DP)) are given in lecture classes. 
Note that in NSW a reference mark has bearing and distance FROM the reference mark TO the 
corner. 

7.1 AREA CALCULATIONS 

You are expected to have learnt about this topic in a previous course, so a revision summary is 
included here without derivations and without all the details. Many basic Surveying textbooks cover 
this topic well. 
 
Surveyors calculate areas for a number of applications including cadastral surveying, e.g. for land 
parcels and lots. We deal here with the calculation of area of figures that have regular (i.e. straight 
line) boundaries.  Areas to irregular boundaries (e.g. creeks and rivers) are dealt with elsewhere. 
 
Old cadastral surveys (many that are still legally important) were done before Australia converted to 
the metric system. Unit conversions for lengths and areas: 
 

1 inch = 25.4 mm exactly 
1 foot = 0.3048m exactly = 12 inches   
1 chain = 100 link = 66 feet = 22 yards (cricket pitch length) 
1 mile = 5280 feet = 1.609…km 
1 acre = 4 rood = 160 perch  64m * 64m (10 sq chain) 
1 hectare (ha) = 10,000 m2 = 100m * 100m  
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AREA OF A TRIANGLE 
 
Several equations give the area of a triangle. 
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A figure can be divided into many triangles. The area of each triangle is calculated. All areas are then 
added up to give the total area. This is very laborious, hence not often used. 
 
 

AREA  OF A TRAPEZIUM 

 
The area can be calculated from the sum of a rectangle and a triangle: 
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AREA  FROM  COORDINATES 
 
Trapeziums for each line bounding the polygon can be drawn to the N axis (or alternatively to 
the E axis) and equations for the area can be derived. There are several versions of the 
equations for area of a polygon. 
 

 
Area =  positive trapezia (partly in the lot) –  negative trapezia (not inside the lot) 

 
Area can be obtained from the full coordinates (zigzag method), beware of round-off errors!: 

|]NE  NE NE  NE NE  NENE  NENE  NE [
2

1
| Area 51154554344323321221 

 
 
The following worked example, is very easy to set up in a spreadsheet: 
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The equations can be extended for a figure with n corners, and rearranged into different forms: 
 
Note: To use these formulas consider N0 = Nn, E0 = En, Nn+1 = N1, and En+1 = E1 
 
Area = ½ | [(N1E2 + N2E3 + ... + NnEn+1) - (E1N2 + E2N3 + ... + EnNn+1)] |      
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Beware of round-off error!!   If the coordinates have many 
digits, subtract a constant term to avoid decreased accuracy 
due to accumulated round-off errors. If some of the 
coordinates are negative, just put them into the equation 
with their correct sign. 
 

Circular curved boundaries 
 
Some cadastral lot boundaries are circular arcs.  In this case 
calculate the area of the polygon where the arc boundary is 
replaced with its chord. Then calculate the area of the segment 
of the circle and add or subtract it to the polygon area as 
appropriate.  

If chord length is known: 
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Area of a triangle is ½ ab sinC, so Area of the segment 

between the curve and the chord is: 
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7.2 PO Comparisons 

PO stands for “per original”. Original survey plan dimensions can be compared with your new survey 
measurements between marks found. If the plan is old then distances on the plan could be in different 
units or could be less accurate than your modern survey.  Some very old cadastral plans in NSW 
intentionally contained scale errors. Over the years a variety of datums have been used for bearings.  
Some surveys relate bearings to Magnetic North, or True North, or one of the grid norths: AMG, ISG or 
MGA. 
 
PO comparisons can be used to determine scale (distance) and swing (bearing) values if two marks 
can be found that were measured in the original and new surveys. They can also be used to 
determine MGA coordinates of lot corner and reference marks. 
 
The following worked example is based on a problem published in Azimuth (Institution of Surveyors 
NSW, magazine, Aug 2009) but modified for our purposes. Points A to E lie along a road and F is in a 
farmer’s paddock with no fences nearby. The old survey plan of the lot shows: 
 

Line Dist links Bearing 

AB 1000 197° 00’ 

BC 1600 180° 00’ 

CD 800 110° 00’ 

DE 2000 90° 00’ 

EF ? 0° 00’ 

FA ? 270° 00’ 

     
Survey marks were found at A and E but not at B C or D.  A new survey measured the position of A 
and E as MGA coordinates (E, N) A = 289856.680, 6147404.575 and E = 290353.969, 6146837.380. 
Calculate a PO comparison between A and E, then determine MGA coordinates of F so that we can 
search for a mark there. 
 
Solution:  100 links = 66 feet and 1 foot = 0.3048 metres, so 100 links = 20.1168 metres.  
Calculate the join AE using the plan ‘traverse’ data we can calculate the ‘close’ AE as 3749.268 links = 
754.233 m and 139°00’26”. 
Calculate the join AE from the MGA coordinates gives AE as 754.326 m and 138°45’26”. 
 
So the PO comparison yields:  
754.326 - 754.233 = +93mm as the distance difference, and  
138°45’26” - 139°00’26” = -15’ 00” as the swing.   
We add these values to the old plan to give the ‘new’ survey values. This distance difference 
expressed as a scale ratio is 1.000123 to scale plan metres to MGA, or 0.2011927 to scale plan links 
to MGA. 
 
This distance EF and AF are missing from the plan but they can be calculated by intersection of 
bearings or two missing distance / close calculations that we learnt in previous chapters. In this case 
the lines are exactly NS and EW, so that makes it even easier to determine.  If you do the calculations 
you will see that the plan distances are  
EF = 2829.92 and AF = 2459.38 links. These can be converted to MGA distances using our scale 
factor above, e.g. AF = 2459.38 * 0.2011927 = 494.810 m. 
 
The MGA bearing of lines AF and EF can be calculated by adding our swing (-15’ as above) to the 
plan bearings, e.g. AF = 90°00’ – 15’ = 89°45’. 
 
The coordinates of F can then be calculated by radiation from A or from E.  Use one of them to check 
the other. 
A = 289856.680, 6147404.575, bearing and distance AF = 89°45’ and 494.810m, so F = 290351.485, 
6147406.734  
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Tutorial question 3 below also aims to help you to learn about this process.   
 
Calculating coordinates of cadastral corners and references marks can be very useful for: finding 
marks in the field by total station or GNSS survey; for creating Digital Cadastral Databases for overlay 
on aerial imagery etc; and for import to CAD or GIS for future design and construction. 
 
In NSW the distances shown on plans are horizontal (ground datum) distances, they are not grid 
distances (converted to a projection like MGA).  
 
A question for you to consider: Cadastral plans use ground distances and areas. If we use MGA 
coordinates for lot corners, and calculate areas from the MGA coordinates will the areas be wrong?  
How much effect does scale factor have on areas? 
 

‘Calc’ sheets 

Cadastral surveyors doing boundary redefinition surveys need to consider the comparisons between 
their measured data and that of previous survey plans for many boundary lines and for join lines 
between marks that they have found.  Traditionally surveyors have drawn plans called ‘calc sheets’ 
where they write onto the plan the comparison values.  Here we try to introduce the concepts; you 
may learn more about ‘calc sheets’ and their usefulness in later courses or during work experience. 
Some examples are shown below, look at their style; you don’t need to be able to read the figures in 
detail. 
 

 
 
It is possible to do the calculations on computer and to annotate computer drawn plans with these 
values.  Traditionally the calculations were done by calculator and the surveyor drew the plan and 
annotated it on paper. Whether it is done on paper or on computer doesn’t matter. I believe it is still 
very useful to produce these plans in modern times and not to rely solely on numbers.  The calc sheet 
plans help surveyors make decisions about boundary definition.  The plans provide a graphical view of 
the survey and surveyors look for trends such as similar scale factors or distance differences on a few 
lines, or similar swings in bearings of lines. For example the bearing of lines by your survey may be 
different to those of a previous plan but perhaps the angle at a corner is similar. The PO comparisons 
on a plan can also help the surveyor decide if there is a problem with a particular mark. 
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With current boundary definition surveys in NSW, the distances and angles are the main concern not 
the coordinates of points. But coordinates can be useful for finding marks particularly with GPS and 
perhaps in future years if the cadastral system moves to a coordinated system. 
 

2D TRANSFORMATIONS 

Transformation calculations can also be used to find the relationship between two different coordinate 
systems, e.g. a local network of points can be transformed into a national reference frame. 2D 
transformations can be used like the PO comparisons described above, but work with coordinates of 
points.  In PO comparisons we achieve the same results but work with bearings and distances of lines 
between points. 
 
In later courses 2D transformations will be covered for cases where two points have known 
coordinates. If there are more than 2 known points it is better to use a least squares estimation of the 
transformation parameters (that is covered in a later course).  In linear transformations the connection 

between two coordinate systems can be written in the form: 
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where (E’,N’) are the coordinates in the new system corresponding to coordinates (E,N) in the old 
system, the p and q parameters can be used to determine the rotation of axes and a scale change, 
and the t parameters represent the shift (translation) in origin. 
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7.3 ROAD INTERSECTIONS 

In this section we will learn about the calculations for straight sided road cadastral boundaries and 
their intersections. This topic is different to the Road Design calculations that we will learn about later 
where road centrelines follow curves that you are familiar with on freeways. 
 
It is estimated that 10 – 20% of the Australian land mass is covered by road reserve. Therefore many 
surveyors and spatial scientists will deal with the location of road reserve at some time in their 
professional career.  
 

 
 

Figure: Part of a rural cadastral plan 
 
A Road reserve is a legal boundary, usually delineated by a surveyor in a land subdivision. Loosely 
speaking, the legal boundary of a road is where fences should be placed, it is not the kerb.  Again, 
loosely speaking, road reserves include the road surface, kerbs and gutters and footpaths. New roads 
can be opened, old roads can be closed and existing roads can be widened or narrowed.  
 
Historically, during the time of settlement, some plans were drawn in isolation with no regard for the 
local topography. These plans were simply drafted on a map and the poor surveyor was required to 
peg this new road reserve in the field as required. Sometimes the road reserve headed straight over a 
cliff – hardly a suitable location for a road. These roads were not always required to be pegged or built 
and some still exist today as “paper roads”. 
 
Traditionally country roads were given a standard width of one-chain. A chain is a standard length 
measuring tool used by surveyors and comprises 100 links. One link is equivalent to 0.201168 m. A 
one-chain road therefore is 20.117 m wide. Wider country or metropolitan roads were given a width of 
two-chain (40.24m) or sometimes three-chain (60.35m). Nowadays, metric widths are applied to new 
land subdivisions and some curved (circle arc) boundaries are used. 
 
In later Cadastral and Land Law courses at UNSW students will learn about the New South Wales 
Legislation in the form of Acts of Parliament and associated Regulations that cover the legal aspects 
relating to land and roads. A registered surveyor is required to define the new boundaries after 
opening or closing of a road reserve or after road widening/narrowing has been undertaken.  
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A common problem in cadastral surveying is where roads have to be constructed through lots to join 
with existing roads or boundaries. Our solutions involve elementary trigonometry. We will consider 
both: intersection of roads of equal width; and intersection of roads of unequal width (usually called 
variable width in NSW). 

7.3.1 ROADS OF EQUAL WIDTH 

Consider the following situation where the two sides of the road are parallel, the road ‘bends’ at B and 
has a constant width of w. The dotted lines in the figure below are at 90° to the road. 
 

  
We want to calculate the bearing βBE and the distance dBE at the join / bend / road angle. 
 
Derivation / Solution: 
 

Calculate the half angle:   2/
2

1
12 )β(β GBHGBE          

 
The bearing βBE is then:
  90)/2(      or    )/2(90   or   )/2( 90 21121122BE    

 

 
 

The distance dBE can be calculated from: 
BEd

w
(GBE) cos 

 
   






 

2
 cos w / = d 12

BE
   

Alternative method: 
Assign coordinates to point A, do traverse close calculations using bearings and distances to generate 
coordinates for F, E, D, C.  If distances FE or ED are unknown, select arbitrary values. Then calculate 
the coordinates of B by intersection of bearings from A and C.  Then calculate the join BE, i.e βBE and 
dBE 
 
 
Example:   
A cadastral survey plan shows a 1 chain road.  1 chain = 66 feet ≈ 20.117 metres. The convention is 
that both sides of the road are parallel. The distances on this plan have already been converted to 
metres. Calculate the other bearings and distances of interest for this road. Also, calculate the area of 
this part of the road. 
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Solution: 
Construct perpendicular lines from A and D to the southern side of the road, and from C to both 
directions of the northern side of the road (AG, DK, CH, and CJ). 

 
The angles CHB and CJB are both 90° and BC is common to both triangles.  
Also, CH = CJ = w = 20.117m  
Deflection angle of the road is calculated from the given bearings:   
β = βBD – βAB  = 125°06’ – 68°55’ = 56° 11’  

Therefore we get:   angle HCB = angle BCJ
 

30" 05' 28 
2

1
)( 

2

1
ABBD     

Bearing βCB can then be obtained: 
βCB = βAB – 90° +

 
HCB   = 68° 55’ 00” – 90° +

 
28° 05’ 30”    = 7° 00’ 30”           

or from 


 90 
2

)( BDAB
BC

  

 βBC = βCB + 180° = 187° 00’ 30” 
 

Distance dBC is calculated from:  dBC = w / cos (HCB)  = 20.117 / cos 28°05’30”   = 22.803m 
 

Calculate the distance AE: 
angle EAG = βAE – βAG = βAE – (βAB + 90°) = 180° 00’ - 158° 55’ = 21° 05’  
dAE = w / cos (EAG)  = 20.117 / cos 21°05’   = 21.560m 

 
Calculate the distance DF: 

angle KDF = βDK – βDF = βDK – (βBD + 90°) = 160° 27’ 30” - 215° 06’ 00” = 54° 38’ 30” 
dDF = w / cos (KDF)  = 20.117 / cos 54°38’30”   = 34.763m 

 
Calculate the distance EC: 

   dEC = dEG + dAB – dHB = dAEsin (EAG) + dAB - dBCsin (HCB) = 7.756+237.56-10.738 = 234.578m 
 
Calculate the distance CF: 
dCF = dBD – dBJ + dKF = dBD - dHB + dDF  sin (KDF) = 411.87 - 10.738 + 28.351 = 429.483m 
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Can you think of other ways to solve the above problem?  How would you do it with CAD? 
 
Calculate the area of the road: 

Area = triangle AEG + trapezium AGCB  + trapezium BCKD + triangle DKF 
 

2

wd
w

2

dd
w

2

dd

2

wd KFCKBDGCABEG 









  

28.351)401.132411.87226.822237.567.756
2

20.117
 (   = 13212 m2 

 
Alternatively, assign coordinates to the points and then calculate area. 

7.3.2 ROADS OF VARIABLE (UNEQUAL) WIDTH 

Each problem of roads changing width at a bend is different, but can be solved by similar methods.  I 
treat this topic by way of example because I see no advantage in deriving and applying formulas for 
this topic. This example is similar to the previous example but the eastern road is now 1.5 chains wide 
(≈30.175m). It is required to calculate: bearing and distance of BC, distances AE and DF, distances 
EC and CF, and the area of the road. 
 
Solution Method 1: 
 
Construct perpendiculars from A and D to the southern side of the road (AG, DK). Extend EC to 
intersect BD at J. Then drop a perpendicular from B to intersect CJ at H. Drop a perpendicular from J 
to intersect CF at L. 
 

 
The deflection angle of the road is calculated from the given bearings: 

β = βBD – βAB   = 125° 06’  –  68° 55’ = 56° 11’  

Calculate the distance dCJ: 36.321m
11'56 sin

30.175

 sin

w
 d 2

CJ 








  

Calculate the distance dHJ: dHJ = w1 / tan β  = 20.117 / tan 5611’ = 13.476m
 

Calculate the distance dCH: dCH = dCJ – dHJ = 36.321 – 13.476 = 22.845m 

The distance dBC is then:  2
1

2
CHBC wdd  = 30.440m   

Calculate the angle BCH:  














 

22.845

20.117
 tan

d

w
 tan 1

CH

11
BCH   = 41° 22’  

The bearing βCB is then:          βCB = βAB – αBCH = 68°55’ – 41°22’ = 27°33’  βBC = βCB+180° = 207°33’ 
 

Calculate the distance AE: 
αEAG = βAE – βAG = βAE – (βAB + 90°) =  180° - 158°55’ = 21° 05’  
dAE = w1 / cos (αEAG)  = 20.117 / cos 21°05’   = 21.560m 
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Calculate the distance DF: 
αKDF = βDK – βDF = βBD + 90° – βDF = 125°06’00” + 90° - 160° 27’ 30” = 54° 38’ 30” 
dDF = w2 /cos (αKDF)   = 30.176 / cos 54°38’30”   = 52.146m 

Calculate the distance EC: 
dEC = dEG + dAB – dCH = dAE  sin (αEAG) + dAB – dCH = 7.756 + 237.56 - 22.845 = 222.471m 

 
Calculate the distance CF: 

dCF = dBD – dBJ + dCL + dKF = 411.87 - w1 / sin β  + w2 / tan β + dDF  sin (αKDF)  
= 411.87 – 24.213 + 20.214 + 42.528 = 450.399m 

 
Calculate the area of the road:  The area of the road can be computed by dividing the road into a 
series of triangles, rectangles and/or trapezia, and then adding the areas of each. 
 

Area = triangle AEG + trapezium AGCB + trapezium BCKD + triangle DKF 
 

2

wd
w

2

dd
w

2

dd

2

wd 2KF
2

CKBD
1

GCAB1EG 









  

450.399)411.87
2

30.175
214.715)237.567.756

2

20.117
 ((   = 17637 m2 

 
Alternative Method:  Calculate a traverse close and determine the missing distances.  

7.3.3 MULTIPLE ROAD INTERSECTIONS 

Example:  
 

 
Generally it is required to calculate the bearing and 
distance of the lines between the centreline intersection 
and the corners of the road (IA, IB, IC) and the area of 
the road. This problem can be treated as a number of 
simple road intersections. 
 
General procedure: Draw in centre line. Drop 
perpendiculars from each corner to each centre line. 
Then solve the triangles. 
 
 

 
 

7.3.4 SUMMARY OF ROAD INTERSECTIONS 

 Road intersections are a common problem in rural cadastral surveying. Generally, the bearing and 
distance at the join need to be calculated. 

 Solutions involve elementary trigonometry or traverse closes and intersections by bearings. 
 The area of the road can be obtained as the sum of several triangles, rectangles and/or trapezia, 

or by coordinates. 
 Multiple road intersections can be treated as a number of simple road intersections. 
 Practice the calculations! 
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7.4 SUBDIVISION COMPUTATIONS 

Registered Surveyors may be asked by a client to subdivide their land into two or more parcels. The 
surveyor is guided by the planning regulations set out in the local council area which may prescribe 
certain constraints over the proposed new land parcels. These constraints may include a minimum 
area or a minimum street frontage. The client may require a right-of-way along one side of the 
property or one boundary perpendicular or parallel to another. Other considerations deal with good 
building sites, an efficient street layout (for larger subdivisions) and suitable drainage.  
 
Surveying software packages aid the computations necessary for subdivision design but cannot 
always solve every problem. These notes provide some examples of subdivision computations carried 
out long-hand to give the student an appreciation of the constraints that must sometimes be satisfied 
in order to compute a satisfactory subdivision.  
 
There is a great variety of subdivision problems. 
Consider the subdivision of the block of land 715 
bounded by the points ABCDEFA: 

 
The new subdivision line RS should cut the parcel 
715 into two blocks 715/1 and 715/2, where R and 
S are on the boundary lines AF and CD 
respectively. There are three different boundary line 
types: 
 

a) RS should start at a point R, which is d 
metres from A on the line AF. 

b) RS should be perpendicular to a line, e.g. 
AF. 

c) RS should be parallel to a line, e.g. AC. 
 
The line RS could be determined by a condition for the areas of the new blocks of land, e.g. 
 

1) A fixed area for one of the blocks of land. 
2) A given ratio between the two new blocks of land. 
3) No change in the areas of two adjoining properties, but a complicated (zig-zag) boundary line 

between them should be replaced by one straight line (i.e. boundary regulation). 
4) Subdivisions according to the values of the properties, if certain areas of the concerned 

properties have different values of the soil. 
 

There are other types of subdivision too.  For example in a “battle axe” subdivision the line RS above 
is not a single straight line. Usually the solutions are found by solving triangles and trapezia using 
plane trigonometry. It is then required to calculate the coordinates of the new boundary points. 

Subdivision Example 1:   
 
Consider the following subdivision where the new boundary RS 
is to be perpendicular to AE and the area cut off in the western 
part is to be 5000m2. 
 
The coordinates of the corners of the property are: 
 

Point E [m] N [m] 
A 2016.27 4040.38 
B 2019.17 4084.17 
C 2086.28 4107.36 
D 2174.37 4065.28 
E 2125.38 4011.26 
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Task: Calculate the coordinates of the new boundary points R and S, and their offsets along the lines 
AE and CD respectively. 
 
Solution: 
 
Divide the desired area ABCSRA (which should 
equal 5000m2) into three parts f1, f2 and f3: 
 
Calculate area f1 from the coordinates of A, B 
and C: 
 

|EN  NEEN  NEEN  NE 0.5| f ACACCBCBBABA1 ][ 

    = 1435.748 m2 
 
Calculate area f2 of the right-angled ACN: 
 

EAC =   70.01m    NAC =  66.98m  βAC = 46 16’ 02”      AC = 96.890m 
EAE = 109.11m    NAE = -29.12m  βAE = 104 56’ 35”    AE = 112.929m 
 
  = βAE – βAC = 58 40’ 33” 
 

AN = ACcos = 96.890cos5840’33” = 50.371m CN = ACsin  = 96.890sin5840’33”  = 82.767m 
 


  2
2 m 2084.528

2

82.76750.371

2

CNAN
f 





   

 
The remaining area f3 is CSRN: f3 = 5000 – (f1 + f2)  = 5000 – (1435.748+2084.528) = 1479.724 m2 
 
In order to determine the new property corners R and S, the distances NR (=x) and CS need to be 
calculated. The area f3 (trapezium CSRN) can be calculated as: 
 

x
2

RSC
f3 




N
 where RS = CN – x / tan      

 
So:   2f3 = (CN + CN – x cot )  x    = 2CNx – cot   x2                      cot   x2 – 2CNx + 2f3 = 0 

 
This is a quadratic equation in x and has the solution:   

 

 



2cot

2fcot44CN2C
x 3

2 


N
 




cot

cot2fCNC 3
2 


N

 




   cot2fCNC t 3

2Nan  

 
The angle  can be calculated from the given bearings: 
 

 = βCN – βCD = βAE + 90 – βCD        where ECD and NCD    βCD = 115 32’ 01”      CD = 
97.625m 
 
  = 10456’35”+ 90 – 11532’01” = 7924’34” 
 

The distance NR (=x) can now be calculated: 
 






   cot2fCNC t 3

2Nanx  






  24'34"79 cot1479.724282.76782.767 24'34"79 tan 2  

   = 867.076m   or   18.254m 
 

From the figure and the already calculated distances it is obvious that the correct value is:  
NR = x = 18.254m 
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The distance CS is calculated from: 18.570m
24'34"sin79

18.254

sin






x

CS   

 
The coordinates of R and S are then calculated by radiation: 
 

βAR = βAE = 104 56’ 35”   and AR = AN + x = 50.371 + 18.254 = 68.625m     
βCS = βCD = 115 32’ 01”    CS = 18.570m 
 
  ER =   2082.574m    NR =  4022.684m 
  ES =   2103.036m    NS =  4099.356m 
 

Check – Calculate area ABCSRA from coordinates: 
 

|EN  NEEN  NE EN  NE EN  NEEN  NE 
2

1
| A ARARRSRSSCSCCBCBBABA ][ rea   = 4999.964m2  

 
The offsets along the lines AE and CD are: AR = 68.625m  CS = 18.570m 
 

Subdivision Example 2:   
 
Consider a subdivision where the new boundary RS is to be 
parallel to AB and the area cut off in the western part is to be 
5000m2. The coordinates of the corners of the property are the 
same as in Subdivision example 1. 
 
Task: Calculate the coordinates of the new boundary points R and 
S, and their offsets along the lines AE and CD respectively. 
 
Solution: 
 
Divide the desired area ABCSRA into two parts f1 
and f2: 
 
Calculate bearing and distance of AB and BC 
(from coordinates) and then angle  = 22 51’ 06” 
Calculate distances BO and CO: 
 
BO = BC cos  = 71.004 cos 2251’06” = 65.431m 
CO = BC sin  = 71.004 sin 2251’06” = 27.574m 
 
Calculate bearing & distance of AE from 
coordinates, then angle   
 = AE – (AB + 90) = 11 09’ 15” 
 
Calculate the distances AN and CN: 
 

AN = BO  sec   = 65.431  sec 1109’15” = 66.691m 
PN = BO  tan   = 65.431  tan 1109’15” = 12.901m 
 CN = CO + AB + PN  = 27.574 + 43.886 + 12.901   = 84.361m 

 

Calculate area f1 of trapezium ABCNA: 2
1 m 4195.66565.431

2

84.36143.886

2

CNAB
f 





 BO  

Calculate the angle   = DC – (AB – 90) = 21 44’ 41” 
The remaining area f2 must be equal to:     f2 = 5000 – f1  = 5000 – 4195.665 = 804.335 m2 

The area f2 (trapezium NCSRN) can be obtained from:   x
2

RSC
f2 




N
  

where RS = CN – x tan  + x tan  
So:  2f2 = (CN + CN – x tan  + x tan )  x   = 2CNx – tan   x2 + tan   x2    (tan  – tan )  x2 + 
2CNx – 2f2 = 0 
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This is a quadratic equation in x and has the solution: x = 9.644m   or   826.944m 
From the figure and the already calculated distances it is obvious that the correct value is:  x = 9.644m 
Calculate the offsets CS and AR of S and R: 

CS = x /cos      = 9.644 /cos 21°44’41” = 10.383m 
NR = x /cos      = 9.644 /cos 11°09’15” = 9.830m 
 AR = AN + NR = 66.691 + 9.830 = 76.521m

The coordinates of R and S are then calculated by radiation: 

AR = AE = 104° 56’ 35”    AR = 76.521m    ER =   2090.203m    NR =  4020.648m
CS = CD = 115° 32’ 01”   CS = 10.383m   ES =   2095.649m    NS =  4102.885m

Check – Calculate area ABCSRA from coordinates: 

 NE EN  NEEN  NE 
2

1
| A SCCBCBBABA  [rea |]EN  NEEN  NE EN ARARRSRSSC   = 4999.9m2

The offsets along the lines AE and CD are:  AR = 76.521m CS = 10.383m 

7.5 Electronic Deposited Plans 

Cadastral Deposited Plans (DPs) lodged at the NSW Land’s Department (which has had several 
different names over the years) were traditionally hand drawn plans by draftsmen on paper, linen or 
film. Some years ago Surveyors began using CAD to draw plans and print them on paper / film for 
lodgement at the Lands Dept.  Around 2008 under the ePlan scheme, surveyors were able to submit 
tiff files of their plans by, for example, email. A tiff file is like a scanned image you see the lines and 
numbers but can’t actually use the numbers unless some one reads them and types them in. 
Commencing in about 2009, surveyors will be able to draw their plan in CAD, SaveAs LandXML 
format files, and submit the LandXML file. A LandXML is similar in concept to a html file that was used 
to produce a web page.  A program that can read a LandXML file can produce a plan, but also has the 
data (numbers) that can be used directly for calculations. So a program that can ‘read’ the data can be 
used to produce graphics and calculations.  

Figure: A 1938 NSW DP (left) and a CAD drawing of the data imported from a LandXML file (right) 
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LandXML is an XML schema, a set of rules which define structure and allowed data types, specifically 
designed to standardise civil engineering and surveying data. LandXML was ratified as an acceptable 
standard in 2002 by Australian and NZ authorities, and it has been further developed since then.  
 
It is hoped that by embracing this system it will lead to faster registration of plans as well as faster 
updating of the Digital Cadastral Database (DCDB). 
 
The following example material was presented 
by Byrnes (2007) while working on his thesis 
and with surveyors at the RTA, for part of the 
Lane Cove Tunnel. The traditional plan was 
drafted to the standards required by the 
Department of Lands using the Liscad 
software.  
 
Perhaps there will be a replacement for 
LandXML soon, such as a direct use of CAD 
files? 
 
Example, traditional plan part of LandXML File: 
 

 
 
Example, part of LandXML File: 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="iso-8859-1" ?>  
<LandXML xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.landxml.org/schema/LandXML-1.0  
... 
  <CgPoint name="B110" code="DEFAULT">6256955.520000 331326.994000</CgPoint>  
  <CgPoint name="B214" code="DEFAULT">6257116.253000 331216.161000</CgPoint>  
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7.6 Tutorial Questions 

Q1. The figure at right shows the dimensions of a lot as shown on 
a survey plan. Has there been a typo or drafting error? Calculate 
misclose and area.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q2. Assume that the figure at right 
is part of a cadastral DP. The MGA 
coordinates of the DH&W in the 
North West corner of lot 1 are 
(289571.797, 6146779.731). An 
azimuth swing of 2°10’20” has to be 
added to all bearings in the plan to 
align them with MGA and distances 
in the plan have to be multiplied by 
1.000140 to convert them to grid 
distances. Calculate the MGA 
coordinates of all lot corners shown 
in the figure. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Q3. The figure below shows an old road survey of 100 links wide. [100 link = 66 * 0.3048 metres 
exactly] Pegs on this survey were found at A and E. A traverse, on an assumed bearing, was run 
along A G F E, with AG = 115° 20' for 563.270 m, GF = 81°48' for 563.270 m and FE = 94°05' for 
534.067 m. Find the correction to be made to the adopted bearing of the traverse to bring it onto the 
same azimuth (bearing) as the road survey. Also, state the comparison in the distance AE between 
the original and the new traverse. 
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Q4.   Calculate the missing chord (bearing and distance), then calculate the area of the lot in the figure 
below. Do not assume the side boundaries are in line with the centre of the arc. Radius = 15.00 
 

 
 
 
Q5: A road, 8.00 m wide and on a bearing of 67°10' meets a 
second road which has a bearing of 10°30' and a road width 
of 22.00 m (see figure).  The distances:  AB = 55.10 m, and 
BC = 68.20 m   

 

 

 

 

 
a) Calculate the length (e) and the bearing of the road crossing BE (βBE) if both sections of the 

road were 8m wide. 
b) Calculate the length (e) and the bearing of the road crossing BE (βBE) using road widths as 

shown in the figure above. 
c) Check your results for e and βBE using an independent method. 
d) Calculate the area of the road A B C F E D (A),  

 
 
Q6. It is required to join existing 
roads 100 wide with a new road 
100 wide as shown on diagram 
below. Measurements are in 
links. From the data supplied 
calculate the bearings and 
distances of DE and EF and the 
area of the new road. [This 
question is derived from page 13 
of the Survey Computations 
book by R B Horner, 2nd Ed 
reprinted 1962.  The first edition 
was published in 1948, and 
students have been challenged 
by this question ever since .] 
 
 

Not to scale 
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Q7.  The coordinates of the corners are:  
 

Pt E N 
A 2 016.27 4 040.38 
B 2 125.38 4 011.26 
C 2 162.17 4 031.64 
D 2 174.37 4 065.28 
E 2 066.28 4 107.36 
F 2 019.17 4 084.17 

 
Divide the parcel [A F E D C B (A)]  so that there is no change in the areas of the properties and the 
new boundary line now runs from R to S, and R divides the road line AB in two equal parts.  
 
After the subdivision the owner A will get the new parcel [A F E S R (A)]. Work out the coordinates of 
R and S and the distances: AB, RS, ES, SD, RB. 
 
 
Q8.  The coordinates of the corners A, B, C and D of 
two adjoining properties are stated below. "M" owns A B 
C (A) and "N" owns A C D (A). A new road design cuts 
the two properties along the line BE, such that E is 
55.10 m from D. The remaining total area B E D A (B) is 
to be subdivided by the line FX in such a way that "M" 
and "N" will lose equal amounts to the new road and 
that F is the midpoint of AD. Work out the coordinates of 
the end points of the new subdivision lines F, X and E. 
Give the areas of the blocks of land after the subdivision 
to the nearest m2. How much is the contribution in m2 of 
''M'' and "N" to the new road area. Calculate and list the following distances: BX, XE, CE, AF, FO, FX.  
 
1. THEORETICAL SOLUTION  
State the steps including the necessary formulae you intend to take for the theoretical solution of the 
given problem. Give detailed information about your solution and the check calculations to be applied.  
 
 
2. NUMERICAL SOLUTION  
Carry out the necessary calculations of your theoretical solution with the following data:  
The coordinates of the corners are: 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Q9. UNSW Campus Area 
 
Background: Land parcels (lots) have boundaries that are legally defined and are determined by 
suitably qualified land surveyors.  The area of a lot is important, as well as the dimensions of the 
boundary lines and their location. Areas of lots are used in conjunction with real estate valuations, land 
taxes, council rates etc.  So an error in area, or your calculation of the area, has considerable $ 
implications. To ensure we get an accurate answer we will calculate area by two independent 
calculation methods. 
 
Data:  For the purposes of this question the coordinates of the corners of the UNSW lot are given in 
Table 1 below (and shown in Figure 1).  We will assume that the lot boundaries are straight lines 
between each of these corners.  
 
 

Pt E N 
A 2 016.28  4 040.38  
B 2 036.28  4 107.46  
C 2 144.34  4 095.26  
D 2 125.76  4 020.00  
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About the Figure: 
An orthophoto map is made from special high quality aerial photographs combined with ground survey data and mathematically 
corrected so that while it looks like a photo it is as accurate as a map. The orthophoto was made by AAM and kindly given to the 
School. The company employs some of our Surveying and SIS graduates and current students. Date of Photography 8/1/2002. 
The files supplied to the school were a 24 bit colour tiff orthoimage with a resolution (ground sample distance of 0.125 m) and a 
file to geocode the orthoimage. The geocode file gives the ground distance of each pixel’s width and height and the MGA 
coordinates of the top left (NW) corner. North is up the page. The image in figure 1 is a low resolution screen capture of the 
actual image supplied.  
 
Table 1.  MGA (Map Grid of Australia) coordinates of UNSW campus corners 
     

Corner Easting (m) Northing (m) 
A 335 968 6 245 859 
B 336 777 6 245 739 
C 336 822 6 245 715 
D 336 968 6 245 690 
E 336 924 6 245 432 
F 336 568 6 245 487 
G 336 536 6 245 299 
H 336 067 6 245 368 
I 336 024 6 245 606 

 
 
Step 1:   Enter the coordinate data into a spreadsheet. How can you check that you have entered the 
data correctly?  i.e. that there are no typo / transcription errors.  One way is to do a sum calculation of 
your entered data.  Add up all the Easting (E) coordinates.  The sum should equal 3 028 654 exactly, 
with no round off errors.  If you do not get this value then you have an error (or I have an error in the 
question ).  Similarly the sum of Northing (N) coordinates should equal 56 210 195. There is an 
optional extra step that can be done from here, it is described later. 
 
Step 2:  Calculate the area using a triangle method. Divide the campus into a network of triangles by 
drawing lines connecting corners, so that the entire campus is covered and each part is a triangle.  
Certainly there is more than one pattern of triangles that could be selected. Then calculate the side 
lengths of all triangles.  Each length is simply calculated from the formula for distance between two 

coordinated points, i.e. 2
12

2
1212 )()( NNEED    

 

UNSW main campus orthophoto map 
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When calculating distances from coordinates you may wish to use the vlookup function in excel so that 
you merely enter the labels of the two corners e.g. C and E, and the program finds the Eastings and 
Northings for you from the originally entered data. 
 
Once we have the three side lengths (a, b, c) of a triangle we can calculate the area of the triangle 

using the formula: c)b(a ½ sc)-(s b)-(s a)-(s s  whereArea  

 
Then simply add the areas of all triangles to find the total area of campus. Convert the area from m2 to 
hectares.  [1 ha = 10000 m2].  
                                      
Step 3:  Calculate the area using an area of polygon formula. 
There are several varieties of formula for the area of a polygon, one version is: 

Area =  ½ | [(N1E2 + N2E3 + ... + NnEn+1) - (E1N2 + E2N3 + ... + EnN n+1)] |  
 

i.e.    







 




n

i
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1
        where  Nn+1 = N1,   En+1 = E1  

Alternative versions of the formula are: 
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Note: to use these formulas consider N0 = Nn, E0 = En, Nn+1 = N1, and En+1 = E1  
In these formulas the points around the polygon loop are labeled from 1 to n. Progressing around the 
loop clockwise will give an area with opposite sign to that if the calculations are done by progressing 
around the loop in an anti-clockwise direction. We treat area as a positive number, thus the absolute 
value in the equations. Remember to divide by 2.  
 
Calculate your area and convert it to hectares 
 
Step 4:  Compare your area answers in step 2 and step 3 above, and think about how to round off the 
area i.e. how many significant figures you should report as your answer. Think about, and comment 
on, how easily your spreadsheet could be modified 

a) If more accurate values for the coordinates were available, and  
b) If a different site with more or fewer corners was to be processed.  

 
Step 5:  The supplied coordinates are on the MGA projection with a combined scale factor (SF) for 
this site of 0.9999182. Grid / projection distance = SF * horizontal (ground level) distance. The area 
you have calculated in the previous steps is on the projection surface, what is the area at ground 
level? 
 
Optional step: Solve for the area by entering the coordinates into CAD. 
 
Optional step: Once you have entered the coordinates it is an easy step to calculate the mean E and 
mean N.  This is one way to describe the ‘centre’ of the campus. Next, try to plot this point on figure 1 
and see where it is on campus and which building is closest to it. Think about how to plot it accurately 
on your printout of the plan, there are several ways to do that.  
 
Optional step: Calculate the bearing and distance of each boundary line, i.e. A to B, B to C, etc.    
 
 
Q10. (A 1983  exam question)  
The owner of Lot 10 in the figure at 
right has built his house on the 
reserve by mistake. It is required to 
place a new boundary BC for Lot 
10 to include the house but leaving 
the original lot area unchanged. 
Find the distance DC and the 
bearing and distance of BC.  
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Q11. This is a question from the March 1909 Surveyors Registration Exam. It was published in 
Azimuth magazine of July 2009. In the figure below compute lengths AB, ED, angle ACB, and the 
bearing and distance of EP. 

	
 
Q12. This is a question from a past exam. For this question you may do the calculations in CAD, or 
spreadsheet, or calculator.  The figure is based on an ACT cadastral plan. 
 

 
 
The bearings shown refer to grid north and the distances are in metres.  For circular curves in this 
plan: R is radius, A is arc length, C is chord length and bearing of the chord.  
The coordinates of reference marks are:  
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Mark Easting Northing  
7217 206625.505 614518.910 
7218 206607.350 614547.765 

 
 

a) Compare the bearing and distance between reference marks 7217 and 7218 calculated from 
coordinates with the values shown on the plan. 
 

b) Calculate the misclose around the boundaries of lot 13 using dimensions shown on the plan, 
including the chord dimensions not the arc. Starting at the NW corner of lot 13 the dimensions 
on the plan are: 

Bearing 
 

d m Distance 
81 00 20.955 

171 00 34.000 
261 00 16.035 
317 00 20.865 
13 00 18.015 

 
c) Calculate the area of lot 13 and compare your value with the value shown on the plan. 

Comment on any difference.  
 
 
 
Q13. The lot drawn in the following figure is part of a new subdivision of land. The calculations in this 
question are part of the design process for the whole subdivision. It is desired to create a lot with an 
area of 0.85 ha, with corners at A B C and D as shown in the figure below (which is not drawn to 
scale).  

 
 

The distance DA is known to be 73.00 m.  The bearings of the boundaries are:   
        AB = 45°00’  BC = 160°00’  CD = 270°00’  DA = 350°00’  

 
a) Describe a method that you could use to estimate the distance CD and area of the lot without 

using a calculator or computer.  [In an exam you would be given marks in this part for your 
method, not for the accuracy of your estimate.] Why would you want to estimate the distance 
CD? 
 

b) Calculate the distance CD that will produce a lot of the required area. Show your answer to 
the nearest cm. You may do the calculations in CAD, or spreadsheet or calculator.   

 
 
 
 
Q14. Suppose you are required to survey the boundaries, for fencing purposes, of Werakata State 
Conservation Area located near Cessnock (see the map below). When planning for the field survey, 
you want to know approximately how big the conservation area is. Use a ruler/scale and the 
information available in the following topographic map to estimate the East, North coordinates of the 
northern most point A and estimate the perimeter of a polygon ABCDE in metres. 
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Q15. For this question you may do the calculations in CAD, or spreadsheet, or calculator.  The figure 
below is part of an old NSW cadastral plan (DP18644). The plan was surveyed by JH Forshaw in 
1938.  The site is in Hurstville, Sydney and the dimensions are not metric.  
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Lot 33 has been redrawn and converted to metric in figure 5 below. [1 foot = 0.3048m] 

 
 
In the figure above the bearings shown refer to magnetic north and the distances are in metres.  North 
is up the page in both figures. For circular curves in this plan: R is radius, Arc is arc length, Ch is chord 
length, and the bearing of the chord is from corner to corner. 
 
Two marks near Lot 33 were found and labelled X and Y in our figure. The MGA coordinates of these 
marks were measured by GPS are given in the table below. The MGA CSF for this site is 1.0000.     
 

Mark Easting Northing  
X 324311.794  6239919.308  
Y 324343.494  6239919.829 

 
a) Compare the bearing and distance between marks X and Y calculated from coordinates with 

the values derived from the plan shown in figure 5. 
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b) Calculate the misclose around the boundaries of lot 33 using dimensions shown on the plan, 

including the chord dimensions not the arc. Be careful to use bearings in the correct 
orientation, not the reverse bearing. If there is a large misclose, describe where you think the 
error occurs. 
 

c) Calculate the area of lot 33. One of the boundaries is curved. 
 
 
Q16. For this question you may do the calculations in Magnet Office, or spreadsheet, or calculator.   
 
The figure below is part of an old NSW cadastral plan. The plan was surveyed by JH Forshaw in 1938.  
The site is in Hurstville and the dimensions are not metric.  
 

 
Lot 28 has been redrawn and dimensions converted to metric in the figure below.  
[1 foot = 0.3048m] 

 
In the figure above the bearings shown refer to magnetic north and the distances are in metres.  North 
is up the page in both figures. For circular curves in this plan: R is radius, Ch is chord length and the 
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bearing of the chord is from corner to corner (not RM to RM). 
 
In 2020 our students found two RMCB in front of Lot 28 and used GNSS to obtain their MGA 
coordinates. The MGA CSF for this site is 1.0000.   The GNSS coordinates of reference marks are:  
 

Mark Easting Northing  
RMCB X 324335.238  6239853.356  
RMCB Y 324344.662  6239849.609 

 
 

a) Compare the bearing and distance between reference marks RMCB X and RMCB Y 
calculated from coordinates with the values derived from the plan. 

 
b) Calculate the misclose around the boundaries of lot 28 using dimensions shown on the plan, 

including the chord dimensions not the arc. Be careful to use bearings in the correct direction, 
not the reverse bearing. 
 

c) Calculate the area of lot 28, including the curved boundary. 
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7.7 CADASTRAL CALCULATIONS:
Worked Solutions

 These solutions can be read AFTER you have made some attempt to solve the question.  

Q1. Assign coordinates to any point. Here, top left corner is given (0, 0). 

Traverse Zig Zag method ∆N form 
Pt Dist Bearing 

  
  

d m s ∆E ∆N E N E + E Cumulative 
1 

      
0.000 0.000 

  
0  

24.75 8 39 10 3.724 24.468 
  

2 
    

3.724 24.468 3.724 91.1087  
43.74 99 08 10 43.185 -6.945

    

3 
   

46.909 17.523 50.632 -260.535 
31.035 197 08 10 -9.144 -29.657

  

4 
    

37.764 -12.134 84.673 -2771.71 
39.67 287 49 10 -37.767 12.140 

  

1 
    

-0.002 0.006 37.762 -2313.29     
Additives -503.727

  

Subtractives 1809.56
Area 

 
1156.643 1156.643 

Distances on plan are rounded to 5 mm or 1cm and directions to 10” so the misclose 
here is acceptable. There is no significant typo error in boundary dimensions.  Area 
was calculated by two different methods. My value for area is slightly different to the 
plan.  The surveyor might have calculated area from the boundary values before they 
were rounded off. That would explain our small difference. 

Q2.  

swing 2 10 20 2.172222 
scale 

   
1.00014 

Point desc brg d m s MGA brg rads DP dist E N 
1 DHW NW 

     
289571.797 6146779.731 

2 NW lot 1 183 40 20 3.24 4.375 289571.351 6146775.378 
3 NE lot 1 93 40 20 1.67 20.25 289591.499 6146773.316 
4 SE lot 1 183 40 20 3.24 51.35 289586.269 6146722.226 
5 SW lot 1 273 40 20 4.81 20.25 289566.122 6146724.288 
2 NW lot 1 3 40 20 0.10 51.35 289571.351 6146775.378 

Point 2 closes OK. Do similar calculations for other corners. Spreadsheet formulas: 
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 M N O P Q R S T U 
2 swi

ng 
2 10 2

0 
=N2+O2/60+P2/3600 

   

3 sca
le 

   
1.00014 

   

4 Poi
nt 

desc brg 
d 

m s MGA brg rads DP 
dist 

E N 

5 1 DHW 
NW 

     
289571.797 6146779.731 

6 2 NW 
lot 1 

18
3 

4
0 

2
0 

=RADIANS($Q$2+O6+P6/60
+Q6/3600) 

=4.3
75 

=T5+S6*$Q$3*SI
N(R6) 

=U5+S6*$Q$3*C
OS(R6) 

7 3 NE lot 
1 

93 4
0 

2
0 

=RADIANS($Q$2+O7+P7/60
+Q7/3600) 

20.2
5 

=T6+S7*$Q$3*SI
N(R7) 

=U6+S7*$Q$3*C
OS(R7) 

8 4 SE lot 
1 

18
3 

4
0 

2
0 

=RADIANS($Q$2+O8+P8/60
+Q8/3600) 

51.3
5 

=T7+S8*$Q$3*SI
N(R8) 

=U7+S8*$Q$3*C
OS(R8) 

9 5 SW 
lot 1 

27
3 

4
0 

2
0 

=RADIANS($Q$2+O9+P9/60
+Q9/3600) 

20.2
5 

=T8+S9*$Q$3*SI
N(R9) 

=U8+S9*$Q$3*C
OS(R9) 

1
0 

2 NW 
lot 1 

3 4
0 

2
0 

=RADIANS($Q$2+O10+P10/
60+Q10/3600) 

51.3
5 

=T9+S10*$Q$3*
SIN(R10) 

=U9+S10*$Q$3*
COS(R10) 

 
 
 
Q3. 
  

An exaggerated diagram to explain the problem: 

 
 
Solution based on work by Brad Jackson. 100 links = 66 * 0.3048 = 20.1168 metres 
 
OLD Traverse 

 
NEW Traverse    

E links N links 
     

E m N m 
line dist links brg 

   
line dist m brg   

  

A 
 

d m 10000 5000 
 

A 
 

d m 10000 5000 
AB 2756 114 26 

   
AG 563.27 115 20 

  

B 
   

12509.18 3860.02 
 

G 
   

10509.10 4758.986 
BC 2800 81 15 

   
GF 563.27 81 48 

  

C 
   

15276.59 4285.97 
 

F 
   

11066.61 4839.325 
CD 2645 93 17 

   
FE 534.067 94 05 

  

D 
   

17917.25 4134.48 
 

E 
   

11599.32 4801.295 
DE 103.99 167 22 

         

E 
   

17940.00 4033.01 
       

 
From the above coordinates, 
Join AE from old traverse (PO): dist = 7998.663 links = 1609.075 metres,  brg = 96° 56’ 37.35”  
Join AE from new traverse: dist = 1611.622 metres,  brg = 97° 04’ 56.31”  
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Bearing difference (swing) = 97°04’56” - 96°56’37” = 08’18.96” 
 
So, to convert the new traverse bearings to PO subtract 08’19” from them. Alternatively, to convert the 
PO bearings to the new traverse orientation add 08’19” to the PO bearings. Multiply PO distances by 
1611.622 / 7998.663 to convert them to the new traverse scale. The difference in distances is 
1611.622 - 1609.075 = 2.547 m (or ≈ 1:600) which is large! 
 
line Scaled dist Swung brg 
AB 555.296 114 34 19 
BC 564.162 81 23 19 
CD 532.931 93 25 19 
DE 20.953 167 30 19 
          
 Converted coordinates       

 

pt E N   
 

A 10000.000 5000.000   
 

B 10505.009 4769.088   
 

C 11062.811 4853.561   
 

D 11594.792 4821.751     
E 11599.325 4801.295     
 
   Check      
Join dist brg d m s 
AE 1611.622 97.08231 97 04 56.31 
 
If coordinates of A are set to e.g. 10000, 5000 (metres) then it is possible to calculate coordinates of B 
C D E G and F, as shown above.  Then calculate bearings and distances for radiations:  GB, FC and 
ED. The radiations could be set out in the field to help find old marks or to place new marks at B, C 
and D. For these radiation calculations, the coordinates of B come from the converted coordinates 
calculated with swung bearings and scaled distances, and the coordinates of G come from the ‘new’ 
traverse. 
 
Setout Radiations from traverse marks to old corners:   

Bearing  
Dist (m) d m s 

GB 10.900 337 56 27 
FC 14.736 345 02 37 
ED 20.953 347 30 19 

 
Former student Daniel Jung notes that dimensions DE shown in the figure are rounded values.  More 
precise values for the join DE can be calculated using the ‘half angle’ equations. We have not 
implemented that in the above solution. It is a small effect compared to the 2m difference in overall 
distances. 
 
Q4.    
 
One method is to assign arbitrary coordinates (could be 0,0) to one corner then 
determine the coordinates of the other corners, then calculate the area using a 
polygon coordinate formula, then subtract the area between the arc and chord. How 
many significant figures should we round it off to? M. Cooper’s answers: 82°02’, 
12.995, 682.8 (polygon area = 695.8, segment = 12.96)  
 
Point Distance Bearing 

  
  

d m s E N 
1 

    
1000 2000  

36.13 179 11 00 
  

2 
    

1000.515 1963.874  
34.60 60 10 00 

  

3 
    

1030.530 1981.086  
27.22 319 33 00 

  

4 
    

1012.870 2001.800        
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Chord length 1-4 12.995 

   
 

Bearing 
 

82.0376 degrees 
  

 
Angle theta 51.3374 degrees =DEGREES(2*ASIN(D34/30))    

0.89601 radians 
  

 
Segment Area 12.956 

 
=15^2*(D37/2-0.5*SIN(D37))        

Polygon Area 
     

 
Additives 

 
8034634 

   
 

Subtractives 8033243 
   

 
Area 

 
695.7765 

   
       
Total Area (Polygon Area - Segment Area) 

  
 

Area = 682.820 
    

 
 

Q5:  
a)  βBE  = 128° 50' BE, e = 9.089       b)  βBE = 87° 57' 28" BE, e = 22.538      d) Area of road = 1971.6 
m2 
 
One method is to assign coordinates to D, then calculate coordinates of A 
B C F.  Then calculate coordinates of E by intersection of bearings from D 
and F.  
 
Another method is to use the road half angle formulae to get distance e 
and bearing BE.  
 
A check of the solution is to calculate misclose around the loop A B C F E D (A). 
 
Part A equal road widths 
 
 A B C D E F G H I J K 
2 Data d m dist dd 

   
dd d m 

3 DA  337 10 8 337.167 
 

Half angle bearing 128.833 128 50 
4 AB 67 10 55.1 67.167 

 
Half angle dist 9.089 

  

5 BC 10 30 68.2 10.500 
      

6 CF 100 30 8 100.500 
      

 
Excel formula:  I3 =(E4+E5)/2 +90,   I4 =D3/COS(RADIANS((E4-E5)/2)) 
 
Part B unequal road widths 
 
Data d m dist 
DA  337 10 8 
AB 67 10 55.1 
BC 10 30 68.2 
CF 100 30 22 
 
 

 
E F 

     

 
 

E N 
     

17 D 100 300 
     

18 A 96.896 307.373 
     

19 B 147.678 328.755 
     

20 C 160.106 395.813 
     

21 F 181.738 391.804 
     

22 
 

BrgDE rads 1.17 
     

23 
 

BrgFE rads 3.325 
 

dist d m 
 

24 E 170.201 329.558 BE 22.538 87 57 
 

 
The Excel formulas for the coordinates of E are: 
E = E17+(((E21-E17)*COS(F23)-(F21-F17)*SIN(F23))/SIN(F22-F23))*SIN(F22) 
N =F17+(((E21-E17)*COS(F23)-(F21-F17)*SIN(F23))/SIN(F22-F23))*COS(F22) 
 
The answers check OK with those in part A when we replace 22 by 8. 
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Area by coordinates  
 

E N EiNi+1 NiEi+1 
100.000 300.000 

  

96.896 307.373 30737.3 29068.7 
147.678 328.755 31854.9 45392.2 
160.106 395.813 58452.8 52635.7 
181.738 391.804 62730.2 71934.2 
170.201 329.558 59893.2 66685.5 
100.000 300.000 51060.4 32955.8   

294728.7 298672.0  
Area =  1971.643 

 

 
Answers by student Cooper, different methods 
 
Section Length Bearing 

    
  

d m dd 
   

AB 55.1 67 10 67.16667 
   

BC 68.2 10 30 10.5 
   

         
Bearing difference 56.67 (alpha) 

   
 

d(BG) 
 

26.332 
    

 
d(JG) 

 
5.262 

    
 

d(BJ) 
 

21.070 
    

 
d(BE) 

 
22.538 

    
 

Angle Beta 20.79 
 

d m s  
Bearing of BE 87.96 

 
87 57 27.2         

Area within road 
      

 
CH 

 
53.73 

    

Areas 
       

 
ABEF 

 
525.1 

    
 

BJE 
 

84.28 
    

 
EJG 

 
21.05 

    
 

BHG 
 

159.2 
    

 
CDGH 

 
1182 

    
 

TOTAL AREA 1972 
    

 
 
 
Q6. Hints: A is not at the half angle of the road. Draw a larger and clearer sketch. 
 

 
Method 1:  
Draw in several right angle triangles and solve them. Calculate bearing and distance of DC from right 
angle triangle DGC. DG is 800, GC is 700-100 = 600 So DC = √(8002+6002) = 1000. [It is actually a 3-
4-5 triangle so we could have done that in our heads ] 
 
AB = DG = 800    GC = 600 DC = SQRT(DG^2+GC^2) = 1000 W, road width = 100    
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Then solve a right angle triangle DHC, using DC and the road width, to give bearing DE. 
DH = SQRT(DC^2-W^2) = 994.987 
 
Calculate angles in RA triangles then bearings 
Angle GDC = ATAN(GC/DG)) = 36° 52’ 11.6” 
Angle CDH = ASIN(W/DC)) = 5° 44’ 21.0” 
β DE = 90 + GDC + CDH = 132° 36’ 32.6”  
β EC = (β DE +90)/2-90 = 21° 18’ 16.3”  
Half angle = (β DE -90)/2 = 21.3     
HE = EF = AJ = JK = W * TAN(Half angle) = 38.997    
Half angle dist = W/COS(Half angle) = 107.335    
DE = DH + HE = 1033.985     
 
 
Area = 1 rectangle plus 4 equal RA triangles = DH * W + 4 * (½ * HE * W)  

       = 994.987 * 100 + 4 * (½ * 38.997 * 100) = 107298 sq. links 
 
Method 2: Set up coordinates and solve the problem by closes etc and area from coordinates. 
 
Method 3: Enter points and lines into CAD and solve with COGO functions. 
 
 
Q7.   
  
Method 1 Using Excel Solver 
R is mid way between A and B, so its coordinates are the mean of A and B:      
R =  2070.825, 4025.82            
Dist AB = 112.929, Dist AR = 56.465, Dist RB = 56.465             
Area owner A (FCDEF)     
Zig zag subtotals: 34300352, 34290412         Area = 4970.191           
Use solver to find coordinates of S so that ARSEFA = Area of 
owner A        
Solver didn't work on first attempt.  Start with an estimate of S 
as midpoint of DE instead of zero. S start 2120.325 4086.32, 
still didn’t work, so add a constraint to solver so brgSE-brgDE = 
0     i.e. S lies on the line DE 
 
A   2016.27  4040.38            
R  2070.825  4025.82            
S  2110.939  4089.974     
E  2066.28  4107.36   
F  2019.17  4084.17   
A  2016.27  4040.38            
subtotals 41854399 41844458            
New Area owner A = 4970.191            Diff areas = 0           
Check S is on line DE by comparing bearings          
Brg SE = 291.2712            Brg DE = 291.2712     diff brgs = 1.34E-07           
Distances from coordinates:             
AB = 112.929             
AR = 56.465             
RB = 56.465             
DS = 68.069             
SE = 47.923             
RS = 75.663             
DE = 115.992 = DS + SE = 115.992 check OK           
 
Another method instead of solver? It is possible to solve this problem algebraically. You have two 
unknowns Es Ns and two equations.  One equation is the formula for area of AFESRA using 
coordinates and the other is the equation that bearing ES = bearing ED. But that method is not so 
easy.  Or set up a spreadsheet and use trial and error to converge to values for the coordinates of S. 
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Method 2 Using CAD 
If you have access to CAD software that does CoGo and lot subdivision, this question can be solved.  
Here I show the steps in a recent version of Magnet Office. 
 
Create a pts file for the given points, 
import into CAD, then join the points to 
create the lines (Insert, Join Points in MO) 
 
Optional: Calculate join between A and B, 
gives distance = 112.929   So half that is 
56.465 (rounded to mm) 
 
Insert R on the line AB (Modify Segment 
Line, Divide by number, No of segments = 
2, Label it R) 
Check the distance AR and the 
coordinates of R = 2070.825, 4025.820 
Calculate area “A” (FEDCF): Design, Lot 

Layout (min area), click in the area, Area = 4970.191. Don’t use this lot or subdivide it. Remove the 
line FC. 

Create the new lot: 
Design, Lot Layout (min area) , click somewhere in the figure 
AFEDCBRA. Select star ng edge = AR, Pivot, Area = 4970.191  
(the total area called Remaining Area is 9824.838) Click on R, 
ESC, save the lot (1) and keep the remaining area as lot 2.  
Op onal: Point S is probably named R0, rename it as S using 
proper es and changing its name. 
 

S is at 2110.939, 4089.974  (by selec ng it and its proper es).   
Click on the lot and check the area of the new lot 1 is 4970.191 and perimeter is 276.445. 
 
To see the annotated plan click on the lot (at its centre) and turn Annota on to True. 

 
 
Q8.  I haven’t typed this one yet.  You are welcome to send me your solution. 
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Q9. UNSW Campus Area 
 
Triangle areas 
 
Points 

      
side lengths 

   
   

E1 N1 E2 N2 E3 N3 a b c s Area 
A B I 335968 6245859 336777 6245739 336024 6245606 817.9 764.7 259.1 920.8 98978.5 
I B F 336024 6245606 336777 6245739 336568 6245487 764.7 327.4 556.9 824.5 80979.5 
I F H 336024 6245606 336568 6245487 336067 6245368 556.9 514.9 241.9 656.8 62177.5 
H F G 336067 6245368 336568 6245487 336536 6245299 514.9 190.7 474.0 589.8 45190 
B C F 336777 6245739 336822 6245715 336568 6245487 51.0 341.3 327.4 359.9 8178 
C D F 336822 6245715 336968 6245690 336568 6245487 148.1 448.6 341.3 469.0 19819 
F D E 336568 6245487 336968 6245690 336924 6245432 448.6 261.7 360.2 535.3 47134             

SUM 362456.5 

  
Sum of the triangle areas = 362456.5 m2  = 36.25 ha    
                                  
Repeating the Triangle areas, as in the table above, but scaling the side lengths: 
 
Points side lengths 

  
side lengths at ground level 

  
   

a b c s a b c s Area 
A B I 817.9 764.7 259.1 920.8 817.9 764.7 259.1 920.9 98994.69 
I B F 764.7 327.4 556.9 824.5 764.7 327.4 556.9 824.5 80992.75 
I F H 556.9 514.9 241.9 656.8 556.9 515.0 241.9 656.9 62187.67 
H F G 514.9 190.7 474.0 589.8 515.0 190.7 474.1 589.9 45197.39 
B C F 51.0 341.3 327.4 359.9 51.0 341.3 327.4 359.9 8179.338 
C D F 148.1 448.6 341.3 469.0 148.1 448.6 341.3 469.0 19822.24 
F D E 448.6 261.7 360.2 535.3 448.6 261.7 360.3 535.3 47141.71                        

362515.8 
 
Sum of the triangle areas = 362515.8 m2  = 36.25 ha    
 
If you used the coordinate formula method for area, a simple way to convert that area to the equivalent 
ground area (for a site where one value of scale factor applies to the whole site) is: 
 
Ground area = Projection Coordinate area / SF2  =  36.25158 ha 
 
Think of it this way; an area of 36 ha is equivalent to a square with sides √362456.5  = 602.0436 m.  
Convert that 602... distance to ground by / SF, = 602.0929 and then squaring the value to give area = 
362515.8 m2   
 
Mean coordinates: 336517.11 6245577.22 

 
Bearing and distance of each boundary line, i.e. A to B, B to C, etc.    
  

E1 N1 E2 N2 
 

DIST D M S 
A B 

 
335968 6245859 336777 6245739 

 
817.851 98 26 14.0 

B C 
 

336777 6245739 336822 6245715 
 

51.000 118 04 21.0 
C D 

 
336822 6245715 336968 6245690 

 
148.125 99 43 00.1 

D E 
 

336968 6245690 336924 6245432 
 

261.725 189 40 41.7 
E F 

 
336924 6245432 336568 6245487 

 
360.224 278 46 56.8 

F G 
 

336568 6245487 336536 6245299 
 

190.704 189 39 35.6 
G H 

 
336536 6245299 336067 6245368 

 
474.049 278 22 09.9 

H I 
 

336067 6245368 336024 6245606 
 

241.853 349 45 31.4 
I A 

 
336024 6245606 335968 6245859 

 
259.124 347 31 09.0 

 
Q10.   
Ans: DC = 134.368  BC = 47°49’29”    343.393   Area ABD = Area 
BCD = 18223.22  
 
Area of triangle ABD = Area of triangle BDC 
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Can work in coordinates or by triangle formulas, eg get Distance BD from cosine rule, and get area of 
triangle from 2 sides and an angle, or 3 sides.  Here we do it in CAD (for a change). 
 
Enter point 1 (A) at 300,500. 
Point 2 (B) by radiation from 1. = 177.840, 544.463 
Point 3 (D) by radiation from 1. = 300.000, 798.350 
Insert lines to join the points. 
Inquiry, Bearing & Distance DB = 205.41.42  281.748 
Inquiry, area (inside ABD) = 18223.224 
Add a point along the line DC but further than C, by estimate say 200 distance. 
Point 4 (E) by radiation from 3. = 496.962, 763.620 
Insert lines DE and BE 
Make the triangle BDE a lot:  Design | Subdivision | Insert Lot   into triangle BDE , call it lot 1 
Now subdivide the lot BDE.   
Design | Subdivision | Lot Layout (min Area) 
Select the line BD, pivot on point B and Area = 18223.224 from above, create the lot. 
Get the properties of the new point (C) to see coordinates = 432.327, 775.017 
 
Inquiry, Bearing & Distance DC = 100.00.00  134.368 (note the bearing checks) 
Inquiry, Bearing & Distance BC = 47.49.29  343.393 
 
 
Q11.  
It might be useful to discuss this triangle problem with the road in it. Note how difficult these problems 
were to calculate for surveyors 100 years ago, with no calculators and log tables, before computers, 
calculators with trig functions, spreadsheets, CAD etc 
existed.  But I think it is also useful to have real data and real 
modern problems.  Without machines we would spend more 
time writing the equations and doing algebraic rearrangements 
of terms, now with CAD some surveyors solve these problems 
with a bit of trial and error. I did this triangle one without CAD 
and without trial and error.  Sometimes I use the lot subdivision 
features in CAD for area problems. 
 
A comment about survey jargon - the area was 10 acres 
excluding the road.  But what does that mean? Experienced cadastral surveyors know what that 
means but students may not.  Sometimes I need to point to the figure and talk not just write, but the 
worked solution below might help your understanding. The lot of land is bordered by the bold lines in 
the figure; it has two parts separated by a road.  The lot’s area is 10 acres. The full triangle ABC that 
includes the road and both parts of the lot has an area larger than 10 acres. 
 
Now to this triangle question:  I did it in Excel, not CAD.  I worked entirely in units of links so as not to 
induce any conversion errors that might occur in e.g. acres to hectares or m2. This course teaches 
students how to check their calculations.  One way is to have independent people do the problem, four 
surveyors are quoted in Aug Azimuth as having independent solutions. Another check of calculations 
is to reverse the problem, that is take the answers and see if you generate the original data eg 3 pt 
resection coordinates, get bearings, get angles, see if they match the original angles. So let’s start 
with the answer published in Azimuth, C = 27° 37’ 03” 
 
10 acres is exactly 1,000,000 square links, with no round off errors. 
1 acre = 4840 sq yards.  100 links = 22 yards = 1 chain.  A chain is a unit of length; it measures 66 
feet or 22 yards or 4 rods or 100 links (20.1168m). An acre is the area of 10 square chains (that is, an 
area of one chain by ten chains). 
 
Using right angle triangle ABC and our C gives AB (=BCtanC) as 1046.353 links. 
The area of the triangle ABC (ignoring the road) is thus 1,046,353 sq links using half base * height. 
With D at the centreline of the road, solve the right angled triangle CDE.  
Using our C gives DC = 886.062  
The length of the eastern side of the road (nearest C) is 497.018 using (DC - 50) tan C  
The length of the western side of the road is 549.335  using (DC + 50) tan C  
Now the area of the road is simply the area of one RA triangle (using western side of road and C) 
minus another (eastern side and C), and half base * height rule. So area of road is 46,357 sq links. 
The area of the LOT is area of triangle ABC - area of road: 1,046,353 – 46,357 = 999,996 which is 
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close enough to 1,000,000 sq links i.e. 10 acres. 
If the angle C is 27 37 03.3 you get 10 acres, and it is certainly reasonable to round off the angle and 
the area.   
So the published C and AB are correct. 
 
The Solver function in Excel can do it this way directly - saves using trial and error. 
 
Azimuth July 2009 question from 1909 exam.  Working in units of links and square links then convert 
answers to metric, to avoid round off and transcription errors 
 
Start with an estimate of C, assume you know what C is, then work through equations. Then use 
solver to get the value of C in degs, and then convert to DMS. 
 
Angle at C ? 27.61759 degs this by solver  = 27° 37’ 03.3”     
Area 10 acres =           1,000,000  sq links 0.201168  27 37 03
 Azim 27.61750   
BC 2000    402.336 m     
EC 1000             
Area ABC = 1,000,000 sq links - road area plus or minus road?        
AB = 1046.357 BC tan C   210.494 m      
Area ABC =  1046357   half base * height of RA triangle = 1/2 * BC * AB    
   
DC = 886.0613 =  EC cos C            
half road width = 50            
east side of road = 437.409 = (DC - 50) tan C          
west side of road = 489.727 = (DC + 50) tan C          
Road area = One triangle from C - another triangle from C.  1/2 base * Height (west) - half base * area 
of road = 46357  
area of road = 46357  
Height (east) 
Area ABC lot     1,000,000  (1/2 AB * BC) - road area    
    
target :     1,000,000  -                        0         
   
Area full ABC triangle 1046356.8 includes road        
   
Q12.   

a) Bearing and distance from coordinates is  327° 49' 22''  ~ 34.091m. The differences are 1mm 
and 8” which are satisfactory (OK) considering plan dimensions are rounded.     

b) Misclose is about 1mm in E and N.  OK 
c) Area of lot Polygon using arbitrary local coordinates and the chord line, then add segment to 

curve.          
 
A 10.000 300.000        
B 30.697 303.278   

 

    
C 36.016 269.697        
D 20.178 267.188        
E 5.948 282.448        
A 10.001 300.001                  
 28418.445 29987.913  Radius = 12.6     
Area poly 784.73   Theta = 1.95 arc len / radius in rads 
Area segment DE 81.37    = 112 degs                  

 
 

 866.10 = Area of lot        
 

Difference to plan is about 0.1 m2, that is fine, due to roundoff.  Checked by CAD. 

 

Q13.  

a) Estimate it by drawing it to scale and measuring side lengths – hard to get area close. 
Or estimate it as being similar to a rectangle and recognise that the true length will be a bit 
smaller. Why estimate it – so we can check our computations!  Not just do the calculations in part 
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b and use that as your answer for part a, because your part b might be incorrect. 
 

b) Solve by Excel Solver, or by subdivision in CAD, or Horner’s external triangle method, or in 
Excel (or Maths software) with matrix solution of 3 equations (misc E, misc N, zigzag area). 

 
CD = 92.859 ie 92.86  to nearest cm 
By Solver we have to get 3 side lengths with a few 
constraints. Solver change D5, D7, D9 until F27 = 0. also 
constrain E12 = E4 and F12 = F4 

 
 brg dis 
A B 45 82.292 
B C 160 138.429 
C D 270 92.859 
D A 350 73   

 
By Horner’s triangles: 
 
Extend the line BA until it hits the road (CD extended) at a 
point P 
Solve the triangle PAD given 3 angles and one side, get its 
area and length PD 
The triangle PBC has area 0.85ha + area of PAD, use this to get side length PC 
Dist CD = PC - PD 
Triangle PAD: P is west of D on the line CD 
Ang P 45, Ang B 65, Ang D 80, Ang C 70, Ang A 55, AD 73 
PD 84.567 by sine rule 
Area triPAD 3039.812 
Lot area = 8500 
Area PBC  11539.81 
 
Know area of triangle PBC and 3 angles, find a side  
PC = 177.4258 
DC = 92.859   checks with solver solution 
 
 
Q14.  
Pt                 East (m)               North (m) 
A 358764 6365932 
B 359279 6365454 
C 359626 6364381 
D 359272 6364278 
E 358481 6364401 

      ± 10 m errors in coordinates can be acceptable. Perimeter ≈ 4,557 m 
 
Q15.  
a) The join XY from GPS coordinates is 89°03’30”, 31.704m  and from the plan is 80°53’00”, 

31.699m. So there is a 5mm difference in distance and a 8°28’30” difference (swing) in 
bearings. 

b) The loop misclose is 2mm. That is acceptable given the accuracy of the survey plan and that 
dimensions are rounded when drafted. 

c) By calculation the area of polygon is 707.76m2, the curved segment is 5.36m2 so area of lot is 
702.4m2 (the plan shows 27.75 p converts to 701.9m2).  Some students use CAD and get 
702.1m2   Either value is fine,  ie ≈ 702 m2 

 
Q16.  a) By GPS distance = 10.142 and bearing = 111° 40' 58''.  By the plan (DP) distance = 10.141 
and bearing = 103° 12' 00''. The distances are only 1mm different. That is insignificant considering the 
accuracy of the GNSS and the cadastral plans rounding.  The MGA bearing is different to Magnetic by 
about 8.5°. The XY points were very old marks that we did find. The points were double occupied (at 
different times of the day) with RTK GNSS and the question gives the mean values. 
A wrong answer is to give the chord distance (9.658).  The MGA combined scale factor (CSF) 
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insignificant on this job. 
 
b) Misclose E 0.000 and N 0.000. If bearings are 180° reversed for any line, your misclose will be 
incorrect. That requires skill at reading cadastral plans. 
 
c) Area = 455.85 m2     It takes time to enter the lot into CAD. If calculated by spreadsheet or 
calculator the curved segment takes some effort. 
 
Intermediate steps by spreadsheet > 
Theta = 1.11497 rads = 63.883 degs 
R = 9.144    
Curved seg area = 9.08    
Polygon area = 446.77   
Lot area = 455.85    
 

Check: Area by CAD using Landxml data (not supplied in the exam) = 455.8 m2 
Correct to one decimal place is good enough, students doing CAD at UNSW get 455.816 or 455.815 
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8.  ROAD “CENTRELINE” PROBLEMS 

This chapter includes a summary of formulas, without derivations, for horizontal circular curves, 
transition spirals, and parabolic vertical curves. The formulas are followed by a worked example of 
horizontal road alignment calculations in CAD. The remainder of the chapter is tutorial questions. 
These questions were prepared by previous lecturers in our School in previous courses as tutorial and 
exam questions. You may solve the problems using a calculator, spreadsheet, or CAD, or some 
combination. It is recommended that you gain some experience with each of these methods.  Of 
course, solving all the following problems is the ideal learning experience. However, to ease your 
workload it is recommended that you solve at least some of the problems. You are welcome to submit 
typed worked solutions, but that is not compulsory. Your solutions may be added to this text for the 
benefit of future students. 

Further information on this topic can be obtained from reading the many excellent introductory 
Surveying textbooks with chapters on road calculations. 

Summary of Formula 

Horizontal Curves 

Arc Length, TPU      A = R θc   

Tangent length, TI, IU   
2tanRT    

Distance PI 













 1

2cos

1


R  

Chord Length, TSU

 2cos22sin2  TRC    

Distance PS  2cos1  R
  

 

 

 

 

Deflection angle 
R

lengtharcc

2

_
  

Area of Segment  
360

2
  RArea
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Transition Curves 

Transition curve  rl = K  Centrifugal 

force  
R

Mv
F

2

   

Length of Transition  
aR

v

aR

v
LT 3

33

6.3


  

Max allowable SE  
R

Bv
SE

8.282

2

  

Clothoid equation      radians
RL

l

T2

2

  &

  radians
R

LT

2
max   
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2
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sRcApex  

Shift of circular arc from straight  ...
268824 3
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R

L

R

L
s       Shift of tangent point from IP

 ...
2402 2

3


R

LL
c  

Cubic parabola 
TRL

y
x

6

3

    &  
3

   

Vertical Curves 

Convention: Chainage increases left to right, p is first slope, q is second slope. Uphill (left to right) is 

positive, downhill is negative. In following equations a slope of 3% is entered as 0.03 

Equation of Vertical Curve    Hpxx
L

pq
y 






 

 2

2
 

 
H

Lpq
RLF 




4
 

 
H

Lpq
RLE 




8

3

        2

CF
CE   

Distance to lowest/highest point on curve     L
pq

p
D 











  

Vertical distance from grade to curve 2

2
x

L

pq
h 






 

  

Length of curve (vertical acceleration)  
 

a

Vpq
L

96.12

2
   

r

v
a

2
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Stopping Distance 
)01.0(2546.3

.
2

Gf

VV
RDDD TBRS 

  

Length of summit vertical curve for stopping distance: 

L > D:   
 221

2

2 hh

qpD
L




         L = D:    

 
qp

hh
L





2

212
     L < D:   

 
qp

hh
DL




 214
2  

Length of sag vertical curve for stopping distance D and clearance height HC 

L > D:    
 

 221

2

2 hHhH

pqD
L

CC 


        L=D:  

 
pq

hHhH
L CC





2

212

               
L < D:   

  212
4

2 hhH
qp

DL C 









  

Length of sag vertical curve for headlight sight distance S         L > S:    
 

S

pqS
L

035.05.1

2




  L ≤ S:

 
 

pq

Sh
L





2

 

8.1 Horizontal Road alignment 
calculations in CAD 

 

Our aim is for students to experience the process of drawing and calculating roads in CAD.  You will 
see some of what can be done in CAD. We do not expect students to memorise the steps, but we do 
expect you to gain some experience and understanding of the steps involved. Our objective is to get 
you to a standard that allows you to be able to process your own data in future, with the assistance of 
these and other notes. 
 
In this section an example is supplied with several key steps.  If the instructions are not clear to you, or 
if it is difficult to implement in your CAD software then seek assistance from an experienced user.  As 
you proceed through the exercise write your own notes that include step by step instructions. That 
should be useful for you when you process other data later.   
 
 
Exercise: Proposed Morpeth Road 
 
This exercise was part of a survey camp at Morpeth, NSW.  The task is to determine coordinates of 
points at even 20m chainages along the centreline of the road shown in the figure below.  
 
ROAD ALIGNMENT DESIGN PLAN: 

 

1 

2 

3

4 

Circular R 125m 

Circular R 189m
50m trans. 50m trans.
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 Open a new project in your CAD.  (Grid scale factor = 1.) 
 Enter the details of given design points 1 to 4 and then join the straight lines.  

 
Point No       E                        N 
1  58223.93 77326.71 
2   58193.64   77243.95 
3   58279.82   77083.54 
4   58254.34   76969.69 

 
 Add coordinates of nearby survey points with known coordinates to be used in the setting out. 

For example, in the area near this road the following control points exist: 
 
COE Belfry 58358.272   77381.928        
R.C.              59287.787   77396.101          
T3  58270.275   77440.289    
T4                58296.258   77356.073        
T73               58240.896   77328.202   
T73A           58246.730   77328.167   
 

 Assign unique point numbers for all points.  
 View the points and lines, to ensure no gross errors. 
 The process varies with CAD versions.  Here we create an ‘alignment’ from the lines, to signify 

that the lines are the centreline of a road. Then edit the alignment. 
 Select point 2 and enter radius as 125.  
 Select point 3 and enter radius as 189, entry spiral (transition curve) length as 50, and exit 

spiral length as 50. 
 Enter start chainage at as 0.0 and on some software the end chainage (e.g. 373.749 or 400).  
 Enter the chainage spacing required as 20.   

 
CAD then calculates the details and displays the alignment report, save it to a file. The report should 
include a list of coordinates of points to be set out. These points can then be exported to a text file for 
upload to a survey instrument (total station or GPS). Within CAD the points can also be used for 
calculations of bearing and distance joins to nearby survey control marks, if required. 
 
The next step is to create a file that can be “uploaded” to your Total Station or GPS in a suitable 
format, so that the marks can be set out in the field.  
 
Your calculations should yield: 

58223.930, 77326.710 chainage 00, at point 2    
58217.056, 77307.928 chainage 20     
58212.925, 77296.643 chainage 32.018, tangent point 
58210.423, 77289.064 chainage 40    
58206.317, 77269.512 chainage 60    
58205.378, 77249.556 chainage 80 
etc 

8.2 Horizontal Curve Questions 

Question 1 
A circular curve of radius 250.450m and an intersection of 62°12' 20" 
(the internal angle in this figure, not θ) is required. Calculate the 
 
(i)   arc length 
(ii)  chord distance 
(iii)  tangent distance 
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Question 2  
A circular railway curve is to be set out to pass through a point which is 40m from the intersection of 
the two straights and equidistant from the two tangent points. The straights are deflected through 
46°40'. Calculate the radius of the curve, the tangent length and the chord distance. 

 
 
Question 3 
Two points A and B define the centre line of a road. From a point T on this centre line starts a circle of 
unknown radius R tangential to the road AB and passes through the point C. The distance AT is 57.32 
m. 
 
 

pt E N 
A 100.72 120.32 
B 200.18 192.37 
C 250.38 158.12 

 
 
Work out the radius R and the coordinates of the centre M of the circle.  
 
 
Question 4 
From the data given below work out the coordinates of T, E and M, the distance BT, the length of the 
curve and the deflection angle of the curve. AB is tangential to the curve at T. 
 
Coordinates of the points: 

  
pt E N 
A 934.82 379.85 
B 705.48 403.10 
C 524.91 463.84 
 
 

Radius R = 274.00 m    Arc length CE : 87.23 m  
 
 
Question 5 
A road begins at A (E 1000.000 m, N 1000.000 m) and runs in a direction 33°50'00'' for 350 m before 
entering clockwise into a circular curve at a point P for another 120 m.  After which it continues from 
point Q tangential to the curve along a straight line.  If the intersection point (I) lies directly north of the 
centre of the circular curve, determine: 

 (a) The deflection angle of the two straights. 
 (b) The radius of the circular curve. 
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Question 6  
The centre line of a road is to be set out as part of a new development.  The road includes a circular 
curve of radius 350 m, deflecting to the right through 32° 40'.  The diagram below illustrates the 
relationship with existing control points.  The chainage of the intersection point I is 1029.35 m.  Derive 
the bearings and distances from G for setting out the first two points on the curve using 20 m 
chainages. 

 

 
Question 7 
Two straights intersect at B.  Straight AB has a bearing of 115° and straight BC a bearing of 135°.  
The straights are to be connected by a circular curve which passes through a point D which lies 45.72 
m from B on a bearing of 285°.  Calculate the radius of the curve, the tangent length, the length of the 
curve and the deflection angle for a 20 m chord. (Hint: If using a calculator, hold all decimal places of 
accuracy in your calculator when doing this calculation don’t just write a few places onto paper and re-
enter into the calculator.) 

 
Question 8 
You have to locate B from A in setting out the intersection of two circular curves, where A is the 
common tangent point. From the data supplied, find the bearing and distance from A to B. 

 
 
 
Question 9 
It is proposed to replace the bend in the road AICDKB with a circular curve, outer radius 300 m, inner 
radius 280 m. The bearing and distance of IK was calculated to be 196°28'01" and 31.007 m 
respectively. 
Calculate the distance KD, so that D can be located from K. (D is intersection of inner arc with KE). 
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Question 10 
A proposed road 50 m wide is to be resumed from Portion 71 and Portion 72 as shown on the 
diagram. Calculate 
(a) The dimensions of the parcel to be resumed 
(b) The area of the parcel to be resumed from Portion 72 
NOTE: All arc lengths and bearings and distances of all chords should be calculated. 
 

 
 
Question 11  
With the following data, compute the radius (R2) of the second curve and the total arc length from T1 to 
T3. 
 
R1 = 112.00 
 
STN E N 
T1 450.15 100.00 
I 101.64 100.00 

T3 201.81 194.38 
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Question 12 
From the data given on diagram find the radii of the curves AB and BC, together with the length of the 
arc BC. D is the intersection of tangents from B and C. 

 
 
Question 13 
Calculate the radius of the curve, which is tangential to AB and BC, and passes through D. 

 
 
A similar question to this was given in a 1909 exam and has reappeared in the May 2009 NSW 
Surveyors Azimuth magazine! The 1909 data was in links with AB 65°, BC 154°30’, and BD 183°10’ 
650.0  and has an answer of R = 1498.3  = 301.41 metres. 
 
Question 14 
A circular curve having a radius of 900 m is to be set out between two straight road centre lines LM 
and MN. The intersection point M is inaccessible, and two points P and Q have been set up on LM 
and MN respectively. The length of PQ was found to be 627.8 m and angles MPQ and MQP 
measured 16° 27' and 12° 33' respectively. 
 
(a) Calculate the distance to be measured from P and Q to set out the tangent points for the curve. 
(b) Determine the deflection angles for setting out the first three points on the curve using 20 m 
chords. 
(c) Explain how the remainder of the curve would be set out if the line of sight from the tangent point 
was obstructed beyond the third point on the curve.  
 
 
Question 15  
Two straights, ABI and ICD are tangent to a 
proposed circular curve of radius 250m. The 
chainage of point B is 1205.670m. Note that B 
and C are not necessarily the tangent points of 
the curve. Calculate: 
 
a) The chainages of both tangent points. 
b) The bearing and distance to the mid-point of 
the curve from the first tangent point.  
c) The distance from the intersection point to the 
mid-point of the curve. 

 
 
Question 16 
A running track is to be set out as shown below.  The track has two straights AB and ED joining 
circular arcs BCD and EFA.  The straights diverge by an angle of 10° each from the line FC and the 
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centres O1 and O2 lie on the line FC.  If the radius of the smaller circular arc EFA is to be 40 m and the 
perimeter of the track ABCDEFA is to be 500 m, calculate the following. 
 
 (a) The length of the straight AB.  Express your answer to the nearest mm. 
 (b) The radius of the larger circular arc BCD.  Express your answer to the nearest mm. 
 
 

E

D

A

B

F C
O1 O2

 

8.3 Transition Curves, example and 
questions 

This section on transition curves has been significantly reduced from past versions.  Students 
interested in understanding more about transition curves, which are also called spirals or clothoids, 
are advised to search and read elsewhere.  The insertion of a transition curve between a straight and 
a circular arc, results in a shift of the circular arc away from the straight i.e. if the circular arc is 
continued it is no longer tangent to the straight. The tangent point of transition curve and straight is 
further away from the intersection point than that for a circular curve. 

Transition Curve Example 

Data: A circular curve of radius of 200 m is to be set out at even 10 m chainages between two 
straights bearing 80°36' and 108°36'. Transition curves are to be inserted at entry and exit of the 
circular curve. The transition curves are to be clothoids. 
Radius of Circular Curve = 200 m;  Design Velocity = 50 km/hour (= 13.89 m/sec);  
Chainage of IP = 1536.890 m;   Maximum rate of change of radial acceleration =  0.3 m/sec3 
 

 
Calculations:  

1. Length of Trans Curve  
2003.0

89.13 33




aR

v
L  =  44.65 m (minimum).   Adopt L = 50 m. 

 

2. Max. Tangential Angle  
2002

50

2 


R

L
m  = 0.125 = 7°09'43" 
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3. Shift 
3

42

268824 R

L

R

L
S   = 0.5208 - .0003 = 0.520 m  [this transition shifts the road half a metre.] 

 

4. 
2

3

2402 R

LL
C   = 25.0 - 0.013  = 24.987 m 

 
5. Apex Distance IT1 = IT4 = C + (R+S) tan β/2 = 24.987 + 200.52 tan 28/2 = 74.982 
 
6. Length of Circular Arc = R (β - 2 Φm ) = 200 (28 – 2(7°09'43”)) Radians = 47.738 m 
 
7. Chainages of TP's  T1 = I – IT1 = 1536.890 - 74.982 = 1461.908 m 

T2 = T1 + L = 1461.908 + 50 = 1511.908 
T3 = T2 + Arc T2 T3 = 1511.908 + 47.738 = 1559.646 m 
T4 = T3 + L = 1559.646 + 50 = 1609.646 m 
 

8. Chainages to be marked every 10 m 
Trans T1T2  Circ Curve T2T3  Trans Curve T3T4 
1461.908  1520.0    1559.646 
1470.0   1530.0    1560.0 
1480.0   1540.0    1570.0 
1490.0   1550.0    1580.0 
1500.0      1590.0 
1510.0      1600.0 
1511.908     1609.646 

 
9. Information for Setting Out (bearings and distances from TPs, could be then used to calculate 
coordinates) 

Deflection angles for transition curves: 







 


33

62

28356
206265.0"

LRRL
      Chord ≈ arc 

 since arc < R/20 

Deflection angles for circular curves - 







R

S

2
206265.0"    where S = arc length 

Table to set out Trans Curve T1T2 from T1: 
Chainage   ℓ  Chord        Deflection Angle  Bearing  Remarks 
1461.908     0      0       0   80°36'00"  At T1 to ℓ 
1470.0      8.092    8.092      03'45"  80 39 45 
1480.0   18.092   10.000      18 45  80 54 45 
1490.0   28.092   10.000      45 13  81 21 13 
1500.0   38.092   10.000   1 23 08  81 59 08 
1510.0   48.092   10.000   2 12 30  82 48 30 
1511.908  50.000     1.908   2 23 13  82 59 13  T2 
 
Table to set out Circular Curve T2T3 from T2:  
Chainage Arc(s)  Chord        Deflection Angle  Bearing  Remarks 
1511.908  0   0   0   87°45'43"     Bearing of tangent at T2 
1520.0   8.092   8.091   1°09'33"  88 55 16 
1530.0   10.000   9.999   2 35 29  90 21 12 
1540.0   10.000   9.999   4 01 26  91 47 09 
1550.0   10.000   9.999   5 27 23  93 13 06 
1559.646   9.646   9.645   6 50 17  94 36 00  T3 
 
Table to set out Trans Curve T4T3 from T4: 
Chainage   ℓ  Chord        Deflection Angle  Bearing  Remarks 
1609.646  0   0      0   288°36'00"  At T4 to ℓ 
1600.0   9.646   9.646      05' 20"  288 30 40 
1590.0   19.646   10.0      22 07  288 13 53 
1580.0   29.646   10.0      50 21  287 45 39 
1570.0   39.646   10.0   1 30 03  287 05 57 
1560.0   49.646   10.0   2 21 12  286 14 48 
1559.646  50.0   0.354   2 23 13  286 12 47  T3 
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Transition Curves Questions 

Question 1  
Two road straights which intersect at an angle of 25° are to be joined by a circular curve of radius 800 
metres with transition curves at either end.  
If the design speed is 100 km/h and acceleration due to gravity = 9.8 m/sec2, calculate: 

i) The super elevation required for zero side-thrust on the circular curve. 
ii) The length of the transition curve given the rate of change of radial acceleration is 

0.3m/sec2.  
iii) The length of the circular curve.   

 
 
Question 2 
The existing reverse curve BCD is to be replaced by a new alignment T1 T2 T3 T4 D, where T1T2T3T4 is 
a 500 m radius curve with clothoid transitions at each end and T4D is the prolongation of DE. 
 

 
 
Pt E N RL 
B 4870.294 1146.262 815.804 
D 5558.023 1050.386 813.380 
 
Line AB Bearing 57°43'00" Grade + 2% (existing) 
Line DE Bearing 102°17'00" Grade + 3% (existing) 
Design Velocity: 100 km/hour    Max Rate of Change of Radial Acceleration 0.5 m/sec3  
 
Calculate: 
  1. The chainages of points T1 T2 T3 T4 and D 

2. Coordinates of points T1 T2 T3 T4 
3. The deflection angles to set out the even 25 m chainages and the coordinates of the points 
4. The superelevation at these chainages. 

 
N.B. (1) Chainages are to commence (00) from the new tangent point T1 . 
(2) Round up to the nearest 10m the calculated lengths of the transition curves before using them in 
further calculations. 
                           
 
Question 3 
A compound reverse curve, which is wholly transitional, connects three straights, AB, BC and CD 
whose whole circle bearings are 78° 00', 90°00' and 80°00' respectively. If the design speed is 70 
km/h and the rate of change of radial acceleration is 0.3m/s3, determine the length of common tangent 
BC. 
 
Question 4 
a) Your survey firm is asked to provide expert advice on a vehicle crash scene investigation. You 
measure the distance from the start of the tyre marks found on the road to the crash site to be 33.4 m 
and the slope of the road to be an even -2%. The driver claims to have been doing the speed limit of 
60 km/h. The standard RTA values from the Road Design Guide, March 1988: 

f  = (assumed coefficient of longitudinal friction demand for design speed) = 0.47 (at 60 km/h) 
RT = Reaction Time = 1.5 secs (at 60 km/h) 

Was the driver speeding?  Show all calculations and then give a professional assessment based on 
your results. 
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b) Briefly explain the difference between stopping sight distance, overtaking sight distance and 
intermediate sight distance.  

c) Why would intermediate site distance be used? What else could be done for safety? 
d) When designing a vertical curve list four separate items that influence the length of curve. 
 
Question 5 
I received an email; an edited part of it follows. 
... I was studying with you in the ... survey course last semester. Now I am working at a construction 
company in [SE Asian country]. My duty is to write a program (Visual Basic and Matlab) that calculates 
the offset of any interested point to the designed alignment of the new sky train route. 
  
According to the topic of this question, I now have a serious problem of how to calculate the offset of 
the point which is not on the spiral curve to the spiral curve. (...I have the coordinate of that point, and 
almost all the data of the spiral curve such as Ls, X, Y etc.). So, can you help guide me about how to 
solve this problem? 
 
Your tutorial question is to answer this real-world problem. You don’t have to write a computer 
program, just describe a method of calculation. 
 
Question 6.  Why are transition curves used in road design?  

8.4 Vertical Curves Questions 

Question 1 
Design a vertical curve 200 m long, connecting a rising gradient of 1 in 50 with a falling gradient of 1 in 
75, which meet in a summit of RL 30.35 m and chainage 2752 m.  Give offsets at 20 m even 
chainages.  Calculate the chainage of the highest point on the curve. 

 
Question 2 
A parabolic (crest) vertical curve connects two straights with gradients p=+2.0% and q=-1.7% 
respectively.  The two straights intersect at an elevation of 144.50 m at chainage 5023.00 m.  The 
curve was designed such that its highest point is 109.58 m from the first tangent point.  Determine the 
chainages and elevations of the two tangent points. 

 
Question 3  
A falling gradient of 4% meets a rising gradient of 5% at chainage 2450 m and R.L. 216.42 m.  At 
chainage 2350 m the underside of a bridge has a R.L. of 235.54 m.  The two grades are to be joined 
by a vertical parabolic curve giving 14 m clearance under the bridge.   

a) Draw a diagram of the problem.  
b) Compute the length of the vertical curve.  
c) Calculate the levels at 50 m intervals along the curve.  
d) Calculate the chainage and reduced level of the lowest point on the curve 
e) If the length of the curve was reduced, what effect would this have on the clearance? 

 
 
Question 4 
An uphill gradient of 1% meets a downhill gradient of 0.5% at a point where the chainage is 122.880m 
and the reduced level is 126.000m. If the rate of change of gradient is to be -1.2 x 10-4 per metre, 
calculate: 
 
(a) the length of the vertical curve. 
(b) the chainage and reduced levels of the tangent points. 
(c) the chainage and reduced level of the highest point on the curve.  
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Question 5 
A parabolic sag vertical curve connects a down gradient AB of 1 in 20 with a second down gradient 
BC of 1 in 50. Intersection point B has a chainage of 1459.00 m and its reduced level is 198.48 m 
above datum. In order to allow for clearance at a bridge, the reduced level of a point on the curve at 
chainage 1470.00 m is to be 198.56 m. 
 
(a) Determine the total length of the vertical curve, and the rate of change of grade. 
(b) The beams given out by the head lamps of a certain vehicle are parallel to the longitudinal axis of 
the vehicle. Calculate the sighting distance at night, given that the headlamps are 0.70 m above road 
level. 
 
 
Question 6 
On a straight portion of a new road, an upward gradient of 1 in 100 was connected to a downward 
gradient of 1 in 150 by a vertical parabolic summit curve of length 150 m. A point P, at chainage 
5910.0m, on the first gradient, was found to have a reduced level of 45.12m, and a point Q, at 
chainage 6210.0m on the second gradient, of 44.95 m. 
 
(a) Find the chainages and reduced levels of the tangent points to the curve. 
(b) Tabulate the reduced levels of the points on the curve at intervals of 20 m from P and of its highest 
point. 
 
Find the minimum sighting distance to the road surface for each of the following cases. Take the 
sighting distance as the length of the tangent from the driver's eye to the road surface. 
(c) The driver of a car whose eye is 1.05 m above the surface of the road; 
(d) The driver of a lorry for whom the similar distance is 1.80 m. 
 
 
Question 7 
A sag vertical curve PQ is continuous with a summit vertical curve QR, the relevant tangents being 
PA, AQB and BR respectively, with PA and BR falling to the right. The gradients of FA, AQB and BR 
are 1 in 40, 1 in 
50 and 1 in 30 respectively, and curve PQ has a length of 200 m. If the difference in level between the 
lowest point on curve PQ and the highest point on curve QR is 2.09 m, determine the length of curve 
QR to the nearest metre, and thence the reduced level of the curve point midway between P and R. 
The reduced level of tangent point P is 80.00 m above datum. 
 
 
Question 8 
A parabolic vertical curve of length 156.00 m is to connect a 2.5% down grade to a 3.5% up grade. 
The reduced level and chainage of the intersection points of the grades are 59.34 m and 617.49 m 
respectively and in order to meet particular site conditions, the chainage of the entry tangent point is to 
be 553.17 m. 
 
Calculate 
(1) The reduced levels of the tangent points. 
(2) The reduced levels at even 20 m through chainages along the curve. 
(3) The chainage and reduced level of the lowest point on the curve.  
 

Question 9.    

Curve design problem by Craig Roberts. Randwick Council would like to design a crazy new 
waterslide for the residents. They have set aside a parcel of land 33m x 33m in size. The water slide 
will start from a tower 15m high. The tower is located in the parcel as per the diagram. The slide must 
have a slope of at least 1:10 but not more than 1:6. At least three horizontal curves and one reverse 
curve should be included in the design. Sliders exit into a plunge pool as per the diagram. The slide is 
1 metre in width. The council have engaged you to design a water slide to maximize the length of the 
slide as per the constraints given. What is the maximum length of your design? Please show a plan 
diagram with all relevant dimensions included. Remember, the plan could show some overlaps as the 
design will be three dimensional yet drawn in 2D only. 
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Question 10.    

A road grade question by Bruce Harvey using GPS data collected on his bicycle . A part of 
Lawrence Hargrave Drive Stanwell Park, south of Bald Hill, is known to be steep - but how steep is it, 
and is the grade uniform?  A GPS instrument that includes a reliable barometer recorded coordinates 
of points while riding up the hill, as shown in the blue dotted line on the map below. From the E and N 
coordinates the distance between data points was calculated and converted to a chainage value by 
cumulative adding of the segment distances.  The associated Height coordinate for each data point 
was obtained from the combined barometer and GPS readings. The chainage and height data, in 
meters, is shown in the table below and is available in a spreadsheet.  Plot the long section of the road 
and calculate the average grade of the road. 

 
 

Chainage  H  Chainage  H  Chainage  H  Chainage  H  Chainage  H  Chainage  H  

0 183 302 163 559 135 909 103 1186 73 1350 55 

32 181 307 161 571 134 944 100 1196 71 1360 55 

46 181 324 160 584 132 963 96 1217 71 1370 54 

91 180 336 158 596 131 972 93 1228 68 1380 53 

124 178 343 158 633 130 982 92 1239 67 1390 53 

131 177 350 157 657 127 1004 91 1250 66 1401 52 

138 176 357 157 682 125 1015 89 1261 64 1412 52 

146 176 390 156 695 122 1062 88 1272 64 1422 51 

154 175 418 152 730 121 1074 84 1283 62 1432 51 

162 174 447 149 742 117 1086 83 1294 61 1442 50 

188 174 480 147 754 116 1110 81 1304 60 1451 49 

205 171 515 143 777 115 1144 79 1313 59 1503 48 

228 170 526 140 813 112 1154 76 1322 58 1514 45 

242 167 537 138 854 108 1164 75 1331 57 1535 44 

276 166 548 137 868 104 1175 74 1340 56 1544 43 

 

Q11.  What types of curves are used in plan views of road design? In road design the vertical curves 
are specified by what key parameter?   
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8.5 ROAD “CENTRELINE” PROBLEMS 
– Answers and some worked solutions

These solutions can be read AFTER you have made some attempt to solve the question.  

Horizontal Curve Questions 

Question 1 

R = 250.45    
Angle =  62 12 20 = 62.20556 °  
Theta = 180 - angle = 117.794 °     
Arc length = R*RADIANS(theta) = 514.900      A = R.θ c  
Chord = 2*R*SIN(RADIANS(theta /2)) =  428.892   

Tangent = R*TAN(RADIANS(theta /2))  = 415.130    

Question 2  

449.09, 193.72, 355.75  by Nic Woodward 

Question 3 

R: 93.342   M = E 201.900 N78.35 

Question 4 

T = E 666.034 N 407.099 E = E 465.824 N 527.510 M = E 693.669 N 679.702 
BT = 39.648 Curve = 241.358 Defl ang 50° 28' 12" 

Question 5 

112°20'00", 61.206 m 

Question 6  

Answers: Ch 940: 248° 43’ 10”, 97.770, Ch 960: 245° 15’ 46”, 78.484.  

2
cos2

2
sin2


TRC 

2
tan


RT 
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A step by step CAD worked solution: 
 
Insert Point XYZ,  for I F G H  as points 1 2 3 4 respectively. 
Insert Line Traverse I to chainage 00 at brg = 78.3630 + 180 and dist = 1029.35 
Insert other tangent line from I at brg = 78.3630 + 32.4 and dist = 500 (for example) 
Survey Alignments Create Alignment click at LH point 5 (i.e. 00) then IP (pt 1) then RH end point 6.  
Right click.  
Survey Alignments Edit IP: Radius = 350, super and spirals = 0 
Survey Alignments List Alignment: Include TPs, Spacing 20 on straights and 20 on curves 
Read and Save the report file.  
Survey Alignments Create Centreline Points 
File Export   save as ASCII.pts 
 
The first straight has chainage points every 20m with their E N coordinates. The first TP is at chainage 
926.782, with coordinates 856.782, 923.561. So the first even chainage after the TP is at 940, its 
coordinates are 869.786, 925.927. The next point is at chainage 960, its coordinates are 889.608, 
928.568. 
 
Cogo Brg&Dist  (or Insert Line Join 2 pts) and get the bearing and distance from G (pt 3) to 940 (pt 
56?) 
Similar for line G to 960 (pt 57?) 
How do we save the bearing and distances of these set out lines, other than writing them down on 
paper?  If we have the coordinates of points in a file we can copy and paste etc them into MS Excel 
and do the calculations or upload the coordinates to a total station (or GPS system) and use the 
instrument to set out the points without calculating the B & D. 
 
 
Question 7 
 
Answers:   950.402 m or  950.688?, 167.632, 331.753 m or  331.853?, 0°36'10" 
 
Solution method for questions 7 and 13 
These questions are about designing a road to go through a point, typically to miss an obstruction. 
Determine the radius of a curve that passes through point D. 

Method 1.  Draw a triangle from B to D (distance known), D to centre of circle O (distance = 
R), O to B (distance = R/cosθ)  This triangle’s angle at B is also known since the bearing BO = mean 
of two tangent’s bearings. Use cosine rule that yields a quadratic equation that can be solved to find 
R. 

Method 2.  Form a triangle B - D  - TP1.  The angle in the triangle at TP1 is the deflection 
angle α.  The side length of the triangle TP1 to D is 2R sinα.  Distance TP1 to B = Rtan(θ/2).  Triangle 
angle at B can be found from bearings.  Set up equations using triangle rules, for R and α.  Possibly 
use Excel’s Solver function to solve two equations with two unknowns. 
 
 
 
Question 8 

 
Brg AB = 4° 24’ 05”   dist AB = 53.720 m 
 
 
 
 
Question 9 
 

 
 

  KD = 107.221 m 
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Question 10 
You are welcome to send me your solution. One set of answers that 
haven’t been independently checked are:  

A) Find dimensions of the resumed road i.e. ADSEPHMFGBA. 
Answers to nearest minute and distances to 2 places as is given data. 
A 35°00’ 718.41 D 80°17’ 149.20 (arc len 165.94) S 130°17’ 17.30 (arc 
len 17.32) E 135°00’ 20.00 P 135°00’ 1408.18 H 180°00’ 70.71 M 
315°00’ 1478.18 F 265°00’  84.26 (arc len 95.99) G 215°00’ 789.82 B 
0°00’ 87.17 A 

B) Area of resumed part of 72.  Area of polygon SEPTS by coordinates (and chords) = 394.1 
Area of segment SE = 4.115. Total area resumed from por 72 = 4.1 + 394.1 = 398.2 

Question 11  
R2 = 91.732, arc len = 302.332 by Dean Gardiner  
 
 
 
 
 
Question 12 
Radius BC = 160.644  Radius AB = 142.451 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Question 13 

 
Answer: R=579.65                  See method for question 7  
Hint: form a triangle BDO where O is centre of the circle that 
forms arc ADC, and side BO’s bearing and dist from formulas.  
 
One method: Get angles BOC (half of deflection angle≈34°) 
and DBO (≈14°, difference in bearings BD given and BO, from 
mean of bearings of tangents). 
We know length BO = R/cosBOC.  
Apply Sine Rule to triangle BDO where: 
sinODB = BO x sinDBO/R   
By substitution for BO: sinODB = R /cosBOC x sinDBO/R 
The R cancels out, so sinODB = sinDBO / cosBOC 
Remember when you calculate ODB by sin-1 the answer can be in two quadrants, chose the one near 
180°. i.e. 180° - the value from the calculator or spreadsheet. ODB ≈ 163° 
Angle BOD can now be computed by 180 ° - the other two angles in the triangle. ≈ 3° 
Use Sine rule to determine R = BD x SinDBO/SinBOD =579.653 
 
Another method: In the triangle BDO, set a = R, b = R/cos(BOC), c = side IP to D given, and cosA =  
cosDBO,  Calculate DBO and BOC as above. Solve the cosine rule to determine the only unknown i.e. 
R. That can be done as the solution of a quadratic equation, or by using Excel’s solver with target cell 
0 = b2 + c2 - 2bc cosA - a2   The results are: 

579.653 a = R 
700.427 b = R/cos(deflangle/2) 
125.200 c = side IP D, given 
0.97 cos A = angle at IP 

 
 
Question 14 
     PT1 = 48.624, QT2 = 133.944 
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Question 15  
 
a) 1137.923, 1478.262, b) 56°30’00”, 166.903, c) 71.690 
 
 
Question 16 
 

You are welcome to send me your solution. 

E

D

A

B

F C
O1 O2

 

 

Transition Curves Questions 

Question 1  
ANS:- 0.098, 89.308, 259 
 
 
Question 2 
 
ANS:-  By former teacher, check these with CAD. 

1) 00, 90, 388.918, 478.918, 867.71 
2) (4722.212, 1052.709) (4799.678, 

1098.458) (5089.689, 1149.595)  
(5178.131, 1133.100) 

3) & 4) 
Ch d m s  Ch d m s  Ch d m s  Ch d m s 
00 0 00 00  90 0 00 00  478.918 0 00 00  00 0 0 0 
25 0 07 57.3  100 0 34 22.6  475 0 00 11.4  25 2 30 16.6 
50 0 31 49.5  125 2 00 19.2  450 0 16? 38.5?  50 4 59 59.0 
75 1 11 37.1  150 3 26 15.8  425 0 37 00.5  75 7 28 20.0 
90 1 43 07.5  175 4 52 12.4  400 1 19 17.5  90-388.918 8? 56 56.0 
     200 6 18 09.0  388.918 1 43 07.5  400 7 51 42.2 
     225 7 44 05.6       425 5 23 21.3 
     250 9 10 02.2           
     275 10 35 58.8           
     300 12 01 55.4           
     325 13 27 52.0           
     350 14 53 48.6           
     375 16 19 45.1           
     388.918 17 07 35.9           

                           
 
Question 3 
ANS: 137.34 m. 
 
Question 4 
You are welcome to send me your solution 
 
Question 5  
My first thoughts / quick reply answer to the email question about offsets to spiral curves: 
 
If you have the spiral specifications then it shouldn’t be too difficult for you to calculate the coordinates 
of points along the curve.  Now if you calculated points at a small chainage e.g. every 1 metre, then 
you can calculate the offset for your point of interest (let’s call it Pt A) as follows. 
 Calculate distance from A to each of your chainage points.  The point with the shortest distance (let’s 
call it B) is close to being the offset to the curve.  Now near the point on the curve having the shortest 
distance (B) you can calculate coordinates of some other points on the curve with a much smaller step 
in chainage, e.g. every 0.1m for a metre either side of B.  Similar to before, find the point with the 
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shortest distance to A.  This point’s chainage will be close to B, and it is even closer to giving you the 
offset you require.  Continue the concept until the accuracy is sufficient for your needs. 
  
Not difficult to program this as a loop in a program.   I suggest you test the idea with sample data and 
look at a plan view (e.g. in CAD). It also matters whether the curve is bending left or right and whether 
your point is on the left or right of the curve.  Also, the offset (shortest perpendicular distance) may be 
to a point on the centreline of the rail that is before or after the curve. 
Bruce 
 
The reply: 
Dear Dr. Bruce 
thank you very much for your perfect suggestion. it really help me a lot. I am now trying to solve my 
problem follow your advice and it seems working well. thank you very much 

 
If you have a better solution, you are welcome to send it to me. 

Question 6. To give a gradual change in horizontal curvature and the related forces,  eg from straight 
to circular road centrelines. 

 

Vertical Curves Questions 

Question 1 
Ch2652 28.35 m, Ch2660 28.51 m, Ch2680 28.84 m, Ch2700 29.12 m, Ch2720 29.32 m, Ch2740 
29.46 m, Ch2760 29.54 m, Ch2780 29.55 m, Ch2800 29.49 m, Ch2820 29.36 m, Ch2840 29.17 m, 
Ch2852 29.02 m; 2772.12 m @ 29.55 
 
 
Question 2:  TP start Ch 4922 m, 142.47 m;  TP end Ch 5124 m, 142.78 m 
 
Question 3  
L = 399.407, RL0=2350  H = 224.408, RL50 = 222.690, RL100 = 221.535, RL150 = 220.943,...etc, RL399.407  

= 226.405 Check by calculating grade to TP2 = 226.405.    
Hint: Solve quadratic equation for L using data under Bridge:     x = (L/2)-100    (1)    
and  h = ((q-p)/2L)x^2      (2)   
substitute (1) in (2) and h = 1.12  so   (0.09/8)L^2 -1.12L-4.5L+450 = 0 etc) 
Solution provided by Nic Gowans & edited by B Harvey: 

 

b) Using h = ((q-p)/(2L))*x2  and x = (L/2) - 100 
h = ((q-p)/(2L))* [(L/2) – 100]2    
So    hL = ((q-p)/2)* [(L/2) – 100]2    
0 = ((q-p)/2)*(L2/4—100L+10000) –hL  = (0.09L2/8 ) – 50L(0.09) + 5000(0.09) – 1.12L 
0= 0.01125L2 – 5.62L + 450 
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Solve the quadratic to find L = 399.407 or  100.148.   Take first answer. Check it by back substitution 
in the equations above. 
 
c) Calc RLs at 50m intervals. 
At CH2350 RL = 235.54 (given) 
Chainage of TPs = 2450  399.407/2 = 2250.2965 and 2649.7035 
RL TP1 = 216.42 + 0.04 * (399.407/2) = 224.408 
Use RL = (q-p)*x2/2L + px + RL of TP1           to set up a spreadsheet to calc RLs given Chainage: 
CH 2300.2965  RL 222.690 
CH 2350.2965  RL 221.535 
CH 2400.2965  RL 220.943 
CH 2450.2965  RL 220.915 
CH 2500.2965  RL 221.450 
CH 2550.2965  RL 222.548 
CH 2600.2965  RL 224.210 
CH 2649.7035  RL 226.405 
 
d) Lowest Point on curve at RL at CH = CH TP1 + (-p/(q-p)) * L = 2427.8107 
 Use spreadsheet to find RL CH 2427.8107  = 220.858 
e) Using RL = (q-p)/2L*x2 + px + RL TP1, we see that decreasing L will increase the RLs, reducing 
clearance under the bridge. 
 
   
Question 4:  L = 125.000, TP1 60.38, 125.375, TP2 185.38, 125.688 
 
 
Question 5:  (a) 119.965 m, 2.5x10-4 (b) 74.822 m 
 
 
Question 6: (a) Chainages 5944.8, 6094,8; (b) RL 45.92; (c) 137.48 m; (d) 183.0 m 
 
 
Question 7:  320m, 80.40. 
 
 
Question 8 
 (1) 60.95, 62.55  (2) 60.95, 60.792, 60.476, 60.380, 60.476, 59.502, 60.775, 61.155, 61.644, 62.240, 
62.550   (3) 598.774, 60.378 
 

Question 9: You are welcome to send me your solution. 
 
 
Question 10 
If you are not familiar with the area south of Sydney you can see the road in Google Earth, or similar, 
near 34°13’22”S 153°59’31”E. The graph below shows that the slope of the road is fairly uniform even 
though the road curves in plan view. A line of best fit by linear regression has a slope of 0.099, which 
is close to 10% for the 1.5km climb. 
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Q11. Circle and spiral.    Length for VC 
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9.  SUBDIVISION and ROAD DESIGN in 
CAD 

 

Our aim is for UNSW students to experience the process of drawing and calculating subdivisions and 
road design in CAD.  Currently we use Magnet Office and Civil3D.  Each year new detailed 
instructions are issued to students to match the currently installed software versions. We do not 
expect students to memorise the steps, but we do expect students to gain some experience and 
understanding of the steps involved. The process can take a considerably long time, especially if a 
step is not implemented correctly.  Students learn about the care needed. They learn about the 
consequences of mistakes. They learn about some of the options available in CAD. They get faster 
each time they repeat a step. 

This chapter includes exercises based on a CivilCAD training manual.  We have not included step by 
step instructions, but a summary of the main steps is included. If the instructions are not clear to you 
ask a tutor for assistance or ask other students in the class, then write your own notes to clarify the 
process for future reference. Often it is useful to read the whole step before starting it.   

9.1  Subdivision Design in CAD 

Exercise 1: Road Outline    (Edited from Civilcad v6 Training Manual – Survey ) 

This exercise may seem as though you are just making a drawing, but actually you are calculating the 
coordinates of all the points and the bearings, distances of lines and lot areas. The orientation and 
detail of the road outline are all taken from the following illustration.  The instructions below are 
intentionally brief guidelines, they will need to be modified for use in other CAD software. 

 

Figure. Road outline 

1. Create a new project in CAD. 

2. Create a new layer and call it SUBD, set colour and line type to black and solid line respectively. 
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3. Create the centreline of the major (east-west) road by entering arbitrary starting point coordinates 
for point 1. Then enter the Bearing 90°50’20” and Distance 140.63 to the second point. 

4. Create the kerb lines, which are at an offset of 4m from the centreline of the major road.  

5. Draw the circle for the cul-de-sac head with radius 15m at the end of the main straight. The centre 
point of the circle is probably your point 1.  

6. A joining arc is needed to neatly connect the cul-de-sac circle with 
the straights of the road. Use an arc radius of 15m. Apply similar 
arcs to both the northern and southern kerb.   

7. Create the point where the major and minor roads intersect, at a 
distance of 70m from the Eastern end (right hand end) of the road 
centreline.  

8. Draw the centreline of the minor road that heads north. Draw two 
lines. Line 1 Bearing 2°50’30” Distance 45, and line 2 Bearing 
50°00’00: Distance 40. Now insert an arc of radius 68.73 tangential to the existing straights. 

9. Create the left and right sides of the minor road. Some CAD software has an option for making 
parallel lines or curves. Use that option if you can find it; otherwise create the kerb lines for the 
minor road individually. 

10. Draw the second cul-de-sac circle. It has a radius of 15m and the arc angle is 270°.   

11. A joining arc is needed to neatly tie the cul-de-sac arc and the kerb of the minor road. The radius 
of the fillet arc is 15m. You may, or may not, 
need to trim some ‘left over’ lines. 

12. The kerb lines of the junction of major and 
minor roads cross each other as seen in the 
figure. However your CAD software may not 
treat these line crosses, intersections, as 
points. You should create points at these line 
intersections, by appropriate calculations or 
functions (don’t just click the mouse on the 
spot!)  

13. Clean up your drawing by deleting un-wanted 
points and lines (e.g. the kerb lines across the road intersections). You may need to segment or 
break the original lines into sections so that some sections can be deleted. 

14. Draw the curved corners at the intersection of the two roads, and define the arc using a tangent 
distance of 4m. 

15. Create the lot boundaries (i.e. where owners might 
place their fences) of the two roads.  

16. Clean up your road outline plan. DO NOT display 
point numbers. 

17. Print out your final plan as a pdf file.  
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Exercise 2 - Subdivision 

Again, in this exercise you are not just making a drawing, but you are actually calculating the 
coordinates of all the points, the bearings, distances of lines and the lot areas. In this exercise the 
orientation and detail of the proposed subdivision are all taken from the following illustration. The point 
numbers shown here are for instruction only. Do not show the point numbers on your final subdivision 
plan. 

 

This figure and the point numbers are used through these instructions. North is up the page. 

 

Procedure (modify these instructions to suit your CAD software): 

1. Create a new job; set layer, colour and line type as you did in 
exercise 1. 

2. Insert lines from point 1 to 7. The first point can be arbitrary 
(anywhere on the screen), or you may choose to give it some 
coordinates e.g. 100, 300.  

3. Join points 1 and 7. 

4. Select line 1-7. Segment the line to create points 10 and 11. 
Then do similar to create points 12, 41 & 42. 

5. Insert line 10-13. From point 10 the bearing is 359°51’ to 13 (i.e. reverse bearing to that shown on 
plan). 

6. Insert point 14 by intersection. We select point 12 and enter bearing 51°56’, then select 13 and 
bearing 269°51’. 

7. Insert lines 12-14 and 14-13 by joining the points. 

8. Insert line 13-15 based on its bearing and length (point 15 is a TP). 

9. Insert point 16 (TP) by insert dummy line 15-16 based on its bearing and length (Need some 
calculations, hint 15 and 16 are tangent points (TP). What angle are tangents at to the centre? 
That will give you the bearing. What is the difference between the two curve radii, i.e. the road 
width.). 
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10. Insert line from point 16 with bearing 269°51’ (the plan 
bearing + 180°) and arbitrary distance, say 50. Or 
intersect line from 16 with a line from 12. 

 

 

 

11. Create the ‘Spray Corner’ at the cross of line 1-2 and line 16-17, (it may 
be different in your case) as shown below. Type 4 in the Tangent 
Distance and then press Enter. 4m is the distance along the main road 
(we calculated it for you). There are other ways to enter this line, but we 
are showing you some of the options available in CivilCAD. 

12. Insert arc 16-21 tangential to the line. Select line 16-19. Calculate the angle 16-20-21 from the 
bearings 20-21 (shown on plan) and 20-16 (90° to tangent).  

13. Insert arc 21-28. The arc angle is not given and it must be large enough for later trimming.  

 

14. Insert arc 15-27. The arc angle is not given and it must be large enough for later trimming. 

 

15. Insert arc 27-28 and truncate the ‘left over’ curves. 

 

16. This step is an important part of subdivision design work in CAD. There may be several steps to 
follow here before you see the result. Create a LOT 16-19-18-2-30 (i.e. total of lots 1 and 2) using 
the existing lines on the plan.  This turns the lines into a polygon (Lot) and creates point 30. Use 
the line 16-19 as the starting edge for the new lot you are creating and enter the area  as 1400 
(=700m2 + 700m2). Get the CAD software to create the line 16-30 pivoting at point 16 and giving 
the required total area.  

17. Create Lot 2 by requiring line 39-40 to be parallel to line 16-19, and the area to be 700. CAD will 
calculate the coordinates of points 39 and 40 and insert the line and the lot as a polygon. Save the 
remaining area as Lot 1.          Probably a good time to save your file, if you haven’t already. 

18. Intersect point 43 (i.e. 43 in our figure, it may have a different number in your CAD file) using the 
two distances from 42 (=38.14) and 20 (=33.47, the radius of arc 16-21).  

19. Use point 43 to segment the arc 16-21 and link points 42 and 43 with a line. This is important to 
form an expected lot 16-30-42-43. 

20. Intersect point 45 using point 41 bearing = 201°13’; and arc 21-28. This will create a point on the 
arc. There are two possible answers, select the one we want and discard the other.  

21. Segment arc 21-28 at point 45 and then link points 41 and 45 with a line. Similarly, intersect points 
47, 49 and 50. Be careful with bearings, they might be 180° reverse to that shown on the plan. 
Insert the points onto their arcs, segment the arcs, and draw the join lines, as above. 
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22. Create lots 5, 6 and 7. Your CAD may have a way to create three equal size lots within the points 
3-4-5-50-45-41-3.  Or you can calculate the area of 3-4-5-50-45-41-3 e.g. area = 2185.915m2 
(your value may be different). Divide your value for area by 3 because you want three equal Lots 
(each area ≈ 728.638m2) and no left over space. Then create lots with these areas using methods 
described before. 

23. Assign LOT numbers which are the same as the ones on our figure, in case CAD has given them 
different lot numbers. If you haven’t already done so, you can delete the line 15-16. 

24. Look at the properties of each Lot.  It may contain much information about the Lot you are creating 
such as House No, Street name and so on. 

25. Lot Annotation. Find the method in your CAD to display in each lot the lot number, area and 
bearings and distances of the boundaries of the lot.  You can probably select the font, style, 
roundoff etc. 

26. You might also want to create a separate table in your plan that includes details of the lots or of 
the short boundary lines such as those on the arcs. 

27. Export the properties of all LOTs including point coordinates and bearings and distances of lines 
to a text report or file for the subsequent set out survey.  

28. Print out your final plan to a pdf file with the Line and Arc tables. Lot areas should be in m2 and 
displayed to 1 decimal place only. 
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Exercise 3 - Subdivision 

A UNSW student produced the following subdivision plan. It is based on the site detailed in the 
SURVTUT.XYZ file. Can you draw it?  Zoom in to the image to find the dimensions. The steps 
required are like Exercise 2 above. The outer boundaries follow the fence lines in the SURVTUT.XYZ 
file. The main road has a bearing of 86° and is 170m from start to centre of circle. The main road is 
20m wide. The minor road is 15m wide with a bearing of 2° and is 30m from the centreline of the main 
road. Some lots are created at a specified area 1500m2. Lots 18-23 are intended to be equal area. 
Some boundaries are parallel lines. Some boundaries radiate from the centre of a road circle. Perhaps 
lot 8 is not an ideal design for a house site? 
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9.2 Road Design in CAD  

This section commences with a short section on Road design, then describes step by step instructions 
for Road calculations, design and drafting in CAD.  The final section describes 3D views and fly-
throughs in CAD. We do not have sufficient time to cover the interesting topics of road design in the 
current course including the consideration of forces, speed, safety, wear, drainage, sight distances, 
stopping distances, intersections and comfort.  Many standard surveying textbooks have good 
chapters on this material and National Roads and Standards Associations (or equivalent) often publish 
specifications or guidelines related to these matters.  It is your responsibility as a graduate to find and 
follow the latest versions. 

Example road cross section: 

Example road long section: 

In these exercises step by step instructions are supplied.  If the instructions are not clear to you ask a 
teacher for assistance or ask other students in the class, then write your own notes to clarify the 
process for future reference. Often it is useful to read the whole step before starting it.   

Our aim is for students to experience the process of drawing and calculating roads in CAD.  You will 
see some of what can be done in CAD. We do not expect students to memorise the steps, but we do 
expect you to gain some experience and understanding of the steps involved. Our objective is to get 
you to a standard that allows you to be able to process your own data in future, with the assistance of 
these notes. These notes were prepared based on information in CivilCAD’s Road Manual and have 
been improved over the years. 

At UNSW students are given step by step instructions that focus on getting students to finish the 
specific tasks in about 3 hours. That might lead to blindly following the steps, without much thinking 
about what you are doing and what is the difference between options. For a superior (deeper) 
educational experience, after completing the exercise you might go back to the start of the exercise 
and try different options. 
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Exercise 4: Road on a surveyed site 

In chapter 8 an exercise was given to calculate the horizontal alignment (centreline) of a proposed 
road. In this exercise we will create and define a horizontal alignment on a site that has already 
collected data in a detail survey so we can consider the topography of the site. This exercise uses a 
simple alignment of two straights and an arc, but most road alignments will be more complex than this. 
We will then extract cross sections along this alignment from the triangular mesh (TIN) and DTM 
created from the survey data of the site. 
 
Road Alignment 
 
The proposed road contains a circular curve and two spiral transition curves as shown below.  

 
Open CAD and import the SURVTUT.XYZ data. Create a DTM. 
 
The centre line of the road starts at point 1 (E=280919.205, N=6144945.130) with a chainage of 00.  
and the end point 3 is at (E=281112.633, N=6144963.807).  Insert the IP point using the bearings in 
the figure above. 
 
Enter the road curve data to create the alignment. Design Speed: 60km/h. Circular curve radius: 100m. 
Entry spiral length: 30m. Exit spiral length: 30m. Superelevation: 3%. Other values: use default 
settings. 

 

Look at the plan with just the alignment and contours on display. 

 

Cross Section Centrepoints 

Create cross sections along the alignment. Include TPs to create a cross section at each TPs. Set 
spacing to 15m along straights and curves. Left and right offsets are 15m.  

Look at the results.  
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Export coordinates of centre line points to a file for field set out.   

 

Design Cross Section  

Create a new cross section 
design surface template using 
the values given in the figure 
below. A cross section is the 
combination of different parts 
of road (such as traffic lanes, 
kerb and gutter, footpath, etc.). 
We use several line segments 
to create the profile that we 
follow. For this exercise, we 
will follow a simple road design 
with traffic lanes, kerb and 
gutter, vegetation verge and 
batter on each side (see 
diagram to the right).  

 

 

(You may need to increase the Vertical Exaggeration for a better view. ) 
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Batters on the left side are to extend to a width of 10m from the centre line. Batters on the right side 
are to be fixed slope at 1 in 5 for both cut and fill. (We use two different methods for batters to give you 
a broader experience.) 

Look at the cross section for each chainage. One of them will look like: 

 Green is the natural 
terrain from the DTM and red is the proposed road surface.  

 

Superelevation  

The diagram below gives the specifications for the super-elevation to be applied.  

 

Set Super Elevation values: Radius = 100m and Speed = 60km/h. 
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Longitudinal Section  

Create the longitudinal section design with five IPs, at chainages 45, 105, 165, and the end chainage. 
The RLs (reduced level / heights) of the start and end IPs should equal the natural surface. The three 
middle IPs should be given 50m long vertical curves. This will move the design surface off the natural 
terrain surface. Look at the new cross sections.  Applying the vertical alignment is an important step in 
the overall road design.  

 

Volume Calculation  

Compute Volumes.  

 

The net volume (cut-fill) should be small enough to minimise the earth work, say < 5m3. If it is not 
within this range, raise/lower an IP or length of a VC to adjust the net volume to be smaller. Then 
recompute the road design and recompute the volume. Repeat the procedure if necessary.  

 

Plotting  

Plot the Cross Sections and experiment with some of the style option. If the road centre line is always 
on the natural surface, that means you did not recompute the design after adding IPs or you did not 
add any IPs for vertical alignment. 
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Plot the Long Section and experiment with some of the style options.  

 

 

Kerb Returns 

A kerb return is a long section profile of a kerb usually around the intersection (corner) of two roads or 
the loop around the head of a cul-de-sac. It is used for drainage design, for example where to place 
gully pits. One way to create a kerb return profile is to create an alignment for the kerb line in addition 
to the alignment for the road centreline. Then produce a long section similar to the method used for 
the centreline.  We do not have any intersections in the above exercise. 

How do I design a kerb return? By Michael Spiteri (one of our graduates). Source ISNSW Azimuth June 2007. 
 
The main aim of kerb returns is to make a smooth connection between two roads. The steps in designing a kerb 
return are:  
1. From the design information determine the grades of the kerb in and out of the return and the levels of the kerb 
at the tangent points of the return.  
2. Spilt the kerb return into 4 equal segments. 
3. Draw a long section along the kerb return. 
4. Fix the levels of the tangent points of the return as the levels determined in step 1. 
5. At the next segment points from either tangent point of the return, determine the levels of the kerb by extending 
the grades as calculated in step 1. 
6. Create vertical curves over the two points in step 5 with their lengths equal to half the length of the total kerb 
return. 
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You will now have a kerb return design. This design may need to be modified to achieve low points at one of the 
tangent points of the return or to acquire minimum or maximum grades as stated by council in their design 
manual. This may be achieved by raising or lowering the levels of the segment points as determined in step 5 so 
that there is a maximum 1-1.5% difference between the grades calculated in step 1 and the new grades 
determined within the design. If it appears that this will not help it may be required to extend the kerb return 
design further along each road and insert a vertical curve before each tangent point or fit a bigger vertical curve 
for the whole kerb return. . 

3D views and fly-throughs 

Some CAD programs have a facility to see 3D 
views of a site that contains a DTM from a detail 
survey. If there is a road alignment on the site 
then it can provide a fly-through view along the 
road. Alternatively, the CAD data can be 
exported to other software packages specially 
designed for 3D views of a site from various 
positions or fly-throughs along a specified route 
e.g. a road alignment. 
 
Changing the vertical exaggeration can be 
useful. This allows the user to increase the 
vertical scale and see the topography more 
clearly.  

1.  

9.3 The main steps of ‘roads’ in CAD  

To calculate the plan view and coordinates of a new road (e.g. for set out purposes): 
1. Enter the coordinates of the main intersection points; join the points to form straights and 

tangents.   
2. Convert the lines to a road alignment then add the circular and transition curves. (This process is 

different to adding curves to lines as done in the Subdivision CAD exercises.) 
3. Add points at even chainages and at TPs along the road. 
4. Export the point coordinates to a file that can be uploaded to a total station or GPS for road setout. 

 

To design a road and prepare cross sections and longitudinal section plans, on a site that has already 
been ‘detail surveyed’: 

1. Create the DTM (Mesh and Contours) 
2. Create the alignment (straights, curve radius, superelevation, spiral length …) 
3. Create the natural surface cross sections from the DTM, at the required chainages. 
4. Design the road surface’s Cross Section, by creating a template with slopes and widths from the 

centreline. 
5. “Compute the Design” to see the cross sections with natural surface and road surface. 
6. Apply superelevation and lane widening, if desired. Then “Compute the Design” again. 
7. Design the long section by setting the chainage and height of IPs (i.e. changes of slope and 

lengths of vertical curves).  
8. “Compute the Design” again, this will show you “cut and fill” gaps between natural and road 

surfaces in the cross section views.  
9. Compute Volumes. If cut and fill not balanced then change the heights of road IPs or length of 

vertical curves or slopes of road centreline. Iterate this process. 
10. Cross Section Plot. Set the text fonts, title block etc and produce the cross section drawing for 

each chainage onto final plan forms that can be saved or printed out. 
11. Long Section Plot, similar process to above. It shows length and location of curves, grades of 

slopes and for each chainage the RL of the natural surface and the road surface. 
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In these exercises step by step instructions were supplied.  At the successful completion of all the 
steps you might feel that you don’t understand, and can’t remember, what you did. However, our aim 
was for you to gain some experience, not complete mastery of the topic.  In a later course, students at 
UNSW use CAD to calculate the coordinates of points on a road and then set it out in the field.  After 
setting out the road, you will measure a DTM of that site in the field. Then you will use CAD to produce 
cross section and long section plans.  With the additional field experience and using these notes as a 
guide for your processing, we then expect your education of these matters to improve. 
 
After using CAD for these tasks several times with different data sets, and if you take some initiative to 
explore other options in CAD and read some of the manuals, then you will be better educated.  You 
should also then be able to learn how to use other surveying CAD software.  
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9.4 Tutorial Questions (past 
exam questions) 

Subdivision Question 1: 

Solve Q10 from the previous chapter using the 
subdivision routines in CAD. “The owner of Lot 10 in 
the figure at right has built his house on the reserve by 
mistake. It is required to place a new boundary BC for 
Lot 10 to include the house but leaving the original lot 
area unchanged. Find the distance DC and the bearing 
and distance of BC. “ 

Subdivision Question 2: 

The lot drawn in the following figure is part of a new 
subdivision. The calculations in this question are part 
of the design process for the whole subdivision.  The 
existing lot is required to be subdivided into two lots 
with equal area and equal street frontage, by 
determining the location of the line GH. So G lies 
halfway along the arcs from B to D. The data is shown 
on the figure. Arc BC forms a tangent at point B, it has 
radius 12 and arc length 8.  Arc CD forms a tangent at 
point C, it has radius 12 and arc length 16.  Bearing DE 
= Bearing JD. K lies on the line BF. J and K are the 
centres of the two circular arcs. 

Calculate: bearing DE, distance EF, the area of the existing lot (BCGDEHFB), and the bearing and 
distance of the new boundary GH. 

Produce a plan with scale = 1:500. Annotate the 2 new lots with lots, arc and line details. An arc table 
must be included for the annotation. Add an A4 plot window for this subdivision.  

Road Design Question 1: 

This question requires the calculations for the setting out of part of the centreline of a proposed rural 
road and CAD drawings.  The horizontal alignment design includes two horizontal curves and two 
spiral transition curves, as shown in the figure below (not to scale). A local coordinate system with 
scale factor 1.000 is used. 

The road is to have marks at every 20m chainage starting from the first terminal point 1 (chainage 00). 
Point 4 is the end of this part of the road.  Points 2 and 3 are tangent intersection points (IP). The 
radius of curve 1 is 125m and radius of curve 2 is 189m, the transition curves at both ends of curve 2 
are 50 m long and are clothoid spirals. 

Calculate the coordinates and chainage of the tangent points and of points on the centreline using 
even 20 m chainages.  

a) What are the coordinates of the point at chainage 180?

N
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b) What is the chainage of the tangent point at the end of the first (125m) circular curve?      

 
c) There is a nearby control mark at 9740.000, 565.000. Calculate the bearing and distance from 

this control mark to the road centreline mark at 260m chainage.   
 

d) In road design, the natural surface and the design surface must be established for net volume 
calculation. What method can be used to make the cut and fill volumes nearly equal in a 
portion of a road? Explain how to equate cut and fill volumes in CAD road design. 

 
e) In road design by CAD, which of the following tasks/calculations require a DTM? 

  Cross section extraction,  Volume calculation, Horizontal alignment. 
 

f) If there was a DTM available for this site and your assistant has attempted to produce cross 
sections, long sections and volume calculations for road design in Magnet Office.   Briefly list 
the main things you would investigate to check the assistant’s work.   

 
 
 

Road Design Question 2:  
 
This question involves the calculations for setting out part of the 
centreline of a proposed rural road.  This survey uses local coordinates 
with scale factor = 1.000. The horizontal alignment has been designed to 
include two horizontal curves and two spiral transition curves, as shown in 
the figure (not to scale).  
 
The radius of curve at IP1 is 120m and radius of curve at IP2 is 160m. 
The clothoid spiral transition curves at both ends of curve at IP1 are 30 m 
long. There are no transition curves at the ends of curve at IP2.  
 
Heights of points are unknown; they are not needed for this question. 
There is no DTM for this site. 
 
Point,  E,      N,   H,  Comment 
  1, 536.340, 895.890, , Start Road 
  2, 576.340, 826.608, , IP1 
  3, 545.083, 649.342, , IP2 
  4, 621.687, 585.063, , End Road 
  5, 568.793, 703.646, , Control point 

 
a) Create or calculate the alignment from lines joining the points 1 to 4. The road starts from the 

first terminal point 1 (chainage 00). Point 4 is the end of this part of the road.  Points 2 and 3 
are tangent intersection points (IP). Calculate the coordinates (for setting out purposes) of 
points on the horizontal alignment at 20 m chainages starting from the first terminal point 1 
(chainage 00) and include the TPs.   

 
b) There is a nearby control mark (point number 5 above). Calculate the bearing and distance 

from this control mark to the road centreline mark at the start of the road and from the control 
mark to the 220m chainage point.   
 

c) Draw a road plan with centreline points labelled. 
 

d) If a DTM of the site was available, then explain briefly what steps you would take to optimise 
the amount of cut and fill on this section of road. 
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Road Design Question 3:  
The site for a proposed new road has been 
surveyed by total station and the detail survey 
plan data is supplied in file “road question 
2018.mjo”. Open this Magnet Office ‘mjo’ file 
in CAD, do not to try to import it.  
 

The proposed road centreline (horizontal) 
contains a circular curve and two spiral 
transition curves as shown in the figure below. 
No superelevation will be applied to this road. 
The road is to have marks at every 20m 
chainage.  
 
The centre line of the road starts at point 3401 
(E = 289716.141, N =6147048.983) with a 
chainage of 00.  Point 3402, the IP, is at 
(289873.006, 6147120.740) and point 3403 is 
at (289908.017, 6147285.384).  
 
Designed travel speed = 50km/hr. Rate of Rotation = 3.5 in the IP property (default).  
 
Calculate the coordinates and chainage of the tangent points and of points on the centreline using 
even 20 m chainages. You may use a calculator, or spreadsheet or CAD, or a combination of these 
methods. 
 

a) What are the coordinates of the point at chainage 180?      
 

b) What is the chainage of point 3403?     
 

c) Which 20m chainages are on the circular arc (not on the straights or spirals)?    
 

d) There is a nearby control mark at 289740.0, 6147165.0. Calculate the bearing and distance 
from this control mark to the last road centreline mark (with a 20m chainage) before point 
3403.   
 

e) Construct a template for the road surface that falls 3% (i.e.  -3) each side of the centre line for 
10m. There is to be no kerb on this rural road. Batters on both sides of the road are to be fixed 
slope at 1 in 2 for both cut and fill. Screen capture the cross-sectional view (not plotted view in 
drawing editor) at chainage 60 of the road, with a vertical exaggeration of 5. 
 

f) The road surface long section is designed to start (at point 3401) and end (at the last chainage 
before point 3403) at the same level as the current ground surface. Add a vertical curve of 
length 40m with IP at chainage 160 and reduced level equal to the current ground level. What 
is the long section slope from chainage 00 to 160? What is the long section slope from 
chainage 160 to the end of the road?     

 
g) What is the reduced level of the designed road surface centreline at chainage 100?  

 
h) After adding the vertical curve, screen capture the new cross-sectional view at chainage 180 

of the road, with a vertical exaggeration of 5.  
 

Road Design Question 4: 
The site for a proposed new road has been surveyed by total station and the detail survey plan data is 
supplied in file “road exam q4.mjo”.  All points are contourable and can be used to create a DTM for 
the proposed road design. Open this file in CAD. 
 

  

3403 
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The proposed centre line of the road starts at point 20 (chainage 00).  Point 44 is the IP (middle point). 
Point 36 is the end of the road. An alignment has been created joining the points 20-44-36.  
 
The proposed horizontal road centreline contains a circular curve with radius 110m. No transition 
curves or superelevation required for this road. Designed travel speed = 50km/hr. Horizontal Curve 
Radius = 110 m. Rate of Rotation = 3.5 in the IP property (default). Required Super = 0. Spirals Entry 
Length = Exit Length = 0. 
 
Extract cross section from DTM with even 20 m (grid distance) chainages including tangent points. 
The alignment report shows the coordinates of each chainage point on the centreline.  
 

a) What is the length of the road centreline?    
b) What are the coordinates of the point at chainage 180?    
c) Which 20m chainages are on the circular curve (not on the straights or TPs)?   
d) Construct a template for the road surface that falls 3% (i.e.  -3%) each side of the centre line 

for 10m.  There is to be no kerb or shoulder on this rural road. Batters (Side Slope) on both 
sides of the road are to be fixed slope at 1 in 3 for both cut and fill. Screen capture the cross-
sectional view (not plotted view in drawing editor) at chainage 220 of the road, with a vertical 
exaggeration of 5. 

e) To create vertical road centreline, add IPs at the start, chainage 160 and end points with its 
reduced level equals to the natural surface level. The vertical curve (VC) length is 110 m at 
the middle IP. What is the long section slope from chainage 160 to the end of the road?     

f) What is the reduced level of the designed road surface centreline at chainage 100?  
g) After adding the vertical curve, capture screen of the new cross-sectional view at chainage 80 

of the road, with a vertical exaggeration of 5. 
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9.5 SUBDIVISION and ROAD DESIGN 
in CAD: Worked Solutions

Subdivision Question 1: 

Solve Q10 from the previous chapter using the 
subdivision routines in CAD. “The owner of Lot 10 in 
the figure at right has built his house on the reserve by 
mistake. It is required to place a new boundary BC for 
Lot 10 to include the house but leaving the original lot 
area unchanged. Find the distance DC and the bearing 
and distance of BC. “ 

No answer included here  yet – welcome to submit your solution 

Subdivision Q2 

This question can be solved in a spreadsheet or 
calculator (except for the plan), or by using CAD. 

Answers: bearing DE:    142° 48’ 10”     distance EF:  
40.812   area of the existing lot (BCGDEHFB):   
730.522    bearing and distance of the new boundary 
GH:   158° 11' 44''        23.505 

A) Outline of spreadsheet steps
Choose arbitrary distance AB and coordinates for
point A. Then calculate coordinates of other points.
For example 

E N
A 10 300
B 39.995 299.476
K 39.786 287.478 centre of arc 
C 47.370 296.778
J 54.954 306.078
D 62.209 296.519
E 80.345 272.622
F 39.539 273.334 by intersection of bearings from B and E 

Position of G: 
arc len CG  4 
angle CJG (θ) 0.33 Rads
chord 3.98

 

defl angle 0.17 Rads 
bearing CG 2.09 Rads 
bearing JG 3.49 Rads 
G 50.830 294.808 

Area of Polygon 
B 39.995 299.476
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C 47.370 296.778 
D 62.209 296.519 
E 80.345 272.622 
F 39.539 273.334 
B 39.995 299.476     

76677.43 78183.6 
Area = 753.07 

 

 
Area Segment BCK = 3.48  
Area Segment CDJ = 26.02   

 

Area of half lots = (753.07 + 3.48 - 26.02) / 2 = 365.26 
Angle GJD = 1.33 – 0.33 = 1.0 rads 
Area segment GDJ = 11.41 
Use Excel Solver to find coordinates of H in the calculation of the area of the polygon GDEH and then 
check it is on the line EF.  
Target Area GDEH = 365.26 + 11.41 = 376.68 

G 50.832 294.983 
D 62.210 296.693 
E 80.347 272.797 
H 59.561 272.985 
G 50.832 294.983 

 
Join GH = 23.505, 158° 11' 44'' 
 
 
B) Description of steps in MO CAD     

1. Insert point A then draw line AB from A with bearing = 91° and dist = 30, add line to join points.  
2. Insert arcs from add arc Tangent line/arc:  select line AB near B, radius -12, arc length 8, then 

add arc from tangent to arc BC radius 12 length 16 (not clockwise) 
3. Bearing JD=DE, Inquiry  B&D  = 142° 48’ 10” and 12.000 
4. Insert line DE by Sideshot 142.4810 (using D.MS format) and 30.0  then join D and E 
5. Intersect point F from B and E with bearings, use  Insert Intersection B and E 
6. Get join EF by inquiry = 91.0000  and 40.812 
7. Insert lot BDEF or Inquiry area BDEF = 753.065 or Design, Lot by interior point. 
8. Find G. Arc BC is 8 length and CD is 16, total is 24.  So G is arc length 4 from C or ¼ of dist 

along CD arc or ¼ of angle at J. So could calculate bearing JG (other ways to do it too). Brg JC 
= 219°11’50”   Brg JD is 142°48’10”.  Or get properties of arc and int angle shown is 76°23’40”. 
Or select arc and segment into 4 parts by number. Point G is at 50.830, 294.808 This creates 
extra points and arcs, probably better to segment by distance from point C. 

9. Click on centre of previous large lot and delete it if it was created. 
10. Subdivide BDEF to 2 lots under given conditions by Insert Lots  and pivot about point G.    LHS 

lot is 365.26 area, tick annotation. RHS is 365.26 
11. Find join between points GH:  Inquire B&D 158°11’44”   23.505 
12. Annotate lots, line, and arcs. Select each one, for arcs tick annotation and tick in table.  
13. Change scale to 1:500  Can move the table and lot text to suit. 
14. Add plot windows, create then add text for your name and print or screen capture. 
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Road question 1: 
 
The alignment report: 
 
 
 
Chainage   Easting    Northing   Radius   Azimuth 
  0.000    9965.665     480.346            34°00'01" Straight  BP 
 20.000    9976.849     496.927            34°00'01" Straight  
 31.164    9983.092     506.182            34°00'01" Straight  
 31.164    9983.092     506.182  125.000   34°00'01" Arc  PC   
 40.000    9987.770     513.676  125.000   29°57'00" Arc       
 60.000    9996.329     531.728  125.000   20°46'58" Arc       
 80.000   10001.902     550.914  125.000   11°36'55" Arc       
100.000   10004.348     570.742  125.000    2°26'53" Arc       
120.000   10003.604     590.707  125.000  353°16'51" Arc       
138.066   10000.203     608.434  125.000  344°59'59" Arc  PT   
138.066   10000.203     608.434           344°59'59" Straight  PT 
140.000    9999.702     610.302           344°59'59" Straight  
160.000    9994.526     629.621           344°59'59" Straight  
167.334    9992.628     636.705           344°59'59" Straight  TS 
167.334    9992.628     636.705           344°59'59" Spiral  TS 
180.000    9989.384     648.948           345°29'10" Spiral    
200.000    9984.769     668.407           348°14'05" Spiral    
217.334    9981.836     685.487           352°34'43" Spiral1  SC 
217.334    9981.836     685.487  189.000  352°34'43" Arc  SC   
220.000    9981.510     688.132  189.000  353°23'12" Arc       
240.000    9980.261     708.084  189.000  359°26'59" Arc       
260.000    9981.127     728.056  189.000    5°30'46" Arc       
280.000    9984.097     747.825  189.000   11°34'33" Arc       
300.000    9989.139     767.169  189.000   17°38'20" Arc       
302.581    9989.937     769.624  189.000   18°25'17" Arc  CS   
302.581    9989.937     769.624            18°25'17" Spiral  CS 
320.000    9996.109     785.908            22°46'56" Spiral    
340.000   10004.355     804.127            25°31'13" Spiral    
352.581   10009.839     815.450            26°00'01" Spiral1  ST 
352.581   10009.839     815.450            26°00'01" Straight  
360.000   10013.091     822.118            26°00'01" Straight  
376.394   10020.278     836.853            26°00'01" Straight  EP 
 
a) Chainage 180:  E 9989.384   N 648.948  it is on first spiral   
b) From the alignment report end of curve one TP is at chainage 138.066, E 10000.203  N 

608.434   
c) 260m chainage is at E 9981.127 N 728.056,  bearing to it is 55°55’57” and distance is  291.083 
d) Change length of VC or height of IP  
e) Cross section and volume 
f)         Check their alignment report has curves and spirals in the correct places with correct lengths 

and radius, check that the long section has VCs not just follow ground surface, that it starts and ends 
at correct levels/heights, that the template for cross section matches the guidelines for slopes and 
batters, small cut-fill volume etc ….   

 
Road question 2: 

N
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a)  

 
 
 Chainage     Easting    Northing   Radius    Azimuth 
    0.000     536.340     895.890            150°00'00" Straight BP 
   20.000     546.340     878.569            150°00'00" Straight  
   21.218     546.949     877.515            150°00'00" Straight  
   21.218     546.949     877.515            150°00'00" Spiral   TS 
   40.000     556.072     861.100            152°48'26" Spiral    
   51.218     560.844     850.951            157°09'43" Spiral1  SC 
   51.218     560.844     850.951  120.000   157°09'43" Arc    SC 
   60.000     563.954     842.739  120.000   161°21'19" Arc       
   80.000     568.743     823.345  120.000   170°54'16" Arc       
  100.000     570.248     803.425  120.000   180°27'14" Arc       
  104.994     570.104     798.434  120.000   182°50'17" Arc    CS   
  104.994     570.104     798.434            182°50'17" Spiral   CS 
  120.000     568.582     783.510            188°12'40" Spiral    
  134.994     566.132     768.719            190°00'00" Spiral1  ST 
  134.994     566.132     768.719            190°00'00" Straight ST 
  140.000     565.263     763.788            190°00'00" Straight  
  160.000     561.790     744.092            190°00'00" Straight  
  163.836     561.124     740.314            190°00'00" Straight PC 
  163.836     561.124     740.314  160.000   190°00'00" Arc    PC   
  180.000     559.125     724.281  160.000   184°12'43" Arc       
  200.000     558.905     704.296  160.000   177°02'59" Arc       
  220.000     561.179     684.438  160.000   169°53'16" Arc       
  240.000     565.910     665.019  160.000   162°43'33" Arc       
  260.000     573.025     646.342  160.000   155°33'50" Arc       
  280.000     582.414     628.697  160.000   148°24'07" Arc       
  300.000     593.929     612.361  160.000   141°14'24" Arc       
  320.000     607.391     597.587  160.000   134°04'41" Arc       
  331.387     615.847     589.964  160.000   130°00'01" Arc    PT   
  331.387     615.847     589.964            130°00'01" Straight  
  339.011     621.687     585.063            130°00'01" Straight EP 
 

b) From 5 to start: 350°25’05” 194.964    and  from 5 to 220: 201°37’28”  20.662    
d) Did you  mention length of VCs and heights of IPs? Also it can be optimised by trying to 

minimize the total Earth works that have to be done. It is good to have a net cut/fill of less than 
5m3 but not if it means that 300m3 of earth must be shifted around. Try to get the total cut and 
total fill values small too… can be done by changing some of the other IP’s too, instead of just 
one. 

 
Road question 3: 
 

a) The coordinates of the point at chainage 180 = 289867.628, 6147141.274     
b) Chainage of point 3403 = 330.468  
c) From the Alignment report:  140 160 180 200    
d) At chainage 320,  B&D=  56° 24’ 33”, 199.085   

e) Cross section at chainage 60:     
f) -0.94%  1.43%   
g) RL at 100 = 2.057   
h) Cross section at 180:     

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Road question 4: 
a) 294.645 
b) 289845.423      6147151.322        
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c) 140 160 180 200    
d) Cross section at chainage 220?    
 

   
e) -1.04%  3.09%   
f) RL at 100   1.115  
g) Cross section at 180:    
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10. THE FINAL CHAPTER 

This chapter commences with a discussion of some educational aspects of the course Survey 
Computations & CAD and an overview of the course.   The next section includes problem solving 
methods.  That is followed by a section on challenging survey computations problems with worked 
solutions to some of the problems.   
 
We have considered how to teach CAD, knowing that different students prefer different styles.  Should 
we give students detailed step by step instructions?  Were too many steps described in earlier 
chapters? Should we give the problems, an overview and summary of the main steps of CAD, and let 
students work out how to do them? Over the last few years we have reduced the number of fine 
detailed steps and added summaries.  We have also begun to explain the overall problems more at 
the start so that students can use alternative software if they wish. 
 
Some previous students have been frustrated when some of their attempts using CAD have not been 
successful. Perhaps the software was at fault, or the way it was installed or setup, or perhaps they 
have omitted some steps in the instructions. In any case, good tutors with experience may be needed 
to help “debug” the problems. 
  
If your learning in this course has been mainly from teacher input e.g. following step by step 
instructions, then many tasks may have been achieved quickly but perhaps not always understood 
and you feel dependent on teacher’s material. This is easier for beginners. 
 
Student led learning (e.g. use of reference books, websites, program Help functions and to explore 
menu options) usually yields less quantity but the quality of learning is better. There is more 
independence and an ability to continue to learn after the course ends, but it requires maturity, time 
and effort. 
 
One method we have adopted is to use repetition and reinforcement education.  Students use CAD for 
simple detail survey plans in a previous course to this one.  Then students use CAD for road 
calculations and plots in a surveying camp following this course, and use CAD for subdivision design 
in another course. Our aim is for you to understand it better each time you do it. 
 
Some technical aspects of surveying do require thorough, careful progress through many steps, not a 
‘waffle’ essay or newspaper article. We hope you are becoming thorough and careful with your survey 
computations and CAD work. 
 

Inventing the Future 

We started the course with some history of survey computations, so at the end of the course it is 
appropriate to think about the future.  

What will computing be like in your future work life? 
How will you keep up to date? 
Why do some people keep up to date but others don’t? Find some role models. 
How often will you upgrade hardware and software? 

 
There are many famous predictions that have gone wrong.  You can find plenty by a web search.  
Here are some: 
 I think there is a world market for maybe five computers. Chairman of IBM, 1943 
 Computers in the future may weigh no more than 1.5 tons. Popular Mechanics, 1949 
 I have travelled …this country and talked with the best people, and I can assure you that data 

processing is a fad that won't last out the year. Editor of business books for Prentice Hall, 1957 
 But what ... is it [the microchip] good for? IBM,  1968 
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 640K ought to be enough for anybody. Bill Gates, 1981. Bill again, later: We always overestimate 
the change that will occur in the next 2 years and underestimate the change that will occur in the 
next 10. 

 Everything that can be invented has been invented. Charles H. Duell Commissioner US Office of 
Patents,1899 

 There is no reason for any individual to have a computer in their home. Chairman of Digital 
Equipment, 1977 

 This “telephone” has too many shortcomings to be seriously considered as a means of 
communication.  The device is inherently of no value to us. – Western Union, internal memo, 
1876. 

 
Errors in forecasting are caused by omission of factors in the environment, distortion of conclusions 
because of personal factors, and errors in some core assumptions. 
 
 “Quite frequently, the things I speculate about already exist and I just didn’t know about them.  I call it 
‘predicting the present’ and it’s a very common thing in today’s technological environment.” Bruce 
Sterling 
 
To forecast the future of survey computing: 

Invent it. Build your own career 
Ask a panel of independent experts 
Forecast the future by analogy with the past, but the influencing environments must be 

comparable. 
Use growth curves from past and present, begin by determining future needs then identify the 

technology required by those future needs 
Consider the needs, constraints and ‘environment’ of the future 

 
Applying Forecasting Techniques: 
What are the big picture issues that will shape future technology in the spatial information sciences? 
What new capability and functionality do you predict will be available to practitioners? 
What specific advances to existing technology, or what new technologies, do you anticipate in the 
short, medium, or longer term? 
What affect will these new capabilities have on the existing surveying, mapping, GIS community? 
 
Survey computations future: 
“Computer technology is changing, and will continue to change the way Surveyors collect 
measurements, process them, and analyse their data.”   
How can graduates cope with changes in computer technology and keep “up to date” during their 
careers? 
How do other people keep up to date? 
What motivates some people to keep up to date, and what scares some people? 
Research it, then reflect (think!) on your future career 
 
An example of future survey computations future? 
Detail surveys by GPS or robotic total station, measures your pole coordinates (that can already be 
done). CAD draws your plan on your screen as you go (simple versions already exist). Someone else 
walks the field and transmits data via mobile phone to your computer screen… 
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10.1 Summary of Course Topics and 
Important Points 

Principles of Survey Computations 
Know that your answer is right 
Do checks 
Be well organised 

Intersection & Resections 
Intersection by solving triangles or by formula 
Coordinate based formula 
MS Excel formula 

Missing Data & Traverse closes 
Data from plans etc, with 1 or 2 values ‘missing’. 
Triangle solutions, or Traverse Misclose Coordinate equations, or … 

Traverse adjustments 
Carry bearings or not? 
Check the miscloses are acceptable 
Then find mistakes or adjust the traverse 

CAD 
Which brand? 
Upload coordinates to instrument 
Detail survey measurements + record codes 
Download and draw plans 
TIN, Contours, Breaklines 
CAD for surveying calculations 

Subdivision design in CAD  
Design and draw roads and lots 
Bearings and distances, curves, areas 

Road design and calculations 
Horizontal & Transition curves by formula or CAD 
Vertical Curves 
TIN  Cross section & Long section plots 

 
Without using the detailed step by step instructions, can you use CAD to do a simple detail survey 
plan with contours, a subdivision plan, and a road alignment? I expect a few students can but not all.  
With detailed instructions you would be faster, but without the instructions most of you could do it 
given the software and enough time to explore the menu options.  
 
What have you learnt by yourself? 
 
What comes next? In this course our survey computations have used the 
minimum number of observations needed to calculate answers. We have 
learned about checking the calculations but not about taking more 
(redundant) observations as checks and to improve the quality of our 
answers.  In later courses you will learn about computations using Least 
Squares with redundant data to get best fit answers and some information 
about the precision of your answers. You will also learn about calculations in 
the real world that is not flat earth and not a vacuum, things like map 
projections, in other courses. And there is plenty more after that too . 
Perhaps we have just looked at the tip of the iceberg. 
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10.2 Problem Solving 

In this section we summarise some of the problem solving methods that are used in computer 
programming and mathematics and then apply them to Survey Computations problems. 
 
Problem resolution in the workplace: see cartoon in lecture. 

Difference between Focusing on Problems and Focusing on Solutions – Mythical? Case 
When NASA began the launch of astronauts into space, they found out that the pens wouldn't work at 
zero gravity (ink wouldn't flow down to the writing surface). To solve this problem, it took them one 
decade and $12 million to develop a pen that worked at zero gravity, upside down, underwater, on 
practically any surface including crystal and in a temperature range from below freezing to over 300°C. 
And what did the Russians do...??  They used a pencil! 
 
Moral: Always look for simple solutions. Devise the simplest possible solution that solves the problem. 
Focus on the solutions and NOT the problems. 

Why learn computer programming? 
Computers can make work easier and more efficient by: data collection, calculations, presentations. 
Learning to program helps: build computer confidence, understanding of commercial programs, 
develops a systematic approach to problem solving. Programming is a specialized form of problem 
solving. The best ways to learn programming in my opinion are practice and looking at textbook 
examples. 
 
Problem solving process  Steps in Building a Computer Project 

Understand the problem  Define the Problem 
Devise a plan for solving the problem  Design and Plan 
Carry out the plan  Build the Program 
Evaluate the solution  Run the Program 
Changes?  Test and Debug 
  Document Your Program 
  Compile and Distribute Program 

Problem Solving by Subdivision 
Divide the problem into Major steps     
Write the Fine detail instructions within the major steps  Algorithm   

Problem Solving by Divide and Conquer 
If you have a big problem, divide it into sections; look at one section at a time 
Examples: fixing errors in programs; errors in survey networks 
What has to be done to go from input to output? 

In class group exercises: 

Problem 1: Robot control 
This is similar to measuring bearings and distances in 
surveying and similar to plotting on paper or computer 
screen to draw a map. Problem: write the instructions for a 
robot, robot to get cereal, take it through door and put on 
table, i.e.  go from R to T via C and D.  

Problem 2:  Changing a wheel that has a flat tyre on a 4WD survey vehicle in a remote location 
The results of this exercise could be used to create a document (sometimes called Safe Work 
Methods) that could be carried in the vehicle. Similarly, think about how you would describe the 
process to your field assistant if you were in your office and your assistant phoned you for help 
because the assistant did not know the procedure. Students work on this in pairs and then report 
results. The reason for working in pairs is to see how other people look at solving a problem. What did 
you learn about the process of problem solving while doing it? Fine detail steps out of order? Did you 
think of extra things as you went along? Did you remember to stop the car in a safe place? 
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Problem solving in survey computations 
First try to understand the survey problem. Consider: Input available, Output desired, and then what 
has to be done to get from input to output. 
 
Also consider: 

why should you solve the problem? 
what effect will it have on other people? 
are there alternative solutions or methods? 

10.3 Surveying Geometry Problems 

Questions 1 to 12 in this section are based on material supplied by George Baitch as edited by Bruce 
Harvey. George wrote several articles in the Azimuth magazine (ISA NSW) a few years ago. His 
articles were modern versions of material originally in a delightful book called “Survey Computations, A 
Compilation of Questions and Solutions” by R.B. Horner, MNZIS, FRGS, Malayan Survey Service, 
First published in by the Survey Department; Federation of Malaya, 1948 (now out of copyright).  It 
contained 243 surveying puzzles that were posed and solved for the edification of Malayan cadet 
surveyors. The book is probably in the UNSW library, and I have a copy if you wish to look at it. 
 
Part of Mr Horner’s Introduction is shown below: 
 
“While many of the solutions supplied must appear rather elementary in conception, it should be 
explained that most were evolved during my own youthful training when rough bush camps formed 
one's only study and the great stillness one's only tutor.  As the book is intended for trainees' use, it 
was felt that to leave solutions in their original form would best serve their present purpose.  It cannot 
be too strongly recommended that users of this compilation should tackle each problem by their own 
methods in the first instance as most of those supplied are capable of several methods of solution, 
many of which will be found more direct than my early efforts. 
 
In most of the diagrams the firm lines represent the diagram as given in examination papers, the 
broken lines being my own constructional additions.  Students should endeavour to work on each 
problem bearing this fact in mind, for often an apparent “teaser” is transformed into one of very easy 
solution by the addition of a few construction lines.  An old Surveyor once advised me “if you cannot 
solve a problem, lad, plot it”. 
 
Not all of Horner’s original problems ‘puzzles’ are included here.  Those included are the ones that 
require the application of some mathematical, trigonometrical or geometric principle (or as Martin 
Gardner from the Scientific American used to call Mathemagical solutions). Note that Horner and his 
students did not have Excel or CAD software, or computers, or even calculators with trig functions.  
They would have used log and trig tables. We have converted the data from feet, links, chains and 
acres to equivalent metric values. 

 
Question 1: 
 
A boundary line runs across the road reserve 
as shown below.  From the data supplied, find 
the bearings of the road sides and the length 
of BD. 

 
After publication in Azimuth, Question 1 had a 
range of responses from all over Australia.  All 
arrived at the correct answer, yet every one of 
them tackled the problem slightly differently.   
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Question 2: 
 
A road reserve, 60.350m in width, runs through the 
rectangular lot as shown on the diagram.  From the 
data supplied (AB=804.672m, AD = 603.504m) 
compute the distances AE and ED. 
 
 
 
 
Question 3: 
 
The road lines shown below form a reserve 
20.115m wide in each case including EB and 
DC.  Find that length of AE, the bearings and 
distances of EB and DC and the half angle lines 
ED and BC. 

 

 

Question 4: 
 
From the data on the diagram and given that the road reserve lines are in each case parallel to the 

(dotted) traverse lines, find OC, OS, OR, CP, and the offsets from traverse-line OD. Given CP = PS. 
 
Question 5: 
 
It is required to run a new 20.115m wide road reserve 
to connect the existing 20.115m wide road reserves at 
A B and C D where K B is 140.82m and K C is 
160.935m.  Find the bearing of the new lines and the 
lengths resulting. 
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Question 6: 
 
From the data on diagram, and 
assuming all opposite road sides 
to be parallel, compute the 
lengths of H G, G F, F E and the 
tie - line C F. 
Check your answers carefully, as 
each solved triangle builds to 
produce the overall solution and 
cumulative errors can creep in. 
Question 6 is a particularly 
sensitive question to rounding 
effects. 
 
Question 7: 
 
Three parallel sided road reserves meet as 
represented on the diagram.  The two easterly 
reserves have centre traverses, while the other has its 
traverse 8.047m & 16.093m from the sides.  Given 
that the measured distance of E D is 15.591m, find 
the distances of B C and A C. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Question 8: 
 
The block A B C D is to be subdivided into 4 
equal areas by parallel lines, leaving the access 
road vertically from the centre of the road 
frontage to give access to the two northern lots.  
Find B F = A E and the area of each subdivision.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Question 9:  
 
In the diagram, the figure A B C D contains 202,342.82m2 
(50 acres) and CD is 402.336m (was originally 2000 links).  
From the data supplied, find the lengths of the boundaries A 
D, A B and B C.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

N

O
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M

B

K
F

D E

C
106° 00'  29.17

140° 30'  27.76

90° 00'  50.90

70° 30'

70° 30'

20.115

10
.0

6

5.03

90°0'0"
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Question 10: 

 
In the figure, A B C D E F represents a racecourse comprising 
two semicircles of equal radius and 2 sides of a square. 
 
The area of the course is 129.5 hectares.  Find the perimeter and 
length of extremities A - D. 
 

 
Question 11: 
 
From the data on the diagram find A D and D E. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Question 12: 
 
The segment shown in the diagram contains 4.856228ha (12 acres).  
From data shown, find the radius of the arc PQ. 
 
 

The following questions are not from Horner’s book. The methods to solve them are not explicitly 
given in this book. That is intentional.  Enjoy the challenge. 

Question 13:    
 
A logic puzzle with a surveying theme was found at: 
www.iowasurveyor.com/puzzles/Surveyor_Logic_Puzzle.pdf  I found it interesting and challenging, 
and solved it.  So I reproduce it here for your educational benefit. 
 
Five surveyors worked in a growing town. One was employed with the city while the other four worked 
for private companies. You could always tell who had surveyed a property because each surveyor 
preferred to use a different colour of ribbon on his stakes and also used different monuments. 
Determine where each surveyor was employed, which size & type of monument he used and his 
ribbon preference. 
 

1. Charlie, who didn’t work for the City, didn’t use pipes. The Survey Solutions surveyor didn’t 
use the ½-inch monument. Bob, who didn’t work for Rocket Land Surveying, used rebar, but 
not the 1-inch size. 

2. Ed, who didn’t use rebar, used a larger monument than the surveyor who used blue ribbon. 
3. The two ¾-inch size monuments were a pipe and the monument set by Blue Moon Surveying. 

Archie from Survey Solutions didn’t use rebar. Doug used a ¾-inch monument, but it wasn’t a 
pipe. 

4. One of the surveyors who used rebar also used green ribbon. The City surveyor used rebar. 
5. The two surveyors who used pipe were the one who also used orange ribbon and the Zodiac 

Engineering surveyor. One surveyor’s rebar was the ½-inch size. 
6. The surveyor who used pink ribbon also used rebar, but not the ½-inch size. The square bar 

wasn’t set by the surveyor who used yellow ribbon. 
 
Surveyor Employer Ribbon Colour Monument Type Monument Size 
Archie     
Bob     
Charlie     
Doug     
Ed     
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Question 14:  
 
Determine the true length of the shortest distance between point C, and the line AB. Data:   
C (30,30,0) [E N H in m], A is (0,0,10) and true length (slope distance) AB = 70m, bearing AB = 70°, 
height B = 45m. 
 
Question 15:  
 
Calculations are required for a hypothetical rescue of people, including the site’s mine surveyor, who 
are trapped underground in a NSW south coast mine. For the purposes of this question assume we 
are to drill directly to their location with no offsets and that coordinates are in a local plane coordinates 
system with no map projection scale factors. People are located at P and the best estimate of their 
location, based on nearby wall markings and their last known location, are given below. There is a 
nearby ‘tunnel’ containing a centreline traverse with marks at A and B.  The coordinates of A and B 
are also given in the table below.  
 

Pt East   North Height 
P  2164.  7793.  9223.  
A  1982.214  7475.257  9209.691  
B  2192.161  7882.103  9232.40  

  
One option is to drill to P from the nearest point along the line AB, which is a point C.  Determine the 
coordinates of C, assuming it is on line (in 3D) between A and B. What are the bearing, zenith angle 
and distance from C to P?  
 
Question 16:  
 
As part of the design of a new structure two straight pipes are to be placed near each other. It is 
important that the two pipes are not too close to each other.  The coordinates of the two ends of the 
centreline of each pipe are given below. 
  

From To 
E N H E N H 

Pipe A 16.5 20.0 10.0 11.0 34.0 2.2 
Pipe B 10.5 24.5 1.9 17.5 37.5 9.0 

 
Calculate the shortest distance between the centrelines of the two pipes. Calculate the coordinates of 
the two end points of this shortest join line. 
 
Question 17:  
 
This question comes from the 1910 NSW 
Surveyors Registration exams. It was reprinted in 
NSW Azimuth Magazine, Feb 2010. Note that 
students in 1910 did not have electronic 
calculators or computers to assist them with this 
problem. 
 
From the data shown above find the length of 
AB. (The units of distance here are links, but that 
is not an issue).  
 
Question 18:  
 
This question comes from the 1912 NSW Surveyors Registration 
exams. It was reprinted in NSW Azimuth Magazine, Apr 2012. Note 
that students in 1912 did not have electronic calculators or 
computers to assist them with this problem. 
 
The figure shows the given bearing and distances (in links) AB, BC 
and CD.  Given area of AGFEA = 320 acres. Given that line GF is 
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parallel to BC and EF is parallel to DC. Require distance EF = FG. Find distances AG, GF, FE, EA 

10.4 Solutions to Surveying Geometry 
Problems 

Question 1: 
 
This is a metric version of Horner’s Q1 p 11. I show the results in both metric and original units, for 
comparison.   
 Metric Original     
AD 166.969 830     
AC 138.806 690     
CB 69.403 345     
Brg AB 63 63     
w 201.168 1000     
Angle ADE = Angle BDE      
So AC/CB = AD/DB by Euclid     
  metric original    
DB = AD * CB /AC =  83.4845 415    
       
Cosine rule on triangle ADB because we now know all side lengths 
cos A = (b2+c2-a2)/2bc = 0.924   A = 22°26'56.5''  
brg AD = 40°33'03.5''  
Cos B = 0.646  B = 49°47'36.5''  
brg DB = 112°47'36.5'' These answers agree with Horner’s answers.     

 
Analysis of Question 2: 
 
Mr Horner prepared these questions before metrication, and had the advantage of expressing the 
distances as AD = 3000 links and AB = 4000 links (= 30 and 40 chains respectively).  I do not 
apologise for not alerting you to this fact.  However, in the event that you did notice this, it made the 
calculation of the diagonal DB almost trivial (a bit of Pythagorean magic!). The road width was 300 
links. 
 
Mr Horner said: “A triangle having sides in the proportion 3:4:5 is a right angled triangle.  Conversely, 
if a right angle is contained by sides which are in the proportion of 3:4, then the hypotenuse must be in 
proportion to 5. Thus in this case, by inspection, see that BD is 50 chains. (or in metres 1005.84m). 
Drop a perpendicular from D to BF produced at X. Then in the right angled triangle DBX we have two 
known sides. Compute the angle DBX = 3º 26’ 23” and from the triangle DBC compute angle B = 53º 
07’ 48”. 
 
Then the difference between these two angles is equal to angle FBC = 49º 41’ 25”, so that the angle 
ABF will be 40º 18’ 35”. The required distance may now be found by right angled triangles. 
 
Results:  AE = 711.383  and ED = 932.890 and EB = 93.289. 
 
Our graduate Paul Kew presented a significantly different approach from Mr Horner as follows.  
 
Draw a line from E perpendicular to line BF until it intersects at G.  
EG = 60.350m (Road width)  
DE is parallel to FB (Road reserve is a constant width)  
AED = ABF (Corresponding angles are equal)  
SinAED = AD / ED (Sine ratio in DAE)  
SinAED = 603.504m / ED  
SinABF = EG / EB (Sine Ratio in EGB)  
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SinABF = 60.350m / EB  
EB = 60.350m / SinABF = 60.350m / SinAED (AED = ABF) = (60.350m) ED / 603.504m  
AB = AE + EB  
804.672m = AE + (60.350m) ED / 603.504m  
AE = 804.672m - (60.350m) ED / 603.504m Equation 1  
ED2 = AE2 + AD2 (Pythagorean Theorem in DAE)  
ED2 = AE2 + (603.504m)2 Equation 2  
Substituting Equation 1 into Equation 2  
ED2 = (804.672m)2 – 2 (804.672m) (60.350m) ED / 603.504m + (60.350m)2 ED2 / (603.504m)2 + 
(603.504m)2  
0.99 ED2 + (160.933m) ED – 1,011,714.106m2 = 0  
Solving the quadratic equation  
ED = { -160.933m   [ (160.933m)2 – 4 (0.99) (-1,011,714.106m2) ] } / [ 2 (0.99) ]  
ED = -81.279m  1,014.169m  = -1095.449m or 932.890m  
ED = 932.890m (Distances are positive)  
Substituting back into Equation 1  
AE = 804.672m - (60.350m) (932.890m) / 603.504m   = 711.384m  
Substituting back into Equation 2  
ED2 = AE2 + (603.504m)2  
(932.890m)2 = AE2 + (603.504m)2  
AE =  711.384m  
AE = 711.384m (Check) (Distances are positive) 
 

Solution to Question 3 
 
Horner’s published solution is: A D is the cosecant distance (= 20.119). From the triangle A B D 
compute B D. Drop a perpendicular from D to E B. Then in the triangle D B X find the angle at B and 
from this deduce the bearing of B E (= D C). Take out secant half-angle distances E D and B C. 
Compute length of E B (from the right angled triangles B D X and E D X) from which, by applying 
tangents, D C may be found. The length of A E may be computed from either triangle E A D or E A B. 
 

Line Bearing Distance 
AE  2.959 
EB 123º 18’ 30” 17.942 
DC 123º 18’ 30” 15.309 
ED 204º 39’ 45” 20.348 
BC 212º 05’ 45” 20.121 

 
This question did not require as much mathemagics, rather an appreciation that the angle formed at A 
was not a right angle and formed the basis for most further computations.  
 

Solution to Question 5 
 
Horner’s published solution is: Join B D and produce 
the old road line from D to meet B K at X. Then B X 
= 120.705. 
 
Now in the triangle B D X, B X = 120.705 (6 chains 
in Mr Horner’s original puzzle) & D X = 160.935 (8 
chains) so that, being a right angled triangle, B D 
must be 201.170 (10 chains).  This is by observation 
being the Pythagorean 3 4 5 triangle for the more 
alert! 
 

The angle K B D is one whose tangent is 
705.120

935.160  or 
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Drop a perpendicular from B to M D at H.  Then the sine of the angle B D H 
170.201

115.20   or 







1000

100   = 0.10 

= 5° 44’ 20” so that the bearing of D M = 132° 36’ 30” = B P. 
The angle E M D = 137° 23’ = angle B P C. 

Now H D = 22 115.20170.201   = 200.160 and A M = M H = 100 cotan 68° 41’ 30” = 7.845. 

Thus M D = 200.160 + 7.845= 208.005= B P.  And A M = P C = 7.845. 
 
George apologises for the imperfect conversion from links to metres.  This is an artefact of rounding 
off.   

 
Solution to Question 6: 
 
Produce C B to meet O G in M and produce D C to meet F G in K. 
Then M G = 10.06 Cosec 74° (= 10.465).  Thus M O = 9.650. 
Solve the right-angled triangle M O B for M B and O B.  Then A O = 50.90 - O B. ( = 17.248 ), and H G 
is equal to 17.248 + cotan 80° 15’ for 20.115.     Thus H G = 20.704. 
Now C M = 29.17 + M B ( = 35.008 ).  Thus C M = 64.178. 
In the triangle K C F, KC = Cosec 34°30’ for 10.06  (= 17.761 ) and F K = Cosec 34°30’ for 5.03  (=  
8.881). 
Solve the triangle K C F for C F direct ( = 346°13’11” , 11.591 ). 
Then G F = M C - cotan at C ( = 5.757 )+ cotan at G  ( = 2.885 ) =  61.306. 
And F E = C D + cotan at D ( = 4.146 ) + cotan at C ( = 10.442 ) = 42.349. 
The starting distance was quoted as 5.03 when in fact it was 5.029 (0.001 less).  The next road width 
was shown as 10.06, but really 10.058 (0.002 less).  Both these distances were affected by the acute 
cotangents creating multiplier effects of factors of three.  The final road width was shown as 20.115 
which in reality is 20.117 (0.002 greater!) [A direct conversion of Mr Horner’s chain]. 

 

Solution to Question 7: 
 
First draw a diagram to scale. 
Draw D X parallel to A C. Then D X is cosecant of 76º 25’ for 8.047m, and E 
Z is cosec of same angle for 10.058m.  And Z D = 15.591 - E Z, and X Y = Z 
D. Compute O X from triangle D X O, having one side & angles. 
B O = cosec of' 59º 10’ for 10.058 and thus the distance B Y = B O - ( O X + 
X Y ). 
 
Solve triangle B C Y for B C and C Y. 
Then A C = cosec A Y + C Y. 
Results:  B C =  11.836  and  A C =  31.152 
 
 
Solution to Question 8: 
 
The block A B C D is to be subdivided into 4 equal areas by parallel lines, leaving the access road 
vertically from the centre of the road frontage to give access to the two northern lots.  Find B F = A E 
and the area of each subdivision.   
 
Let B F = x.  Then  F C = 1609.344 – x = E D.   K F = 804.672. 
Therefore H F = 794.614 = E G = D L = M C. 
Then 804.672 x = 794.614 ( 1609.344 – x ). 
Thus 804.672 x + 794.614 x = 1278806.629. 
Therefore 1599.286 x = 1278806.629. 
Therefore x = 799.611. 
So that B F = A E = 799.611. 
And area of each subdivision area = 643424.7m². 
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Horner’s solution to Question 9:  
 
Extend the lines AD and BC to P. Calculate P by intersection of 
bearings, or trigonometry on triangle PDC 
In ∆PDC  opp side by sine rule  
P = 52°  p = CD = 402.336   
C = 75°  c = PD = 493.174   
D = 53°  d = PC = 407.761   
   sum/2 = 651.636  
  

2

pdc
s      wherep)-(s d)-(s c)-(s sP sin dc  

2

1 
PDCArea       

Area ∆PDC:       79,233.35  79,233.35   check by two formula 
 
Area ∆PAB = given area + additional triangle = 202,342.82 + 79,233.35 = 281,576.17  
 
Now, we know the area and all angles in the ∆PAB. If we call AB = q, PA = b and PB = a, then 
rearrange the formulas as follows  

BA

PArea
qand

PA

BArea
bsimilarly

PB

AArea
aSo

A

a

B

b
becauseAPBaPabArea

PABPABPAB

PAB

sinsin

sin2

sinsin

sin2

sinsin

sin2

sinsin
sin/sinsin

2

1
sin

2

1 2




 

 
PB = a = 565.9338   
CB = PB – PC = a – d = 158.173   
AB = q = 1017.316 
PA = b = 1262.781   
DA = PA – PD = b – c = 769.607 

 
These answers agree with Horner’s original answers which were rounded off to 5 significant figures, 
converted to metric they are: AB = 1017.3m     CB = 158.17m. Horner didn’t have a computer or even 
an electronic calculator with trig functions! 
 
 
Harvey’s Excel solution to Q9: 
This method uses MS Excel and establishes three equations to solve for three unknowns. 
Label the 3 unknown distances: a = AB,   b = BC,  c = DA 
Write one equation for area. It can be based on area by coordinates which includes a b and c terms, 
or split the figure into two triangles along a line DB and use the area = ½ absinC.  Here we 
demonstrate the two triangle method. Our triangles have known angles at A and C. 
The equation for area (remembering that angles must be converted to radians): 

0 = 0.5*402.336*b*SIN(105) + 0.5*a*c*SIN(26) - 202342.82 
Write another equation for misclose in E: 
 0 = a*sin(219) + b*sin(297) + 402.336*sin(12) + c*sin(65) 
Write another equation for misclose in N 
 0 = a*cos(219) + b*cos(297) + 402.336*cos(12) + c*cos(65) 
 
The equations are almost 
linear in a b c, (the first 
equation is not because of the 
a*c term). If the equations 
were linear we could solve 
them with matrix algebra with 
the coefficients of abc forming 
the A matrix, as x=A-1b  where 
b = 0. 

 
Our 3 equations with 3 
unknowns can be solved 
using MS Excel’s Solver and the results are shown. 
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The process in MS Excel is to enter the values as shown but to leave the cells containing the 
distances a b and c initially empty. Choose Solver (an Add-in module for the Data ribbon). Set the 
target cell to be the area equation D14 (shown above as containing -1.3E-08) which is initially empty. 
The “changing cells” are the three empty cells for distances, D4, D6 and D10.  Then add the 
constraints that sum of Eastings cell, F12 = 0 and sum of Northings cell, G12 = 0. After clicking the 
Solve button the values of a, b and c appear in the cells as shown above. 
 
 
Harvey’s CAD solution to Q9  
Concept:  Create a lot that is bigger than required by placing a line parallel to AB but further from C. 
This requires an estimate of the distance CB, perhaps done graphically by measuring the figure if it is 
a scale drawing. Calculate the area of this large lot then subdivide the lot, parallel to the line AB to 
leave a lot of the required area. Then read the dimensions of the new lot. 
 
Procedure: Enter point C at any coordinate, then line CD by bearing and 
distance. Add a line from C past B at 117° and at say 200m, call it E.  Use 
COGO brg/dist intersection to create a point at the intersection of two 
bearings from D and E, call it F.  Add the lines DF and EF by joining the 
points. 
 
Create a lot CEFDC, its properties will include the enclosed area.  If you 
set CE as 200m then the area is 245502.176.  This means the area is 
245502.176 - 202342.82 = 43159.356 too large. 
 
Create a lot by subdivision to remove the surplus area. Select line EF so that the lot is parallel to this 
line. Enter the area of the surplus (43159.356 in this case) and a new lot will be created, save it and 
save the remainder as a lot too.  This second, remainder lot has the required area of 202342.82.  
 
Select the lines of interest and read their properties to obtain the missing distances, as follows: 
CB = 158.173, BA = 1017.316, DA = 769.607. 
 
Thus all three methods above have the same answers. They are independent methods that are 
useful checks, but they also show that there are sometimes diverse ways to solve a problem. 
 
 
Horner’s answer to Question 10: 

 
Let the side BC  =  FE  =  BF  =  CE  =  x 
Find the area of the circle (i.e.) two semi-circles, and that of the square in terms of x 

Area of square  =  2x  

Area of 2 semi-circles  =  
4

2x   =  0.7854 2x  

   Area of whole course in terms of'  x  =    22 7854.0 xx    =  )7854.01(2 x  

   Total Area  =  129.5 ha  =  27854.1 x  

   x  =  
7854.1

1295000   =  851.660m 

  Radius of semicircle  =  r  =  425.832m 
Now Circumference of each semi-circle  =  r   =  1,337.788m 
And total of two curves = r2  = 2675.576m 

Thus perimeter of course = 2675.576m  +  2 x (851.660m)  =  4378.900m 
Length AD = 1703.324m 
 
 
Answer to Question 11: 
 
Since B F = F C = 1000, & E F is a perpendicular, then E B must equal E C. 
Similarly E must be equidistant from A & C 
Therefore A E = E C 
Therefore E must be the centre of the circumscribing circle. 
Therefore A D = D B= ½ A B 
Now tan (B – A) / 2 = 4 / 44 cot 29° = 0.164004 = 9°18’ 50” 
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And (A + B) / 2 = 61° 
Therefore  angle ABC = 70°18’ 50”   and angle BAC = 51° 41’ 10” 
Then AB = 2000 sin 58° x cosec 51° 41’ 10” = 2161.662. 
Therefore AD = DB = 1080.831. 
Join BE.  Then angle BEA is double BCA or 116°. 
Hence angle EAB = EBA = 32°Thus DE = 1080.831 tan 32°= 675.378. 
 
Though this puzzle appears very easy, a bit of quadratic mathematics and Pythagorean logic is 
necessary to find the same solution as Mr Horner.  Please enjoy this small mental gymnastic. 

 

Solution to 12: 
 
Mr Horner solved this problem in a unique and very interesting way.  He used a proportioning or trial 
method that is based on the principle of similar figures.  When you are stuck trying to find a solution in 
the future, give this method a thought.  It has great merit.  His approach is shown below. 
 
Let the required radius be 100.584m (5 chains). Then the area of the segment is equal to Area of 
Sector minus area of triangle O P Q. 

The area of the sector = (100.5842  x  radian measure of 100°) / 2 = 8828.871m2 
The area of the triangle = (100.5842  x  sin 100° ) / 2 = 3847.152m2 
Thus the area of segment = 3847.152m2 
 
Now:    
(True Radius)2 / (Assumed Radius)2 = (X2/100.5842) = (4856228 m2 / 3847.152m2) 
Therefore:  (X  /  100.584 ) =  Square root ( 4856228 / 3847.152 ) 
Thus X  =  357.361m  =  Radius required.  
 
Solution to 13.  
 

Surveyor Employer Ribbon Monument Size 
Archie Survey solutions Orange Pipe ¾ “  
Bob City  Green  rebar ½ “ 
Charlie Rocket Pink  rebar 1” 
Doug Blue Moon Blue  Sq bar  ¾ “ 
Ed Zodiac  Yellow   Pipe 1” 

 
 
Solution to 14.  
 
There is more than one way to solve this problem.  The main point 
of this question is to think of a solution method.  My method 
follows. The triangle formed by the points ABC is an inclined plane 
in 3D space. The point on the line AB that is closest to C is called 
D.  

Plan view  
 
First find the coordinates of B. 
SlopedistAB = √(HordistAB

2 +(HB-HA)2)   so HordistAB = 60.622 
Then calculate the EN coordinates of B by radiation from A, using HordistAB and bearing AB = 70   
B: E = 56.966, N = 20.734  and we are given H = 45. 
 
The side lengths of the triangle ABC are the slope distances which we calculate from ENH 
coordinates:  
AB = 70 (given) 
AC = 43.589 
BC = 53.273 

 
The angle in the inclined triangle ABC at A can be calculated from cosine rule and side lengths.  

cosA = (b2 + c2 - a2)/2bc = 0.649244   So A ≈  49.5° 
In 3D space and on the surface of the triangle ABC the angle at D from the line AB to the DC is 90°. 
That is, angle ADC = 90°  
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Calculate distance DC from right angle triangle ADC with known angle A and hypotenuse = length AC. 
DC = sinA*AC = 33.153   
AD (= slope dist AD) = AC*cosA = 28.300 
ZAAB = tan-1(HordistAB /(HB-HA)) = 60.0° = ZAAD 
HordistAD = AD*sin(ZAAD) = 24.508   

 
So coordinates D:   
ED = EA+ Hor dist AD * sin(bearing AB) = 23.030 
ND = NA+ Hor dist AD * cos(bearing AB) = 8.382 
HD = HA+ AD * cos(ZAAD) = 24.150 
 
Check slope dist CD  =  33.153  (from coordinates) 
Check slope dist AD  =  28.300  (from coordinates) 
 
 
Solution to 15.  
  
This problem is similar to question 14.  
Incidentally the heights of the points refer to a datum 10000m below to “sea level/geoid”. So these 
points are about 800m underground. 
 
Work with the triangle between ABP on an inclined plane with side lengths being the slope distances 
between the points. The angle at C is 90°.  Sketch below is not to scale. 

 
Use the ENH coordinates and the scale factor as in part B above to calculate slope distances for the 
three sides:   
AB = 458.385, AP = 366.311, BP = 93.919    
  
Calculate angle at A in inclined plane of triangle using   cosA = (b2 + c2 - a2)/2bc     
cosA   0.999… and A =  2.59…°.     
Calculate the slope distance CP from the right angled triangle ACP, CP = sinA*AP = 16.554 
Calculate the slope distance AC from the right angled triangle ACP, AC = cosA*AP = 365.937    
Bearing AB from E N coordinates of AB = 27.29…°  = brg AC    
ZAAB = ZAAB = tan-1(HordistAB /(HB-HA)) = ZAAC = 87.16…°   
Hor dist AC = Slope dist AC * sinZAAC = 365.488     
∆H AC = Slope dist AC * cosZAAC = 18.129     
 
Coordinates of C from A using hor dist, bearing, ∆H:   
E = 2149.818, N = 7800.049, H = 9227.820     
      
Join from C to P is determined directly from the 3D coordinates of C and P 
Slope dist from ∆E, ∆N, ∆H = 16.554 
Bearing from ∆E, ∆N   = 116° 25' 49.3'' 
ZA from cos-1(∆H/SD) = 106° 55' 39.4'' 
 
 
Answers to question 16. 
 
I have solved this question by two independent methods, but I am reluctant to show full worked 
solutions.  I want you to think about how to solve this, not just read a solution. If you do solve it then 
send me your solution and we can discuss if it is different to one of my methods. My answers are: 
 
Distance = 0.373 
End point on pipe A (E,N,H): 12.822 29.362 4.784 
End point on pipe B (E,N,H): 13.106 29.340 4.544 
 
 
 

A 

C B 

P 
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Answer to question 17. 
 
AB = 2101.895 links.  The solution to this problem is not printed here because I want you to tackle it as 
a problem solving exercise.  There are a few ways to solve the problem.  One method uses equations 
that are included in Chapter 1; nothing else is required but it does take several steps.  Some students 
say the question is too difficult, that if a solution was provided they could learn from it.  However, if I 
wrote a solution and students read through it they would be able to follow the logic and the steps, and 
possibly think they have learnt something significant. A worked solution would assist them if they ever 
encountered a very similar problem, but it would not help them solve other challenging problems.  
 
Another way to solve the problem is to use least squares adjustment, but that is beyond this course. 
Alternatively, you could use a trial and error approach and converge to a solution. 
 
Answer to question 18. 
 
DE = 3764.4, EA = 5613.8, FG = 5986, FE = 5986 
 
 
You are welcome to send me any of your solutions to problems not solved above, or if you have novel 
solution methods. 
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A1. Sample examination papers  

1.1 Assessment in the Course at UNSW 

At UNSW we have small class sizes so we have considerable flexibility with assessment methods.  
For example tests can be conducted in our computer lab with all students present at one time.  
Computers used in tests don’t have network or email access.  We usually have three components to 
the total assessment, though portions vary from year to year: 
 
Midterm test    See a sample below. 
Computer Lab and Field work Based on the questions and fieldwork given in the book chapters. 
Final Exam    Held after the end of classes. See a sample below. 
 
Each student is offered individual and detailed feedback on their exam or test paper soon after the 
exam has been marked. I go through their answers with them.  
 
Students are required to demonstrate and explain all their tutorial and computer lab exercises to a 
supervisor for comments and marking.  
 
The tutorial/lab work is marked in the student’s presence by viewing the students’ notes or computer 
screens and immediate feedback is given. Students can be required to demonstrate and explain their 
work. There is no need to rewrite the work or to submit formal well written reports.  Students are urged 
to manage their workload and make regular submissions during session.  Students are expected to 
spend about 150 hours on this course. 
 
The exams are set by the course convenor and reviewed by another staff member of the school. 

1.2 Sample Midterm test 

The Midsession test is conducted in our computer lab.  The marking criteria for this test place a strong 
emphasis on correct answers for calculation style questions. Students are expected to provide 
independent checks for their work. It is not sufficient to merely approach the problems with a valid 
method.  
 
This test is given about mid way through the session after students have completed chapters 1 to 4.  
The questions change each year (of course). There are usually about 5 questions with no optional 
questions.  In this sample I have included more than 5 questions so you can see the variety of 
questions used some years.   
 
Solutions are given at the end of this sample paper. This paper was used many years ago.  Some of 
the questions from more recent exams have been included in previous chapters of this book. Each 
year my students are given last year’s exam paper. 
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Answers are supplied at end of this paper 

 
 

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW SOUTH WALES 
GMAT 2500 – SURVEYING COMPUTATIONS A 

 
TIME ALLOWED  -  1 HOUR 50 MINUTES 

 
TOTAL NUMBER OF QUESTIONS – 3 

 
Students may use their own non-programmable calculator.  
 
Students may bring drawing instruments. 
 
A computer will be provided with MS Excel but no network or internet connections, no email and no access to 
class website. 
 
A USB memory will be provided with an MS Excel file containing the input data for these questions. Computer 
files should be saved regularly on the USB memory provided, not on the computer hard drives or desktop. 
Students may use calculator or MS Excel to solve the questions, but not CAD. 
 
In numerical questions, calculator or computer may be used at the student’s discretion. The calculation details of 
intermediate steps and results should be shown on this paper or in computer files, and the method of finding the 
answer clearly indicated.  
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Formula page   
 

𝑥    or   𝑥 𝑥
          

𝑠
̄

  𝑣 𝑥 𝑥
 

 

                𝑎 𝑏 𝑐 2𝑏𝑐. 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝐴        𝑐𝑜𝑠𝐴
    

𝒂
  

𝐸     𝐸    𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛽         𝑁     𝑁    𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛽 
 
B in decimal degs,         Degs: D =INT(B)     Mins: M =INT(B*60-D*60)    Secs: S =((B-D)*60-M)*60  
     

𝛽   𝑡𝑎𝑛  
𝐸 𝐸
𝑁 𝑁

𝑀𝑂𝐷 𝐷𝐸𝐺𝑅𝐸𝐸𝑆 𝐴𝑇𝐴𝑁2 𝑁2 𝑁1 ,𝐸2 𝐸1 , 360  

 
        𝑑 𝐸 𝐸 𝑁 𝑁  
 

𝐸 𝐸  𝐸 𝐸 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝐴 𝑁 𝑁 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝐴
 
        

 

𝑁 𝑁  𝑁 𝑁 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝐴 𝐸 𝐸 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝐴
 
 

 

𝐸 𝐸
𝐸 𝐸 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛽 𝑁 𝑁 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛽

𝑠𝑖𝑛  𝛽 𝛽
 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛽   

 

𝑁 𝑁
 

 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛽
  

 

𝐸 𝐸   𝐸 𝐸  cosA  𝑁 𝑁  sinA 
    

𝑁 𝑁
𝑏
𝑐

  𝑁 𝑁  cosA  𝐸 𝐸  sinA  

 

𝑡𝑎𝑛  𝛽   

  
  

 

𝐸   𝐸   𝑁   𝑁 𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝛽    𝑁   
  

 
𝛼  𝑑𝑖𝑟  – 𝑑𝑖𝑟   𝛼  𝑑𝑖𝑟  – 𝑑𝑖𝑟    𝛼  𝑑𝑖𝑟  – 𝑑𝑖𝑟  
 
A  𝛽AC 𝛽AB  B  𝛽BA 𝛽BC  C  𝛽CB 𝛽CA  cot  1/tan  cos/sin  

 
𝑤   𝑤   𝑤   
 

 
𝐸    𝑁   

 
Angular Misclose =  internal angles - (n-2) 180°   or  =  angles + (βstart – βend) - (n-
2) 180° 
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Q1. (a = 7 marks, b = 3 marks    Total =10 Marks)  

a) Calculate the distances of lines BC and CD from a loop shown on a survey plan with the 
following data. Figure below is not to scale. Show your answers to the nearest mm. 
 

Line Bearing Distance (m) 
AB 85 21' 00" 202.655 
BC 3 58' 10" ? 
CD 246 22' 40" ? 
DE 140 10' 50" 160.425 
EA 237 14' 00" 197.397 

 
 
 

b) Show an appropriate check calculation of your solution of part (a). 
 

 
 
 

 
Q2. (a = 7 marks, b = 3 marks    Total = 10 Marks)  
From the following resection observations, calculate the coordinates of the 
point P, to the nearest mm. 
 
Point  E(m)    N(m)   Observed Directions                  
A  9475.359 4206.716  A        0°  00'  00" 
B  8647.509 5656.116  B   38°  30'  00" 
C  8761.969 7126.176  C  98°  00'  00" 
 
A site plan shows that the approximate coordinates of P are (9880, 6800) ± 
20m. The observed directions are not orientated towards north. 

a) Calculate the coordinates of P.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

b) Describe a method to check resection answers. Then show a separate independent check of 
your answers. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Q3.  (a = 2 mark, b = 5 marks, c = 3    Total =10 Marks)     
A loop traverse was observed and the data and a field sketch plan is given below. Distances and 
coordinates are on a local datum, there is no scale factor. One of the observations (i.e. one angle or 
one distance) has been wrongly recorded.  The survey was expected to meet the following 
specifications: angular misclose < 20” +10n  and  linear misclose < 15mm. 
 

a) Calculate the traverse angular misclose.  

b) Find the incorrect observation, giving reasons. 

c) Estimate the likely correct value of the erroneous observation 

The sketch plan is not to scale. 
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KNOWN COORDINATES 
Pt     E          N 
1   123.330    398.750 
 
KNOWN BEARING 
1 to 2 = 109°00’00” 
 
Interior clockwise Angles  
At        °  ’  ”  
1       78 44 43 
2      108 56 12 
3       99 54 56 
4       96 41 13 
5      155 43 06 
 
Horizontal Distances     
 1 - 2     160.335 
 2 - 3      65.575 
 3 - 4     147.610 
 4 – 5      91.556 
 5 – 1      84.805 
 
 
 
END of EXAM PAPER 
 
 
 
MORE PAST EXAM QUESTIONS – you won’t get this many in the exam. 
To further assist your study more past exam questions are included below. 
 
Q4. (5 marks)  On five separate days the Zenith Angle from a trig station to a distant light house was 
measured: 
92° 59' 59.2" 
92° 59' 59.7" 
93° 00' 00.3" 
93° 00' 00.2" 
93° 00' 00.5" 
 
Calculate the mean and standard deviation.  Display your answers to 2 decimal places of a second (“). 
 
Q5.  (20 marks)  From the following data, compute the coordinates of C.  
                CO-ORDINATES 
POINT E   N 
A  45 328.172 26 985.030 
B  44 626.185 26 616.600 
 
Horizontal directions:   
At A  FL  FR 
To C    0 00’ 00” 180 00’ 02” 
To B  62 14’ 20’ 242 14’ 30” 
 
At B  FL  FR 
To A    0 00’ 02” 180 00’ 04” 
To C  35 24’ 18’ 215 24’ 28” 

 
 

Q6. (5 Marks)  
a) A traverse is found to have a large angular misclose and it is suspected that only one angle is 

wrong. Explain a method of detecting which angle in the traverse is incorrect. You may use 
sketches. 
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b) A traverse is found to have a large linear misclose and it is suspected that only one distance is 
wrong. Explain a method of detecting which distance in the traverse is incorrect. You may use 
sketches. 
 

 
 
Q7.  A point C was intersected from two control points A and B. Horizontal angles were measured at A 
and B between a third control point P and the point C. The measured angles are shown in the diagram 
below. Using the coordinates of the control points given; calculate the coordinates of C to the nearest 
mm by any method you know. 

 
 
 
 
 

COORDINATES 
STATION  E (m)  N (m) 
A  1881.61 1523.19 
B  2134.86 1061.14 
P  2339.91 2398.36 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

1.3 Sample Midterm test - solutions 

 
Q1.  A) BC = 283.563,   CD = 172.844  
Methods:         
1 Assign and determine coordinates then intersection by bearings (or even by angles)      
2 Misclose or join BD, then triangle solution       
3 MS Excel Solver        
4 Swing all bearings so that DC is 0 (or 90) then misclose in E or N gives one of the missing dists, 
similar for line BC. 
 
B) Most common check is loop misclose.  If used solver to get distances in part a then loop close is 
not a good check. 
 
Q2.  

A) 9876.543   6789.012      by any one of the standard methods in the text book. 
 
Intermediate values by Tangent method 

 
Pt E N D M S angle cot Brg from P cot 
A 9475.359 4206.716 0 00 00 

  
188.83 6.4 

B 8647.509 5656.116 38 30 00 38.5º 1.3 227.33 0.9 
C 8761.969 7126.176 98 00 00 59.5º 0.6 286.83 -0.3 

   
   

Top = -1811.3 
  

      
Bottom = -1669.6 

  

Ans P: 9876.543 6789.012    tanPB = 1.084861   
Check bearings from coords: 

       

PA 
  

188 49 51.0 
  

  
PB 

  
227 19 51.0 38.5º OK 

  

PC 
  

286 49 51.0 59.5º OK 
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Intermediate values by Teinstra method 
 

Pt E N D M S α angle 
A 9475.359 4206.716 0 0 0 

 

B 8647.509 5656.116 38 30 0 38.5º 
C 8761.969 7126.176 98 00 00 59.5º       

262.0º 
Bearings    angles w  

AB 330.3º  A 16.0º 0.345  
BC 4.5º  B 145.8º -0.620  
AC 346.3º  C 18.2º 0.560  

    sum 0.285  
P 9876.543 6789.012 

    

 
Intermediate values by Collins Point method 

 
Pt E N 

 
D M S dd 

 
  

d AC 3005.357 346 16 06.5 346.3 Brg AC     
286 46 06.5 286.8 Brg AH     
204 46 06.5 204.8 Brg CH   

d AH 1889.27 
   

82.0 Angle AHC   
d CH 2614.952 

     

H 7666.429 4751.779 
      

    
227 19 51.0 227.3 brgBH= brgPB      
106 49 51.0 106.8 Brg CP     

8 49 51.0 8.8 Brg AP 
   angle ACP 59 26 15.5 59.4  
   angle APC    98.0    

dAP 2613.274 
     

P  9876.543 6789.012 
      

 
 

B) By a different method to that used in (A) or by calculating bearings PA PB PC from 
coordinates then determining angles to see if they match the observed directions.     

 
Q3.  Angle misclose = +10 sec,  so angles are OK. Large linear misclose is parallel to line 4-5, so error 
in that distance of about 20m. Distance 4-5 should be 61.5m.  Do not calculate Bowditch adjustment of 
this data. 
 
Q4.  Mean 92° 59' 59.98"   std dev ± 0.53” 
Calculations can be done with seconds only, no need to enter D M S and convert to D.D then answer 
back to DMS.  When working in seconds the values over 93° are entered as 60.3 etc.  
How do you check these calculations? Calculate the residuals from the mean, their sum should be 
zero. 
 v = mean-xi 
 0.78 
 0.28 
 -0.32 
 -0.22 
 -0.52 

sum 0.00 
 
Sum v2 = 1.108.   
Calculate Standard deviation by formula from v and by excel function as a check 
Standard deviation = √(sum v2) / (n-1) = √(1.108/(5-1)) = 0.53”   
 
Q5.       Draw a figure:  
Can calculate bearings and use intersection by bearing formula 
or use intersection by angles:  
 
 
 

  sinA  )N(NcosA )E(E 
B)-sin(A

sinB
EE ABABAC 
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Horizontal directions:  

    

At A Mean 
  

Angle 
To C 00°  00’ 01” 

 

To B 62° 14’ 25” 62.24°      
At B 

    

To A 00° 00’ 03” 
 

To C 35° 24’ 23” 35.41°    
angles clockwise from baseline AB 

 
rads 

  

A 297.76° 5.2 
  

B  35.41° 0.6 
  

 
C coordinates:     45327.624 26521.596 
 
Check: 

 
Angles: 

    

bearing AB 242.30° 
     

bearing AC 180.07° 62.24° 62° 14’ 24.000” OK 
bearing BC 97.71° 35.41° 35° 24’ 20.000” OK 
 
 
 
Q6:   See textbook chapter 4. 
 
Q7. From coordinates: 
βAP = 27 28 22.9  dAB = 526.902 
βAB = 151 16 22.1 
βBP = 8 43 04.3 
Add the angles to get bearings: 
 
  βAC  = 27 28 22.9  + 60 25 30        = 88 03 52.9 
  βBC  = 8 43 04.3 + 28 42 23   = 37 25 27.3 
 
Angle at A = 88 03 52.9 - 151 16 22.1 = 296 47 30.8 
 
Angle at B = 37 25 27.3 – (180 + 151 16 22.1) = 66 09 05.2 
 
Ec = 2504.541    Nc = 1544.239 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

  

  sinA  )E(EcosA )N(N 
B)-sin(A

sinB
NN ABABAC 
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1.4 Sample Final Exam 

The Final exam is in the exam period in our computer lab.  It involves written questions on the exam 
paper plus use of software on a computer.  At UNSW students use Magnet Office CAD.  Students at 
other universities with access to other CAD packages may follow different pathways to similar 
answers. This paper was used many years ago.  Some of the questions from more recent exams have 
been included in previous chapters of this book. Each year my students are given last year’s exam 
paper. 
 
 

 
SAMPLE Final Examination 

 
Time allowed 2 hours 

Total number of Questions:  4 
Answer All Questions  

 
Rules 
The exam is not open book, but Excel and CAD will be enabled, and some chapters of the Class 
textbook’s pdf files will be available on the exam computer. 
Email and internet are not to be used; communication with others during the exam is not allowed. 
Students will be given a special log in account for the exam and will not have access to other files. 
Students will have access to Microsoft Office and to CAD. 
Students may bring their own calculators to the exam. 
If using a computer, save your work regularly and record details such as intermediate results on this 
exam paper.  
 
EQUATIONS 
 

2

cba
s where   c)-(s b)-(s a)-(s s A sin c b 

2

1
B sin c a 

2

1
C sin b a 

2

1
h b 

2

1
Area




 
 
Area = ½ | [(N1E2 + N2E3 + ... + NnEn+1)  -   (E1N2 + E2N3 + ... + EnNn+1)] |      
 













2

sin

360
Area Segment 2 





R

          







 

R

C

2
sin2 1

 

 







 

2
 cos  /w = d 12 

    

Arc Length A = R.θ c   Tangent length  
2

tan


RT     

 

Chord Length 
2

cos2
2

sin2


TRC      
 

Deflection angle 
R

lengtharcc

2

_
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Q1    

a) List and briefly explain several important principles of survey computations. 

b) List three advantages of computer assisted drafting (CAD) compared with manual drafting. 

c) Describe the advantages and disadvantages of using each of the following to calculate the 
coordinates of points on a road centreline that contains a horizontal curve:  

Calculators;  
Spreadsheets;  
Writing your own software, and  
CAD software. 

 
 
Q2    Choose A or B 
 

A) The lot drawn in the following figure is part of a new subdivision. The calculations in this 
question are part of the design process for the whole subdivision.   

 

 
 
Figure, not to scale. 
 
[Note, this question looks similar to a tutorial question, but it is slightly different.]  
 
The centre of the circle that forms arc AD is at a bearing of 359° 11’ and distance 15.00m from A (i.e. 
along the line BA continued ‘north’)   
 

a) Calculate the distance CD and the area of the lot.   
b) Use independent methods to check your answers from part A. 
c) What role can mental arithmetic play in this problem?  Give an example of its use. 

 
 
 
B) In the diagram at right, the figure A B C D contains 
202,342.82m2.  From the data supplied, find the lengths of the 
boundaries A D, A B and B C. Use mental arithmetic as an 
approximate check of your answers, explain your method. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Q3        
The site for a proposed new road has been surveyed by GPS and the transformed E, N, H coordinates 
are supplied in file 13Exam8R.pts.  The point codes do not use a prefix. The proposed road contains a 
circular curve and two spiral transition curves as shown in the figure below. No superelevation will be 
applied to this road. The data file contains about 250 lines and is not included in this book.  The first 
few lines of the file are: 

A 

B 
C 

D 
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118,290085.797,471.912,32.435,TK02 
119,290096.572,496.237,30.028,TK02 
120,290118.440,552.070,26.184,TK02 

 
 
The centre line of the road starts at point 1 (E = 290108.0, N = 598.0) with a chainage of 00.  Point 2, 
the IP, is at (290077.0, 778.0) and point 3 is at (290138.0, 880.0).     
 

a) Calculate the coordinates and chainage of the tangent points and of points on the centreline 
using even 20 m chainages. You may use a calculator, or spreadsheet or CAD, or a 
combination of these methods. What are the coordinates of the point at chainage 180?      

 
b) What is the chainage of point 3?    

 
c) What is the chainage of the last road centreline mark before point 3?    

 
d) There is a nearby control mark at 290192.161,  882.103. Calculate the bearing and distance 

from this control mark to the last road centreline mark before point 3.   
 

e) Produce the cross sections for the 20m chainage points, not for the tangent points. Use a left 
and right offset of 15 m. Construct a template for the road surface that falls 3% (i.e.  -3) each 
side of the centre line for 6m.  There is to be no kerb on this rural road. Batters on both sides 
of the road are to be fixed slope at 1 in 2 for both cut and fill. Draw (sketch) on this exam 
paper (or obtain a printout) the cross sectional view at the end of the road (point 3), with a 
vertical exaggeration of 5. 
 

f) The road surface long section is designed to start (at point 1) and end (at point 3) at the same 
level as the current ground surface. Add a vertical curve of length 40m with IP at chainage 160 
and reduced level equal to the current ground level.  
What is the long section slope from chainage 00 to 160?  
What is the long section slope from chainage 160 to the end of the road?     

 
g) What is the reduced level of the designed road surface centreline at chainage 200?  

 
h) After adding the vertical curve, sketch on this exam paper (or obtain a printout) the new cross 

section at chainage 180 with a vertical exaggeration of 5.  

 

Q4    A detail survey of a farm site was measured. There is a fence around the property and a creek 
through it. The data for this site has been entered into a CAD file called 12Sample.pts (the file was 
supplied to students  in the exam and is now in a zip file on a website with this book).  The use of CAD 
and this electronic file is recommended to answer this question. The format of the text data file is: 
Point number, Easting, Northing, Height, Code .  The contents of the file are: 

1,916.453,715.402,188.6,01FCE 
2,670.110,729.479,184.3,01FCE 
3,426.782,708.364,182.5,01FCE 
4,612.797,612.843,185.9,NS 
5,828.976,569.607,190.0,NS 
6,952.651,533.410,191.9,01FCE 
7,929.525,193.556,190.8,01FCE 
8,688.208,208.638,189.6,01FCE 
9,367.459,194.561,188.5,01FCE 
10,178.428,194.561,186.5,01FCE 

1 

2

3 

Circular R=190m 
50m trans. 50m trans.
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11,211.609,290.082,185.7,01FCE 
12,479.068,289.077,186.2,NS 
13,348.355,414.762,183.1,NS 
14,191.499,517.322,180.5,01FCE 
15,951.645,301.143,189.4,CREEK*01FCE 
16,824.954,379.570,187.8,CREEK 
17,706.307,435.878,185.7,CREEK 
18,584.644,422.806,1831,CREEK 
19,484.095,472.075,181.6,CREEK 
20,416.728,587.706,179.9,CREEK 
21,287.020,652.057,177.0,CREEK 
22,176.417,700.320,174.9,CREEK*01FCE 
 

(There is a typographical error in the above file.  Can you spot it?  If not, you will see a problem when 
you draw the contours.) 

 
Use CAD software to produce a contour plan of the farm site with a 1 metre interval. Explain the 
methods used when editing or processing for each step. 

Do not show the point numbers for the detail points on your final plan. Do not show contours or 
triangles (TIN) outside the fence boundary. To ensure correct contours near the creek there needs to 
be a triangle edge (in the TIN) along each segment of the creek. 

If the fence lines are not drawn in the correct order (because the order they were surveyed in is 
different to the order required for plotting) then correct the fence lines.  Describe two different methods 
for correcting the fence lines. 

Add a proposed building to the site with (E, N) coordinates: 

760.000 640.000 
750.000 640.000 
750.000 633.000 
760.000 633.000 

Add the words “Proposed Building” to the plan in an appropriate place, near or within the building. 
Ensure that contour lines do not go through the building. 

Printout your plan at a scale of 1:4000, with a standard A4 title block/border, and your name, on the 
lab’s printer (in recent years students  create a pdf file rather than paper printout). 
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Additional Short Answer Questions to assist your study: 

A) Explain the major difference between Insert/Text/Text and Survey/Annotation functions in 
CAD. (This question is specific to one version of CAD).  
 

B) Explain the codes TREE*S2    and   01FCE*01CREEK   as used in CAD.  How do we deal 
with data sets that have string numbers prefix the code? (This question is specific to one 
version of CAD). 
 

C) In the figure below, a rural road with parallel straights sides and width w = 20.115 m changes 
direction at E. The bearing FE = 73°00’ and the bearing ED = 115°00’. Calculate the bearing 
and distance from E to B. 

 

D) Briefly explain the necessary procedures, commands or functions in CAD to edit detail survey plans 
in each of the following ways:  

1) Remove the detail point numbers for all points. 
2) Insert breaklines to correct the contours which cross over bank boundaries; 
3) Remove contours inside houses or roads; 
4) Smooth the contours; 
5) How do you display the contents of one particular layer only? 
6) How can you display the properties of an entity e.g. a point?  
7) What option would you use to find the length of a line? 
8) How can you tell which layer is current? 
9) Which option would you use to add bearing and distance to a traverse line? 
10) Which option would you use to add text to a plan? 
11) If a Title Block file is available on your computer, which option would you use to add this Title 

Block to your plan? 
12) Find some mistakes in the plan below. How would you correct those mistakes? Any 

suggestions on what needs to be improved and how to improve the plan? 
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1.5 Sample Final Exam - solutions 

Q1c A similar question about calculating traverses could be answered as follows.  

Keywords: Advantages Disadvantages 

Calculators Familiar, own machine, do every 
step long hand, cheap, DMS 
function and R/P functions built-in, 
portable. 

If nonprogrammable or limited memory you must 
enter data sequentially, one mistake means you 
must do it all again.  Cannot usually see what 
data you entered.  Must type the “equations / 
steps” for each new traverse = tedious. No plot. 
No printout of answers or direct transfer to 
computer or instrument. 

Spreadsheets  

 

Spreadsheets are common 
software, can see data in visual 
table, new traverse just replace 
data not retype equations, data 
typos easily corrected. Can 
printout and export results to files. 

If a new traverse has a different number of 
stations, then need to modify the spreadsheet. 
Graphs not very good (E and N at different 
scales, and traverse lines not automatic). Care 
with radians for trig calculations. Requires 
computer (and battery life for field work). 

CAD Can see plan of traverse, 
preprogrammed equations, data 
typos easily edited, can upload 
data to and from instrument. 
Faster. Don’t need to know 
formula 

Bowditch adjustment needs bearings and 
distances for each line, so angular misclose must 
be precomputed by user.  Expensive software. 
Don’t know what the program is doing inside (eg 
equations, assumptions). Maybe bugs in 
program. May be difficult to spot input errors. 

 
 
Q2A   Dist CD = 30.817.  Bearing D to centre of circle = 314°13’13”.  Area polygon ABCD = 715.5m2 

Segment area = 8.8 m2 and Area of lot = 706.7 m2.  Can be solved using (centre of circle at M): 

a) Excel’s solver function with missing bearing of DM and missing dist CD, constraining misclose 
in E and N to both = 0.   

b) Missing bearing and distance equations as in Chapter 3 or in CAD 
c) Rotate the lines until CD is north (brg 0), then sum ∆E around loop, then find bearing of DM 

from ∆E = 15sin(brgDM), then correct the bearing back to the original non-rotated system. 
d) And other ways. 

One approach is to select coordinates for a point and calculate the coordinates of the other points, for 
example starting at the centre of the circle O: 

Point Distance Bearing 
    

  
d m s ΔE ΔN E N 

O  
      

1000.000 2000.000 
 

15 179 11 00 0.214 -14.998 
  

A 
      

1000.214 1985.002 
 

36.13 179 11 00 0.515 -36.126 
  

B 
      

1000.729 1948.875 
 

34.6 60 10 00 30.015 17.2123 
  

C 
      

1030.743 1966.088 

Then calculate the coordinates of D by intersection of distance from O and bearing from C, or by using 
MS Excel solver on the loop traverse back to O. This gives D (1010.750, 1989.539) and distance CD = 
30.817. 

The area of the polygon ABCDA using the coordinates is ½ (7973857 – 7972426) = 715.5 

From that area we subtract the area of the segment of the curve. From coordinates of A and D, chord 
length A-D = 11.472, angle theta = 44.96 degrees and Segment Area = 8.8.  

Total Area (Polygon Area - Segment Area) = 706.7 
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An independent check of the answers can be obtained by using a CAD program with surveying COGO 
module. Distance CD = 30.817 

 

Mental arithmetic and a sketch plan drawn approximately to scale would yield CD as less than AB and 
BC, perhaps about 30m and AD about 10m. The area is similar to that of a rectangle of sides being 
the means of opposite sides of the lot: (36+30)/2 by (35+10)/2 = 740 m 

 

Q2B  
AB = 1017.316m     CB = 158.173m 
 
Q3 solution  

a) 290090.073     776.089    
b) 295.166   
c) 280    
d) 256°17’02”  (within 10” OK)  63.763  
e) and h) 

          

f)   +4.26%  (or 1 in 23.5)    +9.04% (or 1 in 11)   
g) 36.778 is design level.     

 

Additional questions 

A) Ans:  Inserted Text – It is an independent object.  No link between an entity and a text inserted 
for it, e.g. inserted bearing/distance for a line is not linked to the line. 
Annotated Text – linked to the entity. An annotated text is derived from the entity’s properties. 
E.g. the bearing/distance text is obtained from the line’s bearing/distance value. 
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